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ABSTRACT

The technical communication profession has grown rapidly in the years 1971-1992.
The changing roles and responsibilities in the workplace and in academia have created
questions about the goals and identity of technical communication. Technical
communication professionals question whether there is the coherence of a discipline or an
emerging discipline. They also question what the common body of knowledge and
procedures may be that marks technical communication as distinct from other academic
and professional activities concerned with the production of text and communication of
information.
Stephen Toulmin's Human Understanding provided theoretical support for the
study with its definitions oiprofession and discipline and discussion of the forums and
transmit that distinguish a field of study. The technical communication forums display
the transmit of the problems-solving activities. Six technical communication journals
provided text and citations for the study of the technical communication transmit: IEEE
Transactions on Professional Communications, Journal of Business and Technical
Communication, Journal of Technical Writing and Communication, Technical
Communication, Technical Communication Quarterly, and The Technical Writing Teacher.
From the journals, 11,976 citations were collected for the representative years 1971, 1980,
and 1988-1992. Analysis identified 78 frequently cited texts and 110 representative
periodicals for further study. The texts and periodicals yielded observations about the
discipline (the concepts and the procedures) and the profession that contribute to an
understanding of workplace communication and problem-solving activities of technical
communication professionals. Carolyn R. Miller's 1979 College English article, "A
Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing," served as a representative text of the
viii

technical communication profession. A rhetorical analysis of the text, intertext, and
context surrounding Miller's article completed the study of the transmit of technical
communication professionals.
The study shows that technical communication has evolved to a discipline.
Conceptual topics include Profession, Rhetoric and Composition, Document Design,
Social Construction and Collaboration, and Workplace Communication. Procedures
include empirical research methods (particularly collaborative ethnographic studies of the
workplace) and nonempirical methods (such as rhetorical analysis). Technical
communication scholars, researchers, and practitioners interact with professionals in other
fields to solve problems of communication and text production.
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CHAPTER I
AN OVERVIEW
. . . understanding the evolution of discourse systems of disciplines will help
individuals engaged in discipline building, reformulation, or maintenance in
making more informed judgments about the creation of new forums, changes
in journal policy, or the fostering on new kinds of language use}

The technical communication profession has grown rapidly in the years 1971-1992.
Society for Technical Communication (STC) membership increased from 4386 in 1971
(Farrellj to more than 16,000 members in 1992 (Profile 92); the Association of Teachers
of Technical Writing (ATTW) has grown from about 20 members in 1973 (Cunningham)
to almost 750 members in 1993 (1993 ATTW Membership Directoiy). Changes in the
technology of communication have led technical communicators into global
communication. The rapidly changing roles and responsibilities in the workplace and in
academia have created questions about the goals and identity of technical communication.
Technical communication professionals debate the existence of a common body of
knowledge that would make technical communication distinct from other academic and
workplace activities concerned with the production of text (for example, Bazerman
Constructing; Hayhoe, Stohrer, Kunz, and Southard; MacNealy "Moving"; Pinelli and
Barclay). The time has come to study the goals and identity of technical communication
and to establish a sense of coherence in the emerging concepts and procedures employed
by technical communication professionals.
A study of workplace and research activities of technical communication
professionals reflecting their problem-solving activities will contribute to an understanding

^Bazerman Constmcting 113.

of the discipline (the concepts and the procedures). The problem-solving activities of
professionals reveal the purpose of technical communication and establish the knowledge
that professionals employ to solve problems. Presently the discipline seems fragmented
with only small groups of professionals coordinating their problem-solving activities and
with concepts and procedures originating in other disciplines. Technical communicators
find themselves with workplace responsibilities for visual as well as verbal components of
a document. They must gather the information, write the document, and prepare printready copy. Additionally, they much keep pace with changing technology frequently not
only updating their skills but also training others to work with new equipment and new
means of communication, such as electronic mail and communication in international
markets. Problem solving appears scattered among topics from how to create effective
online instructions to the best way to manage and produce collaborative projects to
certification of technical communication practitioners to understanding cultural
differences among users. In some settings, technical communicators have the status of
engineers, but perhaps more often they are perceived as sophisticated secretaries.
Academically, technical communication sometimes appears as unrelated research activities
ranging from studies of collaboration in the workplace to reports of readers' responses to
particular document design to preparation of graduate students for academic positions.
The research methodologies range from empirical studies to textual analyses of
metaphors. Researchers draw from the sciences, social sciences, and literature. Technical
communication academicians rarely hold a majority position in a department. Frequently
a few tenured faculty members represent the program with a large number of parttime
instructors teaching the courses. Often students are required to take a technical

communication course. The university community views the course as a service for the
students and thus attributes little disciplinary status to the course.
Technical communication as a profession and as a discipline would benefit from
an identity based on a sense of the problem-solving activities and practices of its
professionals. Different activities and research strands pull the profession in many
directions. However, with an identity comes a sense of purpose and cohesiveness that
give the professionals a common set of goals. The goals guide the problem-solving
activities. Toward providing a sense of identity, technical communication professionals
have proposed definitions of technical communication over the past several decades (for
example, Britton, 1965; John Harris, 1978; Dobrin, 1989; Carolyn Miller, 1989; Allen,
1990; Houp and Pearsall, 1992), and researchers have conducted historical reviews of
technical writers and their documents (refer to the work of Charles Bazerman, Alan
Gross, Elizabeth Tebeaux, and Dorothy Winsor, among others). However, no researcher
has looked at the texts of technical communication professionals as they communicate
among themselves and disseminate their ideas to others outside the technical
communication community. The texts, particularly in citation patterns and the evolution
of concepts that they reveal, should indicate whether the conversation in technical
communication is focused or fragmented—^whether, indeed, there is a community of
academics and practitioners engaged in common problem-solving activities and practices.
Technical communication professionals call for research focused on the
development of the profession and its concepts and procedures. Victoria Mikelonis, past
editor of The Technical Writing Teacher (TWT), offered, as part of the explanation for
focusing the fall issues of TWT on research, the following statement:
If we intend to foster the healthy growth of technical communication, it
seems it is time to take a systematic look at our own theoretical and

disciplinary bases to see what is relevant to the theory, practice, and
pedagogy of technical communication, (i)
In the November 1992 issue of Technical Communication (TC), several authors
(MacNealy "Research"; Pinelli and Barclay; Rainey and Kelly) call for more research into
multimedia, online information, document design, the composing process in the
workplace, visuals, and the management of communication. But, as Mary MacNealy
observes for one topic, visuals, the research may be available but a synthesis is needed
and the pedagogical concerns require attention ("Research" 542). The call for synthesis is
a call to gather disconnected or fragmented discussions of theory, research, and practice
into an integrated body of knowledge. Perhaps this is also the case for other topics.
However, without a systematic study of the research to date, no direction or redirection in the research and practice activities of the topics can take place. To that end,
I present a selective history of the profession and the discipline that gives a view of past
accomplishments and suggests paths for future studies. I will show that technical
communication has concepts and procedures in place and a set of topics associated with
its problem-solving activities. I will show that the knowledge and the topics evolve (and
continue to evolve) as changes in the workplace and findings from research studies
contribute new understanding to current problems. Kenneth Rainey and Rebecca Kelly,
in a recent study of dissertations, suggest that "more study of the history of technical
communication can provide a better picture of where we have been and can help us
decide where we need to go" (554). No other historical study by technical communication
scholars looks at technical communication as a complete entity.
The texts of technical communication professionals form the "conceptual platform"
and serve as the "starting point for the next generation" (Toulmin Human Understanding
278). The texts are the scaffolding that new members of the profession build upon

(Bazerman Shaping 306). These "standard texts" (Toulmin Human Understanding 278)
offer the metaphors and models from which succeeding concepts are developed. As
representative texts, they reflect the community. Describing and recording the evolution
of the texts in technical communication journals for 1971, 1980, and 1988-92 gives a
history of the community. I systematically collect the citations found in six technical
communication professional journals to identify texts that influence the problem-solving
activities and practices of the professionals. This study of the texts of technical
communication contributes partially to a self-awareness that in turn produces a selfconfidence among technical communication professionals in their place among other
professions. Knowing the source of ideas and observing the development of the concepts
and the procedures guide future research studies.
An introspective study of the texts of technical communication also becomes an
extrospective study. Technical communication professionals train in different fields, but
contribute jointly and with the perspectives and tools of the fields to a goal of effective
problem solving. The interaction of technical communication professionals with other
professionals provides the common ground for problem solving. Technical
communication professionals find they frequently serve as "boundary spanners" (Harrison
and Debs). The academic professionals may be housed in the engineering department, in
the English department, or in a self-contained department, but they frequently serve the
entire university community with writing instruction. The practitioner may be housed in
the document development department or in a training department, or integrated into the
company with no distinct identification other than the "best" writer on the staff. The
number of disciplines used as resources and the different locations for technical
communication professionals provide a rich variety of interaction and sharing of ideas, but

they also create a sense of confusion and lack of solidarity over identity (Anderson,
Brockmann, and Miller; Brereton, and others discuss the conflicts in identity). I present a
study of the knowledge-making activities of professionals.
With an identity comes respect and authority. With respect and authority comes
power to bargain for more faculty positions and resources, such as money and research
time. The practitioner can seek better salaries, job responsibilities, schedules, and
equipment. In addition, this selective history of technical communication may supply
support in discussions of tenure, promotion, grant applications, accreditation of programs,
and certification of technical communicators. It may link the practitioner with an
identifiable profession. The criteria by which technical communication professionals
judge other members of their community may become more apparent and thus offer
criteria for judgment by outside observers. For example, the criteria for tenure in the
English department may need to differ for literature and technical communication
professionals because of different purposes served by the professionals. The practitioner
will be recognized as a team member contributing equally with the engineers or
programmers. I want to establish support for technical communication as it vies for
limited resources with other communities.
To summarize, with this study I have two objectives in developing more selfawareness among technical communication professionals:
•

to describe and record the concepts and the procedures produced and used by
the scholars, researchers, and practitioners in technical communication.

•

to show the interaction of technical communication scholars, researchers, and
practitioners with other scholars, researchers, and practitioners.

The objectives contribute to establishing support for the technical communication
community in its relation to other communities. The first objective addresses an inward

look at the activities of the technical communication profession and the concepts and
procedures (the discipline). The second objective connects the findings about technical
communication to other communities.
Two examples from the study illustrate the findings and how the objectives are
met. In reviewing the authors most frequently cited, I found an almost equal number of
single-author texts and collaboratively produced texts. This findings suggests that
collaboration on research projects, particularly ethnographic studies, is very much a part
of accepted procedures for technical communication professionals. The academic
professional may find this significant when applying for promotion and tenure. Second,
I wanted to see if technical communication more closely aligns with the social sciences
than with the humanities, and if the research conducted by technical communication
professionals more closely resembles empirical studies than analytical and critical studies.
The findings suggest that technical communication professionals frequently refer to social
sciences for concepts and procedures to support their work, and ethnographic studies are
very much a part of the technical communication research procedures. Ethnographic
studies are increasingly dominating the research procedures. Chapter IV presents the
complete discussion of these examples. They illustrate how the findings of this study
describe the concepts and the procedures of technical communication professionals as
well as show the interaction of the professionals with scholars, researchers, and
practitioners in other professions.
An introspective study of technical communication prevents entropy within the
profession and encourages a re-examination of the concepts and the procedures
presented. It is time for an introspective study of technical communication or as
Bazerman describes, "a self-conscious praxis of language" ("Interpretation" 36). An
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identifiable language of the profession and the texts of the profession offer new members
of the profession a place to begin. An identifiable language also provides a place from
which to communicate on a common ground with those outside of the technical
communication community. In the following pages, I outline the study. The terms and
research methods introduced will be developed further in later chapters.

Identifying the Texts
Sk technical communication journals provide a written record of the theoretical
and pedagogical interests of technical communication professionals. Data gathered from
the leading journals in technical communication contribute to establishing a descriptive
history of technical communication for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992. The journals included
in the study are:
IEEE

IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication

JBTC

Journal of Business and Technical Communication^

JTWC

Journal of Technical Writing and Communication

TC

Technical Communication

TCQ

Technical Communication Quarterly

TWT

The Technical Writing Teacher

Technical Communication Quarterly and The Technical Writing Teacher are discussed as
separate journals. TCQ replaced TWT as the journal published by the Association of
Teachers of Technical Writing, but the journals are distinct entities. The purpose and

^The JBTC was first published as the Iowa State Journal of Business and Technical
Communication.

content of TCQ include research and theoretical issues beyond teaching technical writing
(the primary focus of TWT).
I use the bibliometric method of citation analysis to collect the data from the
journals and rhetorical analysis to interpret the information gathered. The citation
analysis provides the quantifiable data; the rhetorical analysis provides a method for
interpreting selected texts. By employing techniques common to rhetoric of inquiry
studies, I develop a qualitative interpretation of selected contributions from professionals
that offers a historical view of technical communication for the years 1971, 1980, and
1988-92. This interpretive study then looks toward future discussions in technical
communication. I hope to contribute to a better understanding of the concepts and the
procedures—the discipline—that technical communication builds upon. And, I also hope
to contribute to technical communication's identification as a profession—scholars,
researchers, and practitioners in the classroom and in business and industrial settings.
I share the purpose of the authors of Textual Dynamics of the Professions:
Historical and Contemporary Studies of Writing in Professional Communities: "to give order
to the past so as to establish a shared present that will be the basis for coordinated work
in the future" (Bazerman and Paradis 5). With a systematic collection and analysis of the
citations for each article in each of the six journals, I have a set of data from which to
select specific texts. The selected texts represent observation points that embody the
transmit and the context of technical communication—the textual dynamics of the
technical communication professional. The transmit is "the successive bodies of doctrine
that form the accepted starting-points for the next generation" (Toulmin Human
Understanding 278).
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Constructing a Framework for the Study
Stephen Toulmin's discussion in Human Understanding: The Collective Use and
Evolution of Concepts and the methods of rhetoric of inquiry control the structure of this
study. Toulmin's distinction between discipline and profession offers terminology for
focusing upon specific features of the technical communication community. His metaphor
of evolution may be applied to the development of technical communication as a
discipline and a profession over the most recent 22 years. The textual and contextual
methods of the rhetoric of inquiry provide a way to conduct this introspective study of
professionals and their problem-solving activities. I describe each briefly in this section
with more in-depth discussions in Chapter II.

Discipline and Profession
Toulmin divides his study of "rational enterprises" (Human Understanding 95),
activities in which professionals participate (research, teaching, and so on), into two areas:
the discipline and the profession. Toulmin distinguishes discipline from profession:
•

a discipline is "a communal tradition of procedures and techniques for dealing
with theoretical or practical problems" (Human Understanding 142).

•

a profession is "the organized set of institutions, roles, and men [and women]
whose business it is to apply or improve those procedures and techniques"
(Human Understanding 142).

The tradition of procedures and techniques provides the framework for problem-solving
situations. The journals, the organizations, the conferences, and the work groups are
forums for professionals.
Discipline is defined further:
A collective human enterprise takes the form of a rationally developing
"discipline," in those cases where men's [and women's] shared commitment
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to a sufficiently agreed set of ideals leads to the development of an
isolable and self-defining repertory of procedures; and where those
procedures are open to further modification, so as to deal with problems
arising from the incomplete fulfillment of those disciplinary ideals.
The representative set of concepts and procedures which constitutes the
current content of any enterprise develops in a disciplined manner . . . not
because the collective aims of the enterprise by themselves provide a
criterion of "truth," or impose a single, uniquely "correct" system of
concepts. It does so, rather, because the disciplinary ideals determine an
agreed direction of conceptual and procedural change, and so the criteria
for selecting "acceptable" variants. (Human Understanding 359)
A discipline is the set of collectively agreed upon concepts, or ideals, for a given time and
context. The "set of fundamental concepts and selection-criteria" (Toulmin Human
Understanding 381) represent the ideal toward which professionals work. Concepts are the
past and current knowledge that includes the theories and ideals agreed upon by the
professionals and the experiences and solutions in problem solving. Collectively concepts
form a transmit: "the repertory of intellectual techniques, procedures, skills, and methods
of representation, which are employed in 'giving explanations' of events and phenomena"
(159). Concepts such as the theory of the social construction of knowledge provide a
better understanding of the effectiveness of collaboratively produced documents. Or,
theories (concepts) about short-term and long-term memory influence document design
features such as headings or paragraph length. Procedures refers to the methods used in
the discipline. For technical communication, researchers studying writing in the
workplace may use qualitative and quantitative procedures such as interviews, surveys,
protocol analysis, case studies, ethnographic studies, controlled experiments, or historical,
rhetorical, and textual analysis. Because of the number of disciplines that influence
technical communication and because of the varied types of problems to be solved, the
concepts the professionals use are not unique to technical communication nor are the
procedures limited to a single method given the range of problems that technical
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communication professionals must solve. As professionals encounter problems, they use
the collectively agreed upon concepts and procedures as guidelines for problem solving.
The boundary spanning activities of technical communication professionals require
multiple concepts and procedures. And, the variety of problems demands flexible,
inventive problem solving that cannot be easily placed in categories and analyzed. The
multiple influences allow a rich interaction with other professions to share concepts. But
even with the diversity, I show that there is a "self-defining repertory" (Human
Understanding 359) that identifies technical communication.
Profession represents the authority and judgment of the discipline. Professionals
"act as the guardians, for the time being, of its collective intellectual ideal" (Toulmin
Human Understanding 279). The inclusion or exclusion of members depends upon the
collective selection process by other professionals. The selection process may be as
indiscriminate as paying membership dues to an organization, or it may be as selective as
election to a position as officer in the organization or inclusion in an anthology of articles
on a topic in technical communication. Individuals wield a range of influence within the
profession, and professionals influence the community to different degrees. The
professionals represent the authoritative voice. The voice is expressed in journals,
conference proceedings, and other forums. The individuals are the knowledge creators
and knowledge users. These individuals create the text.
The texts appear in forums such as the professional journal. The discipline is on
display and the conversations are recorded. Through "influence, not force" (Toulmin
Cosmopolis 208), the journals are "employed to justify the collective acceptance of novel
procedures" (Toulmin Human Understanding 379). Professionals discuss the concepts and
procedures in selectively open forums.
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Figure 1.1. Problem Solving Activities in Technical Communication
To establish consistency for the terms used in this study, discipline refers to the
concepts and the procedures used by professionals to solve problems, profession refers to
the forums for discussing the concepts, and professionals are the individuals who create
and use the knowledge for problem solving. Each concept and the procedures used to
arrive at the knowledge must "measure up to these collective demands" of the community
of professionals (Toulmin Human Understanding 379). Figure 1.1 represents the relation
of the profession to the discipline and the texts produced. The profession represents the
interactions of women and men in forums such as conferences and journals. The forums
provide a gathering place or medium for the participants to get together to exchange
ideas. The borders are not clearly defined as one profession interacts with another
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(represented by the broken line). The accumulated concepts and procedures, or
discipline, (represented with a second circle) in reality are not neatly enclosed.
Professionals using concepts and procedures address problems (the intersection of the
circles). The resulting interaction takes textual form. The complete model represents the
context within which professionals solve problems and produce texts constructed from the
concepts and the procedures. The texts become the transmit for a given time and a given
problem. Affixed to a page, the model appears static. However, the problem-solving
activities and the texts evolve as professionals and disciplinary activities change. The
model cannot show the dynamic relationships among professionals and their activities.

Rhetoric of Inquiry
Rhetoric of inquiry researchers study the texts for the arguments and language
used within disciplines by professionals as they explore, create, and apply concepts and
procedures. The purpose of a rhetoric of inquiry study is
to encompass the interdependence of inquiry and communication, and to
encourage connecting all the skeins of rhetoric into a commitment for
better inquiry to inform action. (Nelson, Megill, and McCloskey 16)
Rhetoric of inquiry researchers study the use of rhetoric in problem-solving activities.
Robert Sanders suggests that there is a "dynamic interconnection" (145) between the
knowledge-building and concepts of a discipline and the corresponding language. That is,
rhetoric provides the means for invention and the construction of knowledge that is
reflected in the language (rhetoric) used. The rhetoric of the profession is the rhetoric of
inquiry. It is the "argumentation, with vigorous dialectic of dissent and assent which digs
up truths, grafts them together, and makes knowledge" (R. Harris "Rhetoric" 298). The
texts reveal the rhetoric by which technical communication professionals create and argue
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their concepts. The six technical communication journals provide the citations from
which the representative texts are selected.
I study the discipline and the knowledge-building process as displayed in the texts
within the context of professional activities. Thus, a rhetorical analysis of technical
communicafion's most often referred to documents, its "conceptual platform" (Toulmin
Human Understanding 278), gives one interpretation of the discipline. The rhetoric may
be studied from many different perspectives. For example, in Understanding Scientific
Prose, 17 authors demonstrated different methods of analysis on one essay, "The
Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian Paradigm: A Critique of the Adaptationist
Programme." The authors
illustrate—and argue for—a pluralistic range of methods based on
Foucault and Habermas, on gender and cultural studies, on deconstruction
and reader response, on sociolinguistics and structuralism, on sociology
and the stasis theory newly emerging from classical rhetoric. (Selzer 7)
I apply a pluralistic approach in this study of the texts of technical communication
professionals. The selected texts represent the different problem-solving activities of
technical communication professionals. The rhetoric of the text reveals the interaction
that influences the development and application of concepts and procedures.

Applying the Framework
The distinction between profession and discipline carries into the methods used
for studying technical communication. I gather bibliometric data (citations) to aid in the
selection and interpretation of the collective concepts through six of the professional
forums: IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT. The rhetorical analysis brings the two
together to account for the texts and contexts and to analyze the transmit. Figure 1.2
illustrates the relation between the research model and research methods.
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Figure 1.2. Research Methods for Studying Technical Communication

The Profession and the Professional Journals
The six journals, IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT, represent the primary
forums for the technical communication professional to read and to publish in. The six
journals were chosen based upon a preliminary study where I surveyed the journals for
composition, rhetoric, and technical communication professionals.
The starting point for the study, 1971, coincides with the first issue of JTWC. The
JTWC was the first academically based journal devoted to technical communication. The
editors of/7WC are with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. TWT, a publication of ATTW,
soon followed in 1973 to emphasize the pedagogical issues. At the beginning of 1992,
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TWT changed names to TCQ to reflect not only a shift from technical writing to technical
communication, but also to reflect an image of a more scholarly publication concerned
with issues beyond pedagogy (without abandoning the teaching concerns). JBTC began in
1987 at Iowa State University. Established over a decade earlier, TC and IEEE emerged
from the business and industry arena in 1957 and 1958, respectively.
For technical communication, the 22-year span and the years 1971-1992 capture,
for example, the shift from product- to process-oriented teaching and the accompanying
debate, the introduction of computers into schools and workplace activities, the
application of such theories as cognitive development and the social construction of
knowledge, and the incorporation of the study of workplace activities into research.
Additionally, 22 years is a good time span if Derek de Solla Price's estimate for the
growth patterns in science is adopted. He suggests that a 20-year span of study in science
sees the number of texts and researchers double and provides a selection of strong studies
to examine (6). Selecting from this time frame gives representative texts for technical
communication. I primarily focus on 1988-1992 to get an in-depth look at one part of the
22 years.
I found no other research on the journals as professional forums for the technical
communication community. Robert Connors traces pedagogical issues in his article "The
Rise of Technical Writing Instruction in America." He offers the journals as proof of a
recognition of technical writing in the curriculum, but he does not describe the roles of
the journals. James W. Souther, like Connors, offers a synopsis of the teaching side of
technical writing. He identifies the more important publications and events of the 1970s
and early 1980s, including the publication of JBTC, JTWC, TWT, and several anthologies.
Souther also recognizes the establishment of two professional organizations in 1973,
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ATTW and the Council for Programs in Technical and Scientific Communication
(CPTSC), as well as a number of academic programs and increased research efforts.
Connors ("Review") also reviews 15 composition journals in a 1984 issue of College
English. Journals specific to technical communication are not included. Chris M. Anson
and Hildy Miller, building on an earlier survey (Anson), provide a list of 97 journals in
composition studies with non-evaluative information such as publication dates,
subscription rates, and affiliation. The technical communication journals JBTC, JTWC,
TC, and TWT are included in the survey; IEEE is not listed. At the 1991 International
Technical Communication Conference (ITCC), Frank Smith, editor of TC, gave a
publication history for TC. MacNealy ("Research") suggests similar studies should be
done for the JBTC, JTWC, TCQ, and TWT. She does not mention IEEE.
A search of Dissertation Abstracts International yielded no analysis of the
profession for 1971 to the present, and no one has studied the technical communication
journals. Rainey and Kelly summarize the dissertations completed between 1965 and
1990. They found five studies that analyzed a historical technical document, but none
that studied the text of the technical communication professional (particularly those
publishing in the six journals). I should note here that Bazerman's essay "Scientific
Writing as a Social Act: A Review of the Literature of the Sociology of Science" and his
book Shaping Written Knowledge influenced the development of this project. The methods
found in rhetoric of inquiry studies provided models for this study. However, no one
investigating rhetoric of inquiry has looked at the rhetoric of technical communication
professionals. The sciences have received most of the attention.
The journals provide an easy-to-access resource with a fixed transmit to study.
Compared to books or anthologies, the journal format allows for quicker publishing of
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the transmit. The references cited offer one path for studying the connections between
the concepts and the procedures presented in the texts of the technical communication
professionals. Four of the six (IEEE, TC, TCQ, and TWT) are publications of
professional organizations. The organizafions meet annually and publish newsletters to
offer several forums for sharing ideas among the members. Each of the organizations,
the IEEE Professional Communication Society (IEEE-PCS), STC, and ATTW, is a
respected forum for joining the technical communication community. These organizations
and their forums are made up of the "men [and women] whose individual choices
become—in effect—the choices of the whole profession" (Toulmin Human Understanding
265).
The journals serve as an authoritative voice for the organizations. The editor and
editorial board sift out those papers which warrant publication in the journal thus acting
as the "disciplinary filter" (Connors "Review" 351; Toulmin Human Understanding 270).
These filters are among the most visible, powerful, and selective institutions of the
profession. As Carol Berkenkotter, Thomas Huckin, and John Ackerman suggest.
Papers and publications are among a research community's communicative
forums; significant issues are raised, defined, and debated within these
forums. In this sense, to publish and to be cited is to enter the
community's discourse. (193)
The journals reflect the discussions of the profession and collect the concepts and the
procedures in an accessible medium.

The Discipline and the Citations
The systematic collection of the references yields a database of almost 12,000
citations to interpret. I collected citations for 1971, 1980, 1988-1992 (Table 1.1). This
collection provides a representative sampling from the early years while giving a
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comprehensive look at five recent years of the profession. With citation records
collected, I then selected texts for further analysis based upon several different criteria,
such as the most frequent citations, the most recent citations, the lifespan of a particular
reference, and the most frequently cited author. This selection achieves the first objective
of this study is met: to describe and record the knowledge base produced and used by the
scholars, researchers, and practitioners in the technical communication profession.
Table 1.1. Citation Analysis Collection Years
1971

1980

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

IEEE

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

JTWC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Journal

TWT
JBTC
TCQ

X
X

The texts selected for the rhetorical analysis fall out of the most frequently cited
references. I present one interpretation, not a definitive interpretation. And, as with
other studies, I fill a gap that contributes to a better understanding of the technical
communication discipline and profession. The most frequently cited texts, I suggest, form
the conceptual platform as described by Toulmin. The metaphors and models described
become a part of the concepts and the procedures of the profession. The texts are not to
be considered the best or only interpretation, but they are considered valuable,
representative texts of the community for a given time. The resulting list of texts is not a
fixed list. Instead, the list should be viewed as an evolving list with texts appearing or
disappearing from the list as contextual factors and problems call for their use or non-use.
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As suggested by Bazerman, the texts serve as scaffolding for future texts. They become
the transmit associated with the community.
One example illustrates the scaffolding off of a standard text and the possible
replacement of the original text with an updated version. In 1980 the American Institutes
for Research published Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research (Daniel
Felker, editor). The authors identified and reviewed six areas of theory and research that
document designers must be aware of. In 1989 Karen Schriver identified and reviewed 11
areas that influence document design. Table 1.2 compares the areas identified. Felker's
work was complete for the 1970s; Schriver's work reflects the changes in the 1980s. The
texts reflect the changing concepts of the community. (This comparison also shows the
areas of research and theory that technical communication professionals interested in
document design must be familiar with.)
Table 1.2. Document Design Theory and Research: Areas of Investigation
Document Design, 1980
Daniel Felker, ed.

in Technical Communication, 1989
Karen Schriver

composition

rhetoric and composition

cognitive psychology

cognitive and social psychology

instructional design

instructional design

readability

reading comprehension

human factors

human factors

typography and graphic design

typography and graphic design

psycholinguistics

psycholinguistics
human and computer interaction
computer technologies
discourse analysis
cultural studies
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Describing the Forums, the Professionals, and the Discipline
At some point in the discussion, the texts and the context must merge. The
concepts and the procedures rely on the activities of the profession to address problems.
The transmit contains the rhetoric of the profession. A study of the transmit reflects the
textual side of social construction . . . the idea that written
discourse is produced by a complex of social, cognitive,
material, and rhetorical activities; in return, written texts
dialectically precipitate the various contexts and actions that
constitute the professions. (Bazerman and Paradis 4)
With a study of selected texts, I look at the concepts and the procedures most frequently
used in technical communication. A study of these "regularized practices" offers a
glimpse at "how meaning is accomplished within a range of variation sufficient for people
who share a regularized disciplinary space to cooperate on their endeavor" (Bazerman
"Interpretation" 35). In other words, the regularized practices offer a view of problemsolving strategies by the profession.
Examples of rhetoric of inquiry studies by members of the technical
communication profession are easily found: Charles Bazerman's Shaping Written
Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the Experimental Article in Science; Alan Gross' The
Rhetoric of Science; Jimmie Killingsworth and Jacqueline Palmer's Ecospeak: Rhetoric and
Environmental Politics in America; and the previously cited anthology Textual Dynamics of
the Professions (Bazerman and Paradis, editors). In fact, studies of the rhetoric within
discourse communities are a prominent activity among technical communication
professionals. Each of these studies provides precedence for this study: the study of the
evolution of ideas through the rhetoric of the technical communication community.
Michael McGee and John Lyne issue a caution for such study: "rhetoric must
operate in the context of pervasive power structures, normative commitments, and
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practical needs" (400). A study of rhetoric can become a rhetorical exercise. My aim,
however, is to describe the standard, regularized transmit and thus to provide points for
newcomers and as well-established professionals to build upon. These points (identified
texts) then establish a "discursive process as a means of inducting or enrolling outsiders
into an insider's views and commitments" (Bazerman and Paradis 7). One purpose of this
study is to increase the recognition of the technical communication community among
other professionals. If the language is known or available to others then the unknown
becomes known and shared. Thus, the second objective of the study is met: to show the
interaction of technical communication scholars, researchers, and practitioners with other
scholars, researchers, and practitioners.

Outlining the Dissertation Chapters
I have introduced the purpose of the study: to present one interpretation of
selected years in the history of the discipline and profession of technical communication
and its conceptual platform based upon a study of the citations found in six professional
journals. Chapter II presents a discussion of the theories supporting this study. First, I
describe Stephen Toulmin's theory of the evolution of human understanding. Toulmin's
theory becomes the controlling schema for the study. Further, I explain the disciplinary
(concept development) and professional (individuals and forums) roles in problemsolving. Chapter III describes the research methods applied in this study: citation analysis
and rhetorical analysis.
Chapter IV gives an overview and identifies general trends of the forums and
professionals. I continue the description and analysis of my findings in Chapter V with a
discussion of the discipline as concepts and procedures. In Chapter VI, I analyze one text
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Carolyn Miller's "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing." I look at a portion of
its citation history and describe its influence upon the transmit of technical
communication. I describe the language code, intertext, and context for "Humanistic
Rationale" as a representative text of the discipline and profession.
With the cumulative data of the citation and rhetorical analyses collected from the
journals and the representative texts, I draw conclusions about the nature of technical
communication as a discipline and as a profession in Chapter VII.

Concluding Remarks
The six technical communication journals selected for this study, IEEE, JBTC,
JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT, offer researchers, scholars, and practitioners a forum for and
a record of the professional dialogue in technical communication. The dialogues provide
the link with research, theory, and practice to build the community. Journals serve as
disciplinary filters setting the standards for a community of scholars, researchers, and
practitioners to "wield institutional authority to create . . . intellectual authority" (Connors
"Review" 351). The focus on the texts and the use of methods of the rhetoric of inquiry
are designed to provide a study of specific technical communication professionals'
contributions to the knowledge base.
My purpose is not to debate the meaning of discipline and profession or whether
technical communication may be called a discipline or a profession. My purpose is to
offer one interpretation; the terms are defined to avoid confusion. Toulmin's terms seem
to best fit the goals of this study.
I hope that this one interpretation of a selected portion of technical
communication, 1971, 1980, and 1988-92, offers a better understanding of the discipline
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and the profession and contributes to a stronger sense of community for technical
communication professionals. But, my purpose may best be described by Bazerman:
. . . people reflecting on the language of their discipline seem to be trying
to figure out where they stand and what they can say. They are trying to
find their way out of the hall of mirrors they find themselves in . . . . By
reflecfion one can come to know the systems of which one is part and can
act with greater self-conscious precision andflexibilityto carry forward
and, if appropriate, reshape the projects of one's discipline.
("Interpretation" 37)

CHAPTER II
DISCIPLINE, PROFESSION, AND TEXTS

/ / we take the trouble to understand exactly, and in detail what intellectual
goals the men [and women] concerned were aiming at, in this or that
discipline, and how that choice of goals came to face them with this specific
conceptual problem, we shall then—but only then—be in a position to
understand what counted for them as an intellectual "achievement" or
theoretical "improvement," and how far—in that particular problem
situation—they were justified in applying the principles of judgement and
criteria of choice they did.^

Stephen Toulmin's theory of human understanding supports a study of the
development of the technical communication discipline and profession. First, he offers a
distinction between the terms discipline and profession that is useful for this discussion.
The distinction for discipline is broad enough to account for the number of disciplines
that influence technical communication. Second, he describes the process in terms of an
intellectual ecology that uses rational processes to evaluate problem situations.
Professionals collectively apply the concepts and the procedures (the discipline) to
address the problems and thus to reach solutions. The success or failure of solutions to
problems and the resulting actions of the professionals establish the profession's identity
through achievements and contributions.
Stephen Toulmin adapts Charles Darwin's model of evolution to describe the
development of a discipline and a profession. Instead of studying populations of
organisms changing over time, Toulmin studies the evolution of human understanding
across time. Members of the profession, "clear-headed men [and women] with suitable

^Toulmin Human Understanding 318.
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experience," judge the situation and arrive at solutions to problems (Toulmin 95).^
Toulmin describes this process as a "rational enterprise" (95). The dynamic nature of the
natural variation and selection explains the interaction of forces from the context, the
discipline, and the profession in solving problems. The rational enterprise evolves. The
premises and propositions change as the rational enterprise adapts.
Discipline, profession, and the rational enterprise of problem solving are defined in
the following pages. While Toulmin does not discuss language and text directly, he does
use the term transmit to describe the texts generated by professionals. A discussion of
rhetoric of inquiry and the role of citations in the development of technical
communication also follows. Finally, I present a model depicting the interaction of the
discipline and the professionals in problem-solving activities.

Defining Discipline and Profession
The distinction Toulmin makes between the terms discipline and profession
separates the knowledge from the knowledge creators and users so that each may be
studied. Studying the concepts and the procedures created and used by professionals
gives insight into the theories and methods used to address problem situations. The
language of the knowledge users displays the discipline. And, as Thomas Kuhn
concludes: ". . . language, is intrinsically the common property of a group or else nothing
at all. To understand it we shall need to know the special characteristics of the groups
that create and use it" (210). Thus, while the discipline and the professionals are
separated, they are also entwined. Both must be studied. The activities of the knowledge
users reflect how and why the concepts and the procedures are applied. Separating the

^Unless noted otherwise, I am citing Toulmin's Human Understanding in this chapter.
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concepts and the procedures from the users may help distinguish strengths and
weaknesses in each area. Questions that might be asked include: What is the scaffolding
that is in place for new professionals to build upon? Who are the professionals actively
contributing to discipline development and what are their contributions? Are the
concepts and the procedures evolving to meet changes in the workplace, particularly
changes in technology?
The distinction between discipline and profession is needed to counter the
confusion over the term discipline. For example, Thomas Pinelli and Rebecca Barclay
adopt definitions of discipline and profession that place the terms in the dichotomy of
theory and practice, respectively, with members associated with each arena. Their
distinction adopts a commonly accepted dichotomy, but it often puts theorists and
researchers (most commonly academicians) and practitioners at odds with each other.
The distinction used here does not separate theory and practice. I echo the call Stephen
North makes when paraphrasing Peter Elbow's description of discipline believing: the
profession (Composition) needs "a genuine and . . . mutual embracing of the perspective
and assumptions of other inquirers as the basis for further relations" (371). North wants
the practitioners, scholars, and researchers of Composition to work together. I show in
Chapter V that practice and theory cannot be separated when studying the workplace.
Much of technical communication research takes place in the workplace. Thus, discipline
is referred to not as an academic unit within a university nor a subdivision of any
recognized discipline. Instead, discipline is the concepts and the procedures used by
professionals. I define profession as the women and men working in academic and
business arenas exchanging ideas to solve problems—the knowledge creators and users.
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The professionals are engaged in rational enterprises when studying problems and
solutions.

Discipline
The study of the discipline is a study of the "a communal tradition of procedures
and techniques for dealing with theoretical or practical problems" (Toulmin 142).
Technical communication professionals focus on theoretical and practical problems of text
production. The knowledge they have of the problems are reflected in the concepts and
procedures they use to solve the problems. Together the concepts and the procedures are
"the skills or traditions, the activities, procedures, or instruments of Man's intellectual life
and imagination . . . through which human understanding is achieved and expressed"
(Toulmin 11). Toulmin pairs concepts and procedures in the statements such as "alongside
these systematically related concepts and procedures" (128), "disciplinary ideals determine
an agreed direction of conceptual and procedural change" (359), and the "current
repertory of concepts or techniques" (379). I modify Toulmin's definition, but I do so to
clarify the terms, not to deviate from Toulmin's meaning. I separate the term procedures
from the definition of concepts to separate the content or knowledge from the means of
gathering and reporting the knowledge. However, overlap still exists. For example,
audience analysis is a concept when used to describe one part of the document design
process, and it is a procedure when a researcher conducts an audience analysis of a set of
readers. Procedures signals the methods of research and the methods of reporting the
problem solving. Procedures of empirical research presume a concept of knowledge that
is verifiable and replicable. For example, case studies or protocol analysis are procedures
for conducting research. Procedures for reporting may include theoretical discussions.
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research reports, literature reviews. To define concepts, I adopt an all-encompassing
definition that includes the topics the professionals study as well as the issues surrounding
each topic. The topics remain fairly stable for a discipline, but the interpretations and
theoretical base depend upon the context. Concepts are the past and current knowledge.
I use concepts and procedures interchangeably with discipline throughout this study.
Adopting these definitions of concepts and procedures (Toulmin's discipline), I describe in
Chapter V a set of topics that technical communication professionals study, and I describe
research procedures to identify the problem-solving activities (Toulmin's rational
enterprise) of technical communication professionals.
The example of document design first introduced in Chapter I illustrates the
evolution of the concepts that form the discipline and shows the distinction between
concepts and procedures. The topic is document design. In 1980, Felker identified seven
areas from which the concepts were drawn (see Table 1.2). In 1989, Schriver identified
research from 11 areas that contribute to the study of document design:
rhetoric and composition

psycholinguistics

cognitive and social psychology

instructional design

human and computer interaction

computer technologies

reading comprehension

discourse analysis

human factors

cultural studies

typography and graphic design
Any of one the areas of research has concepts and procedures. Within the area (and
among areas because theories and research are shared), further layering of concepts and
procedures occurs. For example, challenges to reading comprehension include hypertext
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Document Design
Topic

Reading Comprehension

Problem
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Concepts

audience
analysis

schema
theory

short-term
memory
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Figure 2.1. Example of Concepts and Procedures Associated with Reading Online Text
documents and reading online material.^ The topics and surrounding concepts of
audience analysis, schema theory, metacognitive activities of the reader, given-new textual
design, the linear nature of text, and so on influence the design of online help.
Procedures include experimental psychology studies, usability studies, cloze procedure as
well as reporting methods such as observations from practitioners or theoretical
discussions about the relation of the printed page to the electronic writing space. Figure
2.1 shows the topic document design and selected examples of concepts and procedures.

^I referred to Jay Bolter's Writing Space: The Computer, Hypertext, and the History of
Writing and Thomas M. Duffy, James E. Palmer, and Brad Mehlenbacher's Online Help:
Design and Evaluation to support the examples of online help used in this chapter.
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New concepts and procedures (or adaption of existing ones) develop as changes occur
and new problems arise.
Document design is a significant area of study in technical communication, and it
is a good example of the disciplinary boundaries technical communicators cross. (In
Chapter V, I confirm the significance of document design to technical communication
study, and I identify four other areas of study: the Profession, Rhetoric and Composition;
Social Construction and Collaboration; Workplace Communication.) The set of concepts
associated with document design establishes one disciplinary loci (discussed in the next
paragraph) explored by technical communication professionals. Professionals tend to
specialize in one or two of the 11 document design areas identified. They report their
procedures following the customs of the professional forum they choose, for example, a
research report, a theoretical discussion, a review essay, or anecdotal comments.
Researchers, scholars, and practitioners contribute. Each professional brings a different
perspective, but they share one goal: a better understanding of document design to
improve the final product. The different perspectives may be viewed as healthy when the
criticism and appraisal yield a better way for document design.
Toulmin defines three types of disciplines—compact, diffuse, and would-be—by
the extent to which the "conceptual repertory" withstands critical scrutiny and yet
maintains a conceptual base that allows for innovation (379). Toulmin identifies five
characteristics of compact disciplines:
(1) Problem-solving activities center on "a specific and realistic set of agreed
collective ideals."
(2) Professionals are bound by the "collective ideals" in their activities.
(3) Arguments of the professionals "provide disciplinary loci for production
of 'reasons'" that allow for rational criticism (variation) and rational
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appraisal (selection) and "so improve the current repertory of concepts
or techniques."
(4) Forums evolve to provide professionals a place "within which
recognized 'reason-producing' procedures are employed to justify the
collective acceptance of novel procedures."
(5) "The arguments produced in support of those innovations" (the novel
procedures) come from the consensus or collective ideals reached.
(379)
In other words, compact disciplines have clearly identified and recognized concepts,
procedures, and forums. Professionals work toward studying the problems, and the
forums provide the social setting for professionals to construct the arguments and to
collectively agree on disciplinary goals. Compact and diffuse disciplines are polar
opposites. Diffuse disciplines do not appear organized. Would-be disciplines, however,
show potential for developing and gaining a strong conceptual base. At some point, a
would-be discipline may become a compact, distinct discipline.
Toulmin suggests that would-be disciplines lack either a strong conceptual and
methodological base, organized forums for professionals, or both. In particular, Toulmin
notes that physical sciences are compact disciplines while the social sciences have been
hampered by "pendulum swings" that prevent a core set of concepts and sufficient
scaffolding (386). Communication problems and imbalanced authority among
professionals tend to hamper the forums of would-be disciplines (389). In the next few
paragraphs, I give examples of technical communication's disciplinary activities to
establish its place in Toulmin's schema and to reveal the areas of research for this study.
One or two underlying principles or methods of research do not drive the
concepts and the procedures of technical communication. The example of document
design for online help demonstrates this. Instead, technical communication professionals
have a wide range of concepts and procedures from which to draw. Four examples
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demonstrate the problem-solving activities of technical communication professionals. The
document design example just presented shows the different disciplinary loci from which
arguments may be drawn for identifying, studying, and solving document design problems.
The first example below demonstrates how the topic of collaboration is also influenced by
a number of disciplines that affect the concepts and the procedures of technical
communication. The three textual forums discussed, journals, anthologies, and books,
show communication and authoritative voices of the professionals. At least some
characteristics of a discipline are in place for technical communication.
First, for example, researchers studying the collaborative activities of practitioners
may adopt concepts proposed by one or more of the following theorists: Richard Rorty
and his challenge to the traditional view of knowledge (Philosophy and the Mirror of
Nature); anthropologist Clifford Geertz' observations and reporting of cultural differences
(The Interpretation of Culture); Thomas Kuhn's discussion of the construction of scientific
knowledge (The Structure of Scientific Revolutions); and Mikhail Bakhtin or Kenneth
Burke's theory of language (The Dialogic Imagination and The Grammar of Motives,
respectively). These books, from a variety of disciplinary sources, provide a coherent
conceptual scaffolding for the study of collaboration in technical communication.
Researchers employ procedures such as case studies, questionnaires, interviews, on-site
observations, text analysis, or combinations of these methods to study collaborative
writing. Empirical studies of the collaborative activities are prevalent (for example.
Couture and Rymer "Discourse" and "Interactive"; Dautermann; Ede and Lunsford
Singular; Malone; Odell, Goswami, Herrington, and Quick; Paradis, Dobrin, and Miller).
Others focus on the text and its changes through various drafts (Myers "Social
Construction") or the influence the text has had on the actions of a community (Cozzens;
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Winsor "Communication"). The conceptual range and the procedural range for just one
area of study, collaboration, show technical communication professionals selecting from
several conceptual ideals. The problem-solving activity for the researchers is the study of
collaboration in the workplace. The researchers are pulling from different theorists.
According to Toulmin's definition, the multiple theoretical base may weaken technical
communication's aspirations as a compact discipline.
The remaining examples are grouped by forums to demonstrate the evolution or
scaffolding process. The forums establish areas for professionals to exchange concepts
and procedures freely and to establish consensus. In the next section, I describe the
purpose of forums.
Toulmin suggests that journals have a "significant part to play in the maturation of
a would-be discipline" (390). Journals frequently are the initial vehicles for disseminating
proposed conceptual changes. Only conference presentations and informal presentations
with colleagues may precede the introduction of the innovation to an audience. For
example, TWT, a publication of ATTW, began as a vehicle for technical communication
professionals to share ideas for teaching technical writing. The profession evolved to such
an extent that the members saw a need to redirect the focus of the journal. TCQ became
the forum for ATTW members to propose innovations not only in pedagogical issues but
in theoretical and research issues. IEEE also has changed as the discipline has changed.
The majority of the authors are no longer directly affiliated with engineering or with
corporations. Instead, the authors represent professional communicators either from
academic settings or from technical communication departments of companies.
Whichever arena the professionals are based in, they use IEEE, TCQ, and other journals
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to disseminate their innovations. Journals are the professional forums from which I draw
the data this study.
The anthology, another forum, collects the theoretical and practitioner-oriented
discussions of technical communication professionals. The authors' discussions of the
concepts making up the technical communication discipline and their employment of the
procedures of the discipline provide examples of the collective ideals of technical
communication. Three recent anthologies provide examples: Textual Dynamics of the
Professions: Historical and Contemporary Studies of Writing in Professional Communities
(Charles Bazerman and James Paradis, editors); Writing in the Workplace: New Research
Perspectives (Rachel Spilka, editor); and Understanding Scientific Prose (Jack Selzer,
editor). The Bazerman and Paradis collection focuses on studies of text (primarily
written text) created by professionals from biologists to literary critics to tax accountants.
In the first half of Spilka's collection, the authors report on research describing writing in
the workplace. The qualitative studies focus on the social construction of text. In the
second half, the authors comment on current research in workplace writing and suggest
future research activities. Selzer's anthology centers on the textual analysis of one text,
"The Spandrels of San Marco and the Panglossian Paradigm: A Critique of the
Adaptationist Programme," an essay by one pair of evolutionists critiquing another view
of evolution. The essayists in Selzer's collection offer different rhetorical analyses of the
one scientific work. Each anthology focuses on the textual activities of different
professional and communities. Other anthologies focus on particular research concerns
and activities of professionals: for example. Collaborative Writing in Industry: Investigations
in Theory and Practice (Mary Lay and William Karis, editors) and Perspectives on Software
Documentation: Inquiries and Innovations (Thomas Barker, editor). Each essay within the
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anthology builds upon a set of concepts and procedures centered around the topic or
group of related topics in the anthology. And, the affiliation of articles in the anthology
constructs a set of concepts and procedures proposed by the anthology. Technical
communication professionals use anthologies as forum to present concepts and
procedures to other technical communication professionals.
Book-length theoretical discussions, one final representation of discipline, are not
a common forum for technical communication professionals (yet). Books generally take
longer to write and to publish than journals or anthologies. They present extended
discussions of concepts and employ procedures both to demonstrate and to display the
concept. Four examples represent the texts of current technical communication
professionals. Jimmie Killingsworth and Michael Gilbertson, relying heavily on the
Charles Peirce's theory of semiotics, develop a theory of the rhetoric of technical
communication in Signs, Genres, and Communities in Technical Communication.
Killingsworth and Gilbertson propose that technical communicators "manipulate" the signs
(representation of an action or concept), genres (particular structures or patterns of text),
and communities (context) to produce action (7). In Editing: The Design of Rhetoric, Sam
Dragga and Gwendolyn Gong develop a rhetoric of editing organized around the canons
of invention, arrangement, style, and delivery. Few other texts exist that are authored by
members of the technical communication community and offer a singular focus on theory.
Jimmie Killingsworth and Jacqueline Palmer explore the rhetoric surrounding the
environmental movement in Ecospeak: Rhetoric and Environmental Politics in America.
Bazerman in Shaping Written Knowledge and Alan Gross in The Rhetoric of Science discuss
the construction of scientific knowledge. David Dobrin in Writing and Technique explores
the relation of writing and knowledge to technology. Dobrin comes the closest to
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proposing a theory for the interaction of human beings with technology. Other books are
widely used by technical communication professionals, including a number on rhetoric of
science and rhetoric in general, but they (unlike Bazerman's, for example) do not emerge
from authors with a primary interest in technical communication. (I deliberately ignore
textbooks not to downplay their significant role in the representing the discipline but only
as a way to limit this research project. Textbooks reflect the accepted concepts and
procedures of the discipline. Kuhn notes that textbooks "record the stable outcome of
past revolutions and thus display the bases of the current normal-scientific tradition"
[137].)
The examples only represent some of the concepts, procedures, and forums of
technical communication. For technical communication, the forums, organizations such
as STC and ATTW as well as the professionals journals, have only been active for 20-30
years (a relatively short life for a field of study). The discipline's professionals build the
base of concepts and procedures and apply them when problem solving. The discipline
may then be described from the perspectives of the professionals in technical
communication. I will not pursue the debate as to whether technical communication's
concepts and procedures are strong enough to meet Toulmin's criteria for a compact
discipline.

Profession
Profession represents forums and the women and men who "apply or improve" the
concepts and the procedures of the discipline in problem solving (142). The profession
serves "as the institutional embodiment of its disciplines and sub-disciplines" (Toulmin
262). While the discipline might be viewed as the product of the rational enterprise, the
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profession is the agent of the activities of the enterprise. The activities take place in the
forums to which professionals belong. Five large forums are quickly identified for
technical communication: ATTW, STC, CPTSC, IEEE-PCS, and NCTE. For example, in
addition to being a member of NCTE and STC, the technical communication professional
may also be active in the ATTW and the International Reading Association (IRA). The
forums may attract practitioners, academics, or both. (The examples I give reflect my
association with professional forums.)
The forums "create the local 'niches' surrounded by institutional barriers, within
which conceptual variants can be publicly and critically tested against the theoretical
requirements of the discipline" (Toulmin 295). They provide a focal point for
professionals with common interests to meet and discuss topics. The professionals find
forums that provide a certain amount of security from unknowledgeable, critical sources.
Group members understand the jargon and have the disciplinary background for
discussions to go forward.
Membership may be as simple and removed from participation as paying annual
dues. Or, members may become involved if they study and contribute to the texts of the
profession by reading the journal articles, participating in electronic mail discussions,
presenting papers, attending conferences, and so on. The more active the professionals
are the more attuned they will be to the discourse of the community—discourse centered
around the concepts and the procedures. John Swales suggests that a centrifugal force
pulls members into the local niche "by persuasion, training or relevant qualifications"
(Genre 24). However, Bazerman cautions that
integration only works as an integration of individuals who see personal
interests and identity expressed through the group activity. The individual
must not only identify with the community as a whole, but must see that
his own contribution to the group endeavor will raise his own standing
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within the community, allowing him to contribute more fully. (Shaping
139)
Thus, professionals must voluntarily enter the community; however, the attraction to
working with like-minded professionals on discipline-related problems encourages forums
for discussing problems.
The professionals debate the ideas in the forums. They hope to persuade the
members to adopt their proposal whether it is a concept, procedure, or new area of
exploration for the group. They subject the discipline to rational criticism and rational
appraisal. From the socially constructed dialogues, professionals "pick out for
'accreditation' those of the 'competing' novelties which best meet the specific 'demands' of
the local 'intellectual environment'" (Toulmin 140). The accreditation of concepts and
procedures in technical communication comes from a number of forums. The forums
vary in size and structure. For example, national and international conferences draw the
largest number of representatives from a discipline. CCCC, NCTE's annual conference
for members interested in discussions of college-level writing, had over 1500 presenters at
the 1994 conference (1994 CCC Program). Each presenter contributed to the forum's
debates. Regional conferences such as the MLA groups South Central MLA, Rocky
Mountain MLA, and so on provide smaller gatherings of professionals. Local chapters of
STC have monthly meetings. Or, professionals hold local, informal colloquiums at their
workplace to discuss current concepts and procedures. Discussions, panel presentations,
and speeches abound at professional conferences. Frequently the text is not captured
verbatim although conference proceedings may be available. Electronic mail lists such as
Purtopoi, Technical Writing, and Megabyte University offer forums of discussion across
Internet. Journals and newsletters capture the texts of the profession into a more
permanent form. The different forums offer professionals ways to interact and
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participate. The professionals select and evaluate new ideas from the discussions. They
return to their work with concepts and procedures to evaluate and apply to their
activities.
However, the forums also serve as a "disciplinary 'filter' sifting out those papers
. . . and so embodying the disciplinary selection of accredited 'possibilities'" (Toulmin
270). Robert Connors describes the "function of field journals as 'filters' defining what
sorts of work are acceptable and unacceptable to the discipline, creating implicit criteria
for work to be done in the future, wielding institutional authority to create, at least to
some degree, intellectual authorify' ("Review" 351). The danger comes with forces
imposing controls on who will be included in the forums. Both Toulmin and Connors are
describing the journal editor as a disciplinary filter, but other forums also filter proposed
concepts and procedures. For example, Jacqueline Jones Royster, the program chair for
the 1994 CCCC, selected the presenters, although she "received advice from 200 reviewers
and 14 regional teams." The filtering may be as subtle as the domination of one member
in an informal colloquium or as open as the selection process for non-refereed journal.
The forums offer the critical debate arenas, but they also filter out what is passed to
those outside the arena. The texts of the professionals "become natural vehicles for
reinforcing values and for judging performance" (Lipson 9). Language controls the
development of a consensus. In the next section, I discuss the problem-solving process
and natural selection beyond the protected niche of the professional forum.

Problems as Rational Enterprises
Toulmin links professionals and the discipline with problem solving: "The central
problems of an intellectual discipline are, at the same time, the central preoccupation of
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the corresponding profession" (154). Professionals solve problems, for example, in
document design. The professional studying why computer users have difficulty with
online help may find that the reader does not read all of the explanation. While a
programmer might not consult a research study in reading or human and computer
interaction, the technical communication professional might be familiar with the work of
the "intellectual discipline" (Toulmin 154). The document designer considers research
findings about the effectiveness of particular locations on the screen, headings, and
boldface or color-highlighted text to set off information to make it easier for the
computer user to locate information. The professionals employ concepts and procedures
to understand and address the problem. The dynamic process of innovation and selection
with professionals interacting creates a rational enterprise for solving problems.
Toulmin considers the key to problem solving and human understanding
rationality. In Human Understanding, Toulmin defines rationality as the evolution of
concepts and procedures developed and applied with the current socio-historical settings.
He develops the meaning of rational further in Cosmopolis. Toulmin argues that the
Modern era has viewed rational thought as relying on "certainty, systematicity, and the
clean slate" (Cosmopolis 179), a product of the 17th century and the influence of
Descartes, Newton, and others. However, Toulmin suggests that if the Modern era is
viewed as beginning in the 16th century with the Renaissance, then the humanistic values
expressed in the works of Montaigne and Shakespeare, among others, may be included in
rational enterprise. He emphasizes that rational decisions need to incorporate a
humanistic approach to solving problems. Problems cannot be grouped and solved by sets
of logical, Cartesian-like solutions. As Toulmin explains.
The idea that handling problems rationally means making a totally fresh
start had been a mistake all along. All we can be called upon to do is to
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take a start from where we are, at the time we are there: i.e., to make
discriminating and critical use of the ideas available to us in our current
local situation, and the evidence of our experience, as this is "read" in
terms of those ideas. There is no way of cutting ourselves free of our
conceptual inheritance: all we are required to do is use our experience
critically and discriminatingly, refining and improving, our inherited ideas,
and determining more exactly the limits to their scope. (Cosmopolis 179)
Toulmin offers a theory of human understanding for the post-modern era that
"reconcile[s] the twin legacies of the exact sciences and the humanities" (Cosmopolis 175).
Such a change in view encourages professionals to address problems as solvable, social
issues. Carolyn Miller calls for such a view in her 1979 essay "A Humanistic Rationale
for Technical Writing." Miller wants technical writing courses that encourage teaching
"technical or scientific writing, not as a set of techniques for accommodating slippery
words to intractable things, but as an understanding of how to belong to a community"
(617). (I discuss "Humanistic Rationale" in Chapter VI.)
The rational process, however, is not a well-defined process. The "serious and
methodical development in the ideas of a discipline requires correspondingly wellorganized opportunities for the critical debate and amendment of those ideas" (Toulmin
209). There must be "active resonance" between the participants to produce rational
problem solving (Toulmin 298). Karen LeFevre describes the resonance:
It may occur when someone acts as a facilitator to assist or extend what is
regarded as primarily another's invention, or when people are mutual
collaborators at work on a task. Resonance also occurs indirectly when
people provide a supportive social and intellectual environment that
nurtures thought and enables ideas to be received, thus completing the
inventive act. People who act as resonators help an inventor to locate
himself or herself in a tradition and a community and to live in a way that
is conducive to further invention. (65)
The resonance takes the form of rational criticism and appraisal. Variation or innovation
invokes a change in the evolution of the situation for the specific incidence. Professionals
introduce the innovations to the forums before they are introduced to more public
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forums. The innovations or variations survive long enough to display their worth or their
faults for solving a problem, but they survive only if they solve the problem.
However, other factors may contribute to "failures of rationality" and "the very
criteria of 'rationality'" (Toulmin 231). In the first instance, social and political obstacles
or weak communication links may interrupt the selection process. In the second instance,
foundational concepts and procedures may not be accurate or adequate to allow
professionals to select a good solution. To return to the document design example,
online help has come about because computer users refused to move away from the
computer to look for help. Manual writers observed this and moved the manual online;
however, they did not adapt the manual to the new medium. Research from human and
computer interaction professionals (among others) provided the practitioners with better
ways to present online help. Thus, researchers studied various innovations and selected
the ones that helped to solve the problem. These selections are always subject to testing,
re-evaluation, and change as professionals develop new concepts and procedures. (The
example separates the practitioner and the researcher; however, both practitioners and
researchers frequently conduct usability testing.) The new online help shifted manual
writing in a new direction to incorporate hypertext and Windows features available with
the new technology. The example shows that ongoing changes accumulate to a point that
the selection process is interrupted until a new rationality develops. The development of
a new rationality shifts the evolution of the discipline and profession in a new direction.
The selection process is not a clearly defined process but one that evolves out of the
activities of the professionals as they apply the concepts and the procedures of the
discipline. The professionals must adapt the concepts and the procedures to meet the
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situation. Only adaptation works. Applying a previously agreed upon solution falls short
of solving the problem—as placing a hardcopy manual online.
The ability to adapt to the situation is the key. As suggested in the previous
section, this adaptation needs debate in forums that allow for rational criticism. Other
professionals must recognize and be willing to accept the solution: "before a novel
suggestion becomes a real 'possibility,' it must be collectively accepted as worth
consideration" (Toulmin 206). Compromise must be reached to proceed. Thus, the
rational enterprise may be characterized by individuals "demonstrat[ing] their rationality,
not by ordering their concepts and beliefs in tidy formal structures, but by their
preparedness to respond to novel situations with open minds" (Toulmin viii).
Professionalization requires a balance between exploring and strengthening the proposed
solution while recognizing anomalies that require yet another shift (Kuhn 64-65). The
technical communicator or any professional must respond to new situations. For
example, the technical communication practitioners designing online help not only had to
adjust their perspectives on reading but also had to adopt and adapt to the new
technology.
The texts of the community record the problem-solving activities. The
professionals adopt or adapt the texts (oral and written) to the requirements of the
forum. Toulmin does not comment directly on the rhetoric of the texts; however, his
active resonance requires a textual form for rational enterprises to occur. Individual,
internal dialogues do not produce collective efforts at problem solving. Instead, the texts
of the professionals reflect and record the activities of discourse communities.
Professionals perpetuate disciplinary goals through texts.
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Recording the Activities of the Profession—The Texts
The texts of the professionals become the transmit—"the set of concepts
representative of a historically developing discipline" (Toulmin 158). The transmit is the
group of texts that record the professionals' activities and their use of the concepts and
the procedures that make up the discipline. The transmit is
the successive bodies of doctrine that form the accepted starting-points for
the next generation. By digesting the specialized literature of the
preceding generation, indeed, these comprehensive expositions create a
"conceptual platform" on which the next generation of budding scientists
can stand firm, in defining and attacking their own disciplinary problems.
(Toulmin 278)
The language of the texts represents the code of the professionals for communication
among themselves and with other communities. The transmit is the language, the
representation techniques, and the application procedures (Toulmin 161). In other words,
professions define problems and create and transmit the common terms, metaphors, and
models for discussing the problem, the methods for exploring the problem, and the
practical application of the concepts and the procedures to the problem situation. New
members of the profession must be familiar with the transmit in order to participate in
the forums. The transmit is passed on through apprenticeships, mentoring, and
participation in professional activities (Toulmin 158). The apprentice learns to criticize
rationally and appraise the problem and propose solutions.
The texts of the professionals serve as the scaffolding upon which members may
build. Technical communication has, for example, the texts of six journals studied here as
well as conference proceedings, anthologies, and books such as those mentioned earlier.
(In Chapters IV, V, and VI, I describe the texts of technical communication
professionals.) In addition, technical communication professionals build platforms off the
texts found in other disciplines. Professionals (those in the forums and those trying to
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enter the forums) build from these platforms. Linda Brodkey in her discussion of
interdisciplinary studies (in particular, minority studies and women's studies) suggests that
"interdisciplinary studies encourage a careful examination of a set of texts of which the
immediate text is thought to be a member" (22). She implies that this makes the
interdisciplinary studies that much richer because of what is available for their use;
however, this creates problems in learning the language code of the many disciplines
crossed (Brodkey 23). Technical communication might want to view itself in such a light.
It has several conceptual platforms and a variety of problem situations to deal with. Its
language code is that much richer but also that much more difficult to identify and
generalize about. The transmit will be diverse.
The transmit of the profession, however, runs the risk of restricting new members
unfamiliar with particular texts or limiting the debate of new concepts and procedures
that challenge existing ones. The disciplinary filters, described in the discussion of
professionals, select "what sorts of work are acceptable and unacceptable" (Connors
"Review" 351). The selection process relies on resonance and the rational criticism and
the rational appraisal of the forums (from informal colloquiums to national conferences).
The filters (the forums and authoritative voices) control the transmit. The transmit
becomes "not just a communicative act, conveying information, but a procedure intrinsic
to professional activity, quite strongly controlled" (Lipson 15). This control influences
how professionals and which professionals build the conceptual platforms.
The influence can work in the positive sense to provide the new member with a
conceptual platform. And, the influence may work in a negative sense to limit the
rational enterprise of the professionals. For example, Lucille Parkinson McCarthy
describes the influence of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, a
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publication of the American Psychiatric Association, upon psychiatrists and health care
givers as well as those who judge the health services received, government agencies and
insurance companies. The manual describes mental health disorders; however, not all of
the disorders have undergone rigorous research procedures. The professional McCarthy
studied relied on the manual to guide her diagnosis and to report her diagnosis. The
professional found in the manual the profession's accepted, identified mental disorder; she
let this control her diagnosis and reporting. Thus, the problem-solving activities are
influenced by the professional's text even though the research support for the text has not
undergone critical evaluation.
The language code and the structure of the transmit (the texts) display the
activities of the professionals. Sets of texts may be identified that are associated with the
discipline of technical communication; however, the sets will change as the context
changes. I study the language, the arguments, and the context within which transmits are
created by overlaying Toulmin's theory of human understanding on the methods of
rhetoric of inquiry.

Analyzing the Texts of the Profession
The texts must be studied to better understand the concepts and the procedures
being presented and to better characterize the arguments and persuasive techniques of
the professionals as they work to disseminate their ideas to other professionals. Rhetoric
of inquiry studies are the models for this study of a profession's arguments. Citation
analysis is the selection mechanism for identifying the texts. Authors use the citations to
persuade others that the idea they are presenting should be considered and to link their
own activities to problem-solving activities of others in the community.
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Rhetoric of Inquiry
As problems arise professionals discuss and write about the problem. They
generate texts. The rhetoric displays the arguments the professionals use to persuade
other professionals to accept the solutions to problems. Alan Gross describes the
arguments as "the dialectical contest between authority and innovation" (13).
Professionals use rhetoric to explore and create knowledge (invention) while also
persuading others to adopt their point of view. The texts capture a part of the process so
that the innovations and accepted concepts and procedures may be studied further.
Interpretations of the texts by different readers and the surrounding context keep the text
from becoming static. Rhetoric of inquiry studies capture and analyze a portion of the
rhetoric of the professional. Rhetoric of inquiry scholars adopt a definition of rhetoric
similar to Chaim Perelman's: "a theory of argumentation . . . [that] covers the whole range
of discourse that aims at persuasion and conviction, whatever the audience addressed and
whatever the subject matter" (5). Perelman sees the purpose of argument "to elicit or
increase the adherence of the members of an audience to theses that are presented for
their consent" (9). If the audience does not accept the writer's concept, then the writer
must adapt. The rhetoric (the language code) reflects the way the writer persuades the
audience to adopt the proposed concept. Toulmin sees this as the rational enterprise
professionals employ to identify problems and select the solution. As noted earlier, he
describes an "active resonance" among the professionals (16).
For a problem-solving action to occur, persuasive arguments must be presented to
modify current concepts. The rhetoric, the language code and the structure of the
language (the patterns and procedures for argument), is studied for how it is used in
inquiry—problem-solving activities. More correctly, rhetorics of inquiry are found within
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each discipline and profession. Rhetoric of inquiry studies look at language in use: "It
seeks to solve situated problems rather than to formulate abstract theoretical principles"
(Leff 24). To study rhetoric of inquiry is to study "the interdependence of inquiry and
communication, and to encourage connecting all the skeins of rhetoric into a commitment
for better inquiry to inform action" (Nelson, Megill, and McCloskey 16). Because
rhetoric of inquiry focuses on particular roles rhetoric (the language) plays in the
invention process and in solving particular problems, it provides a means of studying the
rational enterprises of professionals.
Rhetoric of inquiry looks at rhetoric particularly in the context of inquiry which
has been assumed to be, unlike politics, an unrhetorical enterprise. However, studies of
the rhetoric of inquiry in the sciences show that inquiry is rhetorical. Thomas Kuhn's The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions is perhaps the most widely known study of knowledge
building and inquiry in the sciences and the persuasive nature of scientific dialogue.
Kuhn suggests that members of the profession must convince others that an anomaly can
be explained. The rhetoric of persuading others along with contextual factors changes the
accepted perspective—Kuhn's paradigm shift. In Human Understanding, Toulmin also
studies scientific communities. Like Kuhn, Toulmin focuses on knowledge building
without specific discussions of texts. Others study specific texts and the context
surrounding the texts in science and other disciplines. For example, the essays in Textual
Dynamics of the Professions (Bazerman and Paradis, editors) include descriptions of the
rhetoric of literary criticism, tax accounting, psychiatry, and sociology. Numerous studies
analyze specific texts and the language code of professionals.
Three concerns of rhetoric of inquiry studies are (1) the characteristics of the
language code in persuading professionals to adopt the proposed solutions, (2) the
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relation of the text to other texts (the intertext), and (3) the context or "environmental
factors" (Selzer "Intertextuality" 172) that influence the writer, the reader, and the text as
an entity. I have adopted the term rhetorical analysis to encompass any and all levels of
study of a text's rhetoric. Rhetorical strategies become part of the study. The language
code may be studied for sentence-level and discourse-level characteristics including style,
figures and tropes, arrangement, and delivery. A rhetorical analysis may study the
intertextual connections among texts signaled by citations, or it may study the factors
outside the text such as position of the professional within the community. Rhetoric of
inquiry studies look at all or part of the text's rhetoric.
Persuasion and the means by which readers are persuaded become the focus for
studying the language code of the professionals:
The key notion is that within a language community, people acquire
specialized kinds of discourse competence that enable them to participate
in specialized groups. Members know what is worth communicating, how
it can be communicated, what other members of the community are likely
to know and believe to be true about certain subjects, how other members
can be persuaded, and so on. (Faigley 238)
The professionals create forums for discussing topics and tackling problems. The groups
assume a certain level of competence in the discipline and in the language of the
discipline. Convincing members to adopt an innovative position provides the professional
with recognition. Kuhn maintains that "there is no stand higher than the assent of the
relevant community" (94). And, without the consent of other members of the community,
the solution has little chance of survival.
Another concern of rhetoric of inquiry researchers is the relation of the text to
other texts—intertext. Bazerman describes intertext as
the web of texts against which each new text is placed or places itself,
explicitly or implicitly—[the placement] is thus a strategic site of
contention, for it is the site at which communal memory is sorted out and
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reproduced, at which current issues and communities are framed, and
dynamics established, pushing the research front toward one future or
another. ("Intertextual" 21)
Intertextual studies connect the texts of the professionals. The connection becomes the
point of study and the persuasive devices to get the text accepted become part of the
study. Intertextual studies focus on the linking of the texts—"communication chains"
(Selzer "Intertextuality" 178). Selzer describes the study of the linking as an
intertextuality which
invites us to look forward from a document as well as back, to consider
not only those prior documents that generated it but also future
documents inspired by it. It invites us to consider texts not as selfcontained artifacts but as open-ended contributions to ongoing
conversations, conversations that in their totality create and constitute
meaning. ("Intertextuality" 178)
Citations are one of the ways to track the links. An author cites texts that have
influenced the text, and the author's text is then cited—if the author's concepts and
procedures are relevant to the rational enterprises of the profession. Intertextual implies
a focus on a text (a specific entity) whether it is, for example, a printed article, book, set
of instructions, letter, or a collection of electronic messages such as online discussions in
Interchange or through an electronic mail list. The text, however, is a text because of
the other texts it is linked with. The links point to the final area of concern for rhetoric
of inquiry studies—the context.
The analysis must account for the context or the social, political, cultural,
historical, and economic factors that influence the professionals. Contextual factors
establish the content of the text and the form the text takes. For example, the Windows
environment improved the effectiveness of online help because the user does not leave
the document to get help. Online help designers had to condense the content to give the
information in limited screen space and use hypertext links to establish connections to
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related topics. But, the Windows environment requires more powerful equipment and
software. Studies of the rhetoric of inquiry establish the setting for the texts. These
factors are considered through texts and events that occur before, during, and after the
production of the text under study. Selzer equates context and intertext, but I prefer to
distinguish the two to call attention to the text and to the environment not directly
controlled by the writer. Using the term environment continues the Toulmin's evolution
metaphor.
One extended example of rhetoric may help to clarify three of the areas of study
in rhetoric of inquiry. Roger Lewin in Life at the Edge of Chaos explores the
development of the theory of complexity. He describes the community of scholars with
ties to the Sante Fe Institute, a think tank serving as the focal point for exploring theories
of chaos and complexity. His narrative takes readers into the community of scientists,
economists, mathematicians, and others to bring the discussion of complexity to popular
science. Lewin's narrative serves as its own questioning rhetoric and demonstration of
complexity. As Lewin describes the development of a theory of complexity, he also
questions assumptions and then reports on visits to different scholars to discuss and
resolve the conflicts. One example from Lewin's text illustrates the rhetoric of science
(one scientist's steps toward getting an idea accepted) and the rhetoric of Lewin.
Jim [Lovelock] stated the Gaia hypothesis thus: "life, or the biosphere,
regulates or maintains the climate and the atmospheric composition at an
optimum for itself." The phrase "for itself flagged the idea as teleological,
as implying purpose. As a result, most papers on Gaia could not break
into the conventional scientific press. The fact that Jim sought other
means by which to promulgate his idea—namely through articles in
popular science magazines and books—served to convince most scientists
that Gaia was indeed unscientific.
Jim admits that some of his popular writing was a little "poetic."
For instance, in his 1979 book, Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth, he
wrote that the coming of Homo sapiens had changed the nature of Gaia:
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"She is now through us awake and aware of herself . . . ." That is poetic, I
[Lewin] said. "True," he replied reflectively. "I'm really a hard scientist,
and this sounds like heresy." After a short pause, he said: "God damn it,
when you get a good idea in science, it's pure intuition and that's often
extremely difficult to describe. If I'd known then what I know now, I
wouldn't have written it like that. But I'm glad it became controversial.
The worst thing that could have happened was for people to ignore it."
(Lewin 114)
Lewin focuses on one phrase, "for itself," and the impact of its meaning had on the nonacceptance of Lovelock's proposed Gaia theory in the scholarly arena. Lovelock turned
to popular science forums to promote his hypothesis and to persuade readers that his idea
had worth. Part of the intertext was built into the popular forums. He gained attention
there. And, as Lovelock notes, "The worst thing that could have happened was for
people to ignore it." Lewin's book establishes the relation of Lovelock's Gaia theory to
other text and the larger context of factors influencing the development of a theory of
complexity.
The example leads into the next section. If Lovelock's proposal is ignored, then
he has not persuaded enough members of his professional community. His theory will
remain relatively obscure and probably not be cited. The intertext weakens and the
chances for acceptance and further dissemination decline. The controversy, instead, drew
attention to his work. A sense of "not only the rhetorical game being played, but also the
struggle to define the rules and limits and stakes of that game" (Bazerman "Intertextual"
21) play a part in the rhetoric of inquiry.

Citation Analysis
One part of the intertext is the citations professionals include in their text.
Citations identify the resources the author consults to support the text produced. Not
only are connections and significant texts identified, but an argument can be made that
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the citations themselves are a significant persuasive device employed by authors. The
underlying assumption is that the texts listed in the reference section have influenced the
author in some way and the author is acknowledging that influence. The author places
his or her study among that of the other members of the profession studying the problem
while at the same time establishing the context for the inquiry. In this section, I establish
a purpose for citing texts; then I describe the persuasive role of citations in scholarly
publications.
Citations became established in the scientific article around 1850 according to
Derek Price. On a somewhat cynical note. Price suggests that the purpose of the citing
was to "lay claim to newly won knowledge as their own, the never-gentle art of
establishing priority claims" (65) with the presentation of new information secondary.
Bazerman lessens the impact of Price's statement by suggesting that citations began "as a
recognition of debt" (Shaping 139) and have developed into the "codified network of the
literature" (Shaping 139).
Citation analysis began with social studies of science and with the publication of
Science Citation Index in 1961 (MacRoberts and MacRoberts 1989). Eugene Garfield,
Robert Merton, and Derek de Solla Price are early proponents of the method. Citation
analysis allows the researcher to establish connections among authors and texts. The
analysis may simply identify the connection (the intertext). The patterns help to describe
the nature of a discipline and the profession. Connections between disciplines and
professionals reveal the complex nature of problem solving. When used with other
methods of research such as rhetorical and historical analysis, citation analysis contributes
to a more complete view of the rational enterprises of a professional community.
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For example, the patterns of citations may reflect the development of a discipline
and a profession. Donna Phillips, Ruth Greenberg, and Sharon Gibson found in an
analysis of the citation patterns of CCC a marked increase in the number of citations
used by the authors published in CCC. In the first 15 years of the publication (19501964), no volume contained more than 75 citations. In fact, only two of the 15 volumes
had more than 50 citations. However, for 1980-1992, the average number of citations per
volume was 535. Phillips, Greenberg, and Gibson suggest that the increase reflects
the developing body of composition scholarship, the maturing of the field,
the increasing demand for theoretical grounding of pedagogical practices,
and the political necessity for supporting the professionalism of the
discipline. (451)
Composition as a field of study was just forming in the 1950s. Professionals based their
articles on their experiences. As the composition professionals began to establish their
concepts and procedures and their reporting to the forum (CCC), they formalized their
reporting to meet the standards set by tenure and promotion committees at universities.
The example hints at the role of citations in persuading the reader of the worth of
the concepts presented in the author's text. The authors in CCC needed to establish the
theoretical base for their work. They found that professionalism required persuading
other members of their community and the larger community (tenure and promotion
boards) that their ideas had support from other sources. The sources lent credence to
their proposals. As Bruno Latour suggests, "the presence or the absence of references,
quotations and footnotes is so much a sign that a document is serious or not that you can
transform a fact into fiction or a fiction into fact just by adding or subtracting references"
(33).
Latour explores the phenomenon of citations in Science in Action. He maintains
that there is a balance the author must maintain through the citations in order to
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persuade the readers that the concepts and the procedures proposed are significant. If
there are too few references, the author is perceived as not supporting the claim with
help from other members of the community. If there are too many references, the
author's own work appears weak because it is relying too much on others as well as
leaving open more opportunities for the reader to find fault with what the research is
based upon. Authors also may misinterpret earlier texts or select texts that are not
relevant to the study (Latour 33-34). Latour takes the persuasive feature of citations to
the extreme when he suggests that citing references requires the author to use the source
in whatever way is necessary to support the claim being presented (37).
This last point identifies a weakness in the citing process. As Greg Myers notes:
"It is not just that those who are omitted will be annoyed; those who are included will
almost certainly find their work in a different context from that in which they themselves
would put it" ("Stories" 51). In addition, Alexander Sandison identifies three other
concerns about citations: (1) the author uses resources available, not necessarily all of the
sources or the best sources, (2) author is influenced by social and political forces when
selecting sources, and (3) delays between writing and publishing the work create gaps.
Stephen North demonstrates the problems with a close reading of the context of citations.
He reviews the citations of Stephen Witte's award winning article "Topical Structure and
Revision: An Exploratory Study" (in CCC 1983). North concludes that Witte's particular
selection of texts is a "political act" (352). Witte is "actively excluding from consideration
those approaches to it [revision] most inimical to his own needs; and, second, by ignoring
or passing lightly over the contradictory features, and at the same time emphasizing the
compatible features" (351-2). North uses the example to support his claim that
composition research needs support from different methodological communities thus
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creating a "hybrid knowledge" (353). Researchers in composition research must draw
from a number of different research methods, methods that do not necessarily have the
same empirical goals. The citing author thus has to interpret and select information from
a variety of sources. North suggests this distorts the meanings of the cited author.
Despite the political context surrounding citations, citations have value. They
identify through the textual connections the concepts and procedures the professionals
consider important. They link professionals working on similar problems. Susan Cozzens
describes the citation as "an interactive link between the claimant and an audience" that
reveals "networks of interaction" (130). With frequently cited texts,
citers engage in a dialogue on the document's significance. The verdict or
consensus which emerges (if one does) from this dialogue is manifested as
a uniform terminology in the contexts of citation. Meaning has been
conferred through usage and what is regarded and accepted as currently
valid theory or procedure has been socially selected and defined. (Small
338)
Citations establish links that professionals interpret and use to connect the scaffolding of
the discipline.
Perhaps, then, citation analysis combined with rhetorical analysis can reveal,
through the intertextual and contextual relations, "the battlefield for control of the
cognitive universe within which new claims will be read" (Bazerman "Intertextual" 21). In
Chapter III, I review methods used in citation studies and rhetoric of inquiry studies to
establish the methods for this study of the technical communication community. The
proposed model (to follow) represents the intertextual connections.

Building a Model
Each of the elements of the framework for this study—the discipline, the
profession, the problem solving, and the texts—may be visually represented in a model.
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Figure 2.2 shows the model. The profession and discipline are represented by circles with
broken lines to show not fixed entities but ones that allow for movement among
professional communities. The intersection of the circles, problem solving, represents the
professionals' use of the concepts and the procedures to address problems. The resulting
texts of the community are the solutions, or at the very least, the discussion surrounding
problem solving. The texts, written or oral, range in formality from published works to
electronic messages that are erased after they are read and from conference presentations
or speeches to discussions in hallways. The dynamic nature of textual development does
not show in a model affixed to paper. The transmit identified in this study applies to a
given time, 1988-1992, but the model applies to any time period and any problem.
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Figure 2.2. Problem-Solving Activities in Technical Communication
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Figure 2.3. Professionals and the Technical Communication Forums

The profession and discipline may be shown as sets of circles representing
different forums. Figure 2.3 shows how a profession might be visually represented:
different arrangements of circles, some linked closely, some seemingly working alone but
tied together by a larger community. For example, the professionals attending the
Conference for College Composition and Communication (CCCC) may be represented by
the large, encompassing circle. Within the forum may be found a large group interested
in pedagogy with an overlapping circle showing pedagogy and the computer-based
instruction. Gender issues, collaborative activities, and peer critiquing may share interests
thus represented by three equally contributing groups. The lone circle is very much a
part of CCCC, but the professionals may be focused on a concept or procedure that is
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currently peripheral to the interests of most of the conference goers, for example, the
relation of complexity theory to the practices of composition instructors. The ATTW
meeting within the CCCC may be represented as an isolated circle, but individual
members' interests also overlap with other interest groups at the convention. The CCCC
forum, however, does not work in isolation. Forums overlap to share concepts and
procedures.
The discipline, the concepts and the procedures used by professionals to solve
problems, may be visually represented as various combinations of building blocks (Figure
2.4). Some of the concepts and the procedures are tightly constructed, solid (well-tested)
constructs while others are represented as more open and developing. For example,
process-oriented teaching with invention and revision receiving emphasis may be shown
series of concepts it pulls from (reading comprehension, visual comprehension, and so
on), but it is not yet incorporating complexity theory to explain a phenomenon such as
hypertext.
Overlaying the profession with the discipline visually depicts the use of the
concepts and the procedures by the professionals as problems are addressed (Figure 2.5).
The complex relationships of the problem-solving activities produce texts. The texts,
represented in the model (Figure 2.2) by a rectangle, accumulate in a number of forms
that depict the discussion and decisions surrounding the problem. For example, this text
began with informal discussions with my advisor; expanded into an independent study that
required written reports describing several of the professional journals in rhetoric,
composition, and technical communication; grew with more one-on-one discussions,
presentations and discussions in department colloquiums; continued with a presentation at
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Discipline

concepts
procedures

Figure 2.4. The Discipline—Concepts and Procedures
the 1993 annual STC meeting in Dallas, numerous drafts and discussions with committee
members, and so on. The "and so on" includes a portion of the research being presented
at CCCC in 1994, articles gleaned from parts of the research, and hopefully a sound base
for future research as a professional.
The elements of the model are surrounded by a loose fitting box that represents a
context, the current influencing historical, social, political, and economic factors. For this
dissertation, one part of the context is the urgency to finish in order to be consider in this
year's job market and the MLA interview process, to meet the requirements of my
dissertation chair as well as the other members of the committee and to meet the
university guidelines, to earn professorial status, and to complete a self-imposed
challenge. The context shifts and is modified as different demands are placed upon the
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Problenn Solving

Profession and Discipline

Figure 2.5. The Profession and the Discipline Combine for Problem Solving
situation. The context for this study develops as the study develops. I describe the
methods for studying each area of the model in the following chapter.

Conclusion
The model and this research should be not be construed as a linear process equal
to a summing of parts (a good professional -I- a good theory = a good text). Instead, one
must look upon this as a complex, evolving process where the texts emerge as a gestaltlike whole that even then is open to interpretation.
Toulmin suggests that it is not a problem situation that creates confusion in the
early stages of a profession. Instead it is "uncertainty about its proper intellectual goals
or explanatory goals" (Toulmin 155) that reflect a new profession. As the profession
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matures, the members tune their analytical abilities while at the same time expanding the
focus of their research. I study a five-year period in the maturing of the technical
communication discipline and profession.
The framework for this study revolves around a theory of human understanding
developed by Stephen Toulmin and the methods used to study the rhetoric of inquiry.
Toulmin's work provides the terminology and the process behind problem solving while
rhetoric of inquiry studies specific problem solving situations. The rhetoric of inquiry
methods of studying text and context will be explained in Chapter III. Combining
Toulmin's theory of human understanding and the methods of rhetoric of inquiry studies
yields a means for conducting this introspective look at the discipline and profession of
technical communication. Richard Freed and Glenn Broadhead (referring to the work of
Joshua Fishman) identify the discourse communities as the "profession's desire to
establish itself . . . to foster standardization, autonomy, historicity, and vitality" (155). The
more recognizable the community is through its texts and its development over a period
of time, the more vital it becomes (Freed and Broadhead 155). In the following chapters,
I describe the character of the texts of the technical communication community with the
hope of adding to the history of the discipline and profession.

CHAPTER III
CITATION AND R H E T O R I C A L ANALYSES

By viewing composition through the speculum of its bibliographical structures,
we see more sharply how the emergence of modem composition studies has
precipitated new configurations of people, purposes, and disciplinary
traditions. . . .^

Once key texts are identified by citation analysis, the methods of rhetoric of
inquiry studies provide a way to conduct this introspective study of technical
communication professionals and their problem-solving activities. In rhetoric of inquiry
studies, researchers interpret the rhetoric of the discipline to study how professionals
communicate among themselves and how the professionals project their ideas to those
outside their professional community. They include from interpretive textual analyses and
analysis of arguments presented by professionals. The researchers study the language,
arguments, and persuasive features of the text as well as the relation of the text to other
texts (the intertext) and the context within which the text is written and read.
Professionals across all disciplines conduct rhetoric of inquiry studies. For example, the
essays in The Rhetoric of the Human Sciences: Language and Argument in Scholarship and
Public Affairs (Nelson, Megill, and McCloskey) cover the disciplines of mathematics,
anthropology, biology, psychology, economics, sociology, history, political science, literary
criticism, theology, law, and women's studies.
The studies in rhetoric of inquiry share a common purpose: to analyze
representative texts not in isolation but in their social, political, historical, cultural, and

^Scott 72.
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economic context at the time of the text's generation and the text's publication. Rhetoric
of inquiry researchers assume
that a writer's discourse discloses a social situation, and that understanding
the truth claims of a discourse requires analysis of its communicative
conventions, and that this analysis in particular requires attention to
textual strategies for unobtrusively composing textual authority. (Hariman
213)
Thus, research methods need to establish the context, select the text, and analyze the text.
In technical communication, six journals establish one part of the context from which to
select and analyze the texts:
IEEE

IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication

JBTC Journal of Business and Technical Commimication
JTWC Journal of Technical Writing and Communication
TC

Technical Commimication

TCQ

Technical Communication Quarterly

TWT

The Technical Writing Teacher

The journals provide the source for the citations collected through citation analysis. First,
I collect citations to identify frequently cited articles of the six journals. Second, I apply
methods of rhetoric of inquiry to the frequently cited texts to bring the context and the
text together for critical review. Rhetorical analysis that includes studying citation
patterns reveals the interaction among professionals which influences the concepts and
procedures used in problem-solving activities.
The methods may be overlaid onto the model for this study (Figure 3.1). The
citation analysis points to those authors whose concepts and procedures are influencing
the problem-solving activities of other professionals. The sk journals are professional
forums. The texts created by the professionals reflect their problem-solving activities as
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they apply the concepts and the procedures. Thus, an analysis of the rhetoric of selected
texts provides an insight into the language code from one set of communicative forums
(the six journals) for the technical communication profession. The language code, in
turn, reveals for a given time in the discipline's history the problems the professionals
considered significant and the concepts and the procedures the profession used to solve
the problems. Analysis of the transmit over time shows the evolution of the discipline.
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Citation
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Figure 3.1. Research Methods for Studying Technical Communication
The citation and rhetorical analyses are described in the following pages. Within
each description of the method, I first define and establish the criteria for collecting the
data. I then note similar studies to provide a review of the literature and to establish
precedence for each method. The chapters following this chapter provide the results of
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the methods as they are applied: a description of the forums and professionals (Chapter
IV); a description of the discipline, the concepts and the procedures, (Chapter V); and,
the analysis of the text, intertext, and context for a representative text (Chapter VI).
First, however, I show the journals as an appropriate forum from which to begin, and I
review the literature to show that no one has completed a similar study.

Technical Communication Journals as a Forum
Six journals provide a fked body of text from which to study the evolution of the
professionals through their dialogue. The analysis begins in 1971 to coincide with the
publication of the first academic journal, JTWC. JTWC was founded in 1971 by Jay
Gould at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. TWT was first published in 1973 by ATTW;
Donald Cunningham edited the first 10 volumes. JBTC appeared in 1987 published by
Iowa State University. And, TCQ evolved from TWT in 1992. The practitioner-oriented
journals, IEEE and TC, began in the late 1950s. Completing the analysis in 1992 gives a
22-year span or roughly a generation of professionals entering and contributing to the
field. Also, the sources provide a balance of text from professionals in academe and in
the workplace. The text of the journals provides one collection of technical
communication professionals' dialogues as they address the rapid changes in
communication and technology of the past two decades.
The journals span a time that has seen rapid growth in technical communication
and in the demand for professionals in the workplace and in the universities. From 1971
to the present, the number of professionals has more than quadrupled, and undergraduate
and graduate programs have increased tenfold. Additionally, computer technology and
global communication have changed the demands upon the reader and writer. The
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technical communication professional has become less of a translator and link between
technology and the user and more a developer of information and contributor to
understanding. All of this suggests, as MacNealy declared in 1990, that "the last decade
has seen technical communication rapidly turning into both a profession and a discipline"
("Moving" 197).
By selecting time periods within the last two decades, I have encompassed enough
of a time frame to allow for issues to take hold and to be discussed. The selected years
(1971, 1980, and 1988-1992) show the accomplishments and contributions to the
profession and to society. Adding this selective review of technical communication to
already existing studies (Connors "Review"; Souther) provides a sketch of the history of
the discipline and profession over several generations that shows how its concepts and
procedures have evolved. Histories contribute in part to describing and recording the
concepts, procedures, and activities of the professionals (one objective of this study).
However, the few histories of technical communication as a discipline and profession
incompletely describe the community. In the following paragraphs, I summarize studies
presently available.
To date the histories of technical communication have traced the teaching of
technical writing and studied selected forums; however, no history has systematically
studied the concepts and the procedures of technical communication. Studies currently
available include: (1) histories of technical communication pedagogy, (2) reviews of
professional forums, (3) bibliographies, and (4) histories of writing instruction. Charles
Bazerman, Alan Gross, Elizabeth Tebeaux, and Dorothy Winsor, among others, have
studied genres and specific individuals and institutions of historical significance. Studies
of the communication of technical information through genres, writers, and institutions, is
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important; however, I do not review the work in these areas. The studies reviewed here
focus on selected portions of the development of the discipline and the profession. When
this study of the discipline and profession is combined with the existing histories, a more
thorough understanding of the changes in the discipline and profession of technical
communication will be available. The histories describe the past; this ordering of the past
accomplishments contributes to more effective future action.
Robert Connors, James Souther, and Katherine Adams have surveyed the
pedagogical history of technical communication. Connors' 1982 article, "The Rise of
Technical Writing Instruction in America," provides the most extensive historical review
of the teaching of technical communication in universities. He begins in the mid-19th
century with the place of writing courses in engineering curriculums and traces the
evolution through the 1970s as technical writing programs increased and served more than
engineering students. He notes the influential professionals, textbooks, and professional
forums (conferences and journals). Connors' study orders the history of the profession
beginning in 1895 through the 1970s. His headings signal the changes:
The Early Years: 1895-1939
Engineering Education in the Nineteenth Century
Samuel Earle and Early Technical Writing Theory [1900s]
The Formation of a Discipline [1910-20s]
Expansion and Depression [1930s]
A Discipline Comes of Age: 1940-1980
Developments During World War II
The Postwar Technical Writing Boom
A New Professionalism [1950s]
Breakthroughs and Problems [1960s]
Retrenchment and A New Sense of Identity [1970s]
The decades added to the headings identify the approximate time period. Connors uses
the term discipline as I use profession. He gives a description of the evolution of the
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profession—the forums and the professionals. He comments on the status of technical
communication teachers. At one point, Connors observes that "a sort of critical selfexamination and desire to define technical writing itself was an important element of the
intellectual effort of technical writing teachers during the early and mid-sixties" (345). He
attributes "the first steps in the direction of empirical research" to the 1960s (345). The
"new sense of identity" came as teaching technical writing became a "primary area of
interest and expertise" (347). Connors points to several forums that signaled the
professionalization of technical communication: publication of/7WC; publication of a
writing guide. Handbook of Technical Writing Practices; formation of ATTW and
publication of TWT; recognition by MLA in 1976 with the first technical writing session;
and promotion and tenure based on work in technical communication (rather than in
literature). Connors has laid the foundation and identified professional activities to trace.
I continue with observations about the professionals and their forums, and I add
observations about the concepts and the procedures associated with technical
communication.
Souther adds to the history of the teaching of technical writing with a description
focused on the methods of teaching from 1920 through the 1980s. He traces the language
approach centered on usage and style, the product approach concerned with the form of
the document, the rhetorical approach with modes of discourse as key elements, the
audience-centered process approach, and hybrid approaches. He also identifies influential
forums in the technical communication profession, including the journals of this study.
Souther announced (in 1989) that "technical communication has achieved stature and
credibility" (12). He declared technical communication "a mature and expanding
discipline" (13), but he based his declaration on the academic professional and the
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content of the courses and textbooks. He offers only generalizations about the workplace
and the activities of the professionals in the business and industry.
Adams includes a chapter, '"Professional Writing' in Agriculture, Engineering, and
Business," in her b o o k ^ History of Professional Writing Instmction in American Colleges.
Adams chronicles the development of writing courses but adds little to what has already
been said by Connors except that she separates the description into three areas:
agricultural and industrial journalism, technical writing, and business writing. She offers
few comments on other activities of the profession. While the Connors and Souther
articles focus on writing instruction, their discussions point to the journals and other texts
of the professionals as an indication that the field of technical communication is an
organized body of professionals who develop concepts and procedures as new problems
arise. These studies show an evolving rather than static discipline as it is revealed in
pedagogical activities and in response to contextual problems. The evolution of teaching
technical writing, including the methods of teaching and the textbooks, has received
attention; the concepts and the procedures that form the scaffolding for problem solving
have not.
The second collection of studies includes the reviews of professional journals,
comments by journal editors, summaries of conference proceedings, a review of
dissertation research, and one study tracing a topic, the reader, through a journal's text.
The technical communication journals have not been reviewed; however, composition
journals have: Robert Connors' "Review: Journals in Composition Studies"; Chris Anson's
"A Computerized List of Journals Publishing Articles in Composition"; Anson and Hildy
Miller's "Journals in Composition: An Update"; and, Donna Phillips, Ruth Greenberg, and
Sharon Gibson's "College Composition and Communication: Chronicling a Discipline's
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Genesis." Connors characterizes 15 composition journals by their "methodology,
philosophy, political viewpoint, and the level of pedagogic orientation" ("Review" 348).
He also places the journals in the professional arena and discusses the role and influence
of the journals on composition professionals. Anson's early list and the Anson and Miller
"Update" provide only publication information (the sponsoring organization, intended
audience, emphasis given to writing theory and to instruction, subscription information,
and article submission information). The authors do not comment on the place of the
composition journals in professional activities. JBTC, JTWC, TWT, and TC are included
in the "Update."
Phillips, Greenberg, and Gibson, in a recent study, give a history of CCC. They
describe the changes in physical features of CCC since its initial publication in 1950, and
they report the most frequently published authors. Phillips, Greenberg, and Gibson
report the history of citations (discussed in Chapter II) and identify the more frequently
cited authors. Their report of interviews with several editors and the summary of topics
covered across the publication's history provide insight into the development of
composition. A similar study of the technical communication journals would provide
insight into the content and influence of each journal as well as describe the transmit of
technical communication professionals.
The editors of IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TWT, TC, and TCQ discuss changes in the
journal as they outline their plans for their editorship (for example, Victoria [Winkler]
Mikelonis as she assumed the editorship of TWT in 1984; David Carson as he reaffirms
the purpose of JTWC in 1990; Scott Sanders in his first editorial [IEEE 33.2]; and, Mary
Lay and Billie Wahlstrom in volume 1.2 of the ATTW bulletin just before the appearance
of TCQ). The editorial comments and observations help to characterize the journal. One
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editor, Frank Smith, editor of TC, provided a historical review of TC in a presentation at
the 1991 ITCC. He compares the first five years (1957-62) and the more recent years
1986-1990 of TC. He collected information on the number of articles, the number of
pages, the number and gender of authors, the topics covered, and the departments
represented. His brief history is the only one for any of the six journals. Each journal
would benefit from a study of its content and authors to assure that it is aligned with its
stated purpose.
Other studies of technical communication professional forums include two studies
by MacNealy on conference proceedings, Rainey and Kelly's study of dissertation
abstracts, and Fry's study of audience in IEEE articles. Mary MacNealy focuses on the
disciplinary activity of research in one professional forum: international conferences. In
"Moving Toward Maturity," MacNealy reviewed 318 papers from the 1989 ITCC and
IPCC proceedings for the research activities reported in technical communication.
MacNealy expands the history of research in technical communication with a study of 20
years of ITCC proceedings 1972-1991 ("Research"). In both articles, MacNealy concludes
that empirical research studies must increase to strengthen the growth of the discipline
and profession. MacNealy suggests that disciplines develop in two stages:
In the first, a concern with training and with description of practices and
projects predominates, indicating an interest in establishing common
procedures and topics of importance. In the second stage, systematic
research supplants or complements the earlier, more impressionistic work.
("Moving" 197)
In Chapters IV and V, I add to the studies describing the forums to show concepts and
procedures of interest to technical communication professionals (scholars, researchers,
and practitioners).
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Kenneth Rainey and Rebecca Kelly reviewed 170 dissertation abstracts for
research related to technical communication. They identified 11 areas where research
was conducted: teaching, writing in specific fields, rhetorical elements, organizational and
management communication, graphics and visual media, history of technical
communication, oral communication, group process and collaborative writing, the
composing process, theory, and ethics. The majority of the studies, almost 60%, they
describe as using a "low quantitative method," that is, case studies, ethnographic studies,
prediction and classification, and surveys (558). They link the academic research in
technical communication closely with practice to suggest that
practice, training, and research form a triad that gives stability to the
discipline, each of the three deriving information and understanding from
the others as well as supplying information and understanding for the
others. (565)
Most of the dissertations reinforce these connections. Perhaps, then, MacNealy's stages
need a modification that shows less of a break between practice in the first stage and
research in the second stage. Technical communication is practice, and the research
centers on workplace activities.
Robert Fry studied IEEE articles and book reviews from 1981-86 for discussions
of audience. His is the only research that traces the evolution of a concept. Fry
conducted the study because the "professed purpose and intended audience of this
periodical are shifting" (4). He wanted to see if the shift created a problem for IEEE
readers. He concludes that the authors have helped the readers of IEEE, engineering
writers, "clarify the concepts of purpose and audience, the nature of audiences, and the
character of writing tasks" (4). Studies tracing the evolution of concepts for technical
communication explore the knowledge available. Identifying the knowledge gives identity
to the discipline and helps professionals focus their research and interests. More studies
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similar to Fry's would clarify the activities and goals of the technical communication
professional.
A review of the bibliographies identifies concepts of interest to technical
communication professionals for a given period. Bibliographies, like historical reviews,
also contribute to the history of the technical communication discipline and profession.
Bibliographies index the professional forums: journal articles, books, and conference
proceedings. The ATTW annual bibliography, published in the fall issue of TWT and
now TCQ, and the annual CCC Bibliography of Composition and Rhetoric identify
publications of interest to technical communication as well as composition and rhetoric
professionals. STC's An Annotated Bibliography on Technical Writing, Editing, Graphics,
and Publishing for 1950-1965 (Philler, Hersch, and Carlson, editors) and 1966-1980
(Carlson, Mayo, Philler, Schmidt, editors) identify the professional texts by topics and
authors. Gerald Aired, Diana Reep, and Mohan Limaye identify texts from 1880-1980
with their annotated bibliography of business and technical writing books. Sarojini
Balachandran's 1977 bibliography and Debra Hull's 1987 bibliography also identify
professional texts. John Brockmann identifies 32 sources for historical technical
documents. Bruce Speck's Editing: An Annotated Bibliography focuses on one topic,
editing, and he pulls many of his entries from the professional forums ITCC Proceedings,
CBE Views, TC, Scholarly Publishing, and Editors on Editing. Only book-length
bibliographies are identified here, but bibliographic essays focused on special topics
abound (see anthologies such as Michael Moran and Debra Journet's Research in
Technical Communication and Charles Sides' Technical and Business Communication for
examples). Journal articles such as those by Linda Jorn, Heather Keeler, and Karen
Schriver also review special topics. Frequently in identifying sources the authors are
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giving a history of the transmit on a particular topic. In a sense, they provide an outline
of the evolution of a topic for the technical communication researcher. Except in the
bibliographic essays, the authors of bibliographies do not provide historical interpretations
of the topics.
One final group of studies contributes to an understanding of writing instruction.
Several of the authors comment on the place of technical writing in the curriculum.
Albert Kitzhaber 's Rhetoric in American Colleges, 1850-1900 is one of the most frequently
cited historical studies of writing instruction. He studies writing instruction through the
composition textbooks, but he does not refer to the early technical writing texts. The
essays collected by James Murphy in A Short History of Writing Instruction: From Ancient
Greece to Twentieth-Century America sketch out the place of rhetoric and writing
instruction. James Berlin provides a taxonomic description of rhetoric and writing
instruction in American universities in Writing Instmction in Nineteenth-Century American
Colleges and Rhetoric and Reality: Writing Instmction in American College, 1900-1985. Each
text provides an invaluable overview of rhetoric's place in the university curriculum and
thus one important context for technical communication; however, none of texts discusses
specifically the history of technical communication.
The studies reviewed contribute to an understanding of the changes in the
profession and discipline of technical communication. Historians center on one portion
of the evolution to interpret the activities of the professionals and the concepts and the
procedures used in problem solving. They show an active, evolving community concerned
with self-reflection and self-description. By studying earlier problem-solving activities, the
technical communication professional moves forward from an established base rather than
repeating procedures. However, more studies of technical communication need to
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identify the text, intertext, and context that contribute to the scaffolding for professionals
to continue building the discipline. In the following paragraphs, I describe citation
analysis and rhetorical analysis, my research methods for studying the scaffolding.

Citation Analysis
The citation analysis portion of this research provides the selection tool for
targeting specific texts to study. Citation analysis works with a defined set of data. The
links among texts are fked; patterns among professionals and problem-solving discussions
can be described. To target the current influential texts, I collect citations for 1971, 1980,
and 1988 through 1992. The citations from 1971 and 1980 provide a glimpse at early
citing patterns and influential texts. The observations from these two years describe the
profession and the discipline. By 1988, each journal had established a forum comparable
to the other five journals. (This statement assumes a degree of continuity between TWT
and TCQ.) The journals have matured into respected and recognized professional
journals. Early texts by technical communication professionals have had a chance to
become important in the language code of the profession through citations by later
technical communication professionals. And, five years of citations yielded a large
enough set of data from which to glean representative text. Thus, describing the texts
cited between 1988 and 1992 gives a description of where the profession and discipline
have evolved to.
The underlying assumption of citation analysis is that the texts listed in the
reference section of journal articles have influenced the author in some way and the
author is acknowledging the influence. The cited texts, the cited authors, and the
resources consulted (books, journals, conference proceedings, and other forums for
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professional interaction) display the influence. In addition, the writer uses the citations to
help persuade the reader to accept the idea being presented. In Chapter II, I explore the
persuasive nature of citations.
Citation analysis offers the means for gathering data systematically. A form of
bibliometrics, citation analysis provides a fixed set of data for a given time period and
quantifiable data. With citation analysis, I found the means for selecting texts to analyze
the language code of professionals. Christine Borgman suggests that bibliometric
methods such as citation analysis provide a way to study "producers of the communication,
artifacts of communication, and communication concepts" (14). These variables parallel
the defined areas of this study: the professionals, the texts, and the discipline (Figure 3.1).
Citation analysis began as a tool for sociologists and others interested in the social
and political forces within communities and as a way to evaluate the academicians in the
community by determining their influence on research and their standing within the
discipline. As an empirical research method, citation analysis has three distinct
advantages (Cozzens 135-6) for identifying the concepts, the procedures, and the
professionals who define the discipline. First, the analysis is done without influencing the
source—the writer/citer. The collection and the analysis of the citations come after the
writer has selected the references. The writer does not select sources knowing that the
researcher will later study the relation of the references to the text and knowledge claims.
Second, sources for citations are stable and permanent records thus allowing researchers
to replicate studies or to return to the original sources for further analyses. Third,
citation analysis studies recognize an important forum for the community—^journal
articles. Social and political factors influence the writer's selection of sources to cite, and
professionals control the forums. However, if these factors are acknowledged, then their
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effect may be explained. The citations reflect which texts have influenced the article
writers for IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT and which texts the writers use to
help persuade the journal readers.

Citation Studies
Researchers who use citation analysis may simply describe a set of citations, or
they may study citation patterns to record changes in a discipline and a profession.
Patterns of interactions among different communities may also be gathered from citation
studies. Citation analysis may be applied along with other research tools to study the
context of the text produced. However, the strength of citation analysis results from a
combination of these purposes for studying the concepts and the procedures of a
community of scholars, researchers, and practitioners.

Describing and Recording Changes
Citation studies may simply contribute a description of a given data set for a given
time. Summaries of three groups of descriptive studies follow. Studies in the first group
collect citations to determine frequency of texts (Newcomer; Bricker) or concepts (Small).
The second group demonstrates how citation patterns may characterize the journal
(Spiegel-Rosing) and editors (Sievert and Haughawout). The third group includes two
technical communication professionals (Bazerman and Harmon) who use citations as part
of an analysis of the rhetoric of selected texts. Descriptive studies are frequently the
starting point for more in-depth study of the cited texts.
Several studies have identified frequently cited texts to recognize a core body of
texts and perhaps theoretical base for a discipline. Jane Elizabeth Newcomer reviewed
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over 19,000 citations in two adult education publications from 1934-1988 to find 64 books
cited more than five times. Robert Bricker ("Empirical") reviewed sk accounting journals
over a three-year period. He identified 61 sources cited more that 10 times. With this
information, Bricker ("Deriving") then studied the clustering of the sources as well as the
content of the sources to describe the disciplinary structure in accounting research.
In "Cited Documents as Concept Symbols," Henry Small demonstrates that each
citation may signal a concept, another means of describing a community. He selected 12
citing papers for each of 52 of the most frequently cited chemistry articles (drawn from
the Science Citation Index). Small then studied the "uniformity of usage" or the
"percentage of citing contexts which share a particular view . . . of the cited item" (32930). Key phrases (Small equates with "concepts") were collected and attributed to the
cited texts. For example, the phrase "hydrogen scattering factors" is found in 93% of the
papers that cite the article "Coherent X-Ray Scattering for the Hydrogen Atom in the
Hydrogen Molecule" by Stewart, Davidson, and Simpson (Small 330-331). Small argues
that the citation is a symbol for a concept; that is, "most citations are the author's own
private symbols for certain ideas" (328). Identifying citations and the corresponding
concepts may contribute to studying the discipline of the professionals.
Studies that identify key texts, authors, or concepts such as the research by
Newcomer, Bricker, or Small must be careful. As Diana Hicks and Jonathan Potter
caution, citation analysis may lead to "normalization" because it creates a means for
identifying acceptable ideas and researchers (487). These studies, however, provide
examples of methodology and interpretation of results that proved useful for this
research. Two studies, described next, look at changes in journals.
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In the first, Ina Spiegel-Rosing reflects upon the first four years of Science Studies
before it changed its name to Social Studies of Science, increased its editorial board, and
changed publishers. Spiegel-Rosing's purpose was to determine if the journal was
meeting its intended purpose and providing for its intended audience. Using citation and
content analysis, he describes the topics covered; the methods used in the research
described; the scope of the articles for disciplines studied, time periods reviewed, and
countries/regions covered; the references for age, disciplinary source, and type of support
provided; frequency of citations for the articles from Science Studies; and the claim the
author makes for the relevance of the article, for example, its methodological or
theoretical contribution. The topics covered by Spiegel-Rosing to describe Science Studies
provided examples for topics to describe technical communication journals. Such a
reflective study of a professional journal represents one more descriptive model for this
research project.
In the second study, Mary Ellen Sievert and Mary Haughawout studied the impact
editors had on the Elementary School Joumal (ESJ) across three changes in editor.
Among the factors they considered were the "immediacy index" (338) and the "impact
factor" (339), how quickly the journal's articles were cited and how frequently the articles
were cited in a given year. They found enough evidence to suggest that the editors of
ESJ did influence the citation pattern of the journal. The impact of the technical
communication journal editors will not come under direct scrutiny in this study; however,
the editors' influence must be acknowledged.
Others use citation analysis as one part of the description of texts and an analysis
of the rhetoric of the texts. Bazerman (Shaping) looks at trends in the use of references
for spectroscopic articles found in Physical Review, 1893-1980. Bazerman reviewed the
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number of citations (along with article length, sentence length, syntax, word choice,
graphics used, organization/argument/epistemology) to show that "linguistic, rhetorical,
and social choices, all with epistemological consequences," (183) are reflected in the
scientific article.
Joseph Harmon's two articles, "An Analysis of Fifty Citation Superstars from the
Scientific Literature" and "Current Contents of Theoretical Scientific Papers" draw from
the most frequently cited texts as identified by Eugene Garfield in Science Citation Index.
In the first article, Harmon studies the textual structure and features of each article from
sentence level to discourse level. In the second, he focuses on the how the problem is
identified and the argument presented. His observations are designed to help the
technical communicator see what features are found in successful scientific papers.
The variety of descriptive studies offered a number of models for conducting this
study and future studies. Each study described takes care not to present itself as the
definitive observation of the discipline. But, the observations together with other
research methods lead to a better understanding of the authors and texts of a discipline.

Showing Interaction
Citation studies may be used to study the links among communities of researchers.
Frequently, the studies look at the journals cited or track concepts and procedures. The
focus of a journal, however, may not be distinctive. Or, concepts and procedures are
incorporated into the knowledge and separated from their bibliographic citation thus
making tracking difficult. Each discipline has its own citation patterns "strongly
influenced by such social factors as the communities to which researchers belong and the
publication formats in which researchers choose to present given findings" (Pierce 50).
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Crossing communities requires adjusting to different terms, methods of research,
theoretical approaches, and so on. Studying interaction between disciplines is difficult.
Christine Borgman and Ronald Rice used citation analysis to determine if the
disciplines of information science and communication are drawing closer together. Using
citation information from the Joumal Citations Reports, a publication of the Social
Sciences Citation Index, Borgman and Rice analyzed 11 years of citations from 57
information and library science journals and 20 communication journals (including JTWC
and Written Communication). They were not able to show a trend toward an integration
of the two fields although they noted some connections particularly through a few key
journals (Joumal of Communication, Telecommunications Policy, ARIST, and Information
Processing & Management). Pulling upon the same data. Rice studied the flow of citations
among the journals. He also concluded that information science and communication
researchers are not cross citing (152).
In another bibliometric study, James Everett and Anthony Pecotich used a
loglinear model of citation analysis to compare how citations from 18 marketing and
related journals are received by the same set of journals. In other words, they asked
whether the authors are citing closely related journals. Everett and Pecotich found
surprisingly that general management and psychology journals had more influence than
economics, accounting, or finance journals on marketing research. They focused on
marketing-related journals but suggest that their method may be applied to other groups
of journals to help evaluate the journals and their relation to each other (413). In a
similar study, Siew Meng Leong (1989) applied the principles of citation analysis in a
descriptive study of the Joumal of Consumer Research. From a study of 6,867 citations
taken from five volumes (spaced over a 15 period and covering three editor changes).
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Leong studied the references to other disciplines and the shift from such areas as
economics to anthropology-type issues in consumer research. Leong found that the
majority of the citations came from the major journals of the social sciences represented
on the journal's policy board. However, Leong did find that anthropology appears to be
impacting consumer research, and similar to Everett and Pecotich, she found economics
less of an influence than expected. Leong also suggests that consumer research may be
considered less compact than other fields because the percentage of citing within the
recognized journals of the field is lower than in comparable fields (marketing or
management science, for example).
Such studies of the citing patterns within a discipline show the connections (or
lack of connections) among disciplines. Reviewing the patterns contributes to an
understanding of what has influenced the concepts and the procedures of the
professionals and suggests resources that contribute to the discipline.
Other studies use co-citation analysis to establish relations among the cited texts
and the cited authors. Pairs of texts are then looked for across a set of citing texts to
learn the web of influence and the relation of ideas within the community. The
assumption is that there is a relation between each pair of citations identified by the
author of the citing article. When pairs are found across a set of citing articles, the pairs
form co-citation clusters. G. Salton and D. Bergmark suggest that such co-citation
analysis should be done periodically to track the evolution of a discipline. Frequently cocitation study researchers create maps to show the influence of particular texts and
authors. These maps are a visual representation of research communities (Price Little
Science). These studies, described below, center on a professional community; however.
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they could just as easily have been placed in the next section to show interaction about
professional communities.
Everett Rogers and Charlotte Cottrill studied two fields, technology transfer and
diffusion of innovations. The purpose of each field is to study technological innovations.
Technology transfer focuses on the producer while diffusion of innovations focuses on the
receiver. Rogers and Cottrill performed co-citation analysis on 20 key texts from each
field. They found that despite similar interests the two fields share few common sources
thus few common concepts and procedures.
Henry Small and Edwin Greenlee studied citations in AIDS research to "interpret
as assimilation of earlier knowledge claims . . . [as] scientists communicate about and
define the components of their evolving knowledge base" (166). They visually represent
the clusters of AIDS research shifting from 1982 to 1988. The shifting suggests a
"pulsation . . . alternating between small, fragmented areas and large, inclusive ones"
(192). Small and Greenlee believe this movement represents creative, exploratory times
alternating with times that integrate and synthesize the research (192-193).
Howard White demonstrates that authors (rather than texts) may be paired to
show the influence of particular authors. The mapping visually represents relationships
and identifies authors who are at the center of a cluster as well as authors who on the
periphery. Katherine McCain extends White's work to show two "dimensions" to studying
authors: (1) the areas of research studied (or not studied) by authors, and (2) the
methodology used in the research (195-6). William Paisley calls for extending citation
studies to cover the "demographics" perhaps by studying the web of influence of
institutions, geographical areas, and particular research groups (297).
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Studies that look beyond the individual's citations to study the interaction of
disciplines offer insight into the evolution of the concepts and the procedures. However,
more is needed than maps of the dispersion of ideas or suggestions of interactions. The
context must be studied. Factors related to the social and political events and
relationships must be accounted for to provide a more thorough picture of the reasons for
a citation.

Placing in Context
Descriptive studies and studies that look for interaction across disciplines must be
put into the context of the citing author. Such studies look at the text and how the
author uses the citations. Frequently these studies combine citation analysis with other
research methods. Latour's Science in Action (discussed in Chapter II) gives a close
analysis of the citations and context.
Greg Myers ("Stories") pulled upon citation analysis to study two review articles in
molecular biology: James E. Darnell's "Implications of RNA-RNA Splicing in Evolution
of Eukaryotic Cells" in Science 1978 and Francis Crick's "Split Genes and RNA Splicing"
in Science 1979. First, Myers looked at the discourse structure and how each author uses
citations to prove his point: "For Darnell the citations support each step of a complex
argument. For Crick they are just the first step from which he begins his own thinking"
(56). Placing each article in the larger arena, Myers looked at how each article has been
cited since publication. Myers concludes that the authors' method of argument
contributes to how each article is cited (64).
Patricia Hooten selected a three-year sample of the most frequently and least
cited articles from the Joumal of the American Society for Information Science. She then
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used a combination of classification systems to identify the cited articles by how the citing
author used the article. Descriptors such as "setting the stage," "methods used," and
"historical" were among the 35 used (402). Hooten concludes that "frequently cited
documents may be more tightly linked (essential) than infrequently cited documents to
the documents in which they are used" (404). This level of analysis reinforces the need to
study cited texts in the context of the article.
Rather than classify citations, Susan Cozzens focuses on how the "main
knowledge-claim" made by the authors of a paper on neuropharmacology and a paper on
the sociology of science remained intact over time (140). She compared how the two
papers were cited by future texts. Interestingly, she found that the citations and purpose
for citing the neuropharmacology paper changed from 1973-1980 while those for the
sociology of science did not change from 1966-1979. She concludes that the
neuropharmacology citations evolved over time from the citing of the procedures and
details of the results until eight years later when only the main knowledge claim was
cited. The citations for the sociology of science paper did not change. The citations
consistently acknowledged the main knowledge claim. However, Cozzens found that the
"language they [citing authors] chose to use was far less clearly tied to the language of the
original piece" than it was for the scientific paper (145).
Stephen North reviewed the citations from Stephen Witte's article "Topical
Structure and Revision: An Exploratory Study" (in CCC 1983). In Chapter II, I discuss
North's analysis of Witte's use of citations. North uses Witte's citations as an example of
the problems with a close reading of the context of citations. North suggests that
researchers in composition distort the meanings of the cited author when using research
methods that do not necessarily have the same empirical goals.
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The last group of studies provides this study with examples for creating a
description of the concepts, the procedures, and the profession through selected
representative texts. But, more can be gleaned from a collection of citations. Studies
that look at the context of the citation and the surrounding text provide views of
professionals promoting their knowledge claims. The links are established initially by the
citing author and thus remain fked as part of the transmit of the professional. They
provide specific connections that may then be reviewed to spot trends, identify problems,
and establish characteristics of the texts of the professionals. In Chapters IV, V, and VI,
I use the citations to describe the professionals, the forums, the concepts, and the
procedures associated with technical communication. Because of the empirical nature of
the data, another researcher can also study the same database and offer interpretations.

Research Methods and Results
In technical communication, the only sources for complete citation information
are the journals. Indexes such as the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, Social Sciences
Citation Index, and the Science Citation Index identify cited texts, cited authors, and
subjects based upon permutated titles from sources. These databases are the source for
most studies using citation analysis. However, only two of the sk technical
communications journals from this study IEEE and JTWC are indexed in the same
citation index, SSCI. Table 3.1 lists the indexes referencing the six journals. There is
very little overlap. Therefore, I collected the citations directly from the list of references
given at the end of each article in IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TWT, TC, and TCQ. Almost
12,000 citations were collected.
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Collecting the Citations
I collected citations from each of the technical communication journals for 1971,
1980, and 1988-1992. For 1979 and 1981-87, I counted the citations in each journal but
did not record information about the individual citations. Appendix A contains a
summary of the citations collected for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992 and the citation counts
for the years 1979, 1981-1987. Figure 3.2 shows the overall increase in citations from
1979 through 1992. The number of articles ranged from a high of 143 in 1980 to 104 in
1985. For 1988-1992, the average number of articles is 118, and the trend may be toward
fewer articles but longer, more in-depth discussions. Only several more years of data can
support this observation. Beginning in 1987, the number of citations increased in part
because JBTC began publishing and was added to the set of citations. However, if the
JBTC citations are removed, the number of citations continues to increase. These trends
support selecting 1988-1992 for the citation analysis. Significant number of citations are
available to study and the six journals are represented. Table 3.2 shows the number of
citations collected from each journal for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992. Citations for
documents published prior to 1900 and textbooks are included in the total number of
citations.
The citations for each article in each journal issue were collected for 1971, 1980,
and 1988-1992. I did not collect citations from editorials, bibliographies, and regular
features such as "Recent and Relevant" or "A Teaching Tip" in TC. Citations found in
articles reprinted from other sources were also not collected. I collected citations
referring to textbooks, the texts of classical theorists such as Aristotle and Plato, and texts
published before the 1900s; however, I omitted them from the study of texts and authors
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Table 3.1. Indexes and Abstracts for Sk Technical Communication Journals
Journal
IEEE

JBTC

from Ulrich's Periodicals Directory 1993-94
Applied Science and Technology Index
ABI-INFORM
Business Publications Index and Abstracts
Chemical Abstracts
Computer Abstracts
Current Contents
Engineering Index
Ergonomics Abstract
Mathematical Reviews
Operations Research/Management
Science
Quality Control and Applied Statistics
Science Abstracts
Social Science Citation Index
not given

JTWC

Communication Abstracts
Contents Pages in Education
Current Contents
Engineering Index
International Aerospace Abstracts
Linguistics and Language Behavior
Abstracts
Special Educational Needs Abstracts
Social Science Citation Index

TC

Business Periodicals Index
Business Index
Computer Abstracts
Current Contents
Educational Technology Abstracts
International Aerospace Abstracts
Magazine Index

TCQ

Current Index to Journals in Education
Education Index

TWT

from journal's masthead

not listed; no longer published

Abstracts in Anthropology
Communication Abstracts
Research in Higher Education Abstracts
Sociological Abstracts
Social Planning/Policy & Development
Abstracts
Linguistics and Language Behavior
Abstracts
Human Resources Abstracts
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Figure 3.2. Citations and Articles 1971, 1979-1992

Table 3.2. Total Citations Collected
1971

1980

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

Total

IEEE

45

41

325

923

480

634

649

3097

JTWC

90

210

416

399

348

487

520

2470

TC

18

29

260

568

225

595

686

2381

89

282

283

389

241

386

260

219

695

Journal

TWT
JBTC
TCQ
Total

153

369

1669

2433

1661

2652

1284
585

2145

599

599

3039

11976
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frequently cited. Omitting these texts limits the observations to modern texts and
currently available texts. (Chapter IV includes a brief description of the classical theorists
cited.) Eliminating the textbooks reduces the database to a more manageable size.
Occasionally an author cites no texts but gives a reference list of relevant
materials. The texts in these bibliographic lists were not collected. I made the decision
to record only texts that were directly referred to in the article. Cited texts are linked to
specific text within the article, and thus at least a hint is given as to the influence the text
has on the citing author. A bibliographic list does not identify a specific link.
I gathered information to identify the citing article and the source of the citation
(Table 3.3). Each citing article is identified by the journal, the volume and issue number
of the journal where it is found, and the last name of each author of the citing article. I
assigned a record number to each article. From the citation, I collected the following
information: (1) the location of the citation, (2) the date of publication, and (3) last
names and first initials of each author (or an abbreviated version of the title if no author
was
given). The location for the citations are identified as either an anthology, a book, one of
the rhetoric, composition, or technical communication conferences (CCCC, IPCC, ITCC,
or MLA), a periodical, or a textbook. A preliminary study conducted on the 1991 journal
issues established the format for this larger study. (I accounted for women publishing
under maiden and married names by recording the name as given with the cited text.
When I discuss the authors, I refer to them by their current name and include all of their
work.)
In most cases, I reviewed each article and the citations twice. I researched and
corrected discrepancies in spellings or dates; however, I may not have recognized all of
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Table 3.3. Summary of Collected Data for Each Citation
Citing Article
Record
Number

Journal

Citation
Volume

Author(s)
Last
Name

Location

Year
Publ'd

Author(s)
Last
Name,
First
Initial

the errors. In a sampling of 2,195 citations from 10 medical journals, June Goodrich and
Charles Roland found that 29% of the citations incorrectly identified the author, title,
journal, or location (issue, year, pages). This percentage seems high for the citations
collected in this study.
Two other factors distort the citations collected. Special issues and special
sections of journals weight the results toward the emphasized topic while at the same time
showing the topics important to technical communication professionals. Appendix B lists
the special issues and special sections of journals. And, the citations for several articles,
particularly MacNealy's studies of ITCC proceedings ("Moving" and "Research") and
Schriver's review essay of document design issues, far exceed the average number of
citations per article thus giving weight to the topics of their essays.
The citations were collected and sorted using the software package Lotus 1-2-3,
version 2.1. I collected each year of citations in a separate file. The files for the years
1988-92 were then combined to allow for sorting the set of citations. Because of the size
of the files, I created a master file on the VAX, a mainframe DEC computer capable of
handling large data files. On the VAX, the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) provided a means of handling the enfire set of citations and a tool for interpreting
the set of data.
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For the purposes of this study, I sorted the citations two ways: (1) the first author
of the cited document, and (2) the location of the citation (anthology, book, conference,
periodical). The 1971 and 1980 citations were kept separate from the 1988-1992.
However, I also sorted the 1971 and 1980 citations by first author and location.

Sorting the Citations by Cited Author
To identify influential texts, I sorted the citations by cited author in three
increasingly selective stages. First, I combined the 1988-1992 citations for a total of
11,454 citations to sort. I kept 1971 and 1980 citations separate from the 1988-1992;
however, I also sorted each by cited author. Sorting by cited authors ordered the
citations to allow for easy identification of texts cited.
Second, I narrowed the citations to include only those texts referred to a
minimum of three times by three different citing authors. I omitted self-references.
Multiple references by the citing author to cited authors were counted only once to lessen
the effect of self-promotion and admiration by a particular author for another. This was
an arbitrary decision, but one aimed at recognizing the dispersion of a text across the
profession. No consistent guidelines exist for what is considered acceptable or excessive
self-citing (MacRoberts and MacRoberts 344). However, I assume that multiple
references by the same author reflect influence only on that author and not influence
across the profession. (In Chapter VI, I discuss one example of multiple cites and its
impact on citations. All but two of the 11 authors citing C. Miller's "Humanistic
Rationale" in more than one article referred to "Humanistic Rationale" for the same
knowledge claim.)
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Two examples illustrate the selection process. First, Table 3.4 lists the citations
for an article by Rachel Spilka "Studying Writer-Reader Interactions in the Workplace"
(TWT 15.3 1988). The article is cited seven times; however, the two self-references are
eliminated (record numbers 222 and 479) and two citations by the same author (Schriver,
record numbers 367 and 473) are counted as one citation. Schriver's citations are in
different sources; however, I assume that Schriver is citing the Spilka article for a similar
purpose. Thus, Spilka's text is counted as being cited four times (record numbers 82, 207,
428, and 367/473).

Table 3.4. Example of Selection Process for Spilka
Citing Article
Record
Number

Journal

Citation^
Volume

Author(s)
Last
Name

Location

Year
Publ'd

Author(s)
Last
Name,
First
Initial

367

IEEE

32

Schriver

TWT

1988

Spilka R

428

TWT

16

Dorff

TWT

1988

Spilka R

473

TC

36

Schriver

TWT

1988

Spilka R

479

TC

36

Spilka

TWT

1988

Spilka R

222

JBTC

4

Spilka

TWT

1988

Spilka R

207

TC

Kleimann

TWT

1988

Spilka R

Allen

TWT

1988

Spilka R

82

TCQ

38
1

'Spilka, Rachel. "Studying Writer-Reader Interactions in the Workplace." TWT 15
(1988): 208-21.
Second, the citation history of John Brockmann's article "Bibliography of Articles
on the History of Technical Writing" appears in Table 3.5. The self-reference (record
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Table 3.5. Example of Selection Process for Brockmann
Citing Article

Citation^

Record
Number

Journal

Vol.

Author(s)
Last Name

Location

Year
Publ'd

Author(s)
Last Name,
First Initial

451

JTWC

18

Brockmann

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

426

TWT

16

Allen

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

251

JTWC

20

Hagge

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

144

IEEE

34

Connor

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

161

JTWC

21

Allen

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

221

JBTC

5

Tebeaux

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

72

TCQ

1

Tebeaux

JTWC

1983

Brockmann

^Brockmann, R. John. "Bibliography of Articles on the History of Technical Writing."
JTWC 13 (1983): 155-66.
number 451) is not counted; the two references by Allen (record numbers 426 and 161)
and Tebeaux (record numbers 221 and 72) are counted as one citation each. Thus, I
counted the Brockmann text as cited four times (record numbers 144, 251, 72/221, and
161/426). I assumed that the year of publication and the location of the publication
signaled the same text for an author. (One notable exception is Paul Anderson. Two
essays appear Writing in Nonacademic Settings: "What Survey Research Tells Us About
Writing At Work" and "Survey Methodology." Care was taken to distinguish between the
two texts.) In questionable cases, I returned to the article citing the source. In some
cases, two authors were citing the same source but with different bibliographic
information (for example, discrepancies in publication dates or publication source). In
other cases, the entire text was cited or a chapter within the text was cited. I verified the
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citations collected; however, I had to make some interpretative decisions on ambiguous or
incorrectly cited texts.
To summarize, the citation had to occur across a minimum of three different
citing authors. The resulting sort yielded 377 texts referred to a minimum of three times
for 1988-1992. Appendk C lists the 377 texts in the order of the frequency with which
they were cited and identifies the text by the last name of the author, the year of
publication, and the location (when appropriate). No texts collected in the 1971 and 1980
citation databases met the criteria. Textbooks and texts prior to 1900 were eliminated at
this point.
The third sort reduced the list of 377 texts to 78 texts. To narrow the set of texts
to a manageable, representative sample, I reviewed the distribution of the 377 texts
(Table 3.6). By selecting texts cited six or more times, I captured 78 of the texts or 20%
of the most frequently cited texts. Approximately 50% of the texts appear the minimum
of three times. Texts cited four and five times make up almost 30% of the texts cited.
Table 3.7 identifies the 78 texts. (Appendix D gives the complete bibliographic
information for the 78 texts; Appendk E gives the citation history for each of the 78
frequently cited texts.) The 78 texts were cited 713 times and were 6.2% of all texts cited
for 1988-92. This set of texts provides a manageable as well as representative sample of
most frequently cited texts—the transmit for technical communication professionals
between 1988 and 1992. I discuss the 78 texts in Chapters IV and V.

Sorting the Citations by Location
Sorting the master file by location of the cited text focused on the forums:
anthologies, books, conferences, or periodicals. The technical communication-related
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Table 3.6. Distribution of Citations, 1988-1992
Number of
Times Cited

Number of
Works

Percentage of
Works

28

1

26

1

24

1

19

1

18

1

17

2

16

1

13

5

12

2

11

1

10

6

9

5

8

10

7

17

6

24

5

42

4

65

28.4

3

192

50.9

377

20.7

100
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anthologies, conferences, and periodicals make up 46% of the citations collected for 1971,
1980, and 1988-92; 54% of the citations are books, including textbooks. I then eliminated
references to books to narrow the set of citations to locations in 18 technical
communication-related anthologies (Appendbc F), the conferences (CCCC, IPCC, ITCC,
MLA), and all periodicals. Periodicals refers to professional journals, magazines,
newsletters, and several newspapers. With this sort, I did not eliminate multiple
references to the same author or self-citing. Appendk G lists the periodicals and
conferences alphabetically by the frequency with which each is cited for 1971, 1980, and
1988-92.
The sorted list yielded more than 6200 texts from the three forums (anthologies,
conferences, and periodicals) for 1971, 1980, and 1988-92. Technical communication
professionals cited almost 800 different periodicals and conferences representing a variety
of disciplines. The number increases to 848 if the citations from 1971 and 1980 are
included. I ordered the periodicals and conferences by frequency with which they are
cited (Appendix G). The top 110 periodicals published 34.9% of the 11,976 citations
(Appendix H). I use these 110 periodicals (each cited a minimum of 8 times) to describe
the periodicals technical communication professionals refer to for support in their
research and theoretical discussions. I describe the forums in Chapter IV.
In Chapters IV and V, I describe the professionals (authors) and the forums
(location). As I describe the forums and the professionals, I go back into the citations for
further interpretation. I report my methods at the point that I apply them in the
discussion. As the final part of the research, I selected the most frequently cited text
from the list of 78 frequently cited texts for a rhetorical analysis.
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Table 3.7. 78 Most Frequently Cited Texts, 1988-1992
Author(s)

Text

Allen, Atkinson,
Morgan, Moore,
Snow

"What Experienced Collaborators Say About Collaborative Writing"
JBTC 1987

Anderson,
Brockmann, C. Miller

New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication: Research,
Theory, and Practice 1983

Anderson

"What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at Work"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Atlas

"The User Edit: Making Manuals Easier to Use" IEEE 1981

Barton, Barton

"Simplicity in Visual Representation: A Semiotic Approach"
JBTC 1987

Bazerman

Shaping Written Knowledge: The Genre afid Activity of the Experimental
Article in Science 1988

Bazerman

"Scientific Writing as a Social Act: A Review of the Literature of the
Sociology of Science"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, Tarule

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind
1986

Benson

"Writing Visually: Design Considerations in Technical Publications"
TC 1985

Bernhardt

"Seeing the Text" CCC 1986

Bethke

"Measuring the Usability of Software Manuals" TC 1983

Bransford, Johnson

"Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding: Some Investigations of
Comprehension and Recall" / of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior
1972

Broadhead, Freed

Variables in Composition: Process and Product in a Business Setting
1986

Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation: From Paper to Online
1986

Brown, Herndl

"An Ethnographic Study of Corporate Writing: Job Status as Reflected
in Written Text"
Functional Approaches to Writing: Research Perspectives 1986

Bruffee

"Social Construction, Language, and the Authority of Knowledge: A
Bibliographical Essay" CE 1986

Bruffee

"Collaborative Learning and the Conversation of Mankind" CE 1984

Buehler

"Defining Terms in Technical Editing: The Levels of Edit as a Model"
TC 1981

Conklin

"Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey" Computer

1987
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Table 3.7. Continued
Cooper

"The Ecology of Writing" CE 1986

Couture, Rymer

"Interactive Writing on the Job: Definitions and Implications of
'Collaboration'"
Writing in the Business Professions 1989

Deal, Kennedy

The Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life 1982

Dobrin

"What's Technical about Technical Writing?"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

1983

Dobrin

Writing and Technique 1989

Doheny-Farina, Odell

"Ethnographic Research on Writing: Assumptions and Methodology"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Doheny-Farina

"Writing in an Emerging Organization" WC 1986

Ede, Lunsford

Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing 1990

Ede, Lunsford

"Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience in
Composition Theory and Pedagogy" CCC 1984

Faigley, T.Miller

"What We Learn from Writing on the Job" CE 1982

Faigley

"Nonacademic Writing: The Social Perspective"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Felker, ed.

Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research 1980

Felker, Pickering,
Charrow, Hollard,
Redish

Guidelines for Document Designers 1981

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive Communities
1980

Flower, Hayes, Carey,
Schriver, Stratman

"Detection, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of Revision" CCC 1986

Flower, Hayes

"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem" CCC
1980

Flower, Hayes, Swarts

"Revising Functional Documents: The Scenario Principle"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Forman, Katsky

"The Group Report: A Problem in Small Group or Writing Processes?"
JBC 1986

Freed, Broadhead

"Discourse Communities, Sacred Texts, and Institutional Norms" CCC
1987

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures 1973

Halloran, Bradford

"Figures of Speech in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology"
Essays on Classical Rhetoric and Modern Discourse 1984
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Table 3.7. Continued
Harrison

"Frameworks for the Study of Writing in Organizational Contexts" WC
1987

Hartley

Designing Instmctional Text 1985

Huckin

"A Cognitive Approach to Readability"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

Just, Carpenter
Killingsworth, Jones
Kinneavy

The Psychology of Reading Language Comprehension

1983
1987

"Division of Labor or Integrated Teams: Management Crux" TC 1989

Kintsch, van Dijk

A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse 1971
"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and Production"
Psychological Review 1978

Kuhn

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

Lauer, Asher

Composition Research: Empirical Designs 1988

Lay

"Interpersonal Conflict in Collaborative Writing: What We Can Learn
from Gender Studies" JBTC 1989

Lipson

"A Social View of Technical Writing" JBTC

Lunsford, Ede

"Why Write . . . Together: A Research Update" F(R 1986

C.Miller

"Genre as Social Action" QJS 1984

CMiller

"A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing" CE 1979

CMiller

"Technology as a Form of Consciousness: A Study of Contemporary
Ethos" CSSJ 1978

C.Miller

"Invention in Technical and Scientific Discourse: A Prospective Survey"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

CMiller, Selzer

"Special Topics of Argument in Engineering Reports"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Mills, Dye

"Usability Testing: User Reviews" TC 1985

Moran

"The History of Technical and Scientific Writing"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

Moran, Journet, eds

Research in Technical Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook
1985

Morgan, Allen,
Moore, Atkinson,
Snow

"Collaborative Writing in the Classroom" BABC

Myers

"The Social Construction of Two Biologists' Proposals" WC 1985

Odell

"Beyond the Text: Relations Between Writing and Social Context"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

1970

1988

1987
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Table 3.7. Continued
Odell, Goswami

"Writing in a Non-Academic Setting" RTE

Odell, Goswami, eds

Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Odell, Goswami,
Herrington, Quick

"Studying Writing in Non-Academic Settings"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

Paradis, Dobrin,
R.Miller

"Writing at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing Environment of an R&D
Organization"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best-Run Companies
1982

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual: A Handbook of Software
Documentation 1984

Redish, Robbin,
Battison, Gold

"Making Information Accessible to Readers"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Schell

"Testing Online and Print User Documentation IEEE

Selzer

"The Composing Process of an Engineer" CCC 1983

Shneiderman

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective
Interaction 1987

Soderston

"The Usability Edit: A New Level" TC 1985

Swarts, Flower, Hayes

"How Headings in Documents Can Mislead Readers"
Document Design Project Technical Report No. 9 1980

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information

Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual

Winkler

"The Role of Models in Technical and Scientific Writing"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

1982

1983

1986

Human-Computer

1983

1985

Rhetorical Analysis
As depicted in the model (Figure 3.1), the rhetorical analysis focuses upon the
problem-solving activities of the professionals as reflected in their texts. The rhetorical
analysis merges with the texts selected from the citation analysis to create a study of the
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text, intertext, and context of the technical communication community. I use the term
rhetorical analysis to signify the research methods for rhetoric of inquiry studies.
Studies of the texts parallel three areas of concerns in rhetoric of inquiry studies:
textual, intertextual, and contextual. The areas, however, cannot be isolated completely
into studies only of each area. Instead, I group studies that have influenced this study
into two categories: textual and contextual. Each category incorporates the relevant
social, political, economic, cultural, and historical factors as needed. The distinction
between the categories centers on the number of texts critiqued in the study. Textual
studies focus on one text and consider that text as a rhetorical unit. Researchers describe
and interpret the persuasive features of the text and the surrounding factors. I include
here studies that pay particular attention to style, figures and tropes, invention, and
arguments. Also I include in textual studies those studies that move beyond a single text
to study the texts influencing the text as well as the texts it may influence—studies of the
intertext. Citations provide an easily recognized mark of influence thus I include
examples here that use citation analysis. In the second category, contextual studies, I
place studies of groups of texts centered on a particular community or topic such as
environmental issues or composition studies. Contextual studies look at the way problems
are addressed and solved by particular groups of professionals. Within each category, I
focus on the methods used by the researchers analyzing selected texts. After a review of
the literature, I describe how I select and analyze the rhetoric of one text.

Textual Studies
Textual studies, as I define them, focus on one text. By studying the language
code and the structure of its argument, the researcher looks at the transmit of the
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profession. In addition, texts that influence the language code as well as texts the
transmit influences create traceable networks of professionals and the discipline.
Researchers focus on the textual features while accounting for the social, political, and
historical setting.
Historically significant scientific texts have received the most attention. Each
example traces the development of the text and studies the rhetoric of the text to create
one view of why the text has become so influential. For example, Michael Halloran
("Technical Writing" and "Birth") critiques James Watson's The Double Helix as an
example of scientific rhetoric. He demonstrates three ways to view Watson's text
(Halloran "Technical Writing"). First, Watson's account describes the problem-solving
activities of scientists and the network of communication among the professionals
interested in DNA. Second, Watson's description of the research teams' activities shows
that the politics of the scientific community go beyond a search for truth. Third, Halloran
describes the public announcement as a different rhetorical approach than traditionally
seen in the community of scientists. The use of first person and other personal features
creates a "genteel tone" that "both argumentatively and stylistically . . . put forward a
strong proprietary claim" (Halloran "Birth" 74-75). Halloran's analysis considers the
impact of the complete text as well as specific stylistic features. A similar analysis may be
applied to technical communication texts.
Several other studies look at historically significant scientific texts. Charles
Bazerman (Shaping) analyzes Issac Newton's rhetorical choices in publishing the findings
from his optical studies. Bazerman also traces the early publishing history of The
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London under the leadership of Henry
Oldenburg (see also David Kronick'5/l History of Scientific and Technical Periodicals: The
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Origins and Development of the Scientific and Technical Press 1665-1790). In fact, each
study in Bazerman's Shaping Written Knowledge explores the rhetoric of science from a
different perspective. The studies place the texts (Newton's work on optics, the early
Philosophical Transactions, the spectroscopic articles in 1893-1980 Physical Review, the
rhetoric of the American Political Science Review, among others) within a surrounding
context to give a glimpse at the rhetoric of science and reasons behind the language
chosen.
Two other researchers of rhetoric of inquiry, John Angus Campbell ("Charles
Darwin" and "Scientific Discovery") and Alan Gross, separately analyzed the text of the
notebooks leading to the publication of Charles Darwin's The Origin of the Species. Each
focus on Darwin's style and development of the argument for evolution. Each study looks
at the persuasive features of Darwin's text and the reception of his work within the
context of late 1800s. Campbell uses the notebooks to show Darwin's process of
invention. Gross describes two styles in Darwin's writing: telegraphic and cryptic. He
shows that the arrangement of the notebooks changes as Darwin firms up his position.
Gross also provides other glimpses of rhetoric in science including a comparison of the
persuasive structure of The Double Helix with the article announcing the discovery, "A
Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid." In fact. Gross, in The Rhetoric of Science,
applies the classical rhetoric canons of invention, arrangement, and style to scientific texts
assuming all the while that the rhetoric of science is persuasive: "beginning with selfpersuasion and ending with the persuasion of others" (3). Campbell and Gross both trace
the development of a concept (Darwin's theory of evolution) through stages of Darwin's
writing. Journal articles frequently precede book-length presentations of concepts in
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technical communication. Studying the journals provides a view of the introduction of
concepts and procedures into technical communication.
One collection of studies has focused on one text and analyzed the text from
several rhetorical perspectives. Each essay collected in Understanding Scientific Prose,
edited by Jack Selzer, presents a different rhetorical analysis of one scientific essay by
Stephen Jay Gould and Richard C. Lewontin: "The Spandrels of San Marco and the
Panglossian Paradigm: A Critique of the Adaptationist Programme" (in Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London 1979). The purpose of the anthology is "to extend the range of
analytical approaches" (Selzer 4). For example, three of the 14 essays incorporate
citations into the analysis while others look at the language code, use protocol analysis, or
study the argument from a classical model. In one section, Bazerman critiques the selfcitations by the authors of "Spandrels." Carolyn Miller and S. Michael Halloran draw
upon citation research as part of their demonstration that "the relationship between a
particular scientific work ["Spandrels"] and its intellectual forbears is central to the ethos
of the work" (109). Dorothy Winsor first looks at the references the authors of
"Spandrels" use to persuade their readers; then Winsor looks at the citation record of
"Spandrels." The use of citations to support the rhetorical analysis methods of these
studies has been adapted to this rhetorical analysis of technical communication.
The rhetoric of inquiry studies by Halloran, Bazerman, Campbell, and Gross as
well as the Selzer collection demonstrate how different rhetorical analyses provide insight
into the development and influence of a text on the discipline and the profession. The
text influences the problem-solving activities of the profession. A similar study of selected
technical communication texts contributes to understanding the development of technical
communication's discipline and profession. Additionally, the text of such prominent
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researchers in technical communication as Bazerman, Gross, Halloran, Miller, Selzer, and
Winsor adds validity to a rhetoric of inquiry study into technical communication.
Two other sets of studies demonstrate the diversity in rhetoric of inquiry. The
diversity provides examples for rhetoric in disciplines other than science and in the
rhetoric of the workplace. A study of technical communication must incorporate the
diversity of these rhetorics because of technical communication's cross-disciplinary ties
and its direct link to workplace activities.
Studies look at rhetoric in disciplines other than science. Philip Davis and
Reuben Hersh demonstrate two aspects of rhetoric for mathematics. First, they describe
three rhetorics of mathematics: pure mathematics or the theoretical discussions among
mathematicians; appHed mathematics or the problem solving math for society's needs; and
rhetorical mathematics, "academic gamesmanship" (Davis and Hersh 58). Second, they
demonstrate that the argument of the mathematical proof is persuasive rhetoric
dependent upon the needs of the audience. Similarly, Donal Carlston shows two sides of
psychology: the rhetoric of the profession and the contributions the professionals have
made to the study of rhetoric. Other professionals show how their discipline's writings
reflect different disciplinary camps. For example, Rosaldo Renato, an anthropologist,
compares the appreciative and the critical modes of the rhetoric of ethnography using
descriptions of death to demonstrate the differences. Arjo Klamer studies the arguments
of economists; David Klemm, theological arguments. Allan Megill and Donald
McCloskey study "the tropes, arguments, and other devices of language used to write
history and to persuade audiences" (221). They explore the balance between a history of
facts and the persuasive telling of history. Each of these studies analyzes the arguments,
metaphors, and word choices of members of the discipline. They analyze the language
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code of the professionals communicating with other professionals. These research
methods may be applied to technical communication texts to reveal the language code
and the concepts and the procedures employed by technical communication professionals.
Studies of rhetoric outside the academy focus on specific incidences and
workplace communication. For example, Dorothy Winsor ("Communication" and
"Construction") studies the memos and reports surrounding the Challenger incident.
Winsor demonstrates the reluctance of those involved to pass bad news up the
management hierarchy and across organizations. Stephen Doheny-Farina's study
("Writing" and "Creating") of a start-up company and the development of its business plan
demonstrates the impact writing documents on the decision-making process. Only after
the vice presidents became involved in writing the business plan were they aware of the
autocratic rule of the president and his control (miscontrol) of the financial interests of
the company. Studies of collaboration and workplace writing focus on the rhetoric that
practitioners use among themselves and with those outside their community.
Studies have also analyzed the rhetoric of particularly troublesome areas, for
example, racially sensitive actions (Wells) and the language code of the environmental
movement (Killingsworth and Palmer, discussed in the next section). Susan Wells studies
the rhetoric of the MOVE Report, a report by the Philadelphia Special Inquiry
Commission. The MOVE report evaluates the police and fire department actions when
they tried to evict a black radical group and in the process killed 11 members and
destroyed a city block. Winsor, Doheny-Farina, and Wells illustrate the problem of oral
and written communication and the effects on the actions of professionals within
organizations. Several articles noted in the citation analysis section of this chapter could
also be placed here as specialized forms of rhetorical analysis: analysis methods centered
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on citation patterns. For example, Cozzens and Small focus on knowledge units and how
the units are conveyed. Small considers the knowledge unit a concept generally identified
by "specific language in a text" (337). In one instance, Cozzens traces "opiate receptor"
through the literature of neuropharmacology. The rhetoric of any discipline may be
studied for the same purpose. The arguments and persuasive devices of the professionals
display the problem solving.

Contextual Studies
Two book-length studies provide the examples of contextual studies that have
influenced this study. Stephen North's The Making of Knowledge in Composition provides
an example of different reference groups (reference groups closely related to technical
communication) building a discipline—composition. Using the rhetoric surrounding
environmental issues, M. Jimmie Killingsworth and Jacqueline Palmer take several groups
of texts, analyze each set of texts, and then relate the texts to the context. These studies
are models for studying the text of a community.
Stephen North studies the rhetoric of composition and his text is an example of
rhetoric in composition. North's text is not as much a textual study as a study of a
community; however, he cites numerous examples from the texts of the professionals to
establish a rhetorical analysis as one part of the contextual study. In fact, North keys in
on lore, "the accumulated body of traditions, practices, and beliefs" from which
practitioners build their knowledge (22). In another example, discussed in Chapter II of
this study. North describes Witte's use of citations to support Witte's claims about the
revision process.
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North describes the problem-solving activities and the nature of knowledgemaking in composition. North's taxonomy describes the different modes of inquiry for
composition professionals and how the professionals (scholars, researchers, and
practitioners) study and report on composition. North's observations and comments
reflect the community of composition professionals from his vantage point as an insider
reflecting on the community's actions and rhetoric.
M. Jimmie Killingsworth and Jacqueline S. Palmer in Ecospeak: Rhetoric and
Environmental Politics in America analyze the rhetoric of the environmental movement
from six perspectives. The six perspectives offer a number of methods for analyzing the
rhetoric of technical communication rhetoric. First, they provide a historical perspective
with a brief look at the early 1900s and the conflicting goals of Gifford Pinchot, as
Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of the Interior, and John Muir, founder of the Sierra
Club. Killingsworth and Palmer then review the writings of Rachel Carson, Barry
Commoner, and Aldo Leopold. They conclude that "the articulation of new positions
thus tends to reinforce the paralyzing dichotomies of ecospeak, above all pitting,
environmentalism against developmentalism and statism against capitalism" (19).
Killingsworth and Palmer trace these dichotomies throughout the text of the
environmental movement.
Second, the authors focus on the papers of seven currently active ecologists.
Killingsworth and Palmer demonstrate that the rhetoric of the scientists
creates a distance between the activities of mainstream science and those
of the public realm of environmental politics by favoring theoretical
arguments over naturalistic description, by using specialized technical
language instead of employing familiar uses of the same or similar
lexicons, by ignoring general human interest in a science of natural (that is,
nonhuman) relations, by privileging basic over applied research, and by
making a strong distinction between refereed and nonrefereed. (103)
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Killingsworth and Palmer not only consider the language code and argument, but they
also consider the forum and political factors that influence the scientific study.
To balance the "scientific objectivism" (135), Killingsworth and Palmer then study
science, particularly the greenhouse effect, as it is reported in Science and Time. The
authors follow with a demonstration that the Environmental Impact Statement (a
government report)
reveals the cultural inadequacy of strictly instrumental discourse as well as
the transparency of the effort to clothe that discourse in the garb of
democratic, communicative discourse while maintaining a commitment to
the purest forms of instrumental rationality. (169)
Fifth, the rhetoric and actions of Greenpeace, Earth First!, and novelists Edward Abbey
and Ernest Callenbach are studied for their ecotopian discourse. Ecotopian discourse
"creates extreme visions . . . as practiced by reform environmentalism" (195). Thus, genre
analysis provides yet another means of studying the rhetoric of the environmental
movement.
In the final chapter, Killingsworth and Palmer review the rhetoric of economists
Herman Daly and Lester Brown. Killingsworth and Palmer discuss Daly's argument of
logical and ethical appeal in Steady-State Economics: The Economics of Biophysical
Equilibrium and Moral Growth. For Brown they cite particular features of his writing that
influence the reader:
accessibility—a potentially powerful effect in the democratic rhetoric of
empowerment—is achieved by several techniques, including informative
headings; topic sentences; thumbnail essays and narratives; active-voice
sentences and strong action verbs; concrete and familiar vocabulary;
carefully selected, low-density tables and charts; and other graphical
devices to enhance readability. (254)
Killingsworth and Palmer study a community and the surrounding rhetoric. The initial
historical analysis establishes the setting for the rhetoric that follows. The analysis of
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different professionals' rhetoric on ecology shows the range of analysis and focus on
rhetoric that can be done for a particular community. Similarly, studying the rhetoric of
technical communication professionals reveals distinctive rhetorical features associated
with the profession and discipline. Technical communication professionals can then
identify and understand the transmit of the profession and participate in the forums.

Research Method
The rhetorical analysis creates an interpretive study of the technical
communication transmit. The research methods must include ways of studying persuasion
as it shapes inquiry. The study focuses on the language and the use of the language code
to persuade the audience (other professionals and members of other communities) and
the connections established between texts. The methods of literary criticism run
throughout the rhetoric of inquiry studies cited above. Studies of rhetoric of inquiry
focus on the text placed within the context of the writer and the reader. As
demonstrated, the methods of analysis are numerous. In this study, I prefer to borrow
from several methods and not to identify with one.
One text demonstrates the problem-solving activities of the profession and the
discipline for technical communication: Carolyn Miller's "A Humanistic Rationale for
Technical Writing" published in College English, February 1979. C. Miller generated the
text to address a professional and disciplinary problem. The immediate, local problem at
North Carolina State University in Raleigh was whether a technical writing course could
fulfill a humanities requirement. The more pervasive problem, C. Miller argued, was the
content of a technical writing course—a disciplinary problem. C. Miller maintained that
the current (in 1979) teaching methods continued the positivistic approach to reporting
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science and technical information even though scientists recognized that knowledge goes
beyond simply describing observations. The view that knowledge is socially constructed,
C. Miller maintained, was not evident in technical writing classes.
C. Miller's text was selected for five reasons (discussed further in Chapter VI).
First, "Humanistic Rationale" is the most frequently cited text from 1988-1992. Second,
the 1979 publication date, while increasing the chances of the text being cited more
frequently, also indicates its lasting power as an important text for the professional
(particularly teachers). Third, C. Miller's call for change in teaching technical writing
stands as one of the key texts (along with Maxine Hairston's "Winds of Change: Thomas
Kuhn and the Revolution in the Teaching of Writing") calling for the incorporation of the
theories of social constructionism into the writing classroom. Fourth, the College English
forum distributed "Humanistic Rationale" beyond the technical communication
community. Fifth, C. Miller's discussion applies to pedagogical, theoretical, and research
issues for technical communication. She wants changes in the teaching of technical
writing. She identifies theoretical concerns for the role of humanism with science and
technology. And, she gives direction for research into the social construction and
collaborative activities. I show that C. Miller's "Humanistic Rationale" has become a
germinal article for technical communication professionals. In identifying an immediate,
local problem but expanding to address a discipline-wide problem, C. Miller embarks on a
rational enterprise that articulates the issues.
"Humanistic Rationale" requires a flexible approach for studying the language
code, the intertext, and the context. The approach employed parallels the discussion in
Chapter II describing the concerns of rhetoric of inquiry studies. First, to describe the
language code, I call attention to C. Miller's rhetoric, her purpose and the pattern of her
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argument, her style, figure and tropes, arrangement, and delivery. The language code
reveals the content of C. Miller's argument, her message, and the persuasive techniques
she used.
The second part of the analysis, the intertext, connects "Humanistic Rationale"
with the text of other professionals. I base the intertextual portion of the study on the
texts citing "Humanistic Rationale" from the six technical communication journals for
1979-1992. I include all references to "Humanistic Rationale." Thus, the 55 references
include three articles each by Allen, Barton and Barton, Rosner (one with a co-author),
and Zappen, and two each from Dombrowski, Elliot (with different co-authors), Jones,
Lay, Parsons, and Samuels. (In the first part of this study, I eliminated multiple citations
by the same author to "Humanistic Rationale.") Table 3.8 identifies the articles;
Appendk I gives the complete bibliographic record.
The 55 references represent one portion of the citation history of C. Miller's work.
The references are found in the six technical communication journals only. To collect the
citations, I reviewed each article in each of the six journals from 1979 through 1992 and
noted those authors citing "Humanistic Rationale." As noted earlier, citation indexes do
not cover the six technical communication journals consistently. A&HCI monitors CE,
but it does not monitor the six technical communication journals. No doubt professionals
publishing outside the six technical communication journals also cite "Humanistic
Rationale."
The analysis of the intertext then shifts away from the connection to "Humanistic
Rationale" and to the purpose of each of the 55 texts linking itself with the article. I
present observations about the texts, the professionals, and the topics presented. The 55
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Table 3.8. Articles Citing "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing," 1979-1992
Author(s)

Text

Allen

"The Case Against Defining Technical Writing" JBTC (1990)

Allen

"The Question Isn't 'Could' But 'Should': The Case Against Using
Fiction in the Introductory Technical Writing Class" TWT (1989)

Allen

"Thematic Repetition as Rhetorical Technique" JTWC (1991)

P. Anderson

"The Need for Better Research in Technical Communication" JTWC
(1980)

S. Anderson, Kleine

"Excellent Writing: Educating the Whole Corporation" JBTC (1988)

Barker

"Word Processors and Invention in Technical Writing" TWT (1989)

Barton, Barton

"Communication Models for Computer-Mediated Information Systems"
JTWC (1984)

Barton, Barton

"The Nature and Treatment of Professional Engineering
Problems—^The Technical Writing Teacher's Responsibility" JTWC
(1983)

Barton, Barton

"Postmodernism and the Relation of Word and Image in Professional
Discourse" TWT (1990)

Blyler

"Shared Meaning and Public Relations Writing" JTWC (1992)

Bocchi

"Forming Constructs of Audience: Convention, Conflict, and
Conversation" JBTC (1991)

Bosley

"Gender and Visual Communication: Toward a Feminist Theory of
Design" IEEE (1992)

Brockmann

"Taking a Second Look at Technical Communication Pedagogy" JTWC
(1980)

Charney, Rayman,
Ferreira-Buckley

"How Writing Quality Influences Readers' Judgments of Resumes in
Business and Engineering" JBTC (1992)

Clark

"Ethics in Technical Communication: A Rhetorical Perspective" IEEE
(1987)

Coney

"Technical Readers and Their Rhetorical Roles" IEEE (1992)

Dobrin

"What's the Purpose of Teaching Technical Communication" TWT
(1985)

Dombrowski

"Challenger and the Social Contingency of Meaning: Two Lessons for
the Technical Communication Classroom" TCQ (1992)

Dombrowski

"The Lessons of the Challenger Investigations" IEEE (1991)

Elliot, Kilduff

"Technical Writing in a Technological University: Attitudes of
Department Chairs" JTWC (1991)

Elliot, Zelhart

"Hermeneutics and the Teaching of Technical Writing" TWT (1990)
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Table 3.8. Continued
Goldstein

"Trends in Teaching Technical Writing" TC (1984)

Jones

"Exploring Quality: What Robert Pirsig's Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance Can Teach Us about Technical
Communication" IEEE (1989)

Jones

"A Rhetorical Approach for Teaching the Literature of Scientific and
Technical Writing" TWT (1985)

Journet

"Rhetoric and Sociobiology" JTWC (1984)

Katz

"The Epistemic Trend in Rhetorical Theory: A Four-Dimensional
Review" TWT (1987)

Killingsworth

"The Essay and the Report: Expository Poles in Technical Writing"
JTWC (1985)

Lay

"Feminist Theory and the Redefinition of Technical Communication"
JBTC (1991)

Lay

"Images of Technology and Creativity: In Opposition Or Harmony
Whhin Technical Communications Programs?" IEEE (1988)

Lyon

"Paideia to Pedantry: The Dissolving Relationship of the Humanities
and Society" JBTC (1991)

Lutz, Jarratt, Harkin,
Debs

"Practical Rhetoric—The Art of Composing" TWT (1987)

Manning

"Literary vs. Technical Writing: Substitutes vs Standards for Reality"
JTWC (1988)

Markel

"Criteria Development and the Myth of Objectivity" TWT (1988)

Parsons

"Ethical Factors Influencing Curriculum Design and Instruction in
Technical Communication" IEEE (1987)

Parsons

"Why I Don't Believe in the 'Real World' Anymore" TWT (1988)

Paul, Rosner

"Discovering and Teaching Syntactic Structures in Three Technical
Disciplines" JTWC (1983)

Petersen

"Conceptual Patterns in Industrial and Academic Discourse" JTWC
(1984)

Rentz

"Literary Genre Theory and the Teaching of Professional Writing
Forms" TWT (1988)

Reynolds

"Classical Rhetoric and the Teaching of Technical Writing" TCQ
(1992)

Rosner

"Putting "This and That Together' to Question Sentence-Combining
Research" TWT (1985)

Rosner

"Style and Audience in Technical Writing: Advice from the Early
Texts" TWT (1983)
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Table 3.8. Continued
Rutter

"History, Rhetoric, and Humanism: Toward a more Comprehensive
Definition of Technical Communication" JTWC (1991)

Samuels

"Is Technical Communication 'Literature'? Current Writing
Scholarship and Vico's Cycles of Knowledge" JBTC (1987)

Samuels

"Technical Wrhing and the Recreation of Reality" JTWC (1985)

Sanders

"Practice, Proficiency, Professionalism" IEEE (1986)

Sauer

"The Engineer as Rational Man: The Problem of Imminent Danger in
a Non-Rational Environment" IEEE (1992)
"Document Design from 1980 to 1989: Challenges That Remain" TC
1989

Schriver
Smhh

"Rhetoric as Social Act: Cicero and the Technical
Writing Model" JTWC (1992)

Spilka

"The 'Audience Continuum'" TWT (1989)

Stoddard

"The Role of Ethos in the Theory of Technical Writing" TWT (1985)

Thompson

"An Educational Philosophy of Technical Writing" TCQ (1992)

Winsor

"The Construction of Knowledge in Organizations: Asking the Right
Questions about the Challenger" JBTC (1990)
"The Discourse Community in Scientific and Technical
Communication: Institutional and Social Views" JTWC (1989)

Zappen
Zappen

"Historical Studies in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology" TWT
(1987)

Zappen

"Rhetoric and Technical Communication: An Argument for Historical
and Political Pluralism" JBTC (1987)

references include descriptions of teaching activities, discussions of teaching philosophy,
evaluations of technical communication programs at universities, and definitions of
technical communication. Defining the profession and teaching issues stand out among
the topics authors citing "Humanistic Rationale" write about.
Third, the analysis of the context moves beyond the text. The influence of the
forum, College English, and the topics of other articles in the forum set the immediate
context for "Humanistic Rationale." The references C. Miller cites also contribute to an
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understanding of her context. And, a brief identification of other professional activities
and texts concludes a sketch of the context surrounding "Humanistic Rationale."
Thus, one example of a professional's text shows the impact it has had on the
transmit of the profession and the influence on the problem-solving activities of
professionals. C. Miller's "Humanistic Rationale" was published during a time Anderson
identified as "Retrenchment and A New Sense of Identify." In Chapters V and VI, I
show that the concepts and the procedures as identified in the transmit of technical
communication for 1988-1992 incorporate C. Miller's call for the ideals of humanism and
socially constructed knowledge.

Conclusion
The two methods of analysis support the objectives of this study. The citation and
rhetorical analyses describe and record the discipline and profession of technical
communication. The citations show not only the influential texts of the profession, but
they also identify the interaction and sharing with other disciplines. Put together, the
citations and the rhetoric show the "web of other, interconnected texts against which any
piece of writing is inevitably constructed and interpreted and in cooperation with which it
accomplishes its social action" (Selzer Understanding 8). The social actions are the
problem-solving activities of technical communication professionals. Studying the
language code encourages a self-reflective learning process for both the professional just
beginning to publish and the professional who has published.
The following two chapters describe the forums, the profession, and the discipline
of technical communication (Chapters IV and V). Chapter VI focuses on the language
code, intertext, and context of one text.

CHAPTER IV
T H E F O R U M S AND T H E PROFESSION

Metaphorically speaking, citations are frozen footprints in the landscape of
scholarly achievement; footprints which bear witness to the passage of ideas.
From footprints it is possible to deduce direction; from the configuration and
depth of the imprint it should be possible to constmct a picture of those who
have passed by, whilst the distribution and variety fumish clues as to whether
the advance was orderly and purposive. So it is with citations in respect of the
growth of human knowledge; they give substantive expression to the process of
innovation, and, if properly marshalled, can provide the researcher with a
forensic tool of seductive power and versatility.^

The citation analysis for the six technical communication journals yields a set of
data that describes the profession and discipline for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992. At the
center of the data, I have identified 78 texts that represent the technical communication
transmit for 1988-1992 (see Table 3.7 and Appendk D). The 1971 and 1980 citations did
not yield any texts that met the minimum criteria of three citations. The citations provide
the possibility for a number of observations about the intertextual connections among
professionals. Trends in the concepts and the procedures also reveal themselves. The
links and patterns establish one historical look at the development of technical
communication, and as Blaise Cronin suggests, offer a study of "the growth of human
knowledge" (16).
The sk forums, IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT, display the texts of
technical communication professionals. The in-depth focus on the most recent 5 years,
1988-1992, gives a strong set of citations with which to analyze the current state of
technical communication as a discipline and a profession. Citations collected from 1971

^Cronin 16.
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and 1980 provide glimpses at an earlier period of technical communication. Follow-up
studies will build upon this study to continue observation points for the technical
communication discipline and profession.
Throughout the selection process, the analysis of 1971 and 1980 paralleled that of
1988-1992. No texts met the criterion for selection of at least three citations partly
because authors did not cite as frequently. The average citations for each article for 1971
and 1980 equaled 1.78 and 2.58, respectively, compared with 25.98 citations per article in
1992 (Table 4.1, see also Figure 3.2). The increase in citations per article is a statement
about the evolution of the profession and discipline. Citations increase when
professionals find they must support their work with theory and research (refer to the
discussion in Chapter II and the findings of Phillips, Greenberg, and Gibson about CCC).
But, the citations increase only after a transmit is available for professionals to draw
upon, and not until the mid to late 1980s did technical communication professionals have
significant research and theory to refer to and a need to support their reports of problem
solving (for example, to tenure and promotion boards). Table 4.2 shows a sampling of
the table of contents from IEEE, JTWC, TC, and TWT in 1971 and 1980. In 1971 and
1980, authors were not citing other sources in part because they presented few theoretical
discussions or research projects. The authors were reporting more experience-related
events in the classroom and in the workplace. In the review of the forums, profession,
and discipline, I include observations about 1971 and 1980 wherever an appropriate and
noteworthy observation can be made.
The observations focus on three areas of the citations: the cited periodicals, the
cited authors, and the cited texts. The observations call attention to the professionals,
their forums, the concepts, and the procedures for the years 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992.
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The language code (transmit) of technical communication professionals revealed in the
selected texts represents the discipline for the selected years.
Table 4.1. Citations per Ardcle
Year

Number
of
Cites

Number
of
Articles

Cites per
Articles

1971

153

86

1.78

1980

369

143

2.58

1988

1669

114

14.64

1989

2433

124

19.62

1990

1661

117

14.20

1991

2652

124

21.39

1992

3039

118

25.75

11976

826

The three most frequently cited texts represent the 78 to be discussed. Each
comes from a different forum, each professional comes from different disciplinary
training, and each addresses a disciplinary problem differently. The texts represent the
dual responsibilities of technical communication professionals: theory and practice. And,
each contributes to the problem-solving activities of the technical communication
professional. Carolyn Miller's "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing" is the
most frequently cited text (and is the text discussed in-depth in Chapter VI). It appears
in one of the leading professional journals College English. C. Miller presents a
theoretical discussion of the nature of technical writing and its place in English
departments. Over the years C. Miller's text has become a defining statement for
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Table 4.2. Sample Tables of Content from 1971 and 1980
Journal

Article

IEEE
1971
EWS-14.3

Abstracts in Block Diagram Form
The Long and Short of Technical Writing Courses
The Effect of Improved Electronic Communications on
Business Travel

6
0
0

JTWC
1971 (1.3)

The Technical Supervisor and the Writing Process
EPRT—A New Tool in Technical Communication
Can We Afford to Read?
The Thrill in Business Writing
Technical Report Writing in Victoria, Australia
Simplified Technical Training—A New Challenge for
Effective Communications
Training for Technical Illustrators
Factors Intrinsic to the Communication Process
Visual Literacy: A Perceptual Discipline

0
0
0
0
0
4

TWT
1980 (8.1)

TC
1980 (27.1)

Basic Writing Concepts for Scientists and Engineers
A Hands-on Project for Teaching Instructions
Teaching the Writing Process in Scientific and Technical
Writing Classes
Teaching Invention: Using Topical Categories in the
Technical Writing Class
Starting to Write by Rewriting: A Unit on Technical
Editing and Revision
Texas A&M University's Course for Training Technical
Writing Teachers
Teaching Technical Writing: Resources and Strategies
What's New In Technical Writing
Beyond the Basic Course: Building a Program in
Technical Writing
Certification of Technical Communicators
Choose Your Equipment Objectively
Imported Instructions, or "The Almighty Switch"
How to Handle Grammatical Dogma
Interrelated Video Factors and a Basic Model for System
Selection
Using the Core Sentence to Edit Poorly Written
Technical Manuscript

Number
of
Citations

0
18
0
0
0
11
11
4
0
0
0
4
0
2
0
5
0
0
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technical communicators in the academy. She received her doctorate from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in 1980 and is currently a faculty member at North Carolina State
University. "Writing at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing Environment of an R&D
Organization" by James Paradis, David Dobrin, and Richard Miller is the second most
frequently cited text. "Writing at Exxon ITD" appears in Writing in Nonacademic Settings,
one of three frequently cited technical communication anthologies. The text presents an
empirical study on writing in the workplace. Paradis and Dobrin conducted the study
while at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT); R. Miller was with Exxon. The
third most frequently cited text, Thomas Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
represents the oldest citation and one of only a few by an author outside the technical
communication community (Kuhn trained as a physicist). Kuhn's text has become
"popular" with the wide acceptance of his term paradigm shift to explain the social
construction of knowledge (in the sciences). The three texts represent the nature of the
technical communication with C. Miller's discussion of the theoretical traditions of
technical communication and the place of technical communication in the academy;
Paradis, Dobrin, and R. Miller's study of the practitioner with attention to the role of
technical communication in workplace activities; and Kuhn's study of the rhetoric of
scientists and the development of disciplines.
The complete set of citations and the 78 representative texts provide observation
points for the activities and text of technical communication professionals. First, I look at
the professional forums, specifically the conferences, periodicals, anthologies, and books
to describe the forums to which professionals refer. Second, I report on the profession
and which professionals are referred to by other professionals. Third, I study the topics
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of the most frequently cited texts to determine which concepts and procedures make up
the discipline (Chapter V).
Before beginning, however, I must define two terms that will appear throughout
the observations: empirical research and social science. I adopt the broad definition of
empirical research given by Janice Lauer and William Asher:
the process of developing systematized knowledge gained from
observations that are formulated to support insights and generalizations
about the phenomena under study. (7)
They identify nine research designs as empirical methods:
case studies

surveys/sampling

ethnographies

quantitative descriptive studies

measurement

prediction and classification studies

true experiments

quasi-experiments

meta-analyses
Anne Ruggles Gere also considers empirical research as "not limited to experimental
design or statistical procedures" (111). Gere adopts a multi-method definition that
centers on observation, description, and experience. Thus, I adopt the view of Lauer and
Asher that empirical methods are not primarily rhetorical (literary or critical essays),
historical, linguistic, or philosophical methods (3). Empirical methods are part of the
social science methodologies.
Social science refers to five fields: anthropology, economics, political science,
psychology, and sociology. (Some also include history as a social science.) These five
fields, however, do not account for the three fields that I encountered in the review of
periodicals: business, education, and computer science. Business and education I consider
among the applied fields for the social sciences. And, I will show shortly that the
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particular computer-related periodicals cited focus on topics of the human-computer
interaction or the cognitive, behavioral, and social aspects of humans' relation and
reactions to computers.
In this chapter and the next chapter, I take a closer look at the texts by studying
the references the professionals use to participate in the discipline. I report on the texts
technical professionals work with and refer to—the records of their problem-solving
activities. I then report observations about the professionals. In Chapter V, I conclude
with observations about the concepts and the procedures most frequently referenced in
the sk technical communication journals. Chapter VI looks at one text as a rhetorical
transmit reflecting the technical communication profession and discipline. The
observations present one interpretation of the technical communication discipline and
profession for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992. Three procedural notes need to be made.
First, authors are referred to by their current name and include all of their work. Only
the last name of the author is given except for Miller where the first initial is added to
distinguish between Carolyn Miller, Richard Miller, and Thomas Miller. Ben Barton and
Marthalee Barton publish together in technical communication texts; therefore, I do not
distinguish between the two. Moran identifies Michael Moran. Second, keywords from
the title identify each text. Table 3.7 gives an abbreviated form of the bibliographic
information for the 78 texts; Appendk D carries the complete bibliographic entry. Third,
the methods used for describing the forums, the professionals, and the discipline are
found within each section.
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Forums
Forums provide the professionals a place in which to openly express their ideas.
Forums may be places for physical meetings such as conferences or colloquiums. They
may be electronic meeting groups. Or, they may be professional publications—conference
proceedings, periodicals, anthologies, and books. The citation analysis identified the texts
coming from four conferences, over 800 periodicals, 18 anthologies, and 21 books.
Members come with the scaffolding and sets of transmit in place, albeit not identical
scaffolding but similar. I identify the forums in this section and comment on the relation
of the texts; however, I save the discussion for the specific content of each text until the
next chapter.

Conferences
By 1988, technical communication professionals were attending and presenting
papers at four major conferences:
CCCC

Conference on College Composition and Communication

IPCC

International Professional Communication Conference

ITCC

International Technical Communication Conference

MLA

Modern Language Association

Other conferences made the list (Appendk G), in particular computer-related
conferences such as Hypertext Proceedings and CHI (Computer-Human Interaction)
Proceedings; however, I did not track them. One conference, CPTSC, was not cited even
though it distributes proceedings to its members. The members of CPTSC are the
program directors for professional and technical communication programs. They are a
small, select group of professionals who wield a lot of power in the education of technical
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communication professionals. CPTSC deserves further study for its influence on the
profession.
CCCC and MLA include sessions sponsored by ATTW; however, the major
portion of their programs addresses topics related to rhetoric and composition or
literature. ITCC (STC sponsored) and IPCC (IEEE-PCS sponsored) are conferences
devoted to technical and professional communication. Conference attendees receive a
copy of the ITCC and IPCC proceedings. CCCC and MLA do not publish conference
proceedings. CCC stopped routinely publishing CCCC papers in the early 1970s; JTWC
stopped in the early 1980s. However, Brenda Sims at the University of North Texas
received ATTW funding for several years to publish selected papers related to technical
communication presented at CCCC and NCTE. The members can order the CCCC
proceedings on technical communication.
While no papers from conferences make the list of 78 sources, the proceedings for
ITCC and IPCC are found among the most frequently cited forums, 492 and 73,
respectively, from the 11,454 citations for 1988-1992 (Appendk G). MacNealy's
("Moving" and "Research") citations of research reported at ITCC and IPCC forums
inflate the total citations for ITCC and IPCC by 215. However, even with these citations
removed, the references to ITCC and IPCC show that the conference forums give
attendees the opportunities to exchange information. The professionals then incorporate
the information into their work.
CCCC remains a key conference for technical communication professionals to
attend. A review of the 133 authors represented on the list of 78 texts found that 81 of
the 133 authors presented either at the 1993, 1994, or both CCCC. (I simply counted the
authors without eliminating authors who appear more than once. I then compared the
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list to the presenters listed in the 1993 and 1994 CCCC programs.) Authors cited CCCC
papers 20 times; however, no one cited MLA papers. A caveat needs to be included
here: MLA papers were published in JTWC and now are published in TCQ (although not
without peer review). The MLA connection would not show if the paper (as an article)
were cited. However, the CCCC papers were explicitedly cited as papers delivered at the
conference.
One example describes the influence of CCCC and a particular set of
professionals. Lester Faigley in a presentation entitled "Negotiating Difference in the
Networked Classroom" at the 1994 CCCC suggested that the term discourse community
should be replaced with the term urban space as a metaphor to better describe the
heterogeneity, conflicts, and dissensus that arise in communication activities. Faigley was
part of a panel that also included James Kinneavy, James Porter, and Carolyn Miller.
They addressed the question: What role should ethics play in the writing classroom? (the
title of the roundtable). This roundtable at CCCC drew a large crowd, particularly for
the last session on Saturday afternoon. Each speaker is a well-respected professional.
Ethics and the responsibility of the teacher in teaching ethics is in the forefront of
discussions now. Each member of the audience gleaned something from the discussion.
Urban space caught my attention. Additionally, knowing that Faigley will chair the 1995
CCCC, I noted possible topics and phrases to include on a proposal that might catch his
attention as he reviewed panel proposals. The influence of this one set of professionals
on one panel of the over 400 panels on the CCCC program illustrates the importance of
conference activities as an forum for disseminating and discussing issues. (A future study
might be to track urban space through Faigley's text and the text of audience members.)
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Regardless of whether proceedings are available, presenters frequently distribute
their papers to interested professionals and respond to inquiries into their research.
Additionally, attending the conferences gives the technical communication professional
opportunities to exchange ideas. Frequently the conferences give the professionals a
chance to explore their topics with other professionals before presenting the information
within the structure of a published document. Thus, conference proceedings and informal
exchange of papers disseminate the text of the professionals. IPCC and ITCC may carry
more influence because the proceedings are published and distributed to participants
paying the full registration fee and are also found in library collections.

Periodicals
The periodicals provide a structured, permanent record of a profession's transmit.
The 848 different periodicals cited reflect the diversity and the need for flexibility by the
technical communication professional to understand and to use information across
disciplines. Appendk G contains the complete list of periodicals cited in 1971, 1980, and
1988-1992. A glance through the list brings two quick observations. First, the diversity in
the periodicals cited sweeps across a number of disciplines, for example, Analytical
Chemistry, Labor Law Joumal, Energy Automation, Joumal of Women in Culture and
Society, and so on. Professional journals dominate the periodicals list. Second, the
technical communication journals have established their role as active forums for
professionals because they are among the most frequently cited periodicals. In this
section, I first describe the complete set of periodicals using a significant subset of the
848 periodicals. I then focus on the journals that provide forums for 35 of the 78
frequently cited texts.
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To characterize the complete set of periodicals, I focused on 110 of the 848
periodicals. These 110 periodicals are almost 35% of the 11,976 citations (or 75.1% of
the citations found in periodicals). Appendk H gives the list of 110 periodicals. To
classify each periodical, I reviewed at least one issue for each periodical and read the
masthead and instructions to authors. I identified the field the periodical represented and
also determined if the periodical carried empirical studies or not. My purpose for such
distinctions was to find out if technical communication professionals use the empirical
research methods similar to social scientists. As noted earlier, I assign empirical methods
to social scientists and consider rhetorical, historical, linguistic, and philosophical methods
as non-empirical and not in the tradition of the social scientists. Although these nonempirical methods may be found in social science literature, they do not dominate. I
assume that if the text cited is in a journal carrying empirical studies then the text itself is
an empirical study. I acknowledge that this is not always the case.
The masthead and a scan of the most recent issues of the periodicals yielded the
broad field the professionals reading the periodical belong to and the type of information
presented (empirical research or non-empirical information). The 110 periodicals fall into
five major categories: social sciences (psychology and sociology), computer science,
business, education, and communication (professional and technical writing, rhetoric and
composition, reading, speech). Appendk H lists the periodicals by categories and
identifies empirical and non-empirical publications. Only 11 of the 110 periodicals do not
fit into one of these areas: one literature journal PMLA with five of the eight citations for
Walter Ong's 1975 article "The Writer's Audience is Always a Fiction"; four sciencerelated periodicals Scientific American, Joumal of Forestry, Science, and North American
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Farmer, and, sk general publications The Wall Street Joumal, The New York Times, Time,
Newsweek, and Dissertation Abstracts Intemational.
The following paragraphs describe the set of 110 periodicals by the field they
represent: psychology, sociology, computer science, business, education, and
communication. Table 4.3 summarizes the findings. The citations are attributed to either
empirical or non-empirical periodicals. The percentage shows the relation of the number
of citations to the set of 11,976 citations for 1971, 1980, and 1988-92. When possible,
examples from the list of 78 most frequently cited texts are given to support my claims.
First, technical communication professionals cite psychology journals 3.2% of the
time (Table 4.3). Journals such as Psychological Review, Joumal of Applied Psychology,
Joumal of Educational Psychology, Human Factors, and the Joumal of Memory and
Language are among the 15 psychology journals frequently cited. Only four psychology
journals generally do not contain empirical studies: American Psychologist, Cognitive
Psychology, Psychological Bulletin, and Psychological Review. The empirical studies are
from across the different fields of psychology, for example, behavioral, social, and
cognitive, and include studies of individual as well as group behavior. They support issues
of document design and readers' reaction to document features as well as case studies and
ethnographic studies focused on collaboration and workplace writing.
Two texts from the frequently cited list were published in psychology journals.
The Bransford and Johnson article, "Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding: Some
Investigations of Comprehension and Recall," appears in the Joumal of Verbal Learning
and Verbal Behavior (now Joumal of Memory and Language). Kintsch and van Dijk's
"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and Production" appears in Psychological
Review. The authors present theoretical models of reading based upon their empirical
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Table 4.3. Citations in the 110 Periodicals
Fields of Study

Citations In
Empirical
Periodicals

Citations in
Non-Empirical
Periodicals

% of Total
Citations
(11,976)

Social Sciences
Psychology
Sociology

296
9

87
27

Computer Science

181

149

2.76

Business

75

125

1.68

Education

40

108

1.25

Communication
Professional/Technical
Rhetoric/Composition
Speech
Reading
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
General
Literature
Science

3.5

19.05
912
166
52
53
0

428
498
36
0
138
1.28

0
0
38

99
8
8

1822

1710

29.52

studies and the cumulative evidence from empirical studies of other psychologists. The
influence of psychology on document design and how the reader processes a document is
evident from these and other texts. Additionally, the work of Hayes, Flower, and other
teams from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) is based upon such research methods as
protocol analysis and cognitive psychology models (see "Revising Functional Documents"
and "Detection, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of Revision"). Huckin, Redish, and others
frequently refer to psychology texts as they discuss issues in reading: for example,
Huckin's "A Cognitive Approach to Readability" or Redish, Robbin, Battison, and Gold's
"Making Information Accessible to Readers." The small number of articles cited from
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psychology journals does not fully represent the extent of psychology's influence on
document design issues (discussed further in the next chapter). Psychology studies
permeate other fields of study, particularly ones cited by technical communication
professionals such as business, education, and the human-computer journals.
Three journals specific to sociology fall in the sample studied to make up .3% of
all referenced matenah American Joumal of Sociology, American Sociological Review, and
Human Resources. Human Resources announces itself as an international,
interdisiciplinary forum for social science professionals. It carries empirical studies as
well as theoretical discussions "to translate the understanding of human problems into
courses for social action by establishing Hnks between theory and practice" (masthead).
The American Joumal of Sociology (AJS) has no statement, but it also presents empirical
studies. An example of the type of articles cited from AJS may be found in Lipson's "A
Social View of Technical Writing." She cites three articles:
Becker and Carper

"The Development of Identification with an
Occupadon"(1956)

Goldner and Ritti

"Professionalization as Career Immobility" (1967)

Wilensky

"The Professionalization of Everyone?" (1964)

The references to American Sociological Review span articles from 1955 to 1988 with no
two of the 13 references to the same articles and no one technical communication
professional repeatedly using the source. Technical communication professionals do not
cite sociology journals as frequently as psychology perhaps because of the cognitive roots
in psychology are so strong.
The computer science journals make up the next largest group of referenced
periodicals. The 21 computer-related journals make up 2.76% of all citations (Table 4.3).
The majority of the references are from professional journals such as Communications of
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the ACM (Association of Computing Machinery), the most frequently cited computerrelated periodical, and Computer, which contains one of the most frequently cited texts:
Conklin's "Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey." A small number of citations (.73%)
are found in general computer magazines such as MacWorld and PC Magazine.
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Intemational Joumal of Man-Machines
Studies are typical of the computer science journals reporting empirical studies. For
example, the instructions for authors submitting papers to HCI describe the journal as
an interdisciplinary journal . . . [addressing] theoretical, empirical, and
methodological issues of user science and computer system design as it
affects the user . . . [for the purpose of] understanding the behavior of
computer users, especially the cognitive aspects . . . . The empirical papers
may range from controlled laboratory experimentation to field observation,
(back cover)
Thus, technical communication professionals frequently reference empirical studies that
focus on the individual and group behavior and the interacdon with computers. For
example, Barbara Mirel in two articles ("Designing Manuals for Active Learning Styles"
and "Analyzing Audiences for Software Manuals: A Survey of Instructional Needs for
'Real World Tasks'") references several computer journals. Table 4.4 displays Mirel's cites
to give an idea of the types of texts pulled from computer-related journals. Also included
are Mirel's two references to psychology journals to show their influence.
Business periodicals provide resources for 1.68% of the references (Table 4.3).
Journals such as Harvard Business Review (HBR), the most frequently cited of the business
journals, contain ardcles directed to managers. The majority of the business periodicals
focus on management issues with topics such as organizadon development and change;
organizational behavior; organizational communication and information systems; social
issues in management; human resources; technology and innovadon management, and so
on (from masthead of Academy of Management Joumal). The articles provide a
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Table 4.4. Example of Articles Cited from Computer Science and Psychology Periodicals
Journal

Sample Articles Cited by Mirel^ ^

Communications of
the ACM

"Designing Documentation to Compensate for Delocalized Plans"
(1988)
"Learning by Doing With Simulated Intelligent Help" (1988)
"Novice Mistakes: Are the Folk Wisdoms Correct?" (1986)
"Growth Stages of End User Compudng" (1988)
"Factors of Success for End-User Computing" (1988)
"Computing and Organizations: What We Know and What We
Don't Know" (1984)
"Computerization, Productivity, and Quality of Work-Life" (1989)

Cognitive Psychology "Computer Text-Editing: An Information-Processing Analysis of a
Routine Cognitive Skill" (1980)
Ergonomics

"The Use of Models in Human-Computer Interface Design" (1987)

Human-Computer
Interaction

"The Minimal Manual" (1986)

Human Factors

"Multilevel Structured Documentation" (1989)
"Effects of Functionally or Topographically Presented Process
Schemes on Operator Performance" (1987)
"Effects of Instructional Delivery System and Training Parameter
Manipulations on Electromechanical Maintenance
Performance" (1988)

Infl J of ManMachine Studies

"Training by Exploration: Facilitating the Transfer of Procedural
Knowledge Through Analogical Reasoning" (1986)
"On Comprehending a Computer Manual: Analysis of Variables
Affecting Performance" (1987)
"Novices on the Computer: A Review of the Literature" (1986)
"Dealing With a Database Query Language in a New Situation"
(1986)
"An Approach to the Formal Analysis of User Complexity" (1985)
"A Study of the Effect of Different Data Models on Casual Users'
Performance in Writing Database Queries" (1985)

J of Applied
Psychology

"Written Information: Some Alternatives to Prose for Expressing
the Outcomes of Complex Contingencies" (1973)

^Mirel, Barbara. "Analyzing Audiences for Software Manuals: A Survey of Instructional Needs for
'Real Worid Tasks.'" TCQ 1 (1992): 13-35.
"Mirel, Barbara, Susan Feinberg, and Leif Allemndinger. "Designing Manuals for Active Learning
Styles." r C 38 (1991): 75-87.
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combination of theoretical discussion with empirical support and direct application.
Frequently the authors also cite empirical studies in psychology and sociology. Four of
the business-related periodicals contain empirical studies: ^caJemy of Management
Joumal, Administrative Science Quarterly, Joumal of Advertising Research, and Management
Science.
To show the strength of the business journals and to show that several technical
communicadon professionals cite business journals, I reviewed the authors citing HBR.
From the 42 citations from HBR, 23 different authors cited 38 different ardcles from the
journal. For example, to support her article "A Cost and Price Model for Technical
Publishing" (TC 37.3 1990), Patricia Caernarven-Smith cited "Getdng Transfer Prices
Right: What Bellcore Did" (1989), "The Hidden Factory" (1985), and "Vital Truths About
Managing Your Costs" (1990) from HBR. Daniel Murphy cites business journals and
sociology journals in his 1992 TC article "Electronic Communication in Smaller
Organizations: Case Analysis from a Theoredcal Perspective." Table 4.5 lists his citadons.
Murphy's citations show a variety of resources beyond the mainstream technical
communication journals for one topic, electronic communication—a topic of interest to
technical communicadon professionals.
Eleven educadon periodicals provide 1.25% of the total citations. I included in
this group such journals as Engineering Education (EE), Educational Technology, American
Educational Research Joumal, and Review of Educational Research (RER). For example,
EE is cited 23 times; however, one author, Anne Parker cites EE seven dmes in her
ardcle "Problem Solving Applied to Teaching Technical Wridng" (TWT 17.2 1990).
Parker teaches in Electrical Engineering at the University of Manitoba, and she probably
subscribes or has easy access to EE. This example does not weaken the worth
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Table 4.5. Example of Citadons from Business Periodicals
Journals

Articles Cited by M u r p h /

Academy of Management
Review

"Information Processing as an Integrating Concept in
Organizational Design" (1978)

Administrative Science Quarterly

"Alternative Forms of Fit in Contingency" (1985)
"A Tentative Exploration into the Amount and
Equivocality of Information Processing in
Organizational Work Units" (1981)
"Characteristics of Organizational Environments and
Perceived Environmental Uncertainty" (1972)

American Sociological Review

"A Framework for the Comparative Analysis of
Organizations" (1967)
"Organization Structure and Communications" (1971)

Business Horizons

"The Information Vending Machine" (1988)
"Confronting the Software Crisis" (1987)

California Management Review

"Strategic Decision Processes in Silicon Valley" (1987)

Harvard Business Review

"Make Information Services Pay Its Way" (1987)

Joumal of Communication

"New Communication Technologies and the Information
Worker" (1988)

Joumal of Systems Management

"Local Area Networks: Implementation of
Considerations" (1988)

Management Information
Systems Quarterly

"Matching Computer-Based Information Systems with
Organizational Structures" (1988)
"Determinants of Success for Computer Usage in Small
Business" (1988)

Management Science

"Organizational Information Requirements, Media
Richness and Structural Design" (1986)

^Murphy, Daniel J. "Electronic Communication in Smaller Organizations: Case Analysis from a
Theoretical Perspective." TC 39 (1992): 24-32.
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of EE. The example shows a typical situadon for many journals: one author uses a
particular journal—probably the most accessible and relevant to her interests. A
representative article cited from RER is Buckley Barnes and Elmer Clawson's article "Do
Advance Organizers Facilitate Learning: Recommendations for Further Research Based
on an Analysis of 32 Studies" (1975). Further study will show that psychology and
sociology influence education.
By far the largest number of citations are pulled from communications-related
journals (Appendk H). The communicadon-related journals are 19% of the entire set of
citations (11% from the professional and technical communication journals singled out for
this study). Approximately one-third of the communication journals include empirical
studies as a part of their forum. For example, I identify Research in the Teaching of
English, Joumal of Business Communication, Written Communication, Communication
Monographs, and Poetics as journals with empirical studies.
The description of Written Communication found in its masthead identifies a
purpose similar to other communication journals:
advancing knowledge of writing through theoretical, historical, and
empirical research. . . . [WC is] a cross-disciplinary journal that addresses
substantive issues in writing from perspectives such as rhetoric, discourse
analysis, pragmatics, sociolinguisdcs, psychology, linguistics, journalism, and
anthropology.
Two of the most frequently cited texts are found in Written Communication. The two
case studies focus on discourse analysis and the social construcdon of text:
Doheny-Farina

"Writing in an Emerging Organization"

Myers

"The Social Construction of Two Biologists'
Proposals"
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Journals such as Quarterly Joumal of Speech (QJS), Critical Inquiry, Rhetoric
Review, the Joumal of Advanced Composition (JAC), and the two most frequently cited
journals (outside the technical communication journals). College English and College
Composition and Communication, feature theoretical discussions and review essays for the
most part. A discussion follows shortly about the influence of communicadon journals
and the 35 texts found in the journals.
If the 110 journals are accepted as representative of the full set of periodicals, as I
believe they are, then technical communication professionals are citing across a number
of disciplines. Psychology-related journals and fields that apply social science research
(business, educadon, and human-computer periodicals) dominate. Literary journals do
not. Additionally the literary tradition of rhetorical, critical essays does not dominate.
Rather, the citations from periodicals with empirical studies outnumber the citations from
periodicals that generally do not include empirical studies (see Table 4.3). This indicates
that technical communication professionals look to the social science methods for
concepts and procedures to support their work. I quickly add that frequently the analysis
of text, often the primary data collected in the case study or ethnographic study, is
grounded in the tradition of literary studies.
A closer look at the 78 texts and the professional journals cited also parallels the
diversity seen in the sampling of 110 periodicals and supports the influence of the social
sciences. Professional journals provide the forum for 35 of the 78 texts; the 35 articles
are found in 15 journals. I grouped the journals by disciplinary interests: technical
communicadon, rhetoric and composition, speech communication, psychology, and
computers. Table 4.6 shows the distribution and the number of texts found in each
journal.
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Table 4.6. Distribudon of 35 Frequently Cited Works in Periodicals
Discipline

Journal

Technical
Communication

Bulletin of the Association for Business
Communication
IEEE Transactions on Professional
Communication
J of Business Communication
J of Business and Technical
Communication
Technical Communication

Number
of Texts

Total

1
2
1
4
6
14

Rhetoric and
Composition

College Composition and
Communication
College Enslish
Rhetoric Review
Research in the Teaching of English
Written Communication

6
5

16
Speech
Communication

Central States Speech J
Quarterly J of Speech

Psychology

J of Verbal Teaming and Verbal
Behavior (now / of Memory and
Language)
Psychological Review

2

Computer

1

Computers

35
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The technical communication journals provide the technical communication
professional vehicles for transmitting the concepts and procedures. Three of the sk
journals under study here have frequently cited texts: TC, IEEE, and JBTC. Sk
frequently cited texts appear in TC, the broadest-based and practitioner-oriented journal:
Soderston

"The Usability Edit"

Mills, Dye

"Usability Testing"

Benson

"Writing Visually"

Bethke

"Measuring the Usability of Software Manuals"

Buehler

"Defining Terms in Technical Edidng"

Killingsworth,

"Division of Labor or Integrated Teams"

Jones
Each addresses practical issues with topics ranging from editing to document design to
usability testing to collaboration. The two ardcles from IEEE also address editing and
usability testing: "Tesdng Online and Print User Documentation" (Schell) and "The User
Edit" (Adas). JBTC, founded one year before the citadon collecdon period, has four
ardcles cited. Three of the four articles from JBTC address collaboration issues—an
important topic between 1988-1992:
Allen, Atkinson,
Morgan, Moore,
Snow

"What Experienced Collaborators Say about
Collaborative Writing"

Lipson

"A Social View of Technical Writing"

Lay

"Interpersonal Conflict in Collaborative Writing"

The fourth article. Barton and Barton's "Simplicity in Visual Representation," shows the
interest of professionals in document design. In addidon, two Associadon for Business
Communication publications, JBC and the newsletter, BABC, each published a frequently
cited text:
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Forman, Katsky

"The Group Report"

Morgan, Allen,
"Collaborative Writing in the Classroom"
Moore, Atkinson, Snow
I discuss the topics of the most frequently cited texts in the next chapter.
The remaining three technical communication journals, JTWC, TWT, and TCQ, do
not have articles appearing in the list of 78 texts. JTWC, the oldest journal originating
from an academic institudon, is one of the most frequently cited journals with 2.3% of
the total citadons (see Appendk G); however, no articles made the list of 78 texts. The
majority of the articles in JTWC focus on educadonal and pedagogical issues and the
presentation of technical information rather than on research and theoretical discussions.
JTWCs initial purpose was to bridge the academic and practice arenas. Also, the absence
of TWT is not a surprise. While articles related to pedagogy are important, they do not
always address broad-based issues or provide theoretical or methodological support for
other work. Professionals read the teaching-related articles for ideas to implement in the
classroom; however, they seldom cite the text in research and theoretical discussions.
Frequently cited texts tend to address theoretical issues, research methods, or workplace
activities rather than teaching (as shown in Chapter V). Articles reporting practice in the
workplace appear, but teaching issues do not. TCQ is too new to be represented.
The rhetoric and composition journals represent several of the most respected
journals in the larger professional circle of rhetoric and composition (Table 4.6). College
English (CE) published five of the most frequently cited texts: C. Miller's "Humanistic
Rationale"; Faigley and T. Miller's "What We Learn from Writing on the Job"; and three
key articles centered on collaboration and the social construction of knowledge, Bruffee's
"Collaborative Learning" and "Social Construcdon" and Cooper's "Ecology of Writing."
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The sk College Composition and Communication (CCC) articles cover a range of topics
(discourse communities, revision, audience, cognidon, document design, and an engineer
at work) and equally represent professionals identified with technical communicadon and
with composition and rhetoric studies:
Bernhardt

"Seeing the Text"

Ede, Lunsford

"Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role
of Audience in Composition Theory and Pedagogy"

Flower, Hayes

"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical
Problem"

Flower, Hayes, Carey "Detecdon, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of
Schriver, Stratman
Revision"
Freed, Broadhead

"Discourse Communides, Sacred Texts, and
Institutional Norms"

Selzer

"The Composing Process of an Engineer"

Written Communication's (WC) three articles focus on the workplace and collaboration:
"Writing in an Emerging Organizadon" (Doheny-Farina), "Frameworks for the Study of
Wridng in Organizational Contexts" (Harrison), and "The Social Construction of Two
Biologists Proposals" (Myers). The articles in the two remaining rhetoric and composition
journals display research procedures and findings: Lunsford and Ede's "Why Write . . .
Together: A Research Update" in Rhetoric Review (RR) and Odell and Goswami's
"Writing in a Non-Academic Setting" in Research in the Teaching of English (RTE). The
Doheny-Farina and Myers articles from WC also report research conducted in the
workplace. While I have identified CE, CCC, RR, RTE, and WC as rhetoric and
composition journals, I quickly point out that they are also active forums for technical
communicadon professionals.
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The two communication journals;, Central States Speech Joumal and Quarterly
Joumal of Speech, could easily be placed with the rhetoric and composidon journals.
These journals frequently provide forums for professionals interested in communication
theory as well as in rhetoric. C. Miller, a technical communication professional, authored
the two articles appearing in the speech communication journals: "Genre as Social
Action" and "Technology as a Form of Consciousness." The articles address issues
important to the study of technical communicadon and rhetoric as well as speech
communication.
The remaining journals, / of Verbal Teaming and Verbal Behavior (now Joumal of
Memory and Learning), Psychological Review, and Computer represent two disciplines
technical communication professionals look to for support and research methods—
psychology and computer science. The articles address issues concerning document
design "Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding" (Bransford and Johnson) and
"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and Production" (Kintsch and van Dijk) and
one of the earliest and most thorough discussions of hypertext, Conklin's "Hypertext."
Technical communication professionals support and cite the technical
communication journals. But, they also read and cite the rhetoric and composition
journals as well as journals from the social sciences and technical fields.

Anthologies
Frequent cites of three anthologies and the individual essays within the
anthologies reflect the importance of the anthology as a forum for the developing
technical communication discipline and profession. The citations from 18 anthologies
contribute to just under 4% of the total citadons for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992
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(Appendk B). I grouped the anthologies singled out in this study into two areas: 1) those
covering a variety of topics related to technical communication, and 2) those focusing on
a one topic: computers, document design, or collaboradon.

Table 4.7. Anthologies: Technical Communication Issues
Author(s)

Text

Anderson, Brockmann,

New Essays in Technical and Scientific

C. Miller

Communication: Research, Theory, Practice (1983)

Beene, White

Solving Problems in Technical Writing (1988)

Cunningham, Estrin

The Teaching of Technical Writing (1975)

Fearing, Sparrow

Technical Writing (1989)

Kogen

Writing in the Business Professions (1989)

Moran, Journet

Research in Technical Communication: A
Bibliographic Sourcebook (1985)

Odell, Goswami

Writing in Nonacademic Settings (1985)

Sides

Technical and Business Communication (1989)

Stevenson

Courses, Components, and Exercises in Technical
Communication (1981)

In the first group of anthologies, the essays focus on theoretical and practical
issues in technical communication (Table 4.7). The nine anthologies in this group
represent to varying degrees the anthology as a popular forum for technical
communication professionals. Three, Cunningham and Estrin's The Teaching of Technical
Writing, Stevenson's Courses, Components, and Exercises in Technical Communication, and
Beene and White's Solving Problems in Technical Writing, center on classroom issues and
teaching technical communication. Only Cunningham and Estrin was published early
enough for the 1980 list; however, it was not cited enough to make the most frequently
cited list. Three others, Kogen's Writing in the Business Professions, Sides' Technical and
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Business Communication, and Fearing and Sparrow's Technical Writing, go beyond practice
to include theoretical discussions and review essays; however, the 1989 publicadon date
for each is a factor for their not making the most frequently cited list. One essay from
the Kogen collecdon does make the list: Couture and Rymer's "Interactive Writing on the
Job." This essay and the Kogen anthology may receive more attention the longer they are
available. A later study collecting citations beyond 1992 will probably reveal the
popularity of the Kogen, Sides, and Fearing and Sparrow anthologies.
Noteworthy, however, are the three remaining anthologies:
Anderson,
New Essays in Technical and Scientific
Brockmann, C.Miller Communication: Research, Theory, Practice (1983)
Moran, Journet

Research in Technical Communication: A
Bibliographic Sourcebook (1985)

Odell, Goswami

Writing in Nonacademic Settings (1985)

The complete anthologies as well as 17 selections from these three anthologies made the
list of 78 frequently cited texts (26% of the list). While the publicadon dates of the
three certainly helped their appearance on the list, their strength lies in the frequency
with which they and the selecdons within them are cited in 1988-1992. Their influence
cannot be denied; the authors are among the leading professionals in technical
communication.
Sk of the 12 essays within New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication
make the list of 78 texts while one, Selzer's, just missed selecdon with four citadons. The
essays represent a cross section of the interest of technical communication professionals.
The ddes and the idendfied topics (secdon headings) for the seven essays show the
diversity and range of interest of technical communication professionals. I discuss the
topics of the essays in Chapter V. For now, I call attention to the strength of New Essays
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in Technical and Scientific Communication as a forum for the diverse interests of technical
communication professionals. The frequently cited texts are grouped by the categories
the editors assigned.
Empirical Research:
Odell, Goswami, "Studying Writing in Non-Academic Settings"
Herrington, Quick
Flower, Hayes,
Swarts

"Revising Functional Documents: The Scenario
Principle"

Reassessing Readability:
Selzer

"What Consdtutes a 'Readable' Technical Style?"

Huckin

"A Cognitive Approach to Readability"

Approaches from Rhetoric, Discourse Theory, and Sociology:
Winkler
[Mikelonis]

"The Role of Models in Technical and Scientific
Wridng"

Bazerman

"Scientific Writing as a Social Act: A Review of the
Literature"

Redefinition:
Dobrin

"What's Technical about Technical Writing"

The Moran and Journet collection. Research in Technical Communication: A
Communication Theory and Technical Communication Bibliographic Sourcebook, contains
two frequently cited essays from the sample (C. Miller and Moran) with two others
(Moran and Moran; Barnett and Hughes) just missing the cutoff:
C. Miller

"Invention in Technical and Sciendfic Discourse: A
Prospective Survey"

Moran

"The History of the Technical and Scientific
Writing"

Moran, Moran

"Business Letters, Memoranda, and Resumes"
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Barnett, Hughes

"Communication Theory and Technical
Communication"

The essays review the topic signaled in the title and provide extensive bibliographies.
Seven essays frequently cited from Odell and Goswami's Writing in Nonacademic
Settings fall within the sampling for this study. Every essay in Part IV of the anthology,
"Viewing Wridng from a SocialAnsdtudonal Perspective," is cited sk or more dmes:
Faigley

"Nonacademic Writing: The Social Perspective"

Odell

"Beyond the Text: Reladons between Wridng and
Social Context"
"Special Topics of Argument in Engineering
Reports"

C. Miller, Selzer

Paradis, Dobrin,

"Writing at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing

R. Miller

Environment of an R&D Organization"

The four essays are a significant part of the scaffolding for the work since 1985 on writing
in the workplace. In addition, the interest in research methodology is clearly shown with
Anderson's "What Survey Research Tells Us About Wridng at Work" and Doheny-Farina
and Odell's "Ethnographic Research on Wridng: Assumpdons and Methodology." Focus
on the reader and document design issues are discussed in "Making Information
Accessible to Readers" (Redish, Battison, and Gold). The Odell and Goswami collection
brings workplace research to the forefront of technical communication professionals'
research agenda.
The second set of anthologies (Table 4.8) centers on topics on computers,
document design, and collaboration. While only one, Felker's Document Design, makes
the most frequently cited list, the remaining sk contain essays that together give the
anthology enough citations to strengthen anthologies as forums for technical
communication professionals. Each of the anthologies, except Collaborative Writing in
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Table 4.8. Special Topic Anthologies: Computers, Document Design, and Collaboration
Author(s)

Text

Barrett

Text, ConText, and HyperText: Writing with and for the
Computer 1988

Barrett

The Society of Text: Hypertext, Hypermedia, and the
Social Constmction of Information 1989

Doheny-Farina

Effective Documentation: What We Have Learned from
Research 1988

Duffy, Waller

Designing Usable Texts 1985

Felker

Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research
1980

Jonassen

The Technology of the Text, volume 1 1982

Jonassen

The Technology of the Text, volume 2 1985

Kolers, Wrolstad,
Bourma

The Processing of Visible Language 1979

Lay, Karis

Collaborative Writing in Industry: Investigations in
Theory and Practice 1991

Industry, studies the relation of writing and text to the medium it appears in (paper or
online) and the effective designing of text for the reader. MIT Press published Barrett's
two editions and Doheny-Farina's collecdon from the edited and print-ready manuscripts
of the authors to decrease the publicadon dme in order to get the material to
professionals as quickly as possible. The essays in Jonassen's volumes examine "issues,
principles, and procedures for designing informadonal and instrucdonal text" (xiii, vol. 2).
Duffy and Waller include papers discussing "authoring, edidng, and the production
process" (v) as well as graphics and usability. Kolers, Wrolstad, and Bourma collect
papers presented by psychologist as well as engineers and graphic designers at a 1977
symposium on visible language. Reference to these anthologies points to the importance
of document design issues to technical communicadon professionals. The immediacy of
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the publication also reflects the rapid changes seen and anticipated by the editors of the
collections. Approximately 1% of the total citations come from these eight anthologies.
These are the topics technical communication professionals focus on, and these
anthologies provide the transmit.
One final topical anthology contains essays discussing collaboration: Lay and
Karis' Collaborative Writing in Industry: Investigations in Theory and Practice. The 1991
publicadon date for the Lay and Karis collection does not give it a chance to make the
frequently cited list; however, the 15 citadons from it indicate it may become a popular
forum for technical communication professionals to turn to.
Two other frequently cited texts from other anthologies illustrate the variety of
interests and anthology sources available to technical communicators:
Halloran, Bradford

"Figures of Speech in the Rhetoric of Science and
Technology" in Essays on Classical Rhetoric and
Modem Discourse (Connors, Ede, and Lunsford,
editors)

Brown, Herndl

"Ethnographic Study of Corporate Writing" in
Functional Approaches to Writing (Couture, editor)

Halloran and Bradford along with Whitburn's essay, "The Ideal Orator and Literary Critic
as Technical Communicators: An Emerging Revolution in English Departments" bring
Essays on Classical Rhetoric and Modem Discourse into the texts for technical
communication professionals.
A separate study of the anthology as a forum might reveal a vehicle appropriate
for such a diverse discipline as technical communication. The essays bring together
information from a number of disciplines to give the authors a forum to interpret and
disperse the information to the technical communication professional. The anthologies
form a strong base of readings for technical communicadon professionals and provide
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new members of the profession collections of texts that represent professional interests.
Anthologies introduce topics, survey topics, or give selected in-depth discussions of areas
within topics. They provide readers with one source that gives an overview of a topic.
The disadvantage of anthologies may be that because they are easy and convenient to use
researchers rely upon them too much and do not conduct their own review of the
literature. Regardless, there is no mistake about the influence of anthologies in technical
communication.

Books
The diverse interests of technical communication professionals may best be
illustrated by the 21 books most frequently cited (Table 4.9). The complete data collected
showed 51% of the citations are books; however, I excluded textbooks and texts written
prior to 1900 from this analysis. The forum of the book gives the authors more room to
develop their theories, to describe their research, or to explain how to perform a series of
tasks. Technical communication and rhetoric and composition professionals contribute
half the volumes. The other half are written by professionals from several disciplines:
psychology, business, literature, anthropology, reading, computers, and graphic design.
The texts vary in length from a 22-page technical report by Swarts, Flower, and Hayes to
the 470-1- pages of Kinneavy's^l Theory of Discourse. Several authors have collected their
essays to form a unified statement:
Bazerman

Shaping Written Knowledge

Dobrin

Writing and Technique

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class?

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures
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Table 4.9. Books Most Frequently Cited
Author(s)

Texts

Bazerman

Shaping Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the Experimental
Article in Science 1988

Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, Tarule

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, and Mind
1986

Broadhead, Freed

Variables in Composition: Process and Product in a Business Setting 1986

Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation: From Paper to Online

Deal, Kennedy

The Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life 1982

Dobrin

Writing and Technique 1989

Ede, Lunsford

Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing 1990

Felker, Pickering,
Charrow, Holland,
Redish

Guidelines for Document Designers 1981

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive Communities
1980

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures 1973

Hartley

Designing Instructional Text 1985

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading Language Comprehension

Kinneavy

A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse 1971

Kuhn

The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions

Lauer, Asher

Composition Research: Empirical Designs 1988

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best-Run Companies
1982

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual: A Handbook of Software
Documentation 1984

Shneiderman

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective
Interaction 1987

Swarts, Flower, Hayes

"How Headings in Documents Can Mislead Readers"
Document Design Project Technical Report No. 9 1980

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 1983

Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual

1987

1962, 1970

1985

Human-Computer
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The dme spent developing and publishing books and the published form (bound and
durable paper) imply a permanent foundation upon which to build the scaffolding for a
discipline.
In this section, I describe the nature of the books and comment on publishers, and
in the next chapter, I discuss the topics and relate the forum to the rest of the frequently
cited texts. I have grouped the books into four categories: theoredcal discussions,
research and research-related texts, instrucdonal texts, and two "popular" non-fiction texts.
The categories are almost equally represented and several texts may be placed in more
than one category. For example, Bazerman presents his theory of the rhetoric of inquiry
in Shaping Written Knowledge; however, the discussions center on research and rhetorical
analysis of particular documents. I have placed Shaping Written Knowledge in research
rather than theory because in the majority of the chapters Bazerman reports his research
(rhetorical analyses) of specific texts.
The theoretical discussions perhaps most importantly show the diverse interests of
technical communication professionals:
Dobrin

Writing and Technique

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class?

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading Comprehension

Kinneavy

A Theory of Discourse

Kuhn

The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information

Rhetoric and the concern for the reader's interpretation of text are seen in the texts by
Dobrin, Fish, Kinneavy, and Kuhn. Geertz, an anthropologist, is cited frequently in
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studies of the social construcdon and collaboradon among different groups. The Just and
Carpenter text may be considered a graduate level textbook by some. It provides a
thorough discussion of reading theory aimed at a knowledgeable, but not necessarily
expert audience. Technical communication professionals may refer to it because it offers
reading theory in enough depth to meet the requirements of other technical
communication professionals without requiring expertise specifically in reading theory. In
The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Tufte presents his theory of "data
graphics" (9) and "how to communicate information through the simultaneous
presentadon of words, numbers, and pictures" (10). The authors of the theoretical texts
give extended discussions around a common theme. All but one of the theoretical texts is
by a single author. Just and Carpenter frequently collaborate, common in the social
sciences.
Five research studies or research-related discussions appear as books. Three of
the books report research from workplace activities, not school or experimental settings:
Belenky, Clinchy,

Women's Ways of Knowing

Goldberger, Tarule
Broadhead, Freed

Variables in Composition

Ede, Lunsford

Singular Texts/Plural Authors

Only Bazerman and Lauer and Asher do not report on workplace activides. Bazerman's
Shaping Written Knowledge follows in the tradition of the literary analysis. In Composition
Research, Lauer and Asher describe research methods common in composition research
rather than present actual research. Their text could have been placed with the
instructional text. Multiple authors produced all but one of the research studies.
The frequently cited instrucdonal texts focus on document design issues:
Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation
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Felker, Pickering,
Charrow, Hollard,
Redish

Guidelines for Document Design

Hartley

Designing Instmctional Text

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual

Shneiderman

Designing the User Interface

Swarts, Flower,

How Headings in Documents Can Mislead

Hayes

Readers

Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual

These instructional texts might be considered textbooks; however, I have kept them as
part of this study because they were not published by the mainstream textbook publishers,
and the authors identify their audience as pracddoners as well as students. Many of the
instructional texts have been used as classroom textbooks, especially until textbooks
caught up with the computer technology and the design issues it brought.
Two texts frequently cited appear in the popular forum and were read by a diverse
audience. Peters and Waterman describe some of the success stories in corporate
America in In Search of Excellence. In The Corporate Culture, Deal and Kennedy identify
guidelines for developing corporate cultures. These two texts will most likely fall off a
frequently cited list for a different time frame because the examples and the message are
dated. They will, however, be replaced with other popular texts.
One final observation about the book forum needs to be made. No one book
3ubHsher dominates the books and anthologies that made the most frequently cited list.
l did not track the publisher for the entire set of citations.) Southern Illinois Press,
vhich specializes in rhetoric and composidon books, pubhshes three frequently cited texts:
i^ssays on Classical Rhetoric and Modem Discourse, Singular Texts/Plural Authors, and
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Variables in Composition. Addison Wesley and Basic Books (HarperCollins) publish two
each. Baywood Publishers, noted for its support of technical communication through its
des with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, publishes New Essays in Technical and Scientific
Communication as well as JTWC. The professional organizadons, ATTW, MLA, STC,
and NCTE, publish books and monographs periodically. However, only NCTE has books
frequently cited: Dobrin's Writing and Technique and Kogen's Writing in the Business
Profession.
The observations I have presented only sketch the influence of books as forums
for professional discussions. In Chapter V, I will develop the topics they cover and their
influence upon the presentation of the topic. The journals, anthologies, and books
provide textual forums for professionals to record their transmits. The conference
proceedings and the distribution of papers also give professionals access to the concepts
and the procedures of technical communication professionals. These forums provide the
arenas for professionals to discuss and explore technical communication. In the next
section, I comment on the professionals.

Professionals
Three observations describe the authors of the 78 frequently cited texts:
•

The authors represent the fields of rhetoric, composition, or technical
communication as well as the social and applied sciences.

•

Collaboratively written texts almost equal the number of single-author texts.

•

The balance between male and female authors favors male authors only
slightly.

[n the following paragraphs, I support each of these statements with information gathered
3n the 78 texts. I end this section with a short discussion of specific authors who are
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contributing to the forums or have influenced the development of concepts and
procedures in technical communication.
I need to offer one caution about the informadon presented in this secdon. I
counted the authors idendfied on the dUe pages of the 78 texts to make the observations
about the different disciplines represented, the collaboratively written texts, and the
number of women and men publishing in technical communicadon. For edited editions, I
credit only the editors as authors. Edited edidons are counted as a collaborative text only
when more than one editor is idendfied. I counted an author each dme he or she
appears on the list of 78 texts to give weight to multiple appearances on the list. There
are 133 authors.

Disciplines Represented
Determining the disciplines represented by professionals proved difficult. Many
technical communication professionals enter the profession with undergraduate and
graduate degrees from disciplines such as literature, education, or psychology. For
example, John Hayes is trained in psychology but has contributed to technical
communication as well as to psychology. In addition, only within the past decade have
schools offered graduate programs in technical communication, with the exception of
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Carnegie-Mellon University, Purdue University, and
several other programs. Therefore, to help determine who the active technical
communication professionals are, I reviewed the programs for 1993 CCCC and 1994
XCC as well as the 1993-1994 STC Membership Directory and 1993 ATTW Membership
directory. I also reviewed the topics of the text and where it appeared. If the topic and
he forum were specific to the interests of technical communication professionals, I did
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lot single out the author as a representative of another discipline. For example, Bethke
vrites about software manuals in TC in 1983; the topic is specific to technical writers
vorking in computer documentation. I consider Bethke a technical communicadon
)rofessional.

Pable 4.10. Disciplines Represented
Discipline

Author(s)

Texts

sociology,
psychology

Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger, Tarule

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of
Self, Voice, and Mind 1986

psychology

Bransford,
Johnson

"Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding:
Some Investigations of Comprehension and
Recall" / of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior 1972

business

Deal, Kennedy

The Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of
Corporate Life 1982

literature

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of
Interpretive Communities 1980

anthropology

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures 1973

psychology

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading Language
Comprehension 1987

psychology

Kintsch, van Dijk

"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and
Production" Psychological Review 1978

philosophy

Kuhn

The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions 1970

business

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's
Best-Run Companies 1982

graphic design

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information
1983

I found only 18 authors who have not attended CCCC recently or are not
nembers of ATTW or STC. The authors and their discipline are idendfied in Table 4.10.
The authors of Women's Ways of Knowing presented at a special session of the 1993
^CCC' however, the authors do not normally publish in technical communication,
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hetoric, or composition forums.) The 18 authors represent the social sciences,
)articularfy psychology, and the applied social sciences. Only two disciplines are not part
)f the broad definition of social sciences adopted for this study: literature and philosophy.
however, both Fish's and Kuhn's theories transport easily across disciplinary boundaries.
^ot surprisingly, the disciplines represented by professionals correspond with disciplines
he journals represent (see earlier discussion in this chapter and Tables 4.3 and 4.6).
Professionals send their transmit to the forums where the professionals will understand
:heir proposals. Interestingly, 8 of the 10 texts by this group of authors outside the
iiscipline are books. Perhaps the book forum reaches beyond the boundaries of
iisciplines easier than journals that generally are subscribed to within professional
dentides. Sk of the 10 texts are collaborative texts.

Collaboradon
The majority of the collaborative texts report research studies—and, most
requently, ethnographic studies. The influence of the social sciences with research
nethods that require more work than one researcher can manage has brought
ollaboratively produced studies into the technical communication forums. In fact, 36 of
he 78 frequently cited texts for 1988-92 are co-authored (see Table 3.7). The teams for
he most part are professionals in technical communicadon, rhetoric, and composition (30
•f the 36 teams). Several teams (or pordons of teams) appear more than once: Allen,
Morgan, Moore; Broadhead, Freed; Ede, Lunsford; Flower, Hayes; and, Odell, Goswami.
iddidonally, C. Miller and Odell teamed up with other authors.
There is no way to know who contributed what to the project or how much each
lember contributed. The assumption is as Ede and Lunsford reveal:
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In the process of making each of us present to the other, of hearing our
"selves" echoed back and forth, of constituting and reconstituting, forming,
transforming, and reforming voices to speak our texts, we came ineluctably
to hear within ourselves a large polyphonic chorus rather than just a duet,
(xi)
Or, as the authors of Women's Ways of Knowing report, they found a "way of
communicating as a collective what we believe . . . not separated into parts that we wish
to attribute to one or the other of us, even though each of us took the primary
responsibility for different parts" (k). Finally, two pairs of frequently cited authors
comment on the workload. Bransford and Johnson note: "Junior authorship was decided
by tossing a coin" (717); Just and Carpenter also say: "The order of the authorship of this
book was decided by the toss of a coin" (x). Just and Carpenter do go on to identify who
was primarily responsible for each chapter "but on the whole the book is a reflection of
our joint work" (x). Perhaps, too, technical communicadon professionals have their own
type of collaboration. That is, the projects are truly collaborative and not like the
scientific model with the lead author always the senior researcher and the hierarchy of
rank shown by the order of the authors. The order of authorship in the scientific arena
does not necessarily reflect the amount of work each author contributes. Technical
communication professionals show the sharing of the work. Perhaps they need to state in
a footnote that a coin toss determined authorship.
To repeat, the significance of the balance between collaborative texts (36) and
jingle author texts (42) should not be lost. Such a finding lends support to professionals
;oing before tenure and promotion boards with collaborative projects.
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3ender
A simple tallying of the authors shows gender equity in the frequently cited texts
Df technical communication professionals. A count of the authors shows 61 female
authors and 72 male authors. Carolyn Miller authored not only the most frequently cited
text, "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Wridng," but she also appears in the list of
78 texts more frequently than any other author.
An almost equal number of all female teams (7) and all male teams (9) authored
a frequently cited text. Mked gender teams produced 20 texts. Even a coundng of the
mked teams to see if more male researchers are identified as first author fails to show a
significant imbalance: 10 identify the male first in authorship; 7 identify the female first.

Influential Authors
In this short section, I note contribudons by specific authors. I discuss their
influence on the transmit of the discipline of technical communication in the next chapter.
The cursory observations do not do justice to the influence each has had. In this section,
[ comment on three sets of authors: the classicists, the rhetoric and composidon
Drofessionals, and the technical communication professionals.
Aristode, Cicero, Plato, and Quindlian appear in the citadons collected. Only
Aristotle's Rhetoric meets the criteria of sk or more citations if W. Rhys Roberts' and
^ne Cooper's editions are counted as one. References to Plato's Phaedrus and Gorgias,
^uintilian, and Cicero do not meet the criteria for even the initial sort to 377 texts. A
arger set of citadons and a set collected from the 1960s and early 1970s might show more
eferences to the classicists although only IEEE and TC were being published and the
irticles focused on practice. (Aristode is the only classicist cited in the 1971 data set;
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Aristode, Cicero, and Plato are cited in 1980 but no more than twice). Rather than try to
justify why the classicists are not referred to, I simply make the observation that they are
not referred to frequently for 1988-1992. Social construcdon theory and issues with
collaboradon dominate the forums for 1988-1992 rather than classical rhetoric. The
resurgence in the interest of rhetoric appeared in composition studies in the mid to late
1960s. And, forums such as RR, JAC, or CCC, frequently read by technical
communication professionals, are more likely locations for in-depth discussions of
rhetoric.
The rhetoricians and compositionists do not dominate the frequently cited list
either. However, two texts by Kenneth Bruffee and Thomas Kuhn's The Stmcture of
Scientific Revolutions show the influence of theories in the social construction of
knowledge. Kuhn's influence crosses all disciplinary boundaries. Perhaps Kuhn's
relatively easy to follow explanation and his term paradigm shift make his text popular. It
is the second most frequently cited text and the oldest cited text on the list. Bruffee's
texts published in CE ("Social Construction" and "Collaborative Learning") show his
influence in the issues surrounding collaboration and the social construcdon of knowledge
as they apply to writing instrucdon and theory, in technical communication as well as in
rhetoric and composition. Several other texts by Bruffee are cited but do not meet the
selection criteria. Additionally, James Kinneavy makes the list for A Theory of Discourse.
^e adjusts the theories of the classicists to meet modern text. Research teams headed by
Jnda Flower and John Hayes study issues that apply to technical communication as well
IS composition. Their four research reports signal the influence of psychology and
;ognitive issues on document design, computers, and to some extent on collaboradon.
rhe three collaboratively written texts of Ede and Lunsford center on issues in
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collaboradon. The works of Kinneavy, Bruffee, and others, while primarily in the broader
rhetoric and composition field, impact technical communicadon professionals. Beyond
those mentioned, other rhetoric and composition theorists appear but do not dominate
the forums.
Professionals most frequently associated with technical communicadon make up
the third group of influential authors. Carolyn Miller dominates the list of 78 texts. She
has authored or co-authored sk frequently cited texts. She wrote the most frequently
cited text: "A Humanistic Radonale for Technical Writing." She co-edited the frequently
cited anthology New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication and has "Invention
in Technical and Scientific Discourse" in Research in Technical Communication. With
Jack Selzer, she studied examples of "generic, institutional, and disciplinary conventions"
(339) in engineering reports—examples of workplace writing (in "Special Topics of
Argument in Engineering Reports" in New Essays). She participates in conferences (for
example, she presented at three different 1994 CCCC sessions) and crosses forums to
publish in other disciplines: "Genre as Social Action" in Quarterly Joumal of Speech and
"Technology as a Form of Consciousness" in Central States Speech Joumal. I discuss
Miller's texts and influence in Chapter VI.
Lee Odell authored one text and co-authored four texts on the list, including the
anthology Writing in Nonacademic Settings. The ethnographic study he and his fellow
researchers conducted at a social service agency set the standard for studies of workplace
writing. Each of his five texts in some way relates back to the study.
David Dobrin's three appearances on the list of 78 signal the significance of his
work. He is a member of the research team that produced the third most frequently cited
:ext: "Writing at Exxon ITD," like Odell's text cited for its research into workplace writing.
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[n Writing and Technique, Dobrin collects several of his previously published texts and
adds others to present his understanding of technical communicadon. The final text that
made the list is also the first of three articles begun with quesdons: "What's Technical
about Technical Writing?" in New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983;
'Is Technical Writing Pardcularly Objective?" in CE 1985; and, "What's the Purpose of
Teaching Technical Communicadons?" in TWT 1985. The first two articles are also
included in revised form in Writing and Technique. Miller and Dobrin's texts are
frequently cited together. This phenomenon is explored briefly in the next chapter.
However, only a thorough co-citation analysis study will provide insight into the linking of
these and other texts—a future study.
Lester Faigley, Charles Bazerman, and Paul Anderson each contribute two texts to
the list. Faigley and Thomas Miller's "What We Learn from Writing on the Job" (the
fourth most frequently cited text) is one more example of research centered on workplace
writing. Faigley's "Nonacademic Writing" provides the framework for continuing research
into writing "not as detached objects possessing meaning on their own, but as links in
communicative chains, with their meaning emerging from their relationships to previous
:exts and the present context" (235). Bazerman's texts study the rhetoric of science:
Shaping Written Knowledge and "Scientific Writing as a Social Act." Paul Anderson has
contributed significantly to technical communication as one of the editors of New Essays
n Technical and Scientific Communication and his article "What Survey Research Tells Us
\bout Wridng at Work," the skth most frequently cited text. Additionally, his textbook,
technical Writing: A Reader-Centered Approach, dominates the list of textbooks cited.
I have called attendon to a number of authors. However, many did not make the
ut or had several texts but no one that dominates, for example, Edward P. J. Corbett and
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Michael Halloran. For some their influence may be seen through their graduate students:
Connors, Ede, and Lunsford for Corbett or LeFevre and C. Miller for Halloran, among
many others. Janice Redish, Karen Schriver, and others as part of teams of researchers
did not make the list for 1988-1992; however, another dme period might show their work.
Theorists such as Mikhail Bakhtin, Wayne Booth, Kenneth Burke, Jacques
Derrida, Paul Feyerabend, Michel Foucault, and Chaim Perelman are scattered through
the references. For example, Burke is cited 18 dmes with three texts just meedng the
initial selection; his influence warrants further study. These and the many authors whose
texts appear infrequently are no less important to the profession and the development of
the discipline.
Future studies should attempt to study the connections, the invisible colleges
(Price Little Science), and the single contributions that with other texts make a cumulative
impact. Because the sample covers 1988-1992, the more recent, actively publishing
professionals do not appear on the list. Updadng this study in five years will point to the
succeeding group of influendal professionals. Studying the set of texts (the transmit) and,
thus, the language code of particular authors gives a view of their development in the
profession. Connecdons may also be made between the cited authors and influential
theorists or invisible colleges in their careers.

Conclusion
I have partially fulfilled the first two objectives of this study. First, I have
described the forums and professionals for technical communicadon (emphasizing the
years 1988-1992). Second, I have shown the interacdon of technical communicadon
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professionals with professionals in other disciplines and with the concepts and procedures
of other disciplines.
Each forum, the conferences, periodicals, anthologies, and books, contributes
significantly to the profession. It is difficult to say if the contributions need to be more or
less without comparative data for several other disciplines and several more five-year
observations points for technical communicadon. However, two observations about the
forums appear significant. First, the 848 different periodicals cited by technical
communication professionals signal a diverse, broad-based set of resources from which
technical communication professionals pull. Second, the anthology has provided
professionals with the opportunity to introduce and develop their ideas and at the same
dme relate set their text within the context of other texts. The anthologies establish an
intertext and context in one finite package that gives the reader different perspectives on
a topic (for example. Effective Documentation or Collaborative Writing in Industry) or set of
topics (for example. New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication or Writing in
Nonacademic Settings). The anthology as a forum needs further study.
The strength of the instructional books (seven and each discussing document
design) and the attention to workplace writing and collaborative activities reinforce
characterizing technical communication as a profession concerned with practical
application in text production. Additionally, the low citing of classical rhetoricians such
as Plato and Aristotle suggests that technical communication professionals spend less time
on the theoretical and hashing out of rhetoric and more on getting things done. Perhaps
the scaffolding is already in place for rhetorical canons. I do not want to suggest that
more cannot be done or that different approaches and interpretations to classical rhetoric
will not bring new insight into current theory and practice.
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The professionals cited, as expected, are active technical communication
professionals with the majority of the authors still attending CCCC or members of STC
or ATTW. However, professionals from other disciplines, particularly the social sciences,
made the list of frequently cited texts.
I show the interaction between technical communication and other disciplines in
three ways: (1) the list of authors frequently cited has 18 authors recognized more notably
for their contribution to other disciplines; (2) the journal forums for the 78 texts go
beyond the sk technical communication journals to include journals from rhetoric and
composidon, speech communication, psychology, and computer science; and (3) the larger
data set of journals includes psychology, sociology, business, educadon, computer science,
and communication journals that technical communicadon use as resources. Empirical
methods of research are one influendal fallout from the different disciplines technical
communication professionals refer to. Technical communication researchers have
adopted the empirical methods of the social sciences.
The interaction also leads to collaborative teams (such as Flower and Hayes) and
to more extensive research requiring members to conduct the project. The collaboratively
produced texts make up almost half of the 78 frequently cited texts. The significance of
this finding must be weighed against the contribudons of the studies; however, the
frequency of the citations suggests significant influence.
In the next chapter, I show that the diverse interests of technical communications
center on five topics and the current concepts surrounding the topics. The topics that
technical communicadon professionals develop the discipline around are the profession,
rhetoric and composidon, document design, collaboration, and workplace communication
with many topics branching out from these topics. Chapter V continues with a descriptive
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slice of technical communication history and the concepts and the procedures dominant
for 1988-1992. A truly descriptive evoludon of the discipline will not come undl a second
(and third) study takes a "picture" of other dmes in technical communication's history.
The observations, based upon citadons collected for 1971, 1980, and 1988-92, have
attempted "to construct a picture of those who have passed by . . . [and] furnish clues as
to whether the advance was orderly and purposive" (Cronin 16). The set of citadons
could encourage a simple counting. However, by returning to the model for this study
(see Figure 3.1) and the objectives of the study, I focused on the profession: the forums
and the professionals. I moved between observations on the 78 frequently cited texts to
observations about the entire set of citadons (11,976 citations). In the next chapter, the
observations continue with a study of the discipline, the concepts and the procedures of
technical communication.

CHAPTER V
T H E DISCIPLINE

Every new text has the potential to alter the Text in some way; in fact, every
text admitted into a discourse community changes the constitution of the
comrrmnity. . . .^

This chapter presents the defining elements of technical communication: the
transmit. The transmit, the collecdon of texts, gives technical communication substance
and recognition. Professionals construct texts to record their problem-solving activities.
The concepts generated and the procedures used to generate and present the concepts
idendfy the discipline. The radonal enterprise evolves and is recorded in the transmit of
the professionals. The descripdon of the transmit in this chapter centers on the 19881992 texts; however, the description includes observations about the evoludon of the
transmit since 1971.
Toulmin defines discipline as "shared commitment to a sufficiently agreed set of
ideals [that] lead to the development of an isolable and self-defining repertory of
procedures" for the problem-solving activides of the professionals (Human Understanding
359). The "disciplinary ideals determine an agreed direcdon of conceptual and procedural
change" (Toulmin Human Understanding 359). I separate concepts and procedures to
disdnguish between the knowledge (the ideals) and the methods of gathering and
repordng the knowledge claims (discussed in Chapter II). I privilege the concepts in this
chapter as I describe the 78 frequently cited texts. The procedures are more difficult to
define because of the many research methods (empirical, rhetorical, historical, linguistic.

^Porter 41.
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and philosophical (see Chapter IV)) and the accompanying ways of discussing and
reporting the concepts (theoretical discussions, empirical research reports, descriptions
and applications to pracdce, among others). Discussion of the topics used to organize the
concepts presented in the 78 texts, an overview of each topic and concepts found in the
texts, and a brief clarification of the role of procedures in research and reporting follow
in this introduction. The topics then control the organization for the remainder of the
chapter as the transmit is described.
The transmit for 1988-1992 is the 78 frequently cited texts idendfied from the
citation analysis (Table 3.7). This chapter centers on the topics that the 78 frequently
cited texts cover with addidonal observations about the evolution of the topic. Inidally
the 78 texts appeared scattered across a number of areas of interest. However, careful
reading and a need to organize the texts to make some generalizations led to sk topical
groups:
Profession
Rhetoric and Composition
Document Design
Social Construction and Collaboration
Workplace Communicadon
These topics define the issues on which technical communicadon directed its problemsolving activides for 1988-1992. Embedded within these topics are special issues such as
the rhetoric of science, visuals, usability tesdng, technology and audience analysis. In
many cases, the texts relate to more than one topic.
The Profession topic includes texts defining technical communicadon and
outlining research methods for all technical communicadon professionals. The texts
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defining technical communication and establishing a theoretical base include C. Miller's
and Dobrin's discussions of social construcdonism ("Humanisdc Radonale" and Writing
and Technique). Their discussions take an introspective look at technical communicadon.
Introspecdon comes when there are shifts (similar to Kuhn's paradigm shifts) in
professional goals or problems that cannot be solved with existing concepts and
procedures. If the professionals agree on the direcdon, then there is no need to argue
for change. For 1988-1992, the profession appears fairly stable and focused on building
research and theory for existing problems. Only one author, Dobrin, questions technical
communication's posidon as a discipline and profession; most authors report on research
or present a theoretical discussion. The adoption of the view that knowledge is socially
constructed exemplifies this phenomenon. For example, in 1979, C. Miller explained the
need for technical communication professionals to shift teaching goals from positivistic
guidelines to socially constructed documents. The authors cidng C. Miller point to her
distinctions between positivism and social constructionism to support their arguments.
They do not question her posidon. (In Chapter VI, I describe the intertextual
connecdons between C. Miller's discussion and the authors citing "Humanistic
Rationale.")
The descriptions of research methods reflect professionals' interests in research
methodology. The frequency with which the descriptions are cited suggests that
professions want guidance in defining their research methods. Odell and Goswami's study
of the writing in a social service department, their subsequent reports of their results
(including "Writing in a Non-Academic Setting"; Studying Writing in Non-Academic
Setdngs"; "Beyond the Text"), and the essays in their anthology Writing in Nonacademic
Settings establish the model for ethnographic research of writing in the workplace. In the
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late 1970s and early 1980s, the profession was moving from concerns only about practice
and teaching to developing a research and theoretical base to explain and explore the
discipline of technical communication. The texts included in the Profession category are
the theoretical discussions and descriptions of research methods.
The topics Document Design and Rhetoric and Composidon may be paired—the
application of the rhetorical canons to the product (the documents) of technical
communication. Pragmatic-oriented discussions make up Document Design. A large part
of the practical advice for 1988-1992 centers on computer manuals and guidelines for
document design, but earlier time periods also show document design issues being
addressed (see Table 4.2). Document genres have remained relatively stable (for
example, proposals, instructions, and procedures manuals) but more complex technology,
multinational organizations, and global communication have required technical
communication professionals to adjust document design to work with the new
technologies in more complex, multilingual environments. Technical communication has
always been centered on document design; that is, technical communicators create
documents for use in the workplace (not in academic prose) that convey the informadon
required.
The Rhetoric and Composition topic captures the texts about rhetorical issues of
the canon, the reader and audience, and the composing process. The revival of interest in
classical rhetoric in the 1960s in composition studies influenced professionals in technical
communication. Many taught both composition and technical writing courses and most
were housed in an English department (excepdons include those working out of
engineering departments, for example). The authors Robert Corey, Michael Halloran,
Daniel Marder, Harley Sachs, and Lee Shimberg in TCs 1978 special issue, "Rhetoric and
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Technical Writing," demonstrate the influence of their literature and rhetoric training
through their discussions.
The research and theoretical contributions of the cognitive psychologists split
between supporting document design issues and contributing to rhetoric and composition
discussions. The studies (including three by the research teams with Flower and Hayes)
go beyond document design issues to include reading and writing theory. Similarly,
research and theory on audience and readers applies to document design as well as to
rhetoric and composition discussions. The texts are placed with the topic that the
discussion supports the most (recognizing that the research and discussions frequently
apply across the topics).
The topical divisions of Social Construcdon and Collaboration and Workplace
Communication might just as easily have been identified as theory and practice for
workplace communication with the theoretical base identified in the texts discussing social
construction and the research reported in texts describing collaboration and workplace
communication. These topics are relatively new to the transmit of technical
communication but reflect the interests across many disciplines in the social construction
of knowledge. The texts of C. Miller and Odell and Goswami serve as benchmarks for
incorporating social constructionist theory and research into the research, teaching, and
practices of technical communication professionals.
The assigned topics are not intended as a definitive classificadon for the texts.
However, after completing the analysis, I counted the distribution of texts. With the
exception of the Profession, the text were evenly distributed among all of the topics.
Eight texts come under the topic Profession, 19 in Rhetoric and Composition, 20 in
Document Design, 16 in Social Construcdon and Collaboradon, and 15 in Workplace
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Communication. These general groupings for concepts help to track trends in the
interests of technical communication professionals. Another possible configuration is
given in the conclusion; however, the five topics remain the same. One topic missing
from the list is pedagogy; texts that foreground pedagogy are not cited frequently. Only
two texts, "The Group Report" (Forman and Katsky) and "Collaborative Wridng in the
Classroom" (Morgan et al.) describe in detail classroom activities. They are placed under
the topic of Social Construction and Collaboration.
Throughout the discussion of the topics, the balance between theory and pracdce
shows. The balance between the practitioners and those focused on teaching workplace
writing with the demands of the academic environment for research and theory building
shows in the texts on the list of 78 texts. The balance, however, is not without tension
between the practitioners and the scholars and researchers. For example, John Harris, a
self-described member of the "old guard," summarizes the debate in "A Plea for Pluralism
in Technical Writing":
The old guard can quite clearly benefit from examining more closely . . .
the theoretical basis of what we do. . . . The new generadon has also
shown some very useful methods for careful statistical testing of the
effectiveness of communication.
But if the young turks have something to teach, so do the old
guard. . . . Their [the old guard's] pragmatic success has given the
discipline the stability that allows it to now re-examine itself. And they
often have a greasy-knuckled familiarity with the things written about in
technical writing and have often had close association with the consumers
of technical reports, proposals and manuals. (92)
The concepts and procedures come from both scholarly activities and practitioner
activities. In the past decade, technical communication has evolved to bridge the realities
of practice with the support theory and research can give to gain a place in the academy.
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Technical communicadon teachers work with students on their wridng process as well as
with meeting workplace expectations for a product.
Two texts that appear on the list of 78 frequently cited texts illustrate the
changing roles and responsibilides and the link with theory and practice. C. Miller's
"Humanistic Rationale," I argue in the next chapter, moves the teaching of technical
wridng toward recognizing the social construction of knowledge and the responsibility of
technical writers in constructing meaning, not just reporting phenomena created by
scientists and others. Odell and Goswami's Writing in Nonacademic Settings articulates
(through the 14 essays in the anthology) the relation of workplace writing to the
responsibilities of the researcher and scholar. Not only is the anthology frequently cited
but seven essays within the anthology appear on the list of 78 texts frequently cited
(discussed in Chapter IV). The essays in one secdon of the anthology, "Viewing Wridng
from a Social/Institutional Perspective," illustrate the emphasis of the social construction
of meaning within the context of the workplace. C. Miller's and Odell and Goswami's
defining statements and examples are widely accepted (as signaled by the frequency with
which they are cited, Appendk E). The authors also articulate the importance of social
constructionism in defining the responsibilities of technical communication professionals.
Many of the 78 texts discussed with the five topics reflect the influence of the theory of
social construcdon in the 1980s.
Thus, the topics and the accompanying concepts for the Profession, Rhetoric and
Composidon, Document Design, Social Construcdon and Collaboration, and Workplace
Communicadon define the technical communicadon discipline. The discussion here
focuses on 1988-1992, but the development of technical communicadon since 1971
influences the current transmit. The topics selected and the placement of texts within
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each topic changes depending upon the reader and the interpretadon. Addidonally, as
problems change, technical communication professionals must re-interpret and change the
concepts. New concepts evolve. As concepts evolve so do the procedures for studying
and explaining the concepts.
The procedures that Toulmin defines as an identifying characteristic of a discipline
I describe as the methods of conducting research and the ways of discussing and repordng
the concepts. Descriptive categories for the procedures include theoretical discussions,
empirical research reports and discussions of research methods, descriptions or
applicadons to practice—theory, research, and practice. The categories parallel North's
divisions of scholars, researchers, and pracdtioners. In this sense, the categories define
the purpose of the text. Specific means of describing the theory, the research, or the
practice further define the procedure. For example, C. Miller's purpose in "Humanistic
Rationale" is to present a theoretically-based discussion for incorporating social
constructionist theory into technical writing courses. More specifically, she presents a
scholarly argument, a rhetorical procedure. In another example, Odell and Goswami in
their Research in the Teaching of English ardcle, "Writing in a Non-Academic Setting,"
report research. Their research procedure is an ethnographic study. Their method of
reporting follows the pattern of reporting acceptable to RTE readers, an empirical
research report with the major headings. Procedures, Results, and Discussion. Table 5.1
list the 78 texts but with an addidonal column showing one way the texts may be
classified: T indicates theoretical discussions; R research; P practice; and, A anthologies
(a mk of procedures).
The theoretical discussions closely parallel the work of North's scholars
(philosophers, historians, and cridcs) and more specifically those he calls philosophers.
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Philosophers' purposes are to "account for, to frame, critique and analyze the field's
fundamental assumptions and beliefs" (North 91). The short, modern history of technical
communicadon studies limits the number of historians. While some technical
communicadon professionals have completed hermeneutical studies (Bazerman's Shaping
Written Knowledge might be one example), the few texts that fall into this group are
placed in the theoretical discussions as works of philosophers because all of the authors
go beyond the text to make observadons about technical communication. I have
identified 32 texts as primarily theoretical discussions, but I use a broad definidon of
theoretical discussion. Several are exploratory discussions or reviews of literature and
research.
North identifies four categories of researchers: experimentalists, clinicians,
formalists, and ethnographers. Addidonally, I include discussions of research methods
here to call attendon to two authors whose purpose goes beyond describing a study and
instead define ways to proceed with technical communication research: Faigley in
"Nonacademic Writing" and Lauer and Asher in Composition Research. I count 23 reports
of research among the 78 frequently cited texts. Ethnographic studies dominate the
research reports cited in the sk technical communication journals for 1988-1992.
The 19 reports of practice, particularly in Document Design and Workplace
Communicadon, make up almost one-quarter of the 78 texts. The reports of practice
category continue North's schema. Practidoners report lore, "the accumulated body of
tradidons, practices, and beliefs in terms of which Practidoners understand how wridng is
done, learned, and taught" (North 22). Again, the count is not as important as the
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Table 5.1. 78 Most Frequently Cited Works Classified by Type of Procedure
Procedure Author(s)

Text

R

Allen, Atkinson,
Morgan, Moore,
Snow

"What Experienced Collaborators Say About Collaborative
Writing" JBTC 1987

A

Anderson,
Brockmann, C.
Miller, eds.

New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication: Research,
Theory, and Practice 1983

R

Anderson

"What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at Work"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

P

Atlas

"The User Edit: Making Manuals Easier to Use" IEEE 1981

T

Barton, Barton

"Simplicity in Visual Representation: A Semiotic Approach"
JBTC 1987

T

Bazerman

Shaping Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the
Experimental Article in Science 1988

T

Bazerman

"Scientific Writing as a Social Act: A Review of the Literature of
the Sociology of Science"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

R

Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger,
Tarule

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice, and
Mind 1986

Benson

"Writing Visually: Design Considerations in Technical Publications"
TC 1985

T

Bernhardt

"Seeing the Text" CCC 1986

P

Bethke

"Measuring the Usability of Software Manuals" TC 1983

R

Bransford,
Johnson

"Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding: Some Investigations
of Comprehension and Recall" / of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior 1972

R

Broadhead,
Freed

Variables in Composition: Process and Product in a Business Setting
1986

P

Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation: From Paper to Online
1986

R

Brown, Herndl

"An Ethnographic Study of Corporate Writing: Job Status as
Reflected in Written Text"
Functional Approaches to Writing: Research Perspectives 1986

T

Bruffee

"Social Construction, Language, and the Authority of Knowledge:
A Bibliographical Essay" CE 1986

T

Bruffee

"Collaborative Learning and the Conversation of Mankind" CE
1984
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Buehler

"Defining Terms in Technical Editing: The Levels of Edit as a
Model" TC 1981

p

Conklin

"Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey" Computer

T

Cooper

"The Ecology of Writing" CE 1986

R

Couture, Rymer

"Interactive Writing on the Job: Definitions and Implications of
'Collaboration'"

1987

Writing in the Business Professions 1989

P

Deal, Kennedy

T

Dobrin

The Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life 1982

T

Dobrin

"What's Technical about Technical Writing"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication
Writing and Technique 1989

T

Doheny-Farina,
Odell

"Ethnographic Research on Writing"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

R

Doheny-Farina

"Writing in an Emerging Organization" WC 1986

R

Ede, Lunsford

Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing
1990

T

Ede, Lunsford

"Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience in
Composition Theory and Pedagogy" CCC 1984

R

Faigley, T.Miller

"What We Learn from Writing on the Job" CE 1982

T

Faigley

"Nonacademic Writing: The Social Perspective"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

A

Felker, ed.

Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research 1980

P

Felker,Pickering,
Charrow,
Hollard, Redish

Guidelines for Document Designers 1981

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive
Communities 1980

R

Flower, Hayes,
Carey, Schriver,
Stratman

"Detection, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of Revision" CCC 1986

R

Flower, Hayes

"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem"
CCC 1980

R

Flower, Hayes,
Swarts

"Revising Functional Documents: The Scenario Principle"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

P

Forman, Katsky

"The Group Report: A Problem in Small Group or Writing
Processes?" JBC 1986

1983
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Freed,
Broadhead

"Discourse Communities, Sacred Texts, and Institutional Norms"
CCC 1987

T

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures 1973

T

Halloran,
Bradford

"Figures of Speech in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology"
Essays on Classical Rhetoric and Modem Discourse 1984

Harrison

"Frameworks for the Study of Writing in Organizational Contexts"
WC 1987

p

Hartley

Designing Instructional Text 1985

T

Huckin

"A Cognitive Approach to Readability"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

1983

T

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading Language Comprehension

R

Killingsworth,
Jones

"Division of Labor or Integrated Teams: Management Crux" TC
1989

T

Kinneavy

A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse 1971

T

Kintsch, van Dijk

"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and Production"
Psychological Review 1978

T

Kuhn

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

R

Lauer, Asher

Composition Research: Empirical Designs 1988

T

Lay

"Interpersonal Conflict in Collaborative Writing: What We Can
Learn from Gender Studies" JBTC 1989

T

Lipson

"A Social View of Technical Writing" JBTC

R

Lunsford,Ede

"Why Write . . . Together: A Research Update" RR

T

C. Miller

"Genre as Social Action" QJS 1984

T

C Miller

"A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing" CE 1979

T

C Miller

"Technology as a Form of Consciousness: A Study of
Contemporary Ethos" CSSJ 1978

T

C. Miller

"Invention in Technical and Scientific Discourse: A Prospective
Survey"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

T

C. Miller, Selzer

"Special Topics of Argument in Engineering Reports"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

P

Mills, Dye

"Usability Testing: User Reviews" TC 1985

T

Moran

"The History of Technical and Scientific Writing"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

A

Moran, Journet,
eds

Research in Technical Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook
1985

1987

1970

1988
1986
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p

Morgan, Allen,
Moore, Atkinson,
Snow

"Collaborative Writing in the Classroom" BABC

R

Myers

"The Social Construction of Two Biologists Proposals" WC 1985

R

Odell

"Beyond the Text: Relations Between Writing and Social Context"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

R

Odell, Goswami

"Wrhing in a Non-Academic Setting" RTE 1982

A

Odell, Goswami,
eds

Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

R

Odell, Goswami,
Herrington,
Quick

"Studying Writing in Non-Academic Settings"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

R

Paradis, Dobrin,
R. Miller

"Writing at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing Environment of an
R&D Organization"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

P

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best-Run
Companies 1982

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual: A Handbook of Software
Documentation 1984

p

Redish, Robbin,
Battison, Gold

"Making Information Accessible to Readers"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

p

Schell

"Testing Online and Print User Documentation IEEE 1986

R

Selzer

"The Composing Process of an Engineer" CCC 1983

P

Shneiderman

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective HumanComputer Interaction 1987

P

Soderston

"The Usability Edit: A New Level" TC 1985

R

Swarts, Flower,
Hayes

"How Headings in Documents Can Mislead Readers"
Document Design Project Technical Report No. 9 1980

T

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information

P

Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual 1985

T

Winkler

"The Role of Models in Technical and Scientific Writing"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

A Anthology

P Practice

R Research

T Theory

1987

1983
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distribution between discussions of theory, research, and pracdce. The balance slightly
favors theoretical discussions. This indicates that professionals are engaged in disciplinebuilding activities.
One set of texts falls outside these categories—the anthologies. Each essay within
an anthology presents its own procedures. The literature reviews also defied
classification. The authors went beyond reporting on the literature and made
observations and drew conclusions: for example, Moran and C. Miller in Research in
Technical Communication and the authors reviewing the significance of document design
features in Guidelines for Document Designers. The few literature reviews are assigned to
one of the three categories depending upon the purpose of the author. The anthologies
are set aside but individual texts that appear in the list of 78 texts are included.
The difficulty in defining the procedures for technical communication come
directly from the multiple influences from other disciplines. Gesa Kirsch notes that
problems arise from the "methodological pluralism" because "researchers steeped in
different research traditions often speak different languages and describe their
observations with different sets of vocabulary" (256). One of the current professional
debates addresses the issue of research methods: for example, Patricia Goubil-Gambrel's
call for more empirical research, MacNealy's analysis of IPCC and ITCC proceedings and
subsequent call for more systematic research, the demonstradon of 13 means of
rhetorically analyzing one text in Understanding Scientific Prose (Selzer, editor), or the
stated purpose essays in Part Two of Writing in the Workplace (Spilka, editor):
to inspire new ideas, discussions, and debate so the discipline can make
significant and responsible strides forward toward strengthening its
research programs, thereby strengthening as well its future approaches to
professional wridng theory, pedagogy, and practice, (x)
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The calls for research and demonstrations of different types of research cover a wide
range of research methods. Empirical methods may have a slight edge (in 1988-1992) as
shown in Chapter IV because of the current interests in studying the workplace. But,
technical communicadon professionals come from different disciplinary training and are
influenced by many disciplines. Their research methods show the influence of literary
criticism, historical studies, and linguistic analysis as well as methods from the social
sciences. Technical communication researchers do not go into a lab, conduct a controlled
experiment, and write up a report. Their labs are in the workplace, in classrooms, or in
texts. Their experiments are empirical, rhetorical, historical, linguistic, and philosophical
studies on subjects that are individuals, communities, or documents. Their methods of
reporting vary with the expectations of their audience and with the nature of the
"experiment." The procedures described here are in textual form; however, procedures
also include other forms of communication from conference presentations that go
unrecorded but are heard by a audience or preliminary research that is shared with other
professionals across Internet. The point is the procedures technical communication
professionals employ have evolved from the influence of other disciplines and have been
adjusted to the rational enterprises of technical communication.
The following sections review the 78 texts that are the transmit for the profession
for 1988-1992. The texts record the concepts and the procedures, Toulmin's discipline, of
technical communicadon. The descripdons privilege the knowledge claims (the concepts)
rather than the procedures. Technology and the rhetoric of technology also reveals its
place within the topics. The evolution of the five topics incorporates past experiences and
concepts to accommodate or create new concepts and procedures.
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The Profession
Issues about the profession and professionals center on defining the roles of the
technical communicator, the teachers of technical communicators, the researchers, and
the scholars. The authors of the texts included in this section describe, quesdon, and
evaluate the profession in some way. The self-examinadon and critical evaluation keeps
the concerns of the profession in the forefront and active. The texts in this section
present theoredcal discussions on issues that all technical communicadon professionals
need to be aware of. The issues affect the profession as a whole rather than focus on
special interests of technical communicadon such as document design, collaboradon, or
writing in the workplace. Three texts strive toward definitions of technical wridng, two
define research methods, one provides a historical perspective, and two are anthologies
(Table 5.2).
Carolyn Miller's and David Dobrin's texts offer defining statements about the
nature of technical communication. C. Miller focuses on the teaching of technical writing
with her direct questioning of how technical wridng is taught, but her more important
purpose is to move thinking of professionals from positivism to "communal rationality"
(617). "Humanistic Radonale" marks a significant shift in thinking among technical
communicadon professionals in the late 1970s and the changes are seen in the 1980s.
Practidoners redefine their roles from translators of informadon to developers of
informadon. Teachers work with students to balance the final product with the process of
developing the informadon in the document. Scholars and researchers incorporate social
constructionist theory into their analyses. The context and relation among collaborators
become as important as the text produced. (In the next chapter, I discuss the place of
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Table 5.2. Texts Centered on the Profession
Author(s)

Text

Anderson, Brockmann,
C. Miller

New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication
Research, Theory, and Practice 1983

Dobrin

"What's Technical about Technical Writing" 1983
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

Dobrin

Writing and Technique 1989

Faigley

"Nonacademic Wridng: The Social Perspective"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Lauer, Asher

Composition Research: Empirical Designs 1988

C. Miller

"A Humanisdc Radonale for Technical Wridng" CE
1979

Moran

"The History of Technical and Scientific Wridng"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

Moran, Journet

Research in Technical Communication: A Bibliographic
Sourcebook 1985

"Humanistic Rationale" within the transmit—a text, as part of an intertext, and within the
context of 1988-1992.)
C. Miller and Dobrin dispute the definidons of technical communicadon in the
1960s and 1970s for their "positivistic assumpdons" (Miller "Humanistic Radonale" 613)
and "list of features" (Dobrin Writing 31). C. Miller does not define technical wridng; she
establishes a philosophical framework for defining it that rests on the theory of the social
construction of knowledge. David Dobrin defines technical writing: "Technical writing is
writing that accommodates technology to the user" ("What's Technical" 242 and Writing
54). In "What's Technical About Technical Writing?" and Writing and Technique, Dobrin
expresses social construcdonist and humanistic goals similar to C. Miller's. He focuses on
"local knowledge" because "at any time, anything about the situation or context can affect
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the meaning crucially" (Writing 10). Dobrin also acknowledges the reladon of technology
and technical communication. Technology is "more than an array of tools or procedures.
It extends to the way human beings display themselves in the use and producdon of
material goods and services" (Writing 55). C. Miller points out that the "sciendfic
community's objectives, methods, and values have been widely discussed" (617); however
the "technological community and its rhetoric" ("Humanistic Radonale" 617) have not
been studied extensively. C. Miller and Dobrin raise the level of significance in studying
the rhetoric of technology by aligning technical communication with the technological
community. Together C. Miller's and Dobrin's texts direct professionals to re-evaluate
their activides as technical communicators and teachers of technical communicadon and
re-value professional goals.
Toward evaluating their activities and goals, technical communicadon
professionals conduct research in the workplace and in the classroom. Two texts on the
list indicate that technical communicator professionals want to understand their research
opdons and research methods: Lester Faigley's "Nonacademic Wridng: The Social
Perspective" and Janice Lauer and William Asher's Composition Research: Empirical
Designs. Faigley's essay found within the anthology Writing in Nonacademic Settings
defines three perspectives for studying workplace writing, textual, individual, and social.
He explores the importance of the social perspective in studying discourse communities
(238). Faigley hints at methods of researching discourse communities; Lauer and Asher
define ten empirical research methods (not all applicable only to social science research)
and provide examples. While a researcher will have to study a particular method in much
more detail than Lauer and Asher provide before conducdng the research, the researcher
and the new professional see the opdons for research—research that favors human
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interacdon and the traditions of social scientists. Both Faigley's and Lauer and Asher's
discussions of research methods help the technical communicadon researcher, particularly
those trained in the literary tradition of textual analysis.
The final three texts addressing professional issues show the range of topics
technical communicadon professionals study. Michael Moran gives a perspective on the
development of technical writing in "The History of Technical and Scientific Wridng."
This bibliographic essay reviews 65 texts about technical and sciendfic rhetoric from
ancient times to the early 1980s. As Moran suggests, professionals and researchers will
find a "rich store of research potential which the history of technical and scientific writing
offers" (35). This survey article makes the list of most frequently cited texts because it
offers a starring point for researchers who want an overview of the technical rhetoric as
well as possible research paths. It also may be placed with the texts of the next section
that study the rhetoric of communities. Moran gives one historical perspective on the
rhetoric of science.
Two anthologies fit best as part of the transmit focused on the profession because
they provide a collection of the interests of professionals: New Essays in Technical and
Scientific Communication: Research, Theory, Practice and Research in Technical
Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook. New Essays in Technical and Scientific
Communication gives a view of the state-of-the-art of the discipline in 1983. The
frequency of citations not only for the anthology but for seven of the essays within the
anthology reinforce its contributions to understanding of the profession. The seven essays
are scattered among the topics discussed here. The anthology begins with three reports
of empirical research; reviews a key topic in technical communication, readability;
presents four studies on rhetoric; gives historical perspectives to two developments during
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the Renaissance that influence technical writing; and, concludes with Dobrin's definidon
of technical writing—representative transmit in 1983 for technical communication
professionals. The success of the anthology signals that the purpose of the editors for
scholarly research met their goals to:
build further theory, which is the foundadon of a coherent and vigorous
discipline. . . . [to] support and correct teaching strategies and curriculum
design . . . [and to] inform the practices and problem-solving strategies of
the communicadon professional. (10)
The second anthology. Research in Technical Communication, published two years later,
gives the professional 15 reviews of literature that move from broad theoredcal
discussions of the state of technical communication to specific genres and special topics
(for example, computers, legal writing, government writing). Moran's "The History of
Technical and Scientific Writing" is a part of this anthology. The second section,
"Technical Communication and Rhetorical Concerns," may stay relevant the longest
because of its focus on the rhetorical issues of invention, audience, modes of organization,
and style. C. Miller's "Invendon in Technical and Scientific Discourse" is part of this
secdon and also one of the 78 frequently cited texts. The self-described "sourcebook" in
1985 touches upon and identifies scaffolding for a number of topics. The anthologies
provided starting points for technical communicadon professionals. The discussions and
Hterature reviews established the past and current knowledge claims (for 1983 and 1985,
respectively). As the depth of the theoretical and research base increases in technical
communication, anthologies may give way to single-author books.
One final observation about texts centered on the Profession needs to be made.
Much of the text of the technical communicadon professional is not dispersed through
the journals or in the forums singled out by this study. Two examples illustrate this point.
First, the process of proposing new technical communication academic programs includes
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justifying the need for the program, identifying a niche and subsequent focus on that
topic, and designing courses. Justifications must include explanadons as to why no other
program on campus (or in the state) meets the needs of students and what the demand is
for more qualified technical communicators. Accompanying documents provide the
recorded text that pass beyond the department to college and university level committees
before, in most cases, they are presented to a state's higher educadon governing board.
During this process, the professionals engage in self-evaluation and examination of their
institution as well as the profession. Program reviewers also critically evaluate the
profession. Given the increase in undergraduate and graduate programs in the past 10
years, the texts surrounding the academic endeavors also describe the evolution of the
Profession.
The second example comes from professional organizations (forums) that
supervise the profession: for example, CPTSC, STC, and ATTW. The officers hold
executive meetings and make decisions that influence the direction the organization takes.
The minutes provide only summaries of the discussions, activities, and decisions. As
noted in Chapter IV, CPTSC members represent program directors for academic
programs. Their minutes and proceedings are published but not widely distributed. STC
publishes TC articles of interest to the practitioner. The executive council, the journal
editor, and peer reviewers determine the general direcdon of TC and what gets published.
ATTW's change in journal content (TWT to TCQ) was debated in editorials in TWT, in
the annual meedng held at CCCC, in executive meetings of the officers, and in hallways.
The hardcopy texts of the forums only reveal part of the professional dialogue about the
Profession.
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Thus, the texts placed under a general heading of Profession work toward
establishing a framework for technical communication that not only helps the new
professional but also provides the seasoned professional with a theoretical base and ideas
for future research. Professionals keep abreast of the state-of-the-profession from such
texts as these. With each year of published texts, the professional builds a stronger
discipHnary base. Defining statements such as C. Miller's and Dobrin's keep in the
forefront introspection important to building the discipline even if conclusions are not
conclusive or as Allen suggests "no definition will adequately describe what we do"
("Case" 76). The two frequently cited review essays C. Miller's "Invention" and Moran's
"History" link current (in 1985) issues with existing text—the scaffolding. However, the
texts do not fully represent the problem-solving activities of professionals. Forums such
as the professional organizations also support the profession's problem-solving activities.
In the following sections, the research interests of technical communication
professionals become obvious particularly in the studies of collaboration. The research
between 1988-1992 shows the influence of C. Miller, Dobrin, and Faigley defining the
social perspective and the application of social science research methods.

Rhetoric and Composition
The topic Rhetoric and Composition captures the authors that study language and
the composing process (Table 5.3). The texts fall into two groups that demonstrate the
concepts and procedures of technical communication are evolving from descriptions of the
immediate problem and its context to theory-building based upon systematic research.
One group includes theoretical discussions of issues surrounding the canons of classical
rhetoric, rhetoric of inquiry, and the audience and the reader. The majority of the second
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Table 5.3 Rhetoric and Composition Texts
Author(s)

Text

Bazerman

Shaping Written Knowledge: The Genre and Activity of the
Experimental Article in Science 1988

Bazerman

"Scientific Writing as a Social Act: A Review of the Literature of
the Sociology of Science"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Bransford, Johnson

"Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding: Some Investigations of
Comprehension and Recall" / of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior 1972

Ede, Lunsford

"Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked: The Role of Audience in
Composition Theory and Pedagogy" CCC 1984

Fish

Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive
Communities 1980

Flower, Hayes,
Carey, Schriver,
Stratman

"Detection, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of Revision" CCC 1986

Flower, Hayes

"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical Problem" CCC
1980

Flower, Hayes,
Swarts

"Revising Functional Documents: The Scenario Principle"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Halloran, Bradford

"Figures of Speech in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology"
Essays on Classical Rhetoric and Modem Discourse 1984

Huckin

"A Cognitive Approach to Readability"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication

1983

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading Language Comprehension

Kinneavy
Kintsch, van Dijk

A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse 1971
"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and Production"
Psychological Review 1978

Kuhn

The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions

CMiller

1987

1970

"Genre as Social Action" QJS 1984

CMiller

"Technology as a Form of Consciousness: A Study of Contemporary
Ethos" CSSJ 1978

CMiller

"Invention in Technical and Scientific Discourse: A Prospective
Survey"
Research in Technical Communication 1985

C.Miller, Selzer

"Special Topics of Argument in Engineering Reports"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985
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Table 5.3. Condnued
Swarts, Flower,
Hayes

"How Headings in Documents Can Mislead Readers"
Document Design Project Technical Report No. 9 1980

Winkler

"The Role of Models in Technical and Scientific Writing"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

group rely on research by cognitive psychologists to build a theoretical base for the
writing process and document design decisions. The authors of the texts provide support
for technical communication grounded in classical rhetoric and research into the cognitive
processes of the reader and writer. The discussions move the technical communication
transmit from observations of practice to explanations and better understanding of the
practice and the problems encountered. Theory and research strengthen the scaffolding.
The canons of rhetoric include invendon, arrangement, style, and delivery. In
discussions of rhetoric are such sentence-level topics as figures and tropes and discourselevel topics as arranging the material to persuade the reader. The following texts draw
upon classical rhetoric to explain current rhetorical concerns of technical communication
professionals:
Halloran, Bradford

"Figures of Speech in the Rhetoric of Science and
Technology"

Kinneavy

A Theory of Discourse

C. Miller
C. Miller

"Genre as Social Acdon"
"Technology as a Form of Consciousness: A Study
of Contemporary Ethos"

C. Miller

"Invendon in Technical and Scientific Discourse"

C. Miller, Selzer

"Special Topics of Argument in Engineering Report"

Winkler

"The Role of Models in Technical and Sciendfic
Writing"
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Carolyn Miller dominates the list. The 1978 essay "Technology" begins C. Miller's
contributions to the frequently cited texts. Her thesis centers on the assumpdon that the
rhetoric of technology focuses on acdon and acdon is reflected through ethos in the
discourse. C. Miller warns that "technology is not a 'purer' form of knowledge or acdon"
(236) even though its ethos suggests at dmes it is "truer, or more transparent, or more
objective than others" (236). She concludes with a warning that without the rhetoric
technology needs a "reality [as] a matter of both personal acdon and social consensus"
(236). Technical wridng is the wridng represendng the rhetoric of technology. In
"Invention," C. Miller provides an extensive review of the literature to continue the
discussion of sciendfic and technological rhetoric. The many texts cited demonstrate
invendon as the arguments of particular communities. C. Miller's discussion of the
distinctions between sciendfic and technological rhetoric as well as the role of technology
continues for example in the work of Dobrin's Writing and Technique, James Zappen's "A
Rhetoric for Research in Sciences and Technologies," and most recently by C. Miller,
Bazerman, and Beverly Sauer on the 1994 CCCC panel "The Rhetoric of Technology:
Three Emerging Perspectives." Tracing this discussion back in time (as well as forward)
will make an interesting study especially if developments in technical communication are
paralleled with technological changes. "Humanistic Rationale" follows "Technology" in
1979 as a call to recognize the influence the social construction of knowledge when
teaching the writing of technical documents (see Chapter VI for a more complete analysis
of "Humanistic Radonale"). "Genre as Social Acdon" condnues C. Miller's study of
rhetoric's influence on acdon. C. Miller suggests that while genres may appear as a form
for presenting informadon, they also reflect the "cultural rationality" (165) of a
community. C. Miller and Selzer focus on the engineering community and its reports to
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provide examples of the influence of the genre, institution, and discipline on invention
and the arguments of a community. C. Miller's texts show a building of theoretical
understanding of the rhetoric from its classical roots. Her texts might just as easily have
been placed in the previous secdon for they build a definition of the rhetoric technical
communication professionals study and use—the rhetoric of technology.
James Kinneavy's text has influenced not only technical communication
professionals but also the larger composition and rhetoric community. In A Theory of
Discourse, Kinneavy methodically identifies and discusses examples of "the aims of
discourse": referential, persuasive, literary, and expressive. The aims of discourse
establish the purpose which in turn influence the "mode of discourse, art of discourse, and
the semantic and syntactic components of the language" (48). In Kinneavy's classification,
if his taxonomy is followed, technical conf^nunication has referential aims because of its
intent to inform as well as its close des with the scientific community. Referential
discourse is further divided into scientific, informative, and exploratory discourse. The
three aims of referential discourse may be explained as follows: "Exploratory discourse
fundamentally asks a question. Informative discourse answers it. Scientific discourse
proves it" (Kinneavy 89).
As with any taxonomy, Kinneavy's categories do not classify individual texts as
always having only one aim. Technical communication discourse also includes the
persuasive aim. For example, the technical report develops from the socially constructed
knowledge of the organizadon and its members including the biases and political agenda
of the group (see Chapter III and the examples of Wells, Winsor, and Killingsworth and
Palmer). And, Kinneavy does not account for the audience in his taxonomy but instead
focuses on the text. However, Kinneavy's aims offer a starring point for studying the
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rhetoric of technology that when combined with social construcdonism and the canons of
rhetoric develop a description of the rhetoric of technology.
Three authors take classical ideas on style and update them to current technical
communication texts. Michael Halloran and Annette Bradford argue "that a judicious use
offigures—schemesand tropes—is warranted in scientific and technical wridng" (180).
They demonstrate that metaphors and other figures permeate the wridng to help explain
concepts to audiences. Victoria Winkler (publishing now as Victoria Mikelonis) uses
"creative analogies that guide and direct the writer's cognitive processes in generadng the
substance of discourse" (121) to describe invendon. She establishes the differences
between the product and process approaches to teaching wridng with the distinct
invention activities a part of the process. Halloran, Bradford, and Winkler show that
figures of speech and models offer a consistency in the rhetoric that also accommodates
the socially constructed text. Metaphors help to explain the technology. For example,
online help uses the filing cabinet icon to show file management features. The
invendonal model idendfies the problem and applies an organizadonal structure to meet
the requirements for solving the problem (Winkler 115).
Halloran, Bradford, and Winkler employ features of rhetoric to describe the
rhetoric technical communication professionals study and produce. Charles Bazerman
and Thomas Kuhn apply these rhetorical features to their studies of the rhetoric of
scientists.
Rhetoric of science descriptions apply the rhetorical canons to the study of the
construction of scientific knowledge. Bazerman's two texts. Shaping Written Knowledge
and "Scientific Writing as a Social Act," and Kuhn's The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions
describe how the invendon process is influenced by the ethos and pathos of the context.
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Kuhn's text has influenced the thinking in all disciplines about rhetoric and its role in the
construction of knowledge. Moran's "The History of Technical and Scientific Writing"
might be placed here because he idendfies rhetoric of inquiry studies.
Rhetoric of science descriptions, however, go further than analyzing the rhetoric.
They describe the context including the social and political forces influencing the text's
development. For example, Bazerman describes the publication history of Isaac Newton's
findings on optics. Newton found that publishing in the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society "meant entry into an agonistic forum" (Bazerman Shaping 82); the book
format allowed him "a closed system of experience, perception, thought, and
representadon that reduced opposing arguments to error" (Bazerman Shaping 83).
Chapter III includes examples of analyses by Gross and Campbell of Darwin's rhetoric.
Scientific findings are not the objective, apolitical data that many perceive them to be.
Reports of the findings are socially constructed texts. Such studies expand technical
communication's initial positivistic views to an awareness that knowledge is socially
constructed.
Rhetoric of science studies have broadened to rhetoric of inquiry studies that
study fields and events not necessarily a part of science. Technical communication
professionals have adopted rhetoric of inquiry procedures. For example, Winsor's studies
of the Challenger disaster illustrates for technical communication professionals the
problems in communicating informadon within the hierarchy of an organization and
between organizations. Rhetoric of inquiry studies combine the procedures of the
rhetorical analysis of specific documents with ethnographic procedures such as interviews
and on-site observations of organizations.
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Two texts focus on issues of audience and the reader. In this discussion, audience
refers to the group of readers constructing meaning from text. Reader is the physical
being whose cognitive and social activities are studied. Studies of readers and audience
consider a range of issues including the physical presentation of text and the reladon
between the meaning the writer intends and the meaning the audience constructs. The
texts come from the rhetorical and literary tradidon to present arguments for defining the
role of the audience and its reladon to the writer and in the construcdon knowledge. The
studies are argumentative essays with theoredcal (philosophical) statements, not empirical
research. Stanley Fish argues in Is There a Text in This Class? that "whatever seems . . .
obvious and inescapable is only so within some institutional or conventional structure"
(370). The reader is part of an interpretive community (171), for Fish the community of
those interested in the critical interpretation of literature. Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford
in "Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked" focus on audience as an element taught in
composition classes. They suggest that "audience refers not just to the intended, actual, or
eventual readers of a discourse, but to all those whose image, ideas, or actions influence a
writer during the process of composidon" (168). Fish and Ede and Lunsford present
arguments for the audience as loosely identifiable groups whom writers construct. They
bring the reader into the study of texts to complement studies such as Kinneavy's that
describe the text and to account for the influence of the reader as the text is constructed
and read. Audience analysis is part of technical communicadon procedures in document
development as seen, for example, in usability testing. The concept of audience analysis
drives the research and practice of understanding the reader as studies include interviews
with readers.
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Theoretical discussions support research and research supports theory. The
rhetoric of technology, with referential aims (if Kinneavy's taxonomy is accepted), adapts
the canons of classical rhetoric to modern (post-modern) rhetoric emphasizing the role of
the writer and reader in constructing the text. The second group of texts included in this
section contribute to an understanding of the how the text is used by the reader.
Research into the cognitive process writers and readers employ to create and understand
text contribute empirical findings.
Eight texts, seven written by teams with at least one member who is a cognitive
psychologist, provide empirical and theoretical base for the writing process and document
design decisions affecting the reader:
Bransford, Johnson

"Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding"

Flower, Hayes

"The Cognition of Discovery: Defining a Rhetorical
Problem"

Flower, Hayes, Carey "Detection, Diagnosis, and the Strategies of
Schriver, Stratman
Revision"
Flower, Hayes,

"Revising Functional Documents: The

Swarts

Scenario Principle"

Huckin

"A Cognitive Approach to Readability"

Just, Carpenter

The Psychology of Reading and Language
Comprehension
"Toward a Model of Text Comprehension and
Production"

Kintsch, van Dijk
Swarts, Flower,

"How Headings in Documents Can Mislead

Hayes

Readers

Four of the studies directly address document design issues and could just as easily been
placed under that topic: Bransford and Johnson; Flower, Hayes, Carey, Schriver, and
Stratman; Huckin; and, Swarts, Flower, and Hayes.
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The teams of Just and Carpenter, Kintsch and van Dijk, and Bransford and
Johnson present their theoretical models of reading based upon numerous empirical
studies they and others have conducted. Marcel Just and Patricia Carpenter's model of
reading covers the cognitive activities of reading from eye fixations to the processing of
syntax to semantic interpretadon. Walter Kintsch and Teun van Dijk describe "the system
of mental operations that underlie the processes occurring in text comprehension and in
the production of recall and summarizadon protocols" (363). One portion of their article
reports a preliminary study using protocol analysis. The subjects read and summarized a
document then were tested after different lengths of dme for recall. John Bransford and
Marcia Johnson describe studies that reinforce the theory that prior knowledge plays a
significant part in understanding text. The cognitive psychologists study the readers
understanding of text as an explainable cognitive process.
The Flower, Hayes, and Swarts study and Huckin's survey of reading theories
appear in New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication. They are far less
theoretical, and the jargon from psychology is limited to what readers of New Essays in
Technical and Scientific Communication understand. However, both studies contribute to
technical communicadon professionals' understanding of the reader. The scenario
principle, explained and tested by Linda Flower, John Hayes, and Heidi Swarts, "states
that funcdonal prose should be structured around a human agent performing actions in a
particularized situation" (42). In addition, the authors give "practical revision strategies"
for the discourse level, semantic level, and the syntactic level. It is easy to see why this
ardcle was frequently cited between 1988 and 1992. The revision strategies and the focus
on task completion centered on the writer's actions reflect the technical communicator's
purpose. Thomas Huckin reviews the key theories and document design features
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recommended by cognitive psychologists before he reviews readability. He does not
discard readability formulas, but he favors the process descriptions out of psychology.
Readability formulas do not account for factors such as the reader's motivation or prior
knowledge.
Flower, Hayes, and their colleagues together build a theory of the cognitive
process of writing. In "How Headings in Documents Can Mislead Readers," Heidi
Swarts, Linda Flower, and John Hayes report the results of three experiments conducted
on headings in documents and how they may miscue the reader. Their results are not
conclusive because they also found that effective prose and visual design can compensate
for ineffective headings. In "The Cognition of Discovery," they conclude that "good
writers are simply solving a different problem than poor writers" (31). Good writers take
into account not only the purpose of the document, but they also define the writing
problem more thoroughly, consider the audience, and take into account "their own
persona" (29). Linda Flower, John Hayes, Linda Carey, Karen Schriver, and James
Stratman describe a model for the revising process that builds from their model of
depicting the cognitive process of writing (see Flower and Hayes "A Cognitive Process
Theory of Wridng"). Their cognitive model illustrates the wridng process as groups of
activities the writer controls. In later texts not captured in this study, Flower and Hayes
bring social constructionist theory into their discussions for a more "interactive theory"
that includes contextual features in the wridng process (see, for example. Flower's
"Cognidon, Context, and Theory Building"). Their work and the work of other cognitive
psychologists have evolved to include explanadons of the social influences on the creation
and use of text.
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The studies of rhetoric and the readers support document design, collaboration,
and workplace communication. The rhetoric of technology must account for not only the
text generated but the relation of the writer and reader to the text and the social and
political context surrounding the text. The texts discussed in the next three secdons apply
the theories gleaned from rhetoric and cognitive psychology research to condnue building
the transmit for technical communicadon. The ardcles placed in the section Social
Construction and Collaboration build the theoretical and research base further. The
document design and workplace communicadon articles for the most part describe the
appHed side of technical communicadon.

Document Design
To repeat, Dobrin defines technical writing as "writing that accommodates
technology to the user" (Writing 54). Document design displays the accommodation. The
responsibilities of technical communication professionals center on the technology from
the pracdcal aspects of accommodating the technology for use (practitioners) to
researching and explaining the phenomena (scholars and researchers). Of the topics
presented here, document design links most closely with practice and must remain up-todate with technological advances. Most recently, technical communicators have had to
create documents that accommodate the computer to the user. Many of the texts
idendfied from the 1988-1992 set of citadons, however, will not survive if a similar study
is done for 1998-2002. Technology evolves to create new document design problems and
opdons for technical communication professionals.
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Technical communicators and those researching technical communication issues
center around one purpose: creating documents for readers to understand and use.
Document design
is concerned with readers and writers and how writers can most effectively find
ways to provide readers with texts they can use, understand, and perhaps even get
excited about. Document design emphasizes both verbal features (e.g., rhetorical,
linguistic, and discourse) and the visual (e.g., graphic and typographic) dimensions
of text. (Schriver "Document Design" 316)
Schriver identifies 11 areas of research that address document design issues (see Table
1.2). However, to maintain some control over the broad scope of document design and
to manage the texts identified here, I include under document design the texts presenting
practical solutions to creating and editing documents, including the visual as well as verbal
issues (Table 5.4). The texts exploring document design issues are grouped into smaller,
more manageable topics for this discussion: general guidelines for presendng the
information, discussion about visuals and the visual display of information, guidelines
focused on writing manuals and other documentation, usability testing, editing, and
hypertext. Most of the texts favor practice although the authors report research studies
and provide theoretical support. Certainly the texts discussed in the previous section
from the cognitive psychologists provide much of the research and theoretical support for
document design studies.

Guidelines for Document Design
While some of the guidelines need updating to include computer-generated and
laser-printed text, the practical advice of Felker and his co-authors, Benson, Hartley, and
Redish, Robbin, Batdson, and Gold represent the support transmit for 1988-1992. These
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Table 5.4. Frequently Cited Document Design Texts
Author(s)

Text

Atlas

"The User Edit: Making Manuals Easier to Use" IEEE 1981

Barton, Barton

"Simplicity in Visual Representation: A Semiotic Approach"
JBTC 1987

Benson

"Writing Visually: Design Consideradons in Technical
Publicadons" TC 1985

Bernhardt
Bethke

"Seeing the Text" CCC 1986
"Measuring the Usability of Software Manuals" TC 1983

Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation: From Paper to
Online 1986

Buehler

"Defining Terms in Technical Edidng: The Levels of Edit as
a Model" TC 1981
"Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey" Computer 1987

Conklin
Felker, ed.
Felker, Pickering,
Charrow, Hollard,
Redish

Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research 1980
Guidelines for Document Designers 1981

Hartley

Designing Instructional Text 1985

Mills, Dye

"Usability Tesdng: User Reviews" TC 1985

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual: A Handbook of Software
Documentation 1984

Redish, Robbin,
Battison, Gold

"Making Information Accessible to Readers"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Schell

"Tesdng Online and Print User Documentadon IEEE 1986

Shneiderman

Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective HumanComputer Interaction 1987

Soderston

"The Usability Edit: A New Level" TC 1985

Tufte

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 1983

Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual 1985
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texts contain specific guidelines for typeface, white space, placement of headings, and
other document features that aid the reader.
In 1980, Document Design contributed to the scaffolding upon which document
design issues are based. Schriver and many others have used Document Design as a
starting point for issues in document design research (refer to the comparison of Felker's
text and Schriver's "Document Design" in Chapter I). Guidelines for Document Designers
provides the practical advice: sample topics include, "Use 8 to 10 Point Type for Text"
and "Unstring Noun Strings." "Making Informadon Accessible to Readers" (Redish et al.)
targets the importance of organizing the information and signaling that organization to
the reader. These three texts come out of research conducted at the American Institutes
for Research (another institution to explore in a future study).
The practical advice continues with Philippa Benson's article in a 1985 issue of
TC. Benson concisely identifies 21 guidelines for "Wridng Visually" with examples and
supporting research. James Hardey focuses his guideUnes for document design on all
types of instrucdons, not just computer manuals. He establishes guidelines for
typographic issues on page-size, type size, typefaces, space and structure, graphics, and
forms, for example. Janice Redish, Robbin Batdson, and Edward Gold provide examples,
four guidelines for designing documents, and then identify eight specific features for
effective documents. Their text stands as a demonstradon of effective document design
as it describes document design.

Visuals
Ben Barton and Marthalee Barton apply the communicadon model of Charles
Morris to the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels of graphic designs and the issue of
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whether simplicity should be the goal. They review 64 texts on visual simplicity including
Tufte's text The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (also a part of the 1988-1992
technical communication transmit). Barton and Barton conclude that simplicity is the
ideal; however, "visual design is a problem-solving process" that requires "the best
available accommodation in a given design situation" (23). In The Visual Display of
Quantitative Information, Edward Tufte first gives a history of graphics before proposing a
series of principles that "provide a language for discussing graphics and a practical theory
of data graphics" (9). Data graphics "help people reason about quandtative information"
(Tufte Visual 92). In his follow-up work, Envisioning Information, Tufte continues to
focus on the context and the reader's needs: "Visual displays of information encourage a
diversity of individual viewer styles and rates of edidng, personalizing, reasoning, and
understanding. Unlike speech, visual displays are simultaneously a wideband and a
perceiver-controllable channel" (31). His rhetoric of visual design encourages detail:
"simplicity of reading derives from the context of detailed and complex information,
properly arranged" (Tufte Envisioning 37). Stephen Bernhardt proposes a rhetoric of
visual design that produces a visual gestalt for the reader through: (1) equilibrium or
balance among the items on the page, (2) continuation or setting apart the items on the
page so they are distinguishable, (3) closure so that the reader may fill in missing
informadon, and (4) similar so that the reader may group like items (71-72). Bernhardt's
article appears in a composidon journal, CCC, rather than in a technical communicadon
forum. Perhaps this signaled (at least in 1986) that composidon specialists saw the
rhetorical value of visuals for persuading the reader. Interesdngly, three new (1994)
composition textbooks now encourage students to consider document design issues as
they create their document: Jeanette Harris and Donald Cunningham's The Simon &
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Schuster Guide to Writing; David Chapman and P. Lynn Waller's The Power of Writing;
and, Gwendolyn Gong and Sam Dragga's The Writer's Repertoire. Bernhardt, Tufte, and
Barton and Barton describe the visual display of information as a rhetoric, a rhetoric that
technical communication professionals must understand in order to create effective
documents.
However, MacNealy in 1992 suggests that the rhetoric of visuals may need more
attendon. Synthesis of the theory and research needs will contribute to teaching the
rhetoric of visuals (MacNealy "Research" 542). The new composidon textbooks indicate
this has started. But, the technology changes rapidly. No longer are headings enough or
tables and graphs the only way to display the information. Now multimedia displays
incorporate text, video, and audio selections on CD-ROM. Color in a document can now
be accomplished with desktop publishing. As technical communication explore the new
technologies, they will report their findings and develop procedures for changes. The
transmit will evolve.

Manual Wridng
One set of document design guidelines focuses on wridng computer manuals. The
books come directly out of the need for better computer manuals for the non-technical,
non-programming user in the 1980s as personal computers became a part of the office
and home work environment. These are for the most part the instrucdonal texts
discussed in Chapter IV and categorized here as pracdce because they give the how-to
advice for writing manuals:
Brockmann

Writing Better Computer User Documentation

Price

How to Write a Computer Manual
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Shneiderman Designing the User Interface
Weiss

How to Write a Usable User Manual

John Brockmann and Edmond Weiss establish steps for designing text. For Brockmann it
is the Standard Documentadon Process: Design the Document Blueprints, Draft the
Document, Edit the Document, Review the Document, Field Test the Document,
Produce and Distribute the Document, and Maintain the Document. Weiss' How to Write
Usable User Documentation identifies what he calls in the 1991 second edition "a science
of user documentadon" (v). He refers to a "structured approach" for designing manuals
that includes: Defining What Publicadons are Needed, Developing a Structure Outline,
Developing a Storyboard and Model, Generadng the Draft, Tesdng and Revising for
Readability and Clarity, and Supporting and Updating User Manuals (table of contents
1985 edition). Brockmann's and Weiss' design steps are similar and address issues of the
canon, invention, arrangement, style, and delivery. Jonathan Price's How to Write a
Computer Manual comes out of his experience with Apple Computer, Inc. He stresses
the needs of the reader from the first chapter. Ben Shneiderman's text, now in its second
edition, is the least instructional of the five. In Designing the User Interface, he provides
discussion of the human factors research and the demands of the software, hardware, and
user in working together. The manual is one part of the informadon provided to the
user. The authors respond to the need for more user-friendly instructions for the
computer user. Each text includes usability testing as part of the process. Each looks to
the future and online texts. And, each text presents itself as a model for instrucdonal
material. But, each text will become obsolete as the technology progresses.
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Usability Testing
Usability testing also falls out of the computer industry's rapid expansion into
workplace, school, and home activities. Atlas, Bethke, Mills and Dye, and Schell outline
successful testing procedures. These studies are now dated; however, Carol Mills and
Kenneth Dye's text offers current readers help through their headings, a series of
questions. The questions begin with "What is usability testing?" and move to more
specific issues such as "How many users should be tested?" and "What data are collected?"
D. A. Schell describes laboratory testing and includes a section about testing online
documentadon. Frederick Bethke describes a customer survey that addressed usability
needs. Now software companies monitor closely their customers' calls for help. Each
author defines and gives guidelines for usability tesdng. A significant number of the
citadons for each of these texts come out of the December 1989 special issue of IEEE on
usability testing. Usability testing has become a significant part of the technical
communication practitioner's responsibilities within the last 10 years.

Edidng
Editing does not receive much attention in the sk technical communication
journals. None of the sk journals included a special issue or special section in their 19881992 issues. Only two articles related to editing make the frequently cited list yet edidng
activides are very much a part of a technical communicators responsibilides. (In Profile
1992, 70% of the STC members described their job responsibilities as writer/editor.)
Mary Fran Buehler's "Defining Terms in Technical Edidng: The Levels of Edit as a
Model" defines nine types of edidng: coordinadon, policy, integrity, screening, copy
clarification, format, mechanical style, language, and substantive. Her discussion is an
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extension her work with Robert Van Buren at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and their
1980 publication The Levels of Edit. Candace Soderston proposes a tenth level of edidng
in "The Usability Edit: A New Level." The usability edit emphasizes revising the
document after testing. The only citations for Buehler's and Soderston's articles are in
TC and IEEE, the pracddoner journals.
Editors are a good example of users of technology and also how they "deploy
themselves in the use and production" (Dobrin Writing 55) of documents. The technology
has moved from edidng with a red or blue pen to Post-It notes to online edidng. Editors
use the different technologies depending upon the document and where it is in the
producdon process. The frequently cited for 1988-1992 do not consider the technology of
computers and its influence on the editing process, but a future set of citations may.

Hypertext
Jeff Conklin's "Hypertext: An Introduction and Survey" provides an extensive, 24page review of hypertext from definition to reviews of existing systems of hypertext to the
advantages and disadvantages of hypertext. Only somewhat dated now, the information
appeared in a popular forum, Computer, a magazine published by The Computer Society
of IEEE for readers with limited technical knowledge of computers. A more recent set of
citadons will probably yield more texts describing the current technology. For 1988-1992,
hypertext received the attention in part because of its use in online computer manuals. In
1998-2002, the topics may explore further uses of hypertext and the Windows
environment across platforms.
The authors of the document design texts give the visual display of information
the same importance as the verbal presentadon and the content. The document design
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texts may not appear in a citation analysis for a later time frame because they address the
state-of-the-art technology for 1988-1992; however, the ones noted represent the issues
important to technical communication professionals for 1988-1992. They are not
theoretical discussions but practical guidelines. The guidelines change with new
technology and the different contexts.

Social Construction and Collaboration
Social construction of knowledge dominates the theoretical literature not only of
technical communication but of rhetoric and composition as well as other disciplines.
Kuhn's popular text The Structure of Scientific Revolutions is referred to frequently as one
of the defining statements for the current movement in social constructionism. In
addition, technical communication and composition researchers use Geertz' discussion of
communities in The Interpretation of Cultures to support much of their study of workplace
discourse communities. Others including Toulmin, Rorty, and Latour have also
influenced the current movement. Bruffee defines social constmction:
A social constructionist position in any discipline assumes that entities we
normally call reality, knowledge, thought, facts, texts, selves, and so on are
constructs generated by communities of like-minded peers. Social
construction understands reality, knowledge, thought, facts, texts, selves,
and so on as community-generated and community-maintained linguistic
entities—or, more broadly speaking, symbolic entities—that define or
"consdtute" the communides that generate them. . . ." ("Social
Construction" 774)
Social construcdon links with collaborative learning "in that is assumes learning occurs
among persons rather than between a person and things" (Bruffee "Social Construcdon"
787).
Studies of collaboradon focus on the social construcdon of knowledge in different
communides. For technical communicadon professionals, the studies describe
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collaboration and the social construction of knowledge in the classroom and more
importantly in the workplace. As noted in the introduction, Odell and Goswami's Writing
in Nonacademic Settings signals the inclusion of social constructionist theory and the
workplace in the research activities of the technical communication professional, and C.
Miller brings social constructionist views into the technical communicadon classroom with
"Humanistic Rationale." Social constructionism contributes to understanding how the
technical communicator accommodates technology to the user:
The technology must be accommodated to the way people actually are. It must
accommodate the idea to such things as the way the company is organized, the
way people work with related products, the way the idea is being produced, the
goals of all the people involved, and many more—precisely what depends on the
background and knowledge of the user. The word "accommodate" reminds us that
integradng a technology is setdng up a human reladonship, with all the attendant
feints. (Dobrin Writing 57)
Only studies in the workplace can determine how technology is used. Table 5.5 idendfies
the texts discussed in this secdon. The texts present theoretical discussions and empirical
research findings that establish support for the concepts technical communicadon
professionals employ to collaborate on documents in the workplace and to conduct
research on the collaborative process. Frequently, the technical communication
researchers use ethnographic procedures.
Kenneth Bruffee's texts define social construction theory and establish a pordon of
the theoretical scaffolding for studies of collaboration in the classroom and workplace. In
"Collaborative Learning and the 'Conversadon of Mankind,'" Bruffee argues for
collaborative learning in the classroom. He bases much of his argument on Richard
Rorty's Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature with reference also to Clifford Geertz' The
Interpretation of Cultures and Thomas Kuhn's The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions—two
texts also on the list of most frequently cited texts. Bruffee argues that "knowledge is the
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Table 5.5. Texts Frequently Cited for Social Construction and Collaboradon
Author(s)

Text

Allen, Atkinson,
Morgan, Moore,
Snow

"What Experienced Collaborators Say About Collaborative
Wridng" JBTC 1987

Belenky, Clinchy,
Goldberger,
Tarule

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self Voice,
and Mind 1986

Bruffee

"Social Construcdon, Language, and the Authority of
Knowledge: A Bibliographical Essay" CE 1986

Bruffee

"Collaborative Learning and the Conversadon of Mankind"
CE 1984

Cooper

"The Ecology of Writing" CE 1986

Couture, Rymer

"Interactive Writing on the Job: Definitions and Implicadons
of 'Collaboration'"
Writing in the Business Professions 1989

Doheny-Farina

"Wridng in an Emerging Organization" WC 1986

Ede, Lunsford

Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative
Writing 1990

Forman, Katsky

"The Group Report: A Problem in Small Group or Writing
Processes?" JBC 1986

Freed, Broadhead

"Discourse Communities, Sacred Texts, and Institutional
Norms" CCC 1987

Geertz

The Interpretation of Cultures 1973

Harrison

"Frameworks for the Study of Writing in Organizational
Contexts" WC 1987

Lay

"Interpersonal Conflict in Collaborative Writing: What We
Can Learn from Gender Studies" JBTC 1989

Lipson

"A Social View of Technical Writing" JBTC

Lunsford, Ede

"Why Write . . . Together: A Research Update" RR 1986

Morgan, Allen,
Moore, Atkinson,
Snow

"Collaborative Wridng in the Classroom" BABC

1988

1987
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product of human beings in a state of condnual negotiation or conversation" (646-7).
Bruffee continues his argument of the role social construction in "Social Construcdon,
Language, and the Authority of Knowledge." Placing it opposite a cognitive view of
knowledge, Bruffee develops a review essay of key texts on social construcdon including
the texts just mentioned as well as Fish's Is There A Text In This Class? and Vygotsky's
Mirui in Society and Thought and Language, among others.
Marilyn Cooper uses a metaphor of an ecological system for describing socially
constructed knowledge. The systems are "inherently dynamic" and "interlocking" (368) but
also "concrete" (369). She idendfies five systems that may be studied: "systems of ideas,
of purposes, of interpersonal interactions, of cultural norms, of textual forms" (369).
Cooper concludes that "writing . . . is seen to be both constituted by and constitutive of
these ever-changing systems, systems through which people relate as complete, social
beings, rather than imagining each other as remote images: an author, an audience" (373).
The discussions of audience by Fish and Ede and Lunsford link with Cooper's discussion.
The audience interprets the informadon influenced by the community the writing is a part
of as well as the community of the reader.
Richard Freed and Glenn Broadhead briefly explain why research of discourse
communities is important in the study of wridng done by technical communication and
composidon professionals: (1) "to establish itself as a discourse community" with an
identity and recognizable purpose to other communities; (2) to expand beyond studies
within educadonal setdngs to the workplace; and (3) to study more than the individual
writer's process (155-56). In a brief example, they describe two workplace discourse
communides to demonstrate that "the norms define the writer's discourse community, a
context that conditions, governs, and constrains, not just the message, but the writer
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producing it" (162). They suggest that what they found in the workplace applies to the
classroom: "students are more than collections of cognitive processes—they are writers
whose processes and products are substantively affected by discourse communities that
elicit and shape their utterance" (164). Teresa Harrison continues the call to study
discourse communities. In "Frameworks for the Study of Writing in Organizadonal
Contexts," Harrison combines rhetorical and organizational theory to demonstrate the
"reciprocal" relationship (9): "Discourse is social interaction that creates communities of
thought and expression. At the same time, these communities render discourse
comprehensible and persuasive" (19). Carol Lipson narrows the study of discourse
communides to the language code of different professions. As an example, Lipson
describes the structure of scientific papers and the use of noun strings and nominalization.
She briefly cites examples from law and engineering discourse. Lipson concludes that
technical communication professionals "must take into account the social meaning that
pardcular language practices have . . . [in order to] understand the communication
contexts they must maneuver within" (18).
Each of the authors explores the nature of the community the writer and reader is
a part of. Most of the discussions link workplace activities with a description of the
construcdon of knowledge. The texts contribute to an understanding of the problemsolving activities in the workplace.
Empirical studies support theory of social construction with evidence of how
knowledge is agreed upon by a particular community and the role of collaborative
activities in constructing knowledge. The studies include interviews, surveys, and case
studies of writers in the workplace and in the classroom. Authors cite the studies to give
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support to their study and to affirm that the methods they use fit the profession's
expectadons. (I discuss the phenomenon of cidng in Chapter II.)
Nancy Allen, Dianne Atkinson, Meg Morgan, Teresa Moore, and Craig Snow
interviewed 20 professionals participating in collaborative projects. They found that for
professionals "revision, like planning, was a group activity . . . and it often involved
renewed planning" (79). Conflicts "contributed to their creativity and to the quality of
their final document" (83). One caudon must be added about this study: 1/3 of their
participants were university teachers. Scholarly writing is not necessarily indicative of
workplace writing.
In Women's Ways of Knowing, psychologists Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy, Nancy
Goldberger, and Jill Tarule present their findings and draw conclusions about how women
construct knowledge. They interviewed 135 women. The researchers focused on the
features of the women's communicadon in school setdngs and in agencies offering family
services. They define five "ways of knowing": silence, received knowledge, subjective
knowledge, procedural knowledge, and constructed knowledge (15). One conclusion they
reach applies directly to technical communicadon teachers:
. . . educators can help women develop their own authentic voices if they
emphasize connection over separadon, understanding and acceptance over
assessment, and collaboradon over debate; if they accord respect to and
allow dme for the knowledge that emerges from firsthand experience; if
instead of imposing their own expectadons and arbitrary requirements,
they encourage students to evolve their own patterns of work based on the
problems they are pursuing. (229)
As noted earlier, this study does not come from mainstream technical communicadon
professionals but is frequently cited. The authors contribute one interpretadon of the
discourse of a small sample of women.
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In "Interpersonal Conflict in Collaborative Writing," Mary Lay discusses the
theories and findings of selected gender studies to call for "the use of androgynous
communication skills" (25) in the technical communication classroom in preparing
students for the workplace:
Teachers can encourage students to self-disclose by stressing a caring
response to the personal informadon offered. This response may ensure
that students feel they have not lost control. Trust can then be established
between collaborators who may perceive their groups as units, not as
collections of individuals. Distinguishing between the benefits of substantive
conflicts and the drawbacks of interpersonal conflict eliminates incongruence
between gender identity and behavior. Women students may debate ideas
more freely, while male students may consider their collaborators' feelings.
Also, redesigning methods of evaluation and reward can encourage
androgyny and therefore effective collaboration. (25) [emphasis added]
I have put in italics the keywords Lay identified with studies of gender and collaboration.
Lay's article published in the September 1989 issue of JBTC not only makes the
frequently cited lists, it is also one of the articles whose citations are a part of the
database for the citation analysis. With this in mind, the article gives an example of the
connection of citadons. She cites eight of the 78 texts: Allen et al., Anderson, Belenky et
al., Cooper, Doheny-Farina, Faigley, Forman and Katsky, and Morgan et al. Only
Anderson's "What Survey Research" is not discussed in this section. The scaffolding and
a linking of texts is evident. Such connections as this one deserve more study than given
here. (In the next chapter, I look at the scaffolding and linking of texts around C.
Miller's "Humanistic Radonale.")
In "Inactive Writing on the Job," Barbara Couture and Jone Rymer report the
results of their survey of over 400 professionals. They found that "writers on the job do
frequently collaborate, but that this 'collaboration' usually does not involve producing a
document with a group" (77). Instead, writers reported that they frequently talk with
others about the assigned task (more frequently if it is not a roudne document).
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Interaction with others frequently occurs when planning and revising the document.
Drafdng frequently is the writer's responsibility. Couture and Rymer's results correspond
with Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford's work reported in Singular Texts/Plural Authors. Ede
and Lunsford found a hierarchical mode of collaboradon:
collaboration is carefully, and often rigidly, structured, driven by highly
specific goals, and carried out by people playing clearly defined and
delimited roles. . . . Knowledge in this mode is most often viewed as
informadon to be found or a problem to be resolved. (133)
They also describe a dialogic mode:
loosely structured and the roles enacted within it are fluid. . . . [G]roup
effort is seen as an essential part of the producdon . . . of knowledge and
as a means of individual satisfacdon within the group. (133)
They did not find the dialogic mode as prevalent in professions where problems required
immediate response. They suggest that the dialogic mode may be "predominantly
feminine" (133), but they quickly add that "like gender roles, discourse situations are . . .
inherently mked and paradoxical; they defy easy analysis and categorization" (134). Ede
and Lunsford gathered data on writers in three stages: (1) a survey of 200 members of
seven professional organizadons; (2) a more in-depth survey of 12 members of each
organizadon; and (3) interviews with a member of each organization idendfied as a writer
involved in collaborative writing projects. Lunsford and Ede's "Why Write . . . Together:
A Research Update" oudines the research project sponsored by the Fund for the
Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE) Shaughnessy Scholars program and
fully reported in Singular Text/Plural Authors.
Stephen Doheny-Farina studies the collaborative writing effort of a company's
officers. Doheny-Farina's ethnographic study traces a company's business plan from its
drafdng by the company's president to the involvement of the vice presidents to such an
extent that they discovered while wridng the business plan that the president wielded
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more power than they realized and that he had mismanaged the finances of the company.
Doheny-Farina spent 3-4 days weekly in the company offices for 8 months conducdng this
ethnographic study. He attended staff meedngs and gathered data from informal
conversations as well. He witnessed firsthand the collaborative efforts of the vice
presidents and the president in reorganizing the company.
Two additional observations come out of these studies. First, the studies
demonstrate the initial research efforts of technical communication professionals in
studying workplace writing. Larger, more comprehensive studies with sound research
design are needed to describe the nature of writing in different workplace setdngs. The
U.S. Department of Educadon provided FIPSE support for the Couture and Rymer work,
Ede and Lunsford's study, and Odell and Goswami's study, described in the next section.
More research with significant funding and in more workplace situations will contribute to
a better understanding of the social construction of knowledge, collaboration, and the role
of technology. Recently published anthologies Textual Dynamics of the Professions
(Bazerman and Paradis, editors) and Writing in the Workplace (Spilka, editor) continue the
reports of research but of relatively small ethnographic studies. Second, feminist
interpretations of collaborative activities are part of the research agenda for several of the
researchers (Belenky et al., Lay, and Ede and Lunsford). More studies of gender-related
issues can only lead to a better understanding of the collaborative activities of workers.
Research of the interaction among different cultures and the accompanying
communication problems provide yet one more area technical communication
professionals need to explore. Such studies reflect changes in the workplace from
predominantly male environments with few significant cultural differences among workers.
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The final two texts included in this section describe collaborative writing in the
professional writing classroom: Janis Forman and Patricia Katsky's "The Group Report"
and Meg Morgan, Nancy Allen, Teresa Moore, Dianne Atkinson, and Craig Snow's
"Collaborative Writing in the Classroom." These two texts are the only texts whose
primary purpose is to describe a classroom activity. Forman and Katsky identify problems
that occur for small groups as the writing project develops. They suggest that the group
dynamics and the wridng process cannot be separated and the instructor must recognize
and deal with the social problems as well as the writing problems. Morgan et al. describe
the assignments for a group report and also point out how groups assign responsibility for
writing, settling conflicts, and evaluating the project. They suggest that students take a
more active role in the learning process when they must participate in the wridng and
resolve problems with other group members. Collaborative writing activities, frequently
group reports, are very much a part of the technical communication curriculum today in
preparing students for collaborative activities in the workplace. The recent research of
Couture and Rymer and of Ede and Lunsford do not necessarily contradict the group
report assignment; Students find a workable means of drafdng—frequently drafting
secdons individually and pushing the secdons together for the final report. Workplace
writers do much the same thing.
The topic broadly idendfied as Social Construcdon and Collaboration includes
theoretical discussions and research reports. The theory, in particular, supports the
studies included in the next secdon. The research on collaboration is research on
workplace communication.
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Workplace Communication
The texts included under workplace communication capture the part of the
transmit that describes activities for gathering and exchanging ideas, not necessarily
written or collaborative activities (Table 5.6). They fall into two groups: (1) descripdons
of how to conduct research and (2) reports of research. The research reports include
ethnographic studies as well as surveys, case studies, interviews, and textual analysis. The
authors in this section frequently reference the more theoretical texts discussed in the
previous section. Clearly, the influence of the social sciences is seen in the ethnographic
procedures of technical communicadon researchers.
The 1985 anthology Writing in Nonacademic Settings (Odell and Goswami, editors)
may best typify the texts in this section. Five of the 78 frequently cited texts originate in
Writing in Nonacademic Settings, and the anthology also is frequently cited. The collection
is framed by first a report of survey research (Anderson's "What Survey Research Tells Us
About Writing at Work") and last a description of ethnographic research methods
(Doheny-Farina, Odell "Ethnographic Research on Writing"). Two texts describe how to
conduct research: Faigley's "Nonacademic Writing: The Social Perspective" and DohenyFarina and Odell's "Ethnographic Research on Wridng: Assumpdons and Methodology."
Lester Faigley provides the theoretical base for conducdng research on writing as a part
of the social context, the discourse of a community. He privileges qualitative research
and pardcularly Geertz' description of interpretative anthropology. That is, ethnographic
studies interpret "the flow of social discourse" (Geertz 20). Stephen Doheny-Farina and
Lee Odell first establish the theoretical base for ethnographic research with a review of
key factors influencing the study. They refer to Geertz among others. They then step the
reader through the process of conducdng an ethnographic study from "developing
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Table 5.6. Texts Describing Workplace Communication
Author(s)

Text

Anderson

"What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at Work"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Broadhead, Freed

Variables in Composition: Process and Product in a Business
Setting 1986

Brown,Herndl

"An Ethnographic Study of Corporate Writing: Job Status as
Reflected in Written Text"
Functional Approaches to Writing: Research Perspectives 1986

Deal,Kennedy

The Corporate Culture: The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life
1982

Doheny-Farina,
Odell

"Ethnographic Research on Writing"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Faigley, T. Miller

"What We Learn from Writing on the Job" CE 1982

Killingsworth,
Jones

"Division of Labor or Integrated Teams: Management Crux"
TC 1989

Myers

"The Social Construction of Two Biologists' Proposals" WC
1985

Odell

"Beyond the Text: Reladons Between Writing and Social
Context"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Odell, Goswami

"Writing in a Non-Academic Setdng" RTE 1982

Odell, Goswami,
eds

Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Odell, Goswami,
Herrington, Quick

"Studying Wridng in Non-Academic Setdngs"
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication 1983

Paradis, Dobrin,
R.Miller

"Wridng at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Wridng Environment of
an R&D Organization"
Writing in Nonacademic Settings 1985

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's Best-Run
Companies 1982

Selzer

"The Composing Process of an Engineer" CCC 1983
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research questions" to "establishing research roles" to "dealing with observer effect" to
collecting and analyzing the data. The technical communication researcher might find
this a useful outline and checklist for planning an ethnographic study. Of course, the
researcher needs more in-depth study of each stage of the research method. The
importance of these two texts should not be overlooked. They signal the increased role
of ethnographic research in studying workplace writing, and they provide general
guidelines for conducting the research.
Lee Odell and Dkie Goswami teamed with other researchers to produce one of
the earliest and most extensive studies of workplace writing. They interviewed selected
members of a state agency (a social services department), analyzed documents, and asked
members of the organizadon to judge the wridng style of other members of the
organization. They report findings from their study in three frequently cited texts:
"Wridng in a Non-Academic Setting" in RTE, "Studying Writing in Non-Academic
Settings" in New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication, and "Beyond the Text:
Relations Between Writing and Social Context" in Writing in Nonacademic Settings. Their
study used several methods of data collection. They did textual analysis of writing
samples, asked participants to cridque documents for style, and conducted interviews.
Their findings emphasize the importance of the audience and the context in determining
what the writer said and how the writer presented the informadon. The Odell and
Goswami research set the example for workplace studies by technical communication
researchers.
Four of the top sk most frequently cited texts are empirical research reports.
Each is empirical, descriptive research employing social science procedures to study
wridng in the workplace.
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Paradis, Dobrin,
R. Miller

"Wridng at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing
Environment of an R&D Organizadon"

Faigley, T. Miller

"What We Learn from Writing on the Job"

Doheny-Farina

"Writing in an Emerging Organization"

Anderson

"What Survey Research Tells Us About Writing at
Work"

James Paradis, David Dobrin, and Richard Miller surveyed 33 professionals and then
spent one week conducting interviews and observing writing in the research and
development operation of a Exxon ITD. Their findings focus on how writing
responsibilities match with position in the company, productivity, and disseminating
informadon. Lester Faigley and Thomas Miller surveyed and interviewed 200 workers in
Texas and Louisiana from across professions. Their questions focused on the time spent
writing, the type of writing, and whether the writing was collaboratively produced. They
concluded that the college-trained writers "developed awareness of the specific differences
in writing for varied audiences and purposes" (562) and write "diverse types of written
products in a variety of media using a variety of composing process" (566). Paul
Anderson's meta-analysis of 50 surveys and the numerous conclusions he draws from the
results reinforce the importance of wridng for different readers and the variety of writing
tasks. Now findings such as those reported by Paradis, Dobrin, and R. Miller, Anderson,
and Faigley and T. Miller seem obvious. These researchers contributed significantly to
the scaffolding for technical communication professionals. These studies combined with
the studies of collaboradon described in the previous secdon describe workplace wridng
activities. The descripdons contribute to a better understanding of document
development and to teaching technical communication.
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Reports of research into professional writing activities continue in Jack Selzer's
case study of one engineer and Greg Myers' study of two research biologists writing
proposals also build the research base. Selzer found that his subject spent more dme at
the invention stage ("analyzing audiences, reading, consulting colleagues, brainstorming,
and reviewing previously written documents" 181), with arrangement dictated by client
requirements, and litde time spent on revision. Myers' study traces the revisions each
biologist makes to create a more persuasive document within a set structure while at the
same time "presenting—or creating—in a text one's role in the sciendfic community"
(221). Doheny-Farina's case study, described in the previous secdon, reports on a
company's officers collaborating on developing a business plan. These case studies reveal
the influence of the construct of communities on writers.
Glenn Broadhead and Richard Freed also studied proposal writing through two
consultants. Their study is particularly noteworthy because it establishes a taxonomy of
seven variables for studying the revisions to the text: impetus, item, process, norm,
affective impact, orientadon, and goal. They conclude that "much nonacademic,
nonbelletristic composing is highly staged" (132); that is, while the writers do revise and
employ recursive techniques, their writing tasks frequently take on a set process with a
linear progression. For example, they describe one consultant's writing process: "he
thinks, he writes in longhand, he revises a typescript, and he sends the proposal off (122).
Selzer also saw evidence of this in the engineer: "once Nelson writes a sentence he
seldom reconsiders it" (183). The wridng process seen in the workplace appears to
contradict what is taught in the classroom. Composition and technical communication
teachers build revision into the writing classroom procedures believing that revision is
part of the writing process. However, workplace writers do not appear to revise as
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frequently as is expected of students. The difference may be that the workplace writers
studied have more subject matter experdse and more experience writing. More studies
exploring issues such as revision can contribute to better connections between the
classroom and the workplace and a better understanding of text producdon.
Robert Brown and Carl Herndl's study falls between a report of research and a
discussion of theory. In fact, they caution in "An Ethnographic Study of Corporate
Wridng: Job Status as Reflected in Written Text" that "our work suggests theory, not the
conclusions of empirical research" (13). Nonetheless, they report on the results of
interviews and text analyses the use of nominalization and narrative structures for upper
managers and middle managers. Their conclusions are similar to those of other research
studies: position in the organization, the audience, and the context influence writing style
and content.
Finally, three studies do not fit into any of the topics although they report on
management issues and workplace communication.
Killingsworth, Jones

"Division of Labor or Integrated Teams: A Crux in
the Management of Technical Communication?"

Deal, Kennedy

Corporate Cultures: The Rites and Rituals of
Corporate Life

Peters, Waterman

In Search of Excellence: Lessons from America's BestRun Companies

Jimmie Killingsworth and Betsy Jones surveyed technical writers about how documents
are produced in their organizadon. They studied whether "integrated teams" are
replacing the traditional "division of labor" for document management. Their findings
suggest "a perceivable trend in the management of technical communication toward what
has become know in management circles as the 'self-direct team'" (220). Other
professionals less text oriented and more interested in individual and organizational
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behavior have also explored this topic. The frequency of business and psychology
periodicals cited establishes links among the research of technical communication
professionals in document production with research into organizational behavior (see
Table 4.3). Such links can only increase the understanding of text production and
accommodating technology for each research field.
Researchers outside the technical communication mainstream, Peters and
Waterman and Deal and Kennedy, reached the "popular" audience as well as gained
enough cites to be included in the transmit for technical communicadon. Thomas Peters
and Robert Waterman report their study of management conducted while working for
Mckinley & Co., a management consulting firm. They focused on 43 corporations
representing a cross-section U.S. industry. They found eight characteristics common to
the companies: "(1) a bias for acdon, (2) close to the customer, (3) autonomy and
entrepreneurship, (4) productivity through people, (5) hands-on, value driven, (6) stick to
the knitdng, (7) simple form, lean staff, and (8) simultaneous loose-tight properties" (15).
They also found strong leaders who established the culture of the company. Interestingly,
now 15 years later, several of the companies Peters and Waterman describe are having
problems (for example, IBM, Wang, and Caterpillar).
What rhetoric, composition, and technical communicadon professionals identify as
discourse communides, Terrence Deal and Allan Kennedy idendfy in Corporate Cultures:
The Rites and Rituals of Corporate Life as corporate culture. They describe the book as "a
primer on cultural management" (19). One chapter is devoted to characterizing the
communicadon network within businesses from members they describe as storytellers,
priests, whisperers, gossips, secretarial sources, spies, or cabals (see their Chapter V).
They are cited by technical communicadon professionals for their description of the
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business culture. For example, Allen ("Bridge") points to Deal and Kennedy when nodng
that some research shows differences between American and Japanese correspondence;
Belcher cites them for their observations about "ritualistic barriers" (Deal and Kennedy
80) that exclude minorities and women; Lipson includes them in her introduction to "A
Social View of Technical Writing" to support her thesis that "language is intimately
related to the culture of the community" (8); and, Samuels considers Deal and Kennedy's
description "like a microcosm of the Scienza nuova" (63) of Vico.
Technical communication professionals in 1988-1992 frequently referred to studies
of workplace communication, social construction, and collaboration to support their own
studies in creating and writing documents in the workplace. Their findings suggest that
the audience and the context significantly influence document production.
Accommodating the technology requires the writer to know the technology, the use of the
document within the technology, and the role of the user. The rhetoric of the writer
reflects the accommodadon process but also is affected by the writer's social construct and
position in the community. All of these factors give the technical communication
professional a rational enterprise for solving problems.

Conclusions
The transmit for technical communicadon between 1988 and 1992 reveals a
discipline with concepts that support the activities of the professionals. I have described
the texts of the transmit and recorded changes in the concepts (the first objective of this
study). The concepts originating with the cognitive psychologists or with the
anthropologists represent only a few of the many interactions shown between the
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community of technical communication scholars, researchers, and practitioners with the
other communities of scholars, researchers, and practitioners (the second objective).
Technical communication is workplace writing and creating effective documents is
the primary responsibility of the technical communicator. However, as the profession has
grown so has the number of interests. The interests for 1988-1992 expanded to include
social construction and collaboration. Research shifted from cognitive studies of a few
selected subjects to ethnographic studies of workplace sites. The context has become as
important as controlling variables.
By creating two sections encompassing social construction, collaboration, and
workplace communication concepts, I highlight the importance of these topics to technical
communication professionals. They are important concepts and they fall in line with the
interests of other disciplines in the 1980s. The view that knowledge is socially constructed
is widespread. Ethnographic studies dominate the empirical studies, but rhetorical
analysis of texts gathered in the studies or text produced independent of a study also
continues as a significant research procedure for technical communication professionals.
However, to demonstrate the diversity within the discipline and intertwining of
technical communication concepts, I offer another interpretation. I slighted contributions
of cognitive psychology first by placing it within a topic section labeled Rhetoric and
Composition, and second by discussing it last within that section. The seven texts of the
cognitive psychologists instead might move into Document Design. The result would
place the theory and research closer to the applicadon, and Document Design would
show 26 texts. The balance would be more obvious: 26 Document Design-related texts
and 31 Social Construcdon, Collaboration, and Workplace Communication texts. With
this shift, I then suggest one more possibility: grouping the texts placed in Profession with
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the remaining Rhetoric and Composition texts. The 21-text set would present close to a
balance between three sets of concepts: defining technical communication and establishing
its rhetorical roots, establishing its purpose—construction of effective documents, and
studying the context of the workplace and for creating the documents. The theory,
practice, and research activities of technical communication professionals show problem
solving in these three areas through shared sets of concepts and procedures. The
difficulty I had assigning texts to one topic and the just suggested re-organizadon
demonstrate the interweaving of the concepts. (I am sure there are other possible links.)
The texts build upon each other and the transmit shifts. The professionals use the
transmit to address problems, but the problems change as the context changes.
The topics are significant. Regardless of how the texts are arranged, the major
topics for the technical communication transmit between 1988 and 1992 remains
Profession, Rhetoric and Composition, Document Design, Social Construction and
Collaboradon, and Workplace Communication. The problem-solving activities of the
technical communication professional center on these topics.
The significance of the observadons should not be lost in the number of texts for
1988-1992 or the rapid presentadon. Each observadon provides a point for further
exploration to expand the history of the technical communication profession, discipline,
and transmit. Descripdons of past and future segments of technical communicadon may
then suggest further paths to study as well as areas that need further in-depth study. The
evolving histories would then describe the radonal enterprise of human understanding for
technical communication.

CHAPTER VI
T H E TEXT, INTERTEXT, AND CONTEXT O F
CAROLYN MILLER'S "A HUMANISTIC
RATIONALE FOR TECHNICAL WRITING"

Broadly speaking, academic prose has evolved as a vehicle for constmcting
knowledge claims: for wielding ideas, constmcting categories and concepts,
weighing competing abstractions, assessing the relation between claim and
evidence, developing careful distinctions, and taking us out of the ephemerality
of individual instances so that we can leam something about our past and our
present, while attempting to control or improve our present.^

One text demonstrates the problem-solving activities of the profession and the
discipline for technical communication: Carolyn Miller's "A Humanistic Rationale for
Technical Writing" published in College English in February 1979. Miller generated the
text to address a professional and disciplinary problem. The immediate problem was
whether a technical wridng course could fulfill a humanides requirement. (She notes that
a university-level committee ruled that technical writing could not meet the humanities
requirement.) However, Miller identifies the more far-reaching problem—one impacting
not just her institution but also other institutions as well as the role of the teaching
professional. The problem concerns how knowledge is created and recorded. In the
1960s and 1970s, many philosophers and scientists came to believe that knowledge was
constructed within communides and disseminated through social channels that accepted
or rejected the knowledge based upon the perception of the problem being addressed.
However, Miller notes that in the technical writing classroom the positivistic view of
science remained, and students were taught that objective language could reflect reality.

^MacDonald 9.
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From 1988 through 1992, "Humanistic Rationale" was the most frequently cited
text by technical communicadon professionals publishing in IEEE, JBTC, JTWC, TC,
TCQ, and TWT. In this chapter, I present a rhetoric of inquiry study on "Humanistic
Radonale."^ First, I focus on the language code and features of the argument Miller uses
to persuade College English readers that technical writing has "humanistic value" (610). In
the second part of the rhetorical analysis, I report on the intertext and the relation of
Miller's text to other technical communicadon texts. The intertext may be approached
from two sides: the authors citing Miller and the texts Miller cites. I reviewed all
references to "Humanistic Radonale" for 1979-1992 found in the sk technical
communication journals. Because of the importance of the intertext and the number of
texts (55) citing "Humanistic Rationale," this secdon is the longest and reveals the most
about technical communication. In the third part of the rhetorical analysis, I discuss texts
that Miller cites as part of the context influencing her, and I describe the forum, College
English, the readers, and general trends in rhetoric and composidon. The analyses
overlap.
"Humanistic Rationale" is representative of the technical communicadon transmit
for five reasons. First, Miller's article is the most frequently cited text from 1988 through
1992. Second, "Humanistic Radonale," published in 1979, has influenced the technical
communication transmit for 16 years. While the number of years "Humanistic Rationale"
has been available has increased its chances of being cited, the frequency with which it
has been cited indicates the strength of its influence. No other text published in the sk
technical communicadon journals from 1988 through 1992 is cited as frequently. Third,

^Throughout this chapter, I refer to "A Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing"
as "Humanistic Rationale." Quotes from the article are idendfied by page numbers only.
When I cite other texts by Miller, I give the dde and page number.
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the theory of the social construction of knowledge was coming to the forefront in
scholarly debates signaled in part by Kuhn's The Stmcture of Scientific Knowledge
(originally published in 1962 with the 1970 second edidon more frequently cited). Miller's
"Humanistic Rationale" and Maxine Hairston's "Winds of Change: Thomas Kuhn and the
Revolution in the Teaching of Writing" (published in 1982 in CCC) are key texts calling
for adopting social constructionism in the writing classroom. Fourth, College English
readers include English professionals with such specializations as literature, literary
criticism, linguistics, composition, rhetoric, and creative writing. Thus, "Humanistic
Rationale" has the potential of being read by others outside technical communication.
Finally, the text addresses pedagogical, theoretical, and research issues for technical
communication. Miller calls for changes in the teaching of technical writing, but she also
identifies theoretical concerns for the role of humanism in science and technology. She
also gives direction for research into the social construction of knowledge and
collaborative activities. Miller's "Humanistic Rationale" has become a germinal article for
technical communication professionals, pardcularly those in the academy. In identifying
an immediate, local problem but expanding to address a discipline-wide problem. Miller
embarks on a rational enterprise that articulates the issues.
"Humanistic Rationale" is very much a part of the technical communicadon
transmit. Miller's text becomes an extended example for the study of the text, intertext,
and context of one professional and her text within technical communicadon. The
following sections describe the text and its impact on technical communication's transmit,
especially the transmit of the academic professional.
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Language Code: Persuading the Reader
Professionals develop, understand, and come to expect a language code that
parallels their experience. In fact. Miller describes the usefulness of a language code
within a community:
To write, to engage in any communicadon, is to participate in a
community; to write well is to understand the conditions of one's own
participadon—the concepts, values, tradidons, and style which permit
idendfication with that community and determine the success or failure of
communication. (617)
Miller's description parallels Toulmin's, Faigley's, and others discussed in Chapter II. In
this secdon, I describe her language code through the pattern of her argument and the
words she uses. Miller does not deviate from the transmit expected by readers of College
English.
Miller begins her essay with "A quesdon arose . . ." (610). She explains how the
question for her and for the Department of English at North Carolina State University
became whether the technical writing course could fulfill a humanities requirement—a
quesdon that condnues to arise (see Elliot and Kilduff discussed in the next section). She
concludes the first paragraph with the quesdon addressed not to her colleagues in the
Department of English, but to technical writing colleagues: ". . . were we willing to argue,
indeed, could we argue that technical writing has humanistic value?" (610). She moves
into answering the question first by establishing the current context with a definition of
positivism and a description of current (for 1979) technical writing courses. Miller
immediately establishes overt opposition to the current positivistic approach: "the
technical and scientific rhetoric becomes the skill of subduing language . . . [and] aims at
being an efficient way of coercing minds to submit to reality" (611). The "lawlike
generalizadons" (612) become the statute to rebel against.
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Miller calls for a revolution in the teaching of technical wridng. She uses
language to begin the revolution, and she condnues to incite the reader throughout.
Kuhn set the tone by including the term revolution in his title. Revolution is also a part of
Hairston's title. To produce a significant shift in thinking, a revolution must occur. In
this case. Miller is discarding the logical positivism which gained a foothold toward the
end of the Renaissance for the social constructionist movement begun in the 1950s (for
historical reviews, see Bruffee "Social Construcdon"; Moran; Toulmin "Cosmopolis";
Zappen "Historical," among others). Miller quesdons four areas of technical writing that
teachers must re-think in order to align with the changes of view in the sciences on how
knowledge is created. She briefly describes social construction and closes with a proposal
for a rhetorical approach that "talks about understanding, rather than only about skills"
(617). Miller contrasts positivism and social construction to establish her argument for a
more humanistic approach to teaching technical writing.
Miller's language throughout "Humanistic Rationale" establishes her position in
the terms of a revoludon. The target of the revolution is the "pervasive positivist view of
science" (610) that "destroy[s] its [technical writing's] aspiration toward the disciplinary
respectability and relegates it to its status as a skills course" (613). Miller sets her
posidon with a description of positivist science: "the convicdon that sensory data are the
only permissible basis for knowledge; consequently, the only meaningful statements are
those which can be empirically verified" (612). Miller states that the positivistic side is
"coercing minds to submit to reality" (610). Miller revolts against this "intellectual
coercion" (613) and the "power of science and technology in our culture" (613).
Miller describes the wridng of science and technology as "just a series of
maneuvers for staying out of the way" (613). The positivistic view establishes observadons
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only with no debate for the source of knowledge. As Miller points out, the objective
truths are the inardsdc proofs of Aristode's rhetoric: "facts or artifacts which exist
independently of human intentions and emodons and about which deliberation is
unnecessary" (613). Science attempts to be objective and logical, but "rhetoric has to do
with symbols and emodons, the stuff of uncertain, incomplete appearances" (611).
Rhetoric does not fit into the positivistic view of science, where observadons are not
debated and emotions are not a factor.
Miller employs the analogy of the windowpane throughout the essay to reinforce
her descripdon of the rhetoric of science. Language is viewed as a window: the clearer
the language, the better the view of the world—"If language is clear, then we see reality
accurately; if language is highly decorative or opaque, then we see what is not really there
or we see it with difficulty" (612). Positivism relies on observadons expressed in clear,
concise language. The "windowpane [must be] sufficiently transparent that you may see
the details clearly" (614); however, "the intricacy of that reality out there makes it difficult
for me to transmit it accurately" (614). Science has established a "mysdque of absolute
scientific truth" (613) that "invites us to prostrate ourselves at the windowpane of
language and accept what Science has demonstrated" (613). The windowpane analogy, as
shown in the next section, illustrates her point and has become a reference point to
"Humanistic Rationale."
Miller argues that the windowpane view of rhetoric is the prevailing view of
technical writing by citing definitions from textbooks by Pearsall (1975), Mills and Walter
(1978), Ulman and Gould (1972), and Brusaw, Oliu, and Aired (1976). The definidons
"have in common a conviction that content (that is, ideas, information, facts) is wholly
separable from words" (611). She rebels against this. Her word choices reflect an
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uprising: "If we pretend for a minute that technical writing is objective, we have passed
off a particular political ideology as privileged truth" (616). The organization provides the
setting for the wridng and the ideology within which to work with no room for
quesdoning or creating of knowledge. The call for revoludon establishes Miller's
seriousness and dedication to the problem.
Miller targets one arena, the technical writing classroom, where significant
changes need to be made. She moves her argument to current practices in technical
writing classrooms. She describes four "features of technical writing pedagogy" (613) and
concludes each description with a question:
(1) How can we teach a course, let alone develop a field of study, when
we have no way to tell anyone what our subject matter is? (614)
(2) . . . [W]hy is it that students have difficulty writing effective prose if all
they are doing is transmitting a reality about which they know more
than the technical writing teacher? (614)
(3) Does it make sense to place a double burden on students by urging
them to be impersonal on the one hand, but denying them, in the
name of stylistic grace, these obvious syntactic tools [third person
constructions, personifications, passive voice] on the other? (614)
(4) Why has it been so difficult in a technical writing class to talk about
the relationship between writer and readers and the reasons for saying
anything about a subject in the first place? (615)
The questions focus the revoludon on classroom activities and technical wridng teachers.
Miller points out that technical writing teachers have not adopted the view of rhetoric for
the sciences as well as other disciplines that the "new epistemology makes human
knowledge thoroughly relative and science fundamentally rhetorical" (615). No longer are
observations only by the senses the accepted truths. Instead, "reality is created by
individual acdon and by communal assent" (615). Miller does not provide much
explanation for social constructionism. Three paragraphs ("My real point. . .," "This
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epistemology . . .," and "Science, then, . .," pages 615-616) oudine the key points to the
social constructionist view of knowledge building.
Miller does not define technical writing; instead, she builds the scaffolding for a
definidon. The quesdons idendfy particular areas that need to be addressed:
"unsystemadc definidons of technical wridng"; the "emphasis on style and organization";
"insistence on certain characteristics of tone"; and "analysis of audience in terms of 'level'"
(613). Other phrases hint at parts of a definidon: "a persuasive version of experience"
(616) not "the reveladon of absolute reality" (616). Teaching technical wridng needs to
become "more than the inculcation of a set of skills; it becomes a kind of enculturation"
(617). A revoludon by technical writing teachers creates a political ideology for a
particular institution, but teachers
should present mechanical rules and skills against a broader understanding
of why and how to adjust or violate the rules, of the social implicadons of
the roles a writer casts for himself or herself and for the reader, and of the
ethical repercussions of one's words. (617)
The teacher teaches writing "not as a set of techniques for accommodating slippery words
to intractable things, but as an understanding of how to belong to a community" (617).
She calls for a rhetorical approach that requires "self-examination and self-consciousness"
(617). Thus, a humanistic approach becomes one that recognizes theflexibilityof rhetoric
in knowledge building as shared beliefs develop in communities. The results raise ethical
issues that require judgments about the effect on the community and its relations with
other communities. Miller's humanistic values permeate the article. She fights the
sciendfic establishment and the power of "bureaucratic hierarchies, corporate capitalism,
and high technology" (616).
Miller knows her audience. The College English reader is more than likely trained
in the tradidons of the humanist. (For example, Elizabeth Harris, whose article
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"Applications of Kinneavy's Theory of Discourse to Technical Writing" also appears in the
same issue of CE as "Humanistic Rationale," admits she is also writing an article in the
tradition of literary criticism.) In 1979, there were few graduate programs in technical
communication or rhetoric and composition. Teachers of technical wridng were trained
in literature and many probably were influenced by the campus activism of the late 1960s.
They were ready to hear a call for fighdng the "coercive and tyrannical" (616) forces that
"wrench ideology from belief (616). They were ready for a rhetorical approach that
requires "self-examinadon and self-consciousness" (617). Miller addresses her readers as
humanists who need some reassurance that they have not abandoned their ideals for the
technological world.
But, were the teachers of technical wridng ready to answer the questions Miller
posed? If her citation record is any indication then yes. What do those who cite Miller
use from her article? Do they heed her call for a revolution or has the revoludon taken
place and the authors citing "Humanistic Rationale" moved on to other issues? In the
next secdon, I describe the ardcles that cite "Humanistic Rationale" to show the response
the authors had to Miller's text and their purpose for citing the text.

Intertext: Connecting with Other Texts
Studying the intertext reveals interest in the profession and pedagogy that were
missing from the 78 texts on the list of most frequently cited texts (see Table 3.7). Of
course, the prevalence of professional and teaching issues links directly with the issues
Miller discusses in "Humanistic Radonale." The authors cidng "Humanistic Rationale"
reference Miller to varying degrees to support their discussion of the profession and
pedagogy but also rhetoric, audience analysis, and the social construcdon of knowledge.
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These intertextual connections assume a link between the citing author and the cited text.
In Chapters II and III, I describe the purpose of citations and the possible connections.
Briefly, I assume, as Latour does, that citations are one persuasive device authors add to
their text to support the concepts and procedures they are proposing as well as to build
upon and strengthen the transmit already in place. Citadons reflect the scaffolding. The
"main knowledge-claims" (Cozzens), or concepts, may be traced through the language
code of the texts. For example, a main knowledge claim in "Humanisdc Rationale" is
this:
Reality cannot be separated from our knowledge of it; knowledge cannot
be separated from the knower; the knower cannot be separated from a
community. (615)
Miller's succinct statement is quoted by several authors and paraphrased by others. Thus,
the specific words can be linked to Miller through references or the concept the words
express can be linked. Eventually the concept becomes so much a part of the transmit
that it is no longer quoted or cited. The intertextual analysis identifies specific phrases
and concepts authors point to as knowledge claims associated with "Humanisdc
Radonale."
The intertextual portion of the study is based on the citadons collected from the
sk technical communicadon journals for the lifespan of "Humanistic Radonale," 19791992. Table 6.1 identifies the articles; Appendk I gives the complete bibliographic
references. As noted in Chapter III, citadon indexes do not cover the sk technical
communication journals consistently. Arts & Humanities Citation Index monitors CE, but
it does not monitor the sk technical communication journals. To get the citation history
of "Humanistic Rationale," I reviewed the Works Cited section of each article in each of
the sk journals from 1979 through 1992. The 55 references are all references to
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Table 6.1. Articles Citing "A Humanistic Radonale for Technical Wridng," 1979-1992
Author(s)

Text

Allen

"The Case Against Defining Technical Writing" JBTC (1990)

Allen

"The Question Isn't 'Could' But 'Should': The Case Against Using
Fiction in the Introductory Technical Writing Class" TWT (1989)

Allen

"Thematic Repetition as Rhetorical Technique" JTWC (1991)

P. Anderson

"The Need for Better Research in Technical Communication" JTWC
(1980)

S. Anderson, Kleine

"Excellent Writing: Educating the Whole Corporation" JBTC (1988)

Barker

"Word Processors and Invention in Technical Writing" TWT (1989)

Barton, Barton

"Communication Models for Computer-Mediated Information Systems"
JTWC (1984)

Barton, Barton

"The Nature and Treatment of Professional Engineering
Problems—The Technical Writing Teacher's Responsibility" JTWC
(1983)

Barton, Barton

"Postmodernism and the Relation of Word and Image in Professional
Discourse" TWT (1990)

Blyler

"Shared Meaning and Public Relations Writing" JTWC (1992)

Bocchi

"Forming Constructs of Audience: Convention, Conflict, and
Conversation" JBTC (1991)

Bosley

"Gender and Visual Communication: Toward a Feminist Theory of
Design" IEEE (1992)

Brockmann

"Taking a Second Look at Technical Communication Pedagogy" JTWC
(1980)

Charney, Rayman,
Ferreira-Buckley

"How Writing Quality Influences Readers' Judgments of Resumes in
Business and Engineering" JBTC (1992)

Clark

"Ethics in Technical Communication: A Rhetorical Perspective" IEEE
(1987)

Coney

"Technical Readers and Their Rhetorical Roles" IEEE (1992)

Dobrin

"What's the Purpose of Teaching Technical Communication" TWT
(1985)

Dombrowski

"Challenger and the Social Contingency of Meaning: Two Lessons for
the Technical Communication Classroom" TCQ (1992)

Dombrowski

"The Lessons of the Challenger Investigations" IEEE (1991)

Elliot, Kilduff

"Technical Writing in a Technological University: Attitudes of
Department Chairs" JTWC (1991)

Elliot, Zelhart

"Hermeneutics and the Teaching of Technical Writing" TWT (1990)
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Table 6.1. Continued
Jones

"Exploring Quality: What Robert Pirsig's Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance Can Teach Us about Technical
Communication" IEEE (1989)

Jones

"A Rhetorical Approach for Teaching the Literature of Scientific and
Technical Writing" TWT (1985)

Journet

"Rhetoric and Sociobiology" JTWC (1984)

Katz

"The Epistemic Trend in Rhetorical Theory: A Four-Dimensional
Review" TWT (1987)

Killingsworth

"The Essay and the Report: Expository Poles in Technical Wrhing"
JTWC (1985)

Lay

"Feminist Theory and the Redefinition of Technical Communication"
JBTC (1991)

Lay

"Images of Technology and Creativity: In Opposition Or Harmony
Within Technical Communications Programs?" IEEE (1988)

Lyon

"Paideia to Pedantry: The Dissolving Relationship of the Humanities
and Society" JBTC (1991)

Lutz, Jarratt, Harkin,
Debs

"Practical Rhetoric—The Art of Composing" TWT (1987)

Manning

"Literary vs. Technical Writing: Substitutes vs Standards for Reality"
JTWC (1988)

Markel

"Criteria Development and the Myth of Objectivity" TWT (1988)

Parsons

"Ethical Factors Influencing Curriculum Design and Instruction in
Technical Communication" IEEE (1987)

Parsons

"Why I Don't Believe in the 'Real Worid' Anymore" TWT (1988)

Paul, Rosner

"Discovering and Teaching Syntactic Structures in Three Technical
Disciplines" JTWC (1983)

Petersen

"Conceptual Patterns in Industrial and Academic Discourse" JTWC
(1984)

Rentz

"Literary Genre Theory and the Teaching of Professional Writing
Forms" TWT (1988)

Reynolds

"Classical Rhetoric and the Teaching of Technical Writing" TCQ
(1992)

Rosner

"Putting 'This and That Together' to Question Sentence-Combining
Research" TWT (1985)

Rosner

"Style and Audience in Technical Writing: Advice from the Early
Texts" TWT (1983)
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Rutter

"History, Rhetoric, and Humanism: Toward a more Comprehensive
Definition of Technical Communication" JTWC (1991)

Rymer Goldstein

"Trends in Teaching Technical Writing" TC (1984)

Samuels

"Is Technical Communication 'Literature'? Current Writing
Scholarship and Vico's Cycles of Knowledge" JBTC (1987)

Samuels

"Technical Writing and the Recreation of Reality" JTWC (1985)

Sanders

"Practice, Proficiency, Professionalism" IEEE (1986)

Sauer

"The Engineer as Rational Man: The Problem of Imminent Danger in
a Non-Rational Environment" IEEE (1992)

Schriver

"Document Design from 1980 to 1989: Challenges That Remain" TC
1989

Smith

"Rhetoric as Social Act: Cicero and the Technical
Writing Model" JTWC (1992)

Spilka

"The 'Audience Continuum'" TWT (1989)

Stoddard

"The Role of Ethos in the Theory of Technical Writing" TWT (1985)

Thompson

"An Educational Philosophy of Technical Writing" TCQ (1992)

Winsor

"The Construction of Knowledge in Organizations: Asking the Right
Questions about the Challenger" JBTC (1990)

Zappen

"The Discourse Community in Scientific and Technical
Communication: Institutional and Social Views" JTWC (1989)

Zappen

"Historical Studies in the Rhetoric of Science and Technology" TWT
(1987)

Zappen

"Rhetoric and Technical Communication: An Argument for Historical
and Political Pluralism" JBTC (1987)

"Humanistic Radonale," including three articles each by Allen, Barton and Barton,
Rosner (one with a co-author), and Zappen and two each from Dombrowski, EUiot (with
different co-authors), Jones, Lay, Parsons, and Samuels. (Multiple citadons by the same
author were eliminated when determining the 78 most frequently cited texts.) The 55
articles are authored by 51 writers. No doubt "Humanistic Rationale" is referenced in
other forums such as the journals CE and CCC, and in anthologies such as Writing in the
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Business Professions (Kogen, editor). However, the 55 references represent one significant
portion of the citation history of Miller's text, and they show Miller's influence on the
transmit of technical communicadon.
The analysis of the 55 texts yielded two sets of data on the intertextual
connecdons: substantive and descriptive. The first part of the analysis idendfies the
substance of intertextual connections. The substantive connections include speculation
about the reasons authors had for cidng Miller and the purpose of selected citing text.
The second part of the intertextual analysis describes the more quantifiable connecdons
between the citing author and "Humanistic Radonale." Connecdons include observadons
about the professionals, references to Dobrin, references by the authors on the frequently
cited list, references to other texts by Miller, and the location of the citadon in the article.
The descriptive connections and substantive connections combine to describe another
portion of the technical communication transmit. From the intertextual connections, two
strands of influence evolve: first, the direct textual influence "Humanistic Rationale" has
on the cidng text, and second the contribution the citing text then makes to a pardcular
concept. The scaffolding builds.

Substantive Intertextual Connecdons
The substantive intertextual connections foreground the concepts, primarily
related to the profession, discussed by the authors cidng "Humanistic Radonale." In
Chapter V, the concepts that gain the most attention (based on analysis of the frequently
cited texts) include the social construcdon of knowledge, collaboration in the workplace,
and document design. Pedagogy, introspective comments about the profession, and
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definitions of technical communication are missing. Analysis of the intertext of
"Humanistic Rationale," however, brings out professional issues.
To forefront the transmit surrounding issues of the Profession, I use Miller's four
questions to teachers. No author points to one of the four questions and says "I am
responding to . . ."; however, many of the authors contribute to discussions of at least one
of the quesdons. Their answers broaden the scope of the quesdons and reveal the
evoludon of the concepts surrounding the quesdons. I have taken some liberties to
simplify and broaden Miller's quesdons to demonstrate why the authors have cited Miller,
how they respond to at least one of the questions, and what contribution each makes to
the transmit surrounding professional issues. Table 6.2 shows Miller's quesdons with my
interpretation. From the discussion comes an outline of professional issues addressed
between 1979 and 1992.
The first question asks for a definition of technical communication. The concern
about the dichotomy between training in technical fields and training in the humanities
broadens the first question so that it focuses on the purpose of technical communication.
Also included in the first question are the two quesdons: Will students trained as
technical communicators in liberal arts programs be effective communicators when they
encounter technical material? And, can humanities-trained instructors understand the
technical material students produce? Miller included these concerns in her second
question, but they relate to professional concerns. Miller's second question includes the
issue of "transmitting reality," the windowpane analogy, and the objective description of
phenomena. She points out that "the whole idea of invendon is heresy to positivist
science—science does not invent, it discovers" (614). The second quesdon captures
invendon (and the other rhetorical canons) and includes Miller's third quesdon which
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Table 6.2. Questions to Technical Communication Professionals
Carolyn Miller's Quesdons to Teachers

The Quesdons Reworded and
Broadened
1) The Purpose of Technical
Communication

How can we teach a course, let alone
develop a field of study, when we have
no way to tell anyone what our subject
matter is? (614)

What is technical communication?
What are the concepts and procedures
of the discipline?
Can teachers with backgrounds in the
humanities and students with liberal
arts training teach and work with
technical material?
2) The Rhetorical Features

. . . [W]hy is it that students have
difficulty writing effective prose if all
they are doing is transmitting a reality
about which they know more than the
technical writing teacher? (614)

What roles do invention, arrangement,
style, delivery, and memory play in the
production of technical material?

Does it make sense to place a double
burden on students by urging them to
be impersonal on the one hand, but
denying them, in the name of stylistic
grace, these obvious syntactic tools on
the other? (614)
3) Audience Analysis and the Social
Construction of Knowledge
Why has it been so difficult in a
technical writing class to talk about the
reladonship between writer and readers
and the reasons for saying anything
about a subject in the first place? (615)
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How should the writer consider the
audience and reader of technical
communication?
How is knowledge constructed?
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focuses on issues of style: "injunctions [that] directly implement the positivist
epistemology" (614) such as "third person constructions, personifications, passive voice"
(614). Technical communicadon instrucdon has moved beyond concern just for style to
discussions of invention, arrangement, delivery, and memory. Thus, the second question
includes all of the elements of the rhetorical canon. The last quesdon looks at audience
and the reader. It may no longer be necessary to ask "why . . . talk about the
reladonship" when most textbooks include reader analysis as a part of the document
development and technical writers consider their audience as they create the document.
Instead, the reader-writer reladonship has been established. How to analyze the changing
relationships and how to implement the findings become the questions. The third
question also includes discussions about the social construction of knowledge as writers
and readers construct meaning.
The questions and the responses overlap as do issues of the profession. The
intertext moves to the background (serving only to call attention to the articles) and
issues of the profession move forward. In particular, the concepts reveal themselves in
this section. The procedures used by the authors are discussed as part of the descriptive
intertextual connections.
One subtle trend appears that illustrates the evolving technical communication
discipline. Articles published between 1980 and 1987 confirm Miller's call for
"ground[ing] our teaching and our discipline in a communal radonaHty" (617). The
authors provide further support for Miller's call for changes in technical writing,
pardcularly in addressing ethical issues. They provide more examples and develop the
connection with the workplace. The earlier ardcles expand the transmit by clarifying
Miller's posidon. Articles published between 1988 and 1992 accept Miller's main
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knowledge claims and then move on to the issues of the article. The later ardcles use
"Humanisdc Radonale" to support the authors' ideas rather than as a starting point for
clarifying Miller's rhetorical approach to technical communication. The later articles
expand the transmit with new concepts. In neither set of years is Miller's call dismissed
although a few authors offer cautions about several of Miller's generalizations about
positivistic language.

Question 1: The Purpose of Technical Communicadon
Authors responding to the first question explore the profession trying to clarify
the purpose and path of technical communication. Early texts (1980-1987) extend Miller's
call for revolution and establish the current (in the early 1980s) problems. Four authors
(Dobrin, Parsons ("Ethical"), Clark, and Zappen "Rhetoric" and "Historical") from the
early texts expand on the ethical questions that arise from a humanistic approach to
technical wridng. Authors continue to clarify the reladon of the humanities to the
sciences in the later texts. Authors also introduce pedagogical models that reflect the
adoption of the humanistic, rhetorical approach proposed by Miller. As the profession
evolves, the texts show authors doing less affirming of Miller's call for revolution and
more introducing of concepts that further define technical communicadon.
Two of the earliest texts explore further Miller's call for changes in the
profession—particularly changes in the teaching and research activities. Paul Anderson
recognizes three activities within technical communicadon each "with three distinct sets of
problems and using three disdnct sets of criteria for selecdng from the alternative
solutions" (273) and yet "related intellectually . . . [and] their research activides seem to
overlap" (274). The three areas of the profession (he uses the term discipline) are
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technical communicators in the workplace; teachers of technical communication; and,
scholars (as developers of theory). He suggests that research in the workplace has best
addressed the problems and found soludons to workplace-related problems, but teaching
professionals and scholars have done litde research into pedagogical and theoretical
issues. Jone Rymer declared in 1984: "The teaching of technical wridng is on the verge of
a revoludon" (25). She then reviewed the literature to present an understanding of the
"new" teaching of technical writing: the influence of modern rhetorical theory and the
social construction of knowledge, workplace and cognitive research, and the process
approach to teaching (25-26). Rymer's review appeared in TC thus bringing the "new"
teaching approach to the attendon of pracdtioners.
The changes Miller calls for, however, raise questions about "understanding of
how to belong to a community" (617). Ethical issues arise as communities compete for
limited resources. Dobrin ("What's"), Parsons ("Ethical"), Clark, and Zappen ("Rhetoric")
explore technical communication's linking with immediate, pragmatic solutions to
problems versus responsibilides to the welfare of the larger community. Except for
Zappen, who extends his discussion beyond the classroom, the authors focus on the
conflict in the technical communication classroom between answering the workplace
demands for technical training and for a liberal arts education provided by the academy:
"We have to acknowledge our own responsibilities to the larger societal objectives of
education, even if it means modifying our professional ambitions for extending the
specialized training in engineering or the sciences" (Parsons "Ethical" 202). David Dobrin
argues for the moral purpose rather than pragmatic purpose because "teaching them form
doesn't teach them to solve the ordinary problems" ("What" 153). And, Gregory Clark
proposes a compromise between the ethical views of technical communication
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practitioners (responsible to their immediate context—the local problem, the company's
well-being) and the views of academic professionals (concerned with "obligations and
rights of all the people in a communicadon situadon" [191]). He suggests that a
rhetorical perspective offers the compromise:
. . . ethical technical communication functions as a cooperative exchange
between the people who can provide information and the people who need
to use it, an exchange that becomes a collaboration in which the pardcular
understanding of each is modified as the information communicated
becomes knowledge that the collaborators can share. (195)
Miller's call created questions for the technical writing teacher responsible for the
development of the student's "understanding of one's own activity and consciousness"
(617) and the demands of the workplace for solutions to problems that affect the
company.
As technical communication evolved and more professionals became associated
with the field, clearer distinctions about idendty also were needed. Rutter and Sanders
reaffirm the connection of technical communicadon with humanism. Russell Rutter calls
for a liberal arts educadon that "contextualizes a person, places that person in a social,
historical, and rhetorical setting" (149). Rutter cautions against
the disinfectant of pragmatism . . . [that] has enabled us to simplify style,
discover what managers want in the reports they request, know what
makes a discourse community in the workplace different from a
classroom—even to help people get hired as technical writers. But it
hasn't addressed the development of these people as people. (147)
Scott Sanders in "Practice, Proficiency, Professionalism" argues that humanistic values will
increase the professionalism of technical communicadon:
Its special reladonship with the sciences and technology is an evolution of
the cultural ideal of Renaissance humanism: to synthesize the classical
world's preoccupadon with the felt-life of human experience with the
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intellectual power and consequent technical mastery of the world promised
by the newly emergent scientific method. (17)
Rutter and Sanders do not quesdon Miller; they expand her call for humanisdc values.
The perception of the division between humanities and science/technology
inidated Miller's call in "Humanistic Radonale," and authors condnue to explore the
similarities and differences. Marilyn Samuels ("Is Technical"), referring to Vico's theory
of rhetoric, suggests that the reladonship is cyclical between the humanities and
science/technology. Lay in "Images" reports on a specific examples of the humanities and
science/technology split. She "was dismayed to have uncovered this tyrannizing image so
common in the minds of our seniors" (185). The positivist attitudes exist even at
Clarkson University where the faculty and the programs integrate technical subjects with
the liberal arts. Norbert Elliot and Margaret Kilduff at New Jersey Insdtute of
Technology, Newark, also report problems with technical wridng's posidon in the
curriculum. Elliot and Kilduff conclude that "the status of technical wridng at our
insdtudon is decreased by its designadon as a non-humanides elective" (421). Whether
the reladonship is cyclical or evoludonary with the present learning from the past,
technical communicadon professionals point to current problems in technical
communication.
The ethical issues, the place for humanistic values, and the debates about the
humanides/science division impact pedagogical issues. Building upon the earlier
discussions, Thompson, S. Anderson and Kleine, and Smith, among others, describe
pedagogical models that incorporate social construcdonism and humanism. Thompson
adds to the theoretical base with a model based on John Dewey's and Louise Rosenblatt's
works, S. Anderson and Kleine apply the theory to the workplace, and Smith surveys the
current model. Isabelle Thompson proposes a transacdonal model as a teaching
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philosophy to apply to technical communication. She incorporates John Dewey's
transacdonal epistemology: "a transaction is an organic blending of the existing experience
and inclinadons of learners, writers, or reader with the demands of their current situation"
(35). Thompson does not use the term social constmction, perhaps, because Dewey does
not. Steven Anderson and Michael Kleine oudine a model for consultants that parallels
Thompson's classroom model. Active participants, actual documents, collaboradon, and
context are common to both models. Robert Smith reviews the "new pedagogical model
. . . of 'technical writing as enculturadon'" (337) (Miller's words) and Hnks the model to
Cicero's rhetoric. Smith emphasizes the community and social responsibilities of the
technical communicator. Smith demonstrates that Miller's position has infiltrated the
teaching models at the time of his article, 1992.
None of the authors define technical communicadon. They present conceptual
discussions chiefly about the ethical issues raised when a humanistic, rhetorical approach
is adopted. They clarify concepts surrounding ethics and humanism in relation to
teaching technical communication. As for defining technical communication, only one
author discusses a definition, although Lay ("Feminist") calls for adding a feminist
perspective to defining technical communicadon. Jo Allen's dde gives her conclusion
away: "The Case Against Defining Technical Wridng." Like others, Allen recognizes that
a definidon of technical wridng would "be useful in clarifying the bounds of our academic
programs and research" (69). But, she asks:
Is it technical writing, implying that we write about technology as the sole
subject matter, or is it technical writing, implying that we follow stringent
rules in the practice of writing, regardless of subject matter? ("The Case"
71)
The problems with defining technical communicadon lie within these two quesdons. The
boundaries of technical subject matter are not clear. Wridng style and wridng purpose
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create problems of definition because of the slipperiness of language reflecdng reality. If
technical writing must be defined, Allen calls for "an extensive and flexible definidon that
will represent the complexities and delicate balances" of all aspects of the technical
document ("The Case" 76). However, Allen warns that a definidon might re-establish the
split between the science and the humanities.
Authors cite Miller's "Humanistic Radonale" not only because she articulated the
split between humanities and science effectively and forcefully but also because she placed
technical communication in the conflict. She links the problem directly to the teaching
professional. Between 1979 and 1992, professionals struggle to establish technical
communication's place in the academic community as well as clarify its seemingly different
purposes within the workplace and the classroom. The authors do not question Miller's
position, but they build upon her position. Concepts and procedures reveal themselves in
the discussions. Ethics and the responsibilides of the teacher to prepare students for
community problem-solving activities stand out as ideals teachers work toward. Authors
accept the social construction of knowledge as an underlying concept for technical
communication. A humanistic education, the authors reveal, can only improve students
"self-consciousness" (617) to make the ethical decisions required with a rhetorical
approach regardless of the technical nature of the material.

Quesdon 2: The Rhetorical Features
The second quesdon captures the articles referencing "Humanistic Rationale" that
center around the canons of rhetoric: What roles do invention, arrangement, style,
delivery, and memory play in the producdon of technical material? The authors refer to
Miller's distincdon between the windowpane version of language and the rhetorical
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approach. Rhetoric brings uncertainty into problem-solving activities. Right and wrong
are not absolute but become the decisions of a community. The "communal radonality"
(617), however, must address more than immediate concerns. It must expand to "a
broader understanding of why and how to adjust or violate the rules, of the social
implications of the roles a writer casts for himself or herself and for the reader, and of
the ethical repercussions of one's words" (617). The authors included in this secdon
provide technical communicadon professionals with histories of rhetoric and caudon
against completely discarding objective features of language. The texts do not include
theoretical debates focused on particular features of rhetoric (these are found in other
journals also read by technical communicadon professionals, for example RR, JAC, and
CCC). Instead, the authors further establish the role of rhetoric in technical
communication. Karen Schriver points to Miller as one of the rhetoricians who has
"helped us to recognize and embrace the connections between rhetoric and document
design" (324). The connections go beyond document design to the study of rhetoric as
meaning constructed in the workplace and in the classroom.
Three review articles provide the technical communication professional with the
histories of rhetoric and the scaffolding to understand rhetoric's relation to technical
communicadon. Jean Lutz, Susan Jarratt, Patricia Harkin, and Mary Beth Debs survey
rhetoric from the classical era and its influence on present day (for them 1987)
understanding of rhetoric and composidon. They conclude: "In reacdon to the long
separation between theory and practice, scholars, researchers, and teachers are redefining
'practical rhetoric' as a socially based, multidisciplinary, theoretically responsive art of
composing" (313). Steven Katz suggests that "the effect of the epistemic trend . . . is to
render all knowledge, including scientific knowledge, relative, probable, condngent, and
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uncertain" (369). John Reynolds directly ties classical rhetoric to technical
communication. However, Reynolds charges that "not a single business or technical
writing textbook on the market [is] based overtly and explicitly on classical rhetorical
theory" (67). (Perhaps the issues are not idendfied in classical rhetoric terms, but current
textbooks do address many of these issues.) Miller moves rhetoric into a respectable
position in technical communicadon, and the overviews provide professionals with the
transmit to proceed.
The second set of authors included in this secdon caudon against discarding all
objective purposes of language. They object to Miller's blanket denunciadon of
positivism. Barker, Elliot and Zelhart, Manning, Killingsworth, and Samuels ("Technical")
focus on invention to present a teaching idea or for Manning to argue for particular
rhetorical features that help make technical writing objective. Thomas Barker describes
activities for use in a computer-based technical writing classroom to explore invention.
He expresses slight reservations about Miller's generalizations: "While we might not
totally agree with Miller (1979) that 'Science, and by implicadon, technical writing, is
through and through a rhetorical endeavor, . . ." (128). Norbert Elliot and Paul Zelhart
describe a hermeneudc approach to teaching technical writing. They emphasize
establishing research communides with students. Elliot and Zelhart caudon that
some commonly attach the term "positivistic" to all ideas held in contempt
(Miller 1979, 610-11). . . . [when] we should recognize that this approach
allowed modern researchers to develop a critical sense of observations, the
result of which was uldmately humanitarian in nature (Carnap 1963, 9).
(154)
Alan Manning uses line drawings to demonstrate the influence of details upon percepdon.
He concludes that
technical writing should be predominated by contrastive detail, defined in
wridng as the reladon of different particular subjects with relatively few
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general predicates, in proposidons signified by the text. Iterative detail,
the relation of few particular subjects with several predicates, should be
avoided. (260)
Manning emphasizes the objective side of technical writing and the rhetorical features
that make it so (for example, passive voice, headings, enumeration, visuals [261]).
Likewise, Jimmie Killingsworth takes issue with Miller and also Halloran who
jump too quickly from their critiques of positivism to their conclusion that
technical writing is often a vocational training course. . . . They have
swung from one pole to the other, from naive positivism to rhetorical
relativity. (227)
He describes "the essay and the report... as two poles of expository writing" (227) that
actually fall on a continuum requiring different rhetorical features to persuade the reader.
But Marilyn Samuels ("Technical") gives Miller credit for "an attempted middle ground
between two absolutes: abstract reality, on the one hand, and empirical reality on the
other" (4). Samuels reviews theories of reality and theories of creativity before
concluding that "technical writing can be an act of creation without becoming a departure
from truth" (11). "Humanistic Radonale" inidated debates such as these presented. They
reflect the ever-present struggle to present reality such that there will be litde
misunderstanding.
The texts identified in this secdon do not present in-depth analysis of the canons.
Instead, only invendon receives attendon and then as it reflects reality. (Only Rosner
with Paul presents limited studies of style.) Miller's tone throughout "Humanistic
Radonale," as noted in textual analysis secdon, asks the reader to discard positivistic
language for a rhetorical approach favoring invendon. Miller strongly condemns the
"emphasis on form and style at the expense of invendon" (614), but she offers no
soludons to the problems that the authors cidng her suggest occur when relativism in
extreme instances provides litde assurance for the reader or writer for understanding.
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Question 3: Audience Analysis and the Social Construction of Knowledge
Several authors continue Miller's discussion of the writer-reader reladonship and
the social construction of knowledge. The third question acknowledges the need for
audience anafysis but asks how it should be done with the ever-changing reader-writer
reladonship.
Partly in response to Miller's call and partly in response to the profession's move
into research activides, four authors report their studies of audience. The first two texts
are also the only two texts from 1979-1987 that respond to issues raised by quesdons
about the audience. Bruce Petersen found "wridng in industry and in academic fields . . .
relies heavily on conceptual levels greater than those of repordng or recording" (105).
Eve Walsh Stoddard presents the findings of a small empirical research project designed
to see what influence ethos has on an audience (students in three freshman humanides
classes). Not surprisingly she found that "high inidal ethos will command the attendon of
the audience" (239).
In later studies, Joseph Bocchi reports the findings of his quasi-ethnographic study
of construcdon engineers and design architects and engineers as they define their
audience. He concludes that conversation influences the construct within insdtudonal,
disciplinary, and cultural contexts (170-1). Davida Charney, Jack Rayman, and Linda
Ferreira-Buckley studied how job recruiters evaluated resumes from mechanical engineers
and marketing majors. They then asked students in the majors to evaluate the same
resumes. They found that "upper-level undergraduates already show signs of belonging to
their respective professional discourse communides" (70). Petersen's study is based in the
text with no observations about the context. Stoddard, Bocchi, and Charney, Rayman,
and Ferreira-Buckley included interviews with their analysis of text to better understand
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the contextual influences. The studies shifted from text-based to broader reporting of the
context. Miller's call along with the influence of Odell and Goswami's work and Faigley's
call for a social perspective contribute to the research of the relations between the writer
and the reader.
Developing awareness of the audience and the social construction of knowledge
has reached the classroom. Spilka proposes a four-point continuum from studying real
audience to being told by the instructor to think about the audience. Dombrowski in
"Challenger" describes how he discusses the disaster in class by "highlighting the social
contingency of meaning" (73). Markel presents a heuristic for developing the criteria for
recommendadon reports and feasibility studies. The heuristic teaches students "to
recognize the extent to which our own cognitive and linguisdc limitations render our
communication subjective even as we strive as hard as we can for objective, rational
soludons" (46). The authors provide specific guidelines for developing an awareness of
the audience as Miller called for in "Humanisdc Radonale."
The second part of question acknowledges the influence of social construcdonist
theory. The authors apply the concepts to visual design (Bosley), to public relations
wridng (Blyler), and to mine safety (Sauer). Reference to Miller's "Humanistic Radonale"
points to the distinctions between positivistic language and socially constructed language.
For example, Deborah Bosley notes that the context controls the visual design with "the
subjective interaction of viewer and viewed" and "situated reading" of visuals and texts
(227), and Nancy Blyler analyzes "shared meaning—that is, meaning negotiated between
writers and readers" (302). Beverly Sauer focuses on current manuals and safety
guidelines from the U. S. Mine Safety and Health Administradon to demonstrate "the
difficulty of applying rational, sciendfic models of risk assessment in the non-rational
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environment of the mines . . . [that is] between the distanced perspective of the radonal
observer and the subjective fears that cause men and women to retreat from mines" (242).
The intertextual references to Miller's ardcle bring out the discussions and
descripdons of pedagogy and add to the discussions of rhetoric and social construction
already identified as part of the technical communication transmit. No one cites
"Humanistic Rationale" for its call to revolt. No one cites the four questions she raises
about teaching. No one argues vigorously against what Miller proposes in "Humanistic
Radonale." The only dissent comes from Elizabeth Tebeaux in the "Comment and
Response" section of College English a year later. Tebeaux' response is discussed later in
this chapter. Context: Defining a Profession and Discipline.
The revolution may be more of an evolution (a point Toulmin makes in Human
Understanding as he discusses Kuhn 96-130). Changes in technical communication
parallel changes across disciplines on how knowledge is created. Positivism lost ground to
the social construction of knowledge as philosophers of science questioned basic premises
and the humanities moved from text-based analysis to analysis of texts within context.
The earlier texts, 1979-1987, explore the issues to defend and confirm that humanism and
rhetoric can work within the demands of the workplace. The texts published between
1988 and 1992 build upon the concepts presented in "Humanistic Rationale" to propose
another perspective. The following section, a descripdon of intertext, identifies features
that support why professional issues and pedagogical issues dominate the 55 texts citing
"Humanistic Rationale."
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Descriptive Intertextual Connecdons
The descriptive intertextual connections include observations about the profession,
the forums, and the location of the citadon. When added to the descriptions in Chapter
IV, the informadon about the 51 authors' gender, disciplinary background, professional
affiliadons, and collaborative efforts gives a more complete picture of the profession.
The procedures the professionals use in the 55 texts are also described in part to explain
the fewer number of collaboratively written articles. Observations about the sk journals
provide insight into each forum's purpose in the profession's activities. The locadon of
the citadon adds to how and why the author referred to "Humanistic Radonale."

The Professionals
The 51 professionals citing "Humanistic Radonale" represent a subset of the
technical communicadon profession as do the 133 authors from the 78 frequently cited
texts. Within the set of 51 authors is a set of nine authors, P. Anderson, B. Barton, M.
Barton, Brockmann, Dobrin, Journet, Killingsworth, Lay, and Rymer, who cite
"Humanisdc Radonale" and who also have texts on the list of frequently cited texts.
These nine authors represent some of the most active technical communication
professionals between 1988 and 1992. When the three sets of authors are compared,
observations about gender, discipline affiliation and activities, collaborative activities, and
procedures employed by the professionals reveal findings consistent with the problemsolving activides of the profession.
Gender equity appears established within the published forums (particularly the
sk journals) of technical communicadon. Of the nine authors on both lists, 4 are female
and 5 are male. The 51 writers split equally by gender: 26 female, 25 male. The set of
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133 frequentfy cited authors represents 61 (46%) females and 72 (54%) males. And, as
noted in Chapter IV, Carolyn Miller has sk texts on the list of frequently cited texts.
The 51 professionals citing "Humanistic Rationale," not surprisingly, are technical
communication professionals rather than members of another discipline (such as cognitive
psychology or anthropology, see Table 4.10). All but two authors (Dobrin and Bocchi)
indicated affiliation with a community college or university in the short biography
accompanying the article. Dobrin and Bocchi, however, have been in the academic arena.
Over half of the 51 authors (29) are members of ATTW, and 17 are members of STC.
The nine authors belong to ATTW, STC, or both organizations. (I consulted the 19931994 ATTW and STC membership directories.) The academic affiliation and membership
in ATTW parallel expectations for the active forums of this set of professionals.
Technical communication professionals explore issues within technical communication in
forums supporting their activities. ATTW supports interests in teaching, research, and
the profession.
A quick look at collaboratively written texts cidng "Humanistic Rationale" shows
only 16% of the ardcles are collaboratively written compared to 46% of the 78 frequently
cited texts. However, several observations about the context explain the imbalance
between the two set of authors. The authors have collaboratively written other articles.
For example, the nine authors noted above have participated in at least one collaborative
text. Their co-authored texts are among the 78 frequently cited texts. P. Anderson,
Brockmann, and Dobrin also have single-authored texts on the list. Only Lay's frequently
cited text ("Interpersonal") is not co-edited. However, Lay has co-authored the anthology
Collaborative Writing in Industry: Investigations in Theory and Practice with William Karis,
and she serves with Billie Wahlstrom as co-editors of TCQ. Most of the remaining 51
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authors also have published collaborative texts. Therefore, the concepts and procedures
the authors use influence the decision to collaborate.
The procedures of the authors citing "Humanistic Rationale," for the most part,
are non-empirical analyses of problems. The 55 texts do not include large scale studies of
collaboradon, workplace writing, or document design. Instead, the authors employ an
eclectic set of procedures that illustrate the diversity of procedures in technical
communication. Eight authors or teams of authors describe empirical research: Bocchi;
Bosley; Charney, Rayman, and Ferreira-Buckley; Elliot and Kilduff; Lay "Images"; Paul
and Rosner; Rosner "Putting" and "Style"; and Stoddard. In several cases, the research
reported is preliminary or only one portion of the article. Eight authors (Allen
"Thematic," Barton and Barton "Postmodernism," Dombrowski, "Challenger," Jones
"Exploring," Journet, Sauer, and Zappen "The Discourse") employ rhetorical analysis to
study particular texts. They each explore a technical document or a technical
communicadon situation to further the understanding of technical communication and the
rhetoric of technology.
The reviews of literature and theories (Barton and Barton "Communicadon";
Jones "A Rhetorical"; Katz; Lutz, Jarratt, Harkin, Debs; Rymer; Schriver; Zappen
"Historical" and "Rhetoric") appear between 1983 and 1987 (except for Schriver's 1989
review) to indicate a need in the early literature to establish what the existing texts and
theories are before proceeding. The reviews orient new member to the state of the art
and synthesize current texts and the concepts and procedures currently employed. The
remaining 32 texts include descriptions of teaching activities and theoretical or
philosophical discussions exploring a particular theoretical approach to technical
communication. Thus, the 51 texts show a balance among the procedures that the 51
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technical communicadon professionals use. Empirical research procedures do not
dominate. Instead, the authors present theoretical discussions of an issue, give a
rhetorical analysis of selected texts, describe a teaching activity or a curriculum, or
provide a review of literature. The procedures match the concepts discussed. That is, the
authors are exploring concepts that are text-based rather than activity-based. Even the
descriptions of teaching activities focus on the textual content (assignments and books)
rather than, for example, collaborative activities. The discussions become the ideas
presented by a single author developing a concept. The concepts of the profession and
the procedures (for example, theoretical discussions, rhetorical analysis, descriptions of
teaching) do not lend themselves to collaboration. Instead, the collaboration comes
through discussions and presentations at forums where the professionals develop the
concepts before publishing the text.

The Forums
Observations about the sk journals provide insight into technical communicadon
forums. Given the general focus of the articles, it is no surprise that TWT and JTWC
published the majority of the articles (Table 6.3). TWT and JTWC idendfy as their
purpose publicadon of discussions about teaching and the profession. If continuity is
assumed between the ATTW publicadons, TWT and TCQ, then the 19 articles coming
from these two journals show the strength of this forum. ATTW promotes teaching and
professional issues in technical communication. In fact, only two of the 19 articles.
Barton and Barton's analysis of Tufte in "Postmodernism" and Zappen's survey of the
rhetoric of science in "Historical," do not directly discuss a teaching activity or approach
to teaching technical communication. None of the 78 texts was published in TWT or
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Table 6.3.

Distribution of 55 Articles Cidng "A
Humanistic Rationale for Technical Writing"

Journal

No. of Articles

The Technical Writing Teacher

16

/ of Technical Writing and
Communication

17

IEEE Transactions on Professional
Communication

9

J of Business and Technical
Communication

8

Technical Communication
Quarterly

3

Technical Communication

2

TCQ. JTWC published 17 of the articles, but like TWT, does not have any articles on the
list of frequently cited texts. The forums TWT, TCQ, and JTWC focus on issues of the
profession and teaching. Considering its short publicadon history, JBTC has a significant
number of articles (8) referencing "Humanistic Rationale," and it also published four texts
on the list of frequently cited texts. TWT, TCQ, JTWC, and JBTC align themselves more
closely with the professional in the academy.
IEEE has evolved over the years to include more authors from the academic
arena. The first article cidng "Humanisdc Radonale" appears in 1986, Sander's "Practice,
Proficiency, and Professionalism." Scott Sanders, on the faculty of the University of New
Mexico, became editor of IEEE in 1990. Four articles come from two special issues:
Clark and Parsons ("Ethical Factors") appear in the 1987 special issue "Legal and Ethical
Aspects of Technical Communicadon" editor by Doheny-Farina; Sauer and Bosley appear
in the 1992 special issue on "Gender and Technical Communicadon."
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TC remains the journal for pracddoners. The professional issues discussed in TC
generally focus on workplace writing, not academic concerns, although issues such as
defining technical communication and certifying technical communicators impact both the
workplace and academic arenas. Only two authors cite "Humanistic Radonale," Schriver
and Rymer, and Rymer's is in a special issue on teaching. However, TC is no less
important as a forum for technical communication professionals. As described in Chapter
IV (Table 4.6), TC published sk of the 78 frequently cited texts.

Citation Patterns
Five observations about the citation patterns of the authors add to a better
understanding of the influence of Miller's "Humanistic Rationale." The citation identifies
when an author cites "Humanistic Rationale" in more than one of her or his texts,
identifies other texts by Miller that the authors cite, connects Dobrin's text to Miller's
text, connects "Humanistic Rationale" with the 78 frequently cited texts, places the
reference point within the text of the citing article, and, most importantly, links the
knowledge claim Miller makes with the author's. Such observations establish the context
of the citation and establish relationships among citing authors and the texts they cite.
Observadons about the connecdons describe the scaffolding of technical communicadon.
Multiple references to a cited author by the cidng author may signal influence by
the cited author only to the cidng author and not across the profession. However,
Miller's influence appears widespread. Similar concepts from "Humanistic Rationale" are
cited by more than one author. Allen, Dombrowski, Elliot with Kilduff and with Zelhart,
Jones, Lay, Parsons, Rosner (one with Paul), Samuels, and Zappen refer to "Humanistic
Radonale" in more than one article. Not surprisingly, most of the authors pull the same
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concept from the article each time they cite "Humanistic Rationale." Lay and Rosner
points to Miller's comments on positivism and the "knower cannot be separated from a
community" statement. Zappen disdnguishes between Miller's reladon of individuals in
communities and his discussion of organizational communides. In addition to Miller's
definidon of positivism, Elliot, with each co-author, cites Miller for the status of a
technical writing course as an elective or non-elective. Dombrowski pairs Miller and
Halloran in each of his articles:
Both Miller and Halloran, then would support a de-emphasis of
impersonal procedures, in both normal operations and in investigadons,
and an emphasis on personal decision-making and social responsibility.
("Lessons" 211)
Both Miller and Halloran encourage us to be less suspicious of language
than positivists have been, to see language as an inseparable ally, or at
least as a neutral, rather than as an enemy. More importantly, they have
illuminated the vital connection between language and our scientific and
technological culture. ("Challenger" 76)
Samuels in her two texts uses Miller's phrase "persuasive version of experience" (616) to
describe what a technical writer must do. Jones also includes Miller with others in
footnotes direcdng the reader to the references for further discussion of the rhetoric of
technology ("A Rhetorical") and social construction of knowledge in science and
technology ("Exploring"). Jones concludes "A Rhetorical" with a direct quote of a
significant portion of Miller's last paragraph in "Humanistic Rationale."
Allen and Parsons differ somewhat from the other authors in their reference to
"Humanisdc Radonale." They cite significantly more text and several knowledge claims
from "Humanistic Rationale." Allen's references to Miller differ in the extent to which
she cites "Humanistic Radonale." In "Question," Allen points toward "a humanistic,
nonpositivist perspective of our discipline" (218); Miller's influence is obvious. In
"Thematic," Allen refers the reader to Miller as well as Kuhn and Patricia Bizzell for
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discussions of persuasion in scientific language. Allen refers to "Humanistic Radonale" in
more detail in "Case" as she discusses definitions that focus on style. Allen cites Miller's
windowpane analogy and parallels it with the four topics Miller targets in the questions
technical writing teachers must address. Parsons in both articles devotes a significant
amount of space to Miller (almost a column in the IEEE article and a page in the TWT
article). In "Ethical" (IEEE) Parsons explores the issues around the place of technical
writing courses in the university curriculum. He cites Miller's "Humanistic Rationale" for
"providing valuable insight into the process of ethically justifying a new course" (205). In
"Why" (TWT), he summarizes her distinctions between positivism and social
constructionism.
This small sample supports the elimination of citations by the same author in the
count of frequency to avoid favoring pardcular authors or weighting particular knowledge
claims by one author (see Chapter III). "Humanisdc Radonale" remains the most
frequently cited text even when muldple citations by the same author are omitted. The
authors are indicating an interest in the same concepts as Miller, and they are
acknowledging her contribution to their text. Professionals tend to explore related
concepts. Frequently conceptual strands run through the set of texts they have produced.
For example, further study of Miller's texts will reveal her condnued interest in the
rhetoric of technology. Therefore, authors interested in the rhetoric of technology will
most likely refer to her as she will refer to them—the scaffolding of the transmit.
Two examples demonstrate scaffolding: reference to Dobrin's texts and reference
among the 78 frequently cited texts to "Humanistic Radonale." The scaffolding
surrounding "Humanistic Radonale" must include texts by Dobrin. At least one of
Dobrin's texts, most frequently "What's Technical about Technical Writing," is cited in 28
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of the 55 articles. However, after a quick review of the topics of the articles, I cannot
make the general statement, for instance, that the authors pairing Dobrin and Miller
address pedagogical issues or discuss the social construction of knowledge. Only closer
examination of how Dobrin and Miller are referred to within the text and a larger
database might establish some connections. Connections between texts by Halloran
(Miller's dissertation chair) and Miller's text also will provide insight into one portion the
evolution of concepts in technical communication. I leave connections such as these for a
future co-citation analysis study.
The intertext demonstrates the connections (or lack of connecdons) between
"Humanistic Radonale" and the 78 texts cited most frequently between 1988 and 1992.
The following authors from the list of 78 cited "Humanistic Rationale":
Anderson,

"Introduction" New Essays in Technical and

Brockmann, C. Miller Scientific Communication
Dobrin

"What's Technical about Technical Writing"

Dobrin

Writing and Technique

C. Miller

"Invendon in Technical and Scientific Discourse"

Harrison

"Frameworks for the Study of Writing in
Organizational Contexts"

Dobrin discusses the profession and defining technical writing, and as noted earlier, over
half of the references to "Humanistic Radonale" between 1988 and 1992 also cite Dobrin.
Dobrin and Miller address a similar issue for the profession. Harrison, in describing
context for organizations, uses Miller to emphasize the role of written communicadon
among the members of the community. The two self-references point to the seemingly
objective language of science. Perhaps surprisingly, few of the 78 texts cite Miller;
however, this is consistent with the findings in the preceding chapter that issues of
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profession and teaching are not as well represented on the list. Authors researching and
wridng about collaboradon refer to sources with more complete descriptions about social
construcdon. "Humanisdc Radonale" does not address document design issues; Schriver's
citation (noted earlier) comes in a sweeping review of the literature. Thus, Miller's text
remains within the circle of professionals interested in clarifying technical
communication's place in the academy and describing the curriculum.
The last two observadons idendfy the concept the citing authors use and the
weight of importance they give to the concept. The location of the citation reflects the
extent of the influence Miller's ideas from "Humanistic Radonale" have on the authors. I
made the following assumpdons about the locadon of the citadon before beginning the
analysis. References in the introducdon often are part of a review of the literature that
establishes the starting point and scaffolding already in place. Citadons within the body
of a text may acknowledge the direct contribution of the cited author or may establish a
knowledge claim that the author will refute. Citations in a conclusion may establish that
the authors are not alone in reaching the conclusion. Seven authors (Allen "Thematic";
Bocchi; Paul and Rosner; Stoddard; Thompson; Zappen) idendfy Miller in their short
literature reviews. Charney, Rayman, and Ferreira-Buckley privileged Miller by placing
her name in the opening sentence of their article and followed quickly with a substantive
quote from "Humanistic Radonale." Four authors. Barton and Barton, Blyler, and Jones,
cite Miller in a footnote rather than in with other textual citations. For example, Blyler's
reference directs the reader to "Humanistic Radonale": "See Reference 4 for a discussion
of positivism as an untenable position." At the other extreme. Parsons includes several
direct quotes to take almost one page of text in his articles. Smith quotes Miller in the
abstract, body, and conclusion. He is cridquing "a new pedagogical model" (337): Miller's
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"technical writing as enculturadon" (617). The majority of the authors (36) cite
"Humanistic Rationale" within the body of the article. This indicates more than a cursory
acknowledgement of Miller's contribution to their study. Allen ("Question"), Jones ("A
Rhetorical Approach), Markel, Rosner ("Style" and "Putting"), and Smith include Miller in
their conclusion. Many of the authors cite Miller more than once in their text and in
different locations within the article. The significance of the location links with their
purpose for citing "Humanistic Radonale."
The authors cite "Humanisdc Rationale" to support their discussion and to
persuade their readers. A review of the intertextual connections reveal several common
concepts, main knowledge claims, cited. Broadly, the concepts include her definition of
positivism, her explanation of the windowpane theory of language, and the building of
community. The following examples illustrate the most common references to Miller
among the 55 articles.
Her development of the windowpane analogy contributes the compactness of the
citation. Readers familiar with "Humanistic Radonale" immediately understand the
reference and draw conclusions. Miller's description of social construction of knowledge
also is cited although, as noted earlier, Miller spends only three paragraphs defining social
construction. Several authors (Sauer 242; Parsons 47; Lay "Images" 184; Dombrowski
"Challenger" 83; Dombrowski "Lessons" 211) quote her succinct statement:
Reality cannot be separated from our knowledge of it; knowledge cannot
be separated from the knower; the knower cannot be separated from a
community. (615)
The knowledge claims of a writer are one way to track the influence of writer. In this
case, authors use Miller for definitions. The assumpdon that the reader will know the
reference, a valid one if Toulmin's descripdon of scaffolding is accepted, signals that
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"Humanistic Rationale" is one part of the transmit of the technical communication
discipline.
Studying the intertext shows the range of influence of Carolyn Miller. Analysis of
the intertext shows what the list of frequently cited texts does not show—interest in
pedagogy and the profession. However, the revolution, for the most part, has taken
place. The intertext reveals acceptance of Miller's views. For whatever reason (little
recognition for teaching, tenure problems with pedagogy-related articles, more interests in
collaboration and workplace activities or document design studies), pedagogy and
discussions about the definition of technical communication do not get the same amount
of attention. The concepts and procedures important to the profession, particularly
pedagogy, emerge from this intertextual study of "Humanistic Rationale." The concepts
include ethical issues, the humanities and science/technology split, invention, social
construcdon, and audience awareness. The procedures include pedagogical guidelines,
theoretical discussions, empirical studies, and rhetorical analysis.

Context: Defining a Profession and Discipline
Discussing context completes what may be seen as a building process from inidal
text to connections with other texts to the more encompassing context. The forum CE
and the references Miller used establish what influenced her. I can only sketch the
scaffolding she built on, and the context I sketch is influenced by my view 16 years later
as I review Miller's transmit.
The College English forum may be the most eclectic, scholarly journal available to
professionals teaching English at the college and university level. CE is recognized as a
vital forum for condnuing the dialogue and promodng good working reladons among the
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English department faculty. Table 6.4 shows the ardcles appearing in the February 1979
issue with "Humanistic Rationale." I set aside four authors, Hatlen, Hussey, Taylor, and
Ruszkiewicz, who discuss literature-related topics. However, the book review essay
reports on current composition textbooks (in 1979) that teach invention. The extent of
Table 6.4. Ardcles in College English, volume 40.6, February 1979
Authors

Tide

Joseph M. Williams

Defining Complexity

Carolyn R. Miller

A Humanistic Radonale for Technical Writing

Ronald A. Schroeder

Writing, Knowledge, and the Call for Objectivity

Elizabeth Harris

Applications of Kinneavy's Theory of Discourse to
Technical Writing

Burton Hatlen

Why Is The Education of Henry Adams "Literature,"
While The Theory of the Leisure Class Is Not?

John P. Hussey

Agee's Famous Men and American Non-fiction

Thomas J. Taylor

Problems of the Postscriptive Text

John J. Ruszkiewicz

Parody and Pedagogy: Explorations in Imitative
Literature

Harrington, Keith,
Kneupper, Tripp, Woods

Book Review Essay: A Critical Survey of Resources
for Teaching Rhetorical Invention

the essay reflects the numerous textbooks and methods for teaching invention—obviously
an important and established issue in 1979 in composition studies. Joseph Williams
demonstrates at length simple and complex style. He notes briefly that the "objective,
third-person, abstract-noun" style in scientific prose is exaggerated (604). Ronald
Schroeder laments that his sophomore literature students want more objective quesdons
on their exams because they perceive them as a better measure of their knowledge. He
observes that students are "unwilling . . . to take it [their knowledge] out of the realm of
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absolute objectivity and into, the murky, uncertain regions of their own subjective lives,
where it becomes their certain responsibility" (623-4). The percepdon that writing style
must be objective and knowledge measured quantitatively underlie what Williams and
Schroeder observe. The positivistic view runs through much of the students' (and others)
perception of knowledge—particularly in traditional education. Invendon, however, is a
part of the college composition textbook, and one can only assume a part of the
curriculum. Miller notes that invendon is not a topic in technical wridng textbooks—a
point that needs further study. Williams, Schroeder, and the authors of the textbook
review do not address technical writing, but the issues can easily be related to the Miller's
observations about language.
The remaining article directly relates to technical communication. Elizabeth
Harris attributes "the problem of defining a variety of writing" (627) to current definidons
of technical writing. Harris proposes using Kinneavy's yl Theory of Discourse as a model
and his definition of referential discourse to define technical writing. Kinneavy's
referential discourse is "discourse the primary purpose of which is to represent reality
(which is assumed, without proof, to pre-exist outside the writer or speaker)" (Harris 627).
Referential assumes a direct connection between the object and referencing language
similar to positivism. I n ^ Theory of Discourse, Kinneavy privileges the text and does not
consider the roles of the reader or writer. Despite the influence of ^ Theory of Discourse
(included among the 78 frequently cited texts identified in this study), Kinneavy's
taxonomy oversimplifies the reladon of the aims of discourse and does not take into
account the agents of the discourse. Thus, Harris tries to impose a rhetorical theory on
technical wridng overlooks the influence of the writer, the audience, and the context.
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In the "Comment and Response" forum within College English, Elizabeth Tebeaux
reacted to Miller's and Harris' essays in "Let's Not Ruin Technical Writing, Too: A
Comment on the Essays of Carolyn Miller and Elizabeth Harris" (in the March 1980
issue). Miller and Harris each respond. Tebeaux sharply criticizes both for their
philosophical and theoretical stances that, while important, do not belong, she believes, in
basic technical writing classes (823). Tebeaux sees technical writing as practical writing
changing with the context that should focus on "organizing material and in wridng clear,
correct, effective sentences," not on ethics or rhetorical theory (825). Tebeaux sees
Harris' proposed model as "inapplicable rhetorical theory" (815) that does not take into
account the "dynamic" (824) features of technical wridng or the influence of technology to
technical wridng (823). Interestingly, Tebeaux faults Miller for imposing an "ethical
dimension" (823) on the technical writing course. Miller in her response to Tebeaux
clarifies her position and describes what has become a part of technical wridng courses:
"students must become acquainted with [the culture] that consists of the values, aims, and
methods of the professional community they intend to enter" (826). Miller sees critical
thinking as essendal because it "requires a distancing from and examinadon of that
community" (827). The questioning and the judgments required are what Tebeaux calls
the ethical dimension. Dobrin, Parsons ("Ethical"), Clark, and Zappen ("Rhetoric") all
debate the ethical dimension and conclude that communides have responsibilides beyond
their problems.
Tebeaux expresses the view held by the majority of the profession in 1980 as
Miller demonstrates with her references to definitions of technical writing. Miller cites
the definidons of Britton (1975); Cox and Roland (1973); Pearsall (1975); Mills and
Walter (1978); Ulman and Gould (1972); and, Brusaw, Oliu, and Aired (1976). Two
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definitions appear in textbooks (Mills and Walter; Ulman and Gould) and one (Pearsall)
in a teacher training book thus establishing their widespread acceptance and
dissemination. Each, Miller contends, promotes the windowpane theory of language. For
example. Miller quotes the following:
Technical wridng is expected to be objective, scientifically impardal, utterly
clear, and unemodonal
Technical wridng is concerned with facts and
the careful, honest interpretadon of these facts. (611; Miller quodng
Pearsall's Teaching Technical Writing: Methods for College English
Teachers 1)
Since technical wridng is by definition a methods of communicadng facts it
is absolutely imperative to be clear. . . . The point of view should be
scientific: objective, impartial, and unemotional. (611; Miller quodng Mills
and Walter's Technical Writing 7)
Miller refers to the definitions at the beginning of her argument to criticize each and to
parallel them with positivism. Miller cites Kinneavy and Joseph Gusfield for further
explanation of the windowpane theory of language.
Miller moves outside of the technical communication, composition, and rhetoric
literature for support in defining positivism except when she points out that Aristotle's
non-ardstic proofs are "just there—self-evident and real and objective" (613). She cites
Frederick Suppe, J. Bronowski, Barry Brummett, and Chaim Perelman and L. OlbrechtsTyteca. Michael Leff, Kuhn, and John Ziman provide support for Miller's brief discussion
of the "new epistemology [which] makes human knowledge thoroughly relative and
science fundamentally rhetorical" (615). Miller acknowledges that Dennis Hall, Dwight
Stevenson, and Michael Halloran, technical communication professionals, discuss the
rhetoric of science and technology. (Table 6.5 lists the references Miller cited in the
order she referred to them the first dme.)
Scholarship, in general, moved toward social construcdonism in the 1960s and
1970s. Kuhn's paradigm shift became the catchphrase. By the 1980s, social
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Table 6.5. Miller's References Listed in the Order Cited
Bibliographic Informadon
Cox, Barbara G., and Charles G. Roland. "How Rhetoric Confuses Scientific Issues."
IEEE 16 (1973): 140-42.
Pearsall, Thomas E. Teaching Technical Writing: Methods for College English Teachers.
Washington, DC: STC, 1975.
Mills, Gordon H., and John A. Walter. Technical Writing. 4th ed. New York: Hoh,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1978.
Ulman, Joseph N., and Jay R. Gould. Technical Reporting. 3rd ed. New York: Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston, 1972.
Brusaw, Charles T., Gerald J. Oliu, and Walter E. Aired. Handbook of Technical Writing.
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976.
Kinneavy, James L. A Theory of Discourse. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Gusfield, Joseph. "The Literary Rhetoric of Science: Comedy and Pathos in Drinking
Driver Research." American Sociological Review 41 (1976): 16-34.
Suppe, Frederick. The Stmcture of Scientific Theories. 2nd ed. Urbana, IL: U IL P, 1977.
Bronowski, J. "Humanism and the Growth of Knowledge." A Sense of the Future.
Cambridge, MA: MIT P, 1977.
Brummett, Barry. "Some Implications of 'Process' or 'Intersubjectivity': Postmodern
Rhetoric." Philosophy and Rhetoric 9 (1976): 21-51.
Perelman, Chaim, and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca. The New Rhetoric. Notre Dame: U Notre
Dame P, 1969.
Aristotle. The Rhetoric of Aristotle. Ed. Lane Cooper. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1932.
Britton, W. Earl. "What is Technical Writing?: A Redefinition." The Teaching of
Technical Writing. Eds. Donald H. Cunningham and Herman A. Estrin. Urbana, IL:
NCTE, 1975.
Douglas, George. "What to do about Cobblestone Writing." TWT 5 (1977): 18-21.
Leff, Michael C. "In Search of Ariadne's Thread: A Review of the Recent Literature on
Rhetorical Theory." CSSJ 29 (1978): 73-91.
Kuhn, Thomas. The Stmcture of Scientific Revolutions. 2nd ed. Chicago: U Chicago P,
1970.'
Ziman, John. Public Knowledge: The Social Dimension of Science. Cambridge: Cambridge
UP, 1968.
Hall, Dennis R. "The Role of Invention in Technical Wrhing." TWT 4 (1976): 13-24.
Stevenson, Dwight, W. "Toward a Rhetoric of Scientific and Technical Discourse." TWT
5 (1977): 4-10.
Halloran, S. Michael. "Eloquence in a Technological Society." CSSJ 29 (1978): 221-27.
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Table 6.5 Continued
Halloran, S. Michael. "Technical Writing and the Rhetoric of Science." JTWC 8 (1978):
77-88.
Ong, Walter. Rhetoric, Romance, and Technology. Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1971.

constructionism was part of composition and rhetoric as well as technical communication.
Maxine Hairston's article "The Winds of Change: Thomas Kuhn and the Revolution in
the Teaching of Writing" in 1982 calls the changes to the attendon of composidon
professionals. Bruffee's articles, included in the 78 most frequently cited texts of this
study, "Collaborative" and "Social Construction" appear in 1984 and 1986, respectively.
And, the texts described in the Chapter V in the sections Social Construcdon and
Collaboradon and Workplace Communication demonstrate the extent to which social
construction has permeated the technical communication transmit.
The context I present only touches upon the ideological framework Miller worked
within. But, the scaffolding and readers' experiences today differ from that of readers of
16 years ago. In this secdon, I assume most readers of this study have read "Humanistic
Radonale." Those readers who have not established a context do the moment I identified
the author, source. College English, and the title's key words: humanistic and technical
writing. The intertext displays the current transmit better than this attempt to reconstruct
a pordon of Miller's context.

Conclusion
The analysis of the text, intertext, and context for Carolyn Miller's "Humanistic
Radonale" reveals two significant observations about technical communicadon: (1)
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professional issues and teaching are important and (2) the discipline and profession have
evolved. First, professional issues seemed slighted in the previous chapter. Few texts
addressed the concepts of the Profession. Discussions about teaching, debates about
ethical issues, descriptions of technical communicadon programs, and definitions of
technical communication do not make the most frequently cited list. I noted this
phenomenon but offered little explanation. Carolyn Miller's "Humanistic Rationale" was
selected because it is the most frequently cited text between 1988 and 1992. However,
after reading the 55 texts linked with "Humanistic Rationale," I found discussions about
the profession that include teaching concerns as well as thoughts on the nature and
direcdon of the technical communication profession. Addidonally, the authors discuss
rhetoric, audience analysis, and the social construction of knowledge. Document design
and workplace communication do not receive the attention from the 55 texts that they
received from the 78 texts, but Miller's quesdons and purpose are directed more to the
academic professional (publishing in College English) and the teaching professional
(asking four quesdons about the technical wridng classroom).
Second, the 55 texts reveal changes in the focus of the profession and the
discipline. The textual analysis revealed a call for revolution in the teaching of technical
writing. But, the intertext reveals that with the exception of Tebeaux, no one strongly
objects to Miller's call for changes. The questions Miller raises receive litde direct
attention. Her definition and characteristics of positivism and her call for "communal
rationality" (617) and a rhetorical approach to technical communication that requires
"self-examination and self-consciousness" (617) receive the attendon.
The intertext reveals the most about the influence of "Humanistic Radonale" and
the evoludon of technical communicadon. The changes in the profession do not appear
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as major shifts, but changes have occurred in what the professionals write about and how
they approach the problem-solving activities. Many of the 23 early texts, those published
between 1980 and 1987, appear as discussions to raise quesdons that debate and then
affirm Miller's position. Few direct quotes may indicate less of a willingness to accept
before affirming Miller's posidon. The 32 texts in the later dme period, 1988-1992,
appear to accept Miller's position, but then move on to concepts only in part related to
"Humanistic Rationale." An equal number of texts from each time period address
Question 1, The Purpose of Technical Communication. However, the earlier texts either
extended Miller's call for change, or debated and then sided with Miller about the role of
ethics in the profession and the links between the pragmatic concerns of the workplace
and the humanistic concerns of the academy. The authors publishing the later texts
explored additional aspects of technical communication's concepts. Almost an equal
number of authors explored rhetoric and concepts surrounding the canons. Question 2.
Interestingly, the few objections to "Humanistic Rationale" came in response to this
section. The authors took issue with Miller's denunciation of positivistic language as they
struggled to explain effective communication that can accurately depict reality. Question
3, Audience Analysis and the Social Construction of Knowledge, shows the most
imbalance between the dme periods. Only two authors from the early period study the
concepts surrounding the reader/writer relationship. But, as noted, the earher texts
focused more on affirming Miller's ethical stance and justifying the posidon of technical
communicadon in the academy and in the workplace. Interesdngly, the earlier texts
included more review ardcles that established the current informadon available.
The analysis of the context perhaps was slighted in this study to give more
attention to specific connecdons through the citadons. Future studies need to review not
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only the definitions of technical communicadon that Miller cited but also other definitions
and discussions from the late 1970s. Also, future studies need to parallel developments in
composidon and the influence research and theories have had on technical
communication, for example invention.
Thus, the text, intertext, and context call attention to the evolution of technical
communication as different issues are in the forefront at different points in time. The
transmit surrounding "Humanistic Rationale" adds to the transmit identified with the 78
frequently cited texts. "Humanistic Rationale" provides an articulate statement about
technical communication that has been accepted almost without question by members of
the profession, in particular those associated with the academy.
Miller's humanistic rationale for technical communication promotes a rhetorical
approach to technical writing. The individual and communal rationale become the focus
for knowledge building rather than a positivistic view. Students now explore the relative
nature of rhetoric and address the ethical issues raised in the problem-solving activities.
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CHAPTER VII
A CONCLUSION

As a discipline, rhetoric thrives on realism about ourselves and
our situations because it teaches us to inventory all our
resources and use them welO

This inventory of technical communication reveals the problem-solving activities of
the scholars, researchers, and practidoners in technical communication (the first
objective) and shows the interaction of these scholars, researchers, and pracdtioners with
scholars, researchers, and practitioners of other disciplines (the second objective).
Technical communication has concepts and procedures associated with its problem-solving
activities. These concepts and procedures have evolved and are represented by a body of
texts, the technical communication transmit. I want to conclude with comments reviewing
the evolution of technical communication since 1971 and suggesting that technical
communication problem-solving activities display a coherence and focus that will move
the discipline and profession into the 21st century.
The observadons and comments in this chapter seek to add to technical
communicadon's "academic idendty" (Rude). Three factors controlled this decision.
First, more than 90% of 133 frequently cited authors have close des to the academic
arena. The selecdon mechanism (citadons) and the source (sk professional journals)
biased the study to favor the academic professional. And, the academic professional must
publish in national forums while the workplace professional produces site-specific
documents. As Carolyn Rude suggests, "Knowing who we are academically gives us
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power to define ourselves rather than to let ourselves be molded in the hands of others"
(13). I suggest that the observadons presented throughout this study contribute to an
academic identity and that identity places technical communication in a position to
demand more respect and authority over resources (including monies, research dme, and
faculty positions) from the university.
First, then, academic professionals in technical communication must establish their
identity. In the early 1970s, forums were in place. The two professional organizadons,
IEEE-PCS and STC, provided forums for practitioners to meet at conferences and in
publications to exchange problem-solving activities focused on the workplace. JTWC
entered the arena with the intent of bridging the gap between academic and workplace
professional. By 1974, ATTW and CPTSC had formed to signal a growing awareness that
technical communication had specific content and responsibilities for teaching students.
The texts of the forums reflect the activities of technical communication professionals.
In 1971, technical communication centered on the activities of the workplace and
the classroom. Texts from 1971 and 1980 reveal professionals in the workplace and the
academy presenting anecdotal, site-specific accounts of problem-solving. (Table 4.2 lists a
sample of articles from 1971 and 1980.) The authors quesdoned the roles and
responsibihdes of professionals and reported on document design issues surrounding
workplace communicadon. Pracdtioners focused on such issues as creadng a style guide,
labeHng visuals, and correcdng grammatical problems. Teachers in the 1970s instructed
students on style and other formal features of document arrangement and presentation as
well as tone and audience. Assignments centered on how to write a set of instrucdons or
the parts of a formal report. Technical communicators in the workplace presumably
served as conduits for informadon, not as active developers of informadon. The
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workplace and the teaching activides focused on the document. The positivistic tradidon
permeated the problem-solving activides of the profession.
However, in the 1960s and 1970s, philosophers of science began to quesdon the
positivistic tradidon (for example, Kuhn and Toulmin), and in the late 1970s, technical
communicadon professionals began reviewing positivism. In 1979, Carolyn Miller called
for a shift from a positivistic view of knowledge (particularly scientific knowledge) to a
social constructionist perspective in technical communication teaching, research, and
scholarly activides. (The significance to practice needs further research. No practitioner
cites "Humanistic Radonale.") C. Miller's call coincides with other discussions and
research centered on social construcdon within technical communicadon and across
disciplines, but her text placed social constructionism in the scaffolding of technical
communicadon. "A Humanistic Radonale for Technical Writing" serves as a benchmark
for technical communication and the best place to begin the review to establish technical
communicadon's present idendty. Other texts have extended C. Miller's posidon, and the
scaffolding for the 1980s and into the 1990s builds upon this "humanistic radonale" that
recognizes that knowledge is socially constructed. The concepts and procedures
associated with the Profession, Rhetoric and Composition, Document Design, Social
Construction and Collaboration, and Workplace Communicadon illustrate the influence
of the humanistic and social aspect of technical communicadon. (Chapters IV, V, and VI
discuss the relation of these issues to the problem-solving activides of technical
communication.)
The influence of social constructionism also carried over into the research
activities of technical communicadon professionals. Odell and Goswami began their
ethnographic study of workplace wridng in the late 1970s. (Their results first appeared in
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Research in the Teaching of English in 1982.) Their anthology Writing in Nonacademic
Settings, published in 1985, parallels C. Miller's "Humanistic Radonale" as a benchmark
signaling not only an increase in the research activities of technical communication
professionals, but an increase in research into workplace communication. (The affiliation
of C. Miller, Odell, and Jay Gould, editor of JTWC, with RPI warrants further study of
the influence of RPI in bringing social construction to the forefront in technical
communicadon.) Odell and Goswami and future researchers seek to define the
communides and context in which documents are generated and to identify the social
strategies such as negodation and collaboradon that are a part of producing documents.
As workplace studies increased, researchers adopted procedures from the social sciendsts
to study the context and the interaction of workers. (Chapter IV presents an analysis of
110 periodicals, Table 4.3. Concepts and procedures from psychology, sociology,
computer science, business, education, rhetoric, composition, and reading influence
technical communication's research.) The researchers did not abandon text-based
research and analysis; they, instead, increased their repertoire of research procedures to
include those from the social sciences.
Research of workplace communication signals a significant development in
technical communication within the last 15 years. Technical communication researchers
observe the activities surrounding the creation of text in the workplace, report on the
interaction of the individuals, and analyze the documents produced and the contributions
to the texts by the individuals (examples include Ede and Lunsford Singular; Paradis,
Dobrin, and R. Miller; Odell and Goswami "Wridng"). Ethnographic studies have
increased since the early 1980s to study the problem-solving activides of technical
communication professionals in the workplace.
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Together C. Miller's text and Odell and Goswami's workplace research established
the academic agenda for scholarly activides surrounding social construcdonism in
research, teaching, and theory-building for the past 15 years. The 78 frequently cited
texts reflect the agenda (particularly for 1988-1992) through recognizable professional
forums: conferences, periodicals, anthologies, and books. Problem-solving activities center
on issues of the Profession, Rhetoric and Composidon, Document Design, Social
Construction and Collaboration, and Workplace Communication. The concepts and
procedures of the problem-solving activities define technical communicadon's transmit.
The language code and metaphors of the transmit provide professionals with a common
language to explore concepts. Procedures provide models for researching the problems.
The combination of the concepts and procedures make technical communication the
source for soludons to document design, text producdon, and workplace communicadon
problems. Chapter V discusses the concepts and procedures associated with the texts
frequently cited.
The humanistic radonale provided the academic perspective for the past 15 years.
The rhetorical approach acknowledges the flexibility of language in knowledge building as
communities work to solve problems. A humanisdc approach better prepares the writer
for making choices on ethical issues (see Sanders, Parsons "Ethical," Clark, Rutter, among
others). No longer is "^^//-examination and 5e//-consciousness" (C. Miller's "Humanistic
Rationale" 617; emphasis added) enough; no longer is it enough to write "to understand
the conditions of one's own participadon" (C. Miller's "Humanistic Radonale" 617;
emphasis added). The writer must realize the impact of communicadon beyond the
immediate community and consider issues of ethics and values across cultural boundaries.
Bazerman describes this social perspective:
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. . . we need to understand more, . . . to see the processes by which new
heterogeneous elements are borne out of evolving human practices, to
understand how heterogeneous elements are yoked together into an
apparently homogeneous textual meedng place, a single representadon
that sits in the middle of complex realms of practice. We need to
recognize all that goes into local situations and opportunides and all that
goes into the enduring practices of culture. (Professional ix-x)
This perspective will condnue but must expand outward to include awareness of the
global community. Postmodern theories such as chaos and complexity may help to
explain communication in future discussions of the construction of knowledge. They may
provide a theoretical support more closely reflective of workplace realities. The sitespecific activities and documents that appear seemingly as random acts, instead, may
represent a greater web of connections and interrelatedness. (I have drastically
oversimplified chaos and complexity in this one sentence. Only with further observations
and study of the textual dynamics can I support or refute this statement.)
The current problem-solving activities and the accompanying concepts and
procedures provide the scaffolding to support technical communication into the 21st
century. However, as new problems arise with changes in technology, text producdon,
and communication, professionals need to share and explore concepts and procedures.
The forums must also evolve to support the problem-solving activities. Evidence suggests
that the forums and workplace research condnue to strengthen and support technical
communication's activities.
Periodicals provide one important forum for a discipline because of their relatively
short publicadon time. The periodicals—/£:£:£, JBTC, JTWC, TC, TCQ, and TWT-have
established their worth and posidon in the community. However, mature disciplines, at
least in the humanities and social sciences, include other well-developed forums,
especially the anthology and the scholarly book, each reflecdng better than a periodical
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article can a sustained inquiry. Anthologies provide active forums for technical
communication text. ATTW published some of the earliest anthologies to provide
teachers with information quickly. Selected ddes illustrate the purpose of these early
forums to provide untrained teachers with support in classroom activides: The First Day in
the Technical Writing Class (Whitburn 1979), Teaching Technical Editing (Rude 1985), and
The Case Method in Technical Communication: Theory and Models (Brockmann 1985).
New Essays in Technical and Scientific Communication: Research, Theory, Practice (P.
Anderson, Brockmann, and C. Miller, eds.), Writing in Nonacademic Settings (Odell and
Goswami, eds.), and Research in Technical Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook
(Moran and Journet, eds.) appear on the list of 78 most frequently cited texts, and other
anthologies appeared frequently enough to warrant separate coding in the data collection
for this study (Appendk F). More recent anthologies continue in the tradition of these
anthologies including articles touching on theory, research, and practice: Writing in the
Business Professions (Kogen, editor). Technical and Business Communication: Bibliographic
Essays for Teachers and Corporate Trainers (Sides, editor). Technical Writing: Theory and
Practice (Fearing and Sparrow, editors), and Writing in the Workplace: New Research
Perspectives (Spilka, editor). Anthologies on special topics, particularly those related to
document design and computers, also support the transmit of technical communicadon
(see Table 4.8). Most recently, technical communicadon professionals such as Bazerman
(Shaping and Constmcting), Dobrin (Writing), and Killingsworth and Gilbertson (Signs)
have collected their texts in anthologies. Clearly, anthologies provide valuable support to
the academic professional, but more in-depth exploradon of the concepts and procedures
associated with a particular issue need to be published to establish a firmer identity for
technical communication.
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The scholarly book represents a forum that will further establish technical
communicadon's identity. The anthologies containing a single author's work may signal
the early book-length discussion. I make the distincdon that collecdons of texts from one
author in an anthology often are only loosely tied together with a common strand while a
book generally provides strong, seamless connecdons between chapters to show sustained
inquiry. Bazerman's text provides a hint at the evoludon and the strengthening of
technical communication's knowledge base. In Shaping Written Knowledge, he relates
separate studies to the theme of sciendfic language and he provides support (citing
sources). In Constmcting Experience, Bazerman begins with two introducdons. His first
introduction is the traditional preface giving an overview of the text and acknowledging
the appropriate colleagues. In "Introducdon II: Sketches Toward a Rhetorical Theory of
Literacy," Bazerman provides what may be the precursor to a book-length theoretical
discussion. His description best states his purpose: "This second introduction attempts to
sketch out the emerging elements of that set of representations [surrounding literacy,
literate practices]; that is, I here venture into stating a theory" (7). Interestingly, he then
offers an explanation of theory-building that acknowledges other sources but also jusdfies
not citing specific sources:
Because the following are sketches only, I draw them with an unsupported
and unelaborated confidence. Although I qualify statements for precision,
I do not hedge. Nor do I connect the bold claims to specific studies or
experiences or theoretical readings that prompted them and provide
reasons for believing them. Nor do I make visible the extensive
intertextual web upon which these ideas are built. Elsewhere in this
volume and in my other wridngs I cite and discuss materials from the
humanides and social sciences that I have relied on, but making those
associadons would complicate an already too-complicated series of
sketches. Here I just want to draw the picture as simply and coherently as
I can, so as to make visible what kind of picture it is. Insofar as these
sketches turn out to be of interest, I hope to elaborate them in later
publicadons, situating them within research, experience and theory as well
as exploring their fuller possibilities. (Constmcting 10)
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Bazerman is building a theory. Other technical communicadon professionals developing
theories include C. Miller, Killingsworth and Palmer, and Ede and Lunsford. Carolyn
Miller's forthcoming book on the rhetoric of technology promises to be a connected
theoretical text rather than a collection of her previous texts (based on pre-publicadon
information). Killingsworth and Palmer's Ecospeak and Ede and Lunsford's Singular
Texts/Plural Authors present book-length texts which present a rhetorical analysis of the
language surrounding environmental issues and report a research project, respectively.
Ede and Lunsford close with a discussion that introduces aspects of collaborative writing
that indicate theory-building. Books de the author's research into a solid statement often
reflecdng the culminadon of the author's concepts and procedures for problem-solving.
Book-length discussions not only provide the space for theory development, but they also
give other academic professionals the perception that technical communication has a solid
theoretical base. Tenure and promotion boards and professionals in other disciplines
recognize the book forum over the anthology because it represents a substantive body of
extended theoretical and research development. More displays of the theoretical text will
evolve as the research and theory-building continues; this is part of the scaffolding and
technical communication's emergence as a discipline.
The conference forum for technical communication also appears ready to expand
to provide more arenas for technical communication professionals to discuss issues. The
expanding transmit creates more issues to explore and problems to address. The
academic technical communication professionals are beginning to ask for "a separate
convention [that] might serve to clarify the identity, integrity, and maturity of both ATTW
and the field of technical communicadon" (Dragga 7). The boundaries of CCCC and
MLA do not offer enough representadon for technical communication professionals to
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share concepts and procedures with others exploring similar problem-solving activities.
IPCC and ITCC provide valuable meeting places particularly for the practitioners.
Registradon fees (not covered by most academic travel funds) and the emphasis on
practical solutions to workplace problems limit the participation of academic
professionals. Academic professionals are exploring ways to increase the conference
forum to better meet the needs of the profession. One proposal is to conduct ATTW's
annual meeting as a one-day convendon just before or just after CCCC (Dragga 7). Such
an arrangement would give the professionals opportunities to share concepts and
procedures specific to technical communication as well as to related rhetoric and
composidon issues. Increased visibility and activides in a highly respected forum such as
CCCC would provide opportunities for integrating and strengthening the concepts and
procedures hnked with technical communication.
Finally, technical communication professionals of the academy continue to
research the workplace and participate in the workplace. Staying in touch with practice
brings a perspective to the research and to the classroom that enhances the activities. A
healthy tension must exist between the text production activities of the workplace and the
theory-building of the academic. Ede and Lunsford describe the relation and dynamics
needed between workplace and the academy:
What we need—particularly if we are to fashion models of collaboradon
that will allow for a reconceived sense of human subjectivity, value
diversity, and engage the full potendal of contemporary technology—is not
a disputational dialectic between theory and practice but a dialogics among
multiple theories and practices, (k)
Dialogues among professionals through such forums as IPCC, ITCC, TC, and IEEE
encourage cooperative development of concepts and procedures for problem-solving
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activities among technical communication professionals. This in turn strengthens the
idendty of technical communication with other communities.
Given the previous chapters, the brief overview of technical communication's
evolution in the past 15 years, and the examples of forums reflecting technical
communication's idendty, I respond to the question: Does technical communicadon have
an identity that provides the framework for problem-solving activides and pracdces of its
professionals? Yes. Technical communicadon activities, as I have illustrated throughout
the study and reinforced in the points above, show forums and a transmit in place. Is
technical communicadon a discipline? Yes. Following Toulmin's definition of discipline,
the identified concepts and procedures, forums, and professionals work toward with a
common set of goals for effective workplace communication. Technical communication
has concepts and procedures in place that explore issues of the Profession, Rhetoric and
Composition, Document Design, Social Construction and Collaboration, and Workplace
Communication (for 1988-1992). The concepts and procedures adapt to each problemsolving activity. The transmit reflects the problem-solving activities, but as the problemsolving activities change the transmit changes. Forums provide strong support for
discussing the problems. The periodicals, conferences, anthologies, and books enable
professionals to record knowledge-building activides and to disseminate their solutions to
problems. Continued growth and evolution will strengthen technical communication's
conceptual and procedural base.
The diversity that comes with technical communicadon's interacdon with other
disciplines and the diversity in the concepts and procedures can be incorporated into a set
of goals and a transmit that recognizes technical communication as a rational enterprise—
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a discipline. The workplace connections and developments in scholarship will continue to
evolve to meet the challenges of new problems. The 78 frequently cited texts, the 110
periodicals, and the 55 texts surrounding "Humanistic Radonale" demonstrate that
technical communication includes concepts and procedures from other disciplines but at
the same time has concepts and procedures that give it an idendty. The content and
characteristics of the transmit provide a sense of unity without identifying a canon or
central theory (neither one of which are there to be identified although the rhetoric of
technology may eventually gain strength). The 78 texts do not represent a canon; they
represent one portion of the transmit important to technical communication between
1988 and 1992. Profession, Rhetoric and Composition, Document Design, Social
Construction and Collaboration, and Workplace Communication organize the transmit for
1998 through 1992. The transmit identified provides a "conceptual platform" (Toulmin
Human Understanding 278) to orient new members to the metaphors and models as well
as for current members to build from. The forums provide identity and unity. But, the
transmit and forums evolve as the problems change with new technology and
understandings about the acquisidon of knowledge and communicadon. This study
contributes to identifying the concepts and procedures, as varied as they are, for technical
communicadon. Others turn to technical communication to resolve problems in
document design, text producdon, and workplace communicadon.
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Tables A1-A6 give summaries of the citation collected for 1971, 1980, and 1988-1992.
Tables A7-A8 give article and citadon counts for 1971 and 1979-1992.
Chapter III describes the method for coUecdng the citadons and the type of data
collected.

Table Al. Citadon Summary—1971
1971

Volume

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

IEEE

EWS-14

1,2,3

686-694

9

45

1

1,2,3,4

629-664

36

90

18

1,2,3,4,5

665-685

21

18

66

153

JTWC
TC
TWT
JBTC
TCQ
Total
Notes:
IEEE

IEEE Transactions on Engineering Writingand Speech

TC

Issues 1, 2, and 3 of volume 18 were published as Technical
Communication^, the journal for the Society of Technical Writers and
Publishers.
With issues 4 and 5 of volume 18, the journal became Technical
Communication for the Society of Technical Communication.

cites per article

1.78
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Table A2. Citation Summary—1980
1980

Volume

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

IEEE

PC-23

1,2,3,4

797-817

21

41

JTWC

10

1,2,3,4

695-726

52

210

TC

27

1,2,3,4

768-796

29

29

1,2,3

727-767

41

89

143

369

TWT

8

JBTC
TCQ
Total
Notes:
IEEE

IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication

TWT

Volume 8 was issued in Fall 1980, Winter 1981, and Spring 1981.

cites per article

2.58

Table A3. Citation Summary—1988
1988

Volume

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

IEEE

31

1,2,3,4

310-342

33

325

JTWC

18

1,2,3,4

435-456

22

416

TC

35

1,2,3,4

514-527
551-566

30

260

TWT

15

1,2,3

394-412

19

282

JBTC

2

1,2

574-583

10

386

114

1669

TCQ
Total
Notes:
cites per article

14.64
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Table A4. Citation Summary—1989
1989
IEEE

Volume
32

Issues

Record
Numbers

1,2,3,4

141,196,211
301-309
343-376

46

923

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

JTWC

19

1,2,3,4

528-550

23

399

TC

36

1,2,3,4

429-434
457-480

30

568

178,187
413-428

18

283

568-573

6

260

123

2433

TWT
JBTC

16

1,2,3

3

1,2

TCQ
Total
Notes:
cites per article

19.62

Table A5. Citadon Summary—1990
1990

Volume

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

IEEE

33

1,2,3,4

261-298

38

480

JTWC

20

1,2,3,4

239-260

22

348

TC

37

1,2,3,4

481-513

33

225

TWT

17

1,2,3

377-393

17

389

JBTC

4

1,2

215,219,567
222-225

7

219

117

1661

TCQ
Total
Notes:
cites per article

14.2

iC^v
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Table A6. Citadon Summary--1991
1991
IEEE

JTWC
TC

TWT
JBTC

Volume
34

21
38

18
5

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

1,2,3,4

144-158
179-195
310
omit 187

32

634

159-177
233-238

25

487

128-140
197-210
142,143

29

595

113-127
299-300

17

241

212-232

21

695

124

2652

1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4

1,2,3
1,2,3,4

Number of
Cites

TCQ
Total
Notes:
JBTC

Begins 4 issues/year.

cites per article

21.39
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Table A7. Citadon Summary—1992
1992

Volume

Issues

Record
Numbers

Number of
Articles

Number of
Cites

IEEE

35

1,2,3,4

32-66

35

649

JTWC

22

1,2,3,4

14-31,
818-823

24

520

TC

39

1,2,3,4

85-112

28

686

JBTC

6

1,2,3,4

1-13

13

585

TCQ

1

1,2,3,4

67-84

18

599

118

3039

TWT

Total
Notes:
TWT

ATTW re placed

TWTmthI TCQ to sign al a change from primarily a

teaching-oriented forum to a journal carrying theoretical discussions,
reports of research, and teaching-related articles.
cites per article

25.98
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Table A8. Number of Articles in Each Volume of the Journals
Year

IEEE

JTWC

TC

TWT

JBTC

TCQ

Total

1971

9

36

21

1979

48

32

18

27

125

1980

21

52

29

41

143

1981

32

31

25

30

118

1982

49

27

26

36

138

1983

41

25

28

34

128

1984

44

29

24

25

122

1985

37

29

24

14

104

1986

39

27

27

28

121

1987

39

27

23

37

14

140

1988

33

22

30

19

10

114

1989

46

23

30

18

6

123

1990

38

22

33

17

7

117

1991

32

25

29

17

21

124

1992

35

24

28

543

431

395

66

343

13

18

118

71

18

1801
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Table A9. Number of Citations Annually for Each Journal Volume
Year

IEEE

JTWC

TC

1971

45

90

18

1979

242

127

39

51

459

1980

41

210

29

89

369

1981

152

205

147

90

594

1982

208

257

137

109

711

1983

88

296

44

165

593

1984

291

227

195

160

873

1985

147

349

168

229

893

1986

327

460

103

345

1124

1987

367

416

211

648

358

2044

1988

325

399

260

282

386

1669

1989

923

348

568

283

260

2433

1990

480

487

225

389

219

1661

1991

634

520

595

241

695

2652

1992

649

391

686

4919

4740

3425

TWT

JBTC

TCQ

Total
153

3081

585

599

3039

2503

599

19267
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Table Bl. Special Issues
Journal

Issue

Date

Topic

IEEE

31.4

Dec 88

Technical Communication on Campus: From Both Sides of
the Lectern

32.2

Jun 89

Corporate Communications

32.4

Dec 89

Usability Testing

33.4

Dec 90

Review Essays

34.4

Dec 91

Public Policy and Professional Communication

35.4

Dec 92

Gender and Technical Communication

5.4

Oct 91

Gender and Professional Communication

JBTC

no special issues

JTWC
TC

27.4

Nov 80

Computer Manuals

35.4

Nov 88

Desktop Publishing

36.4

Nov 89

Document Design Moves into the Next Decade

37.4

Nov 90

Management

38.4

Nov 91

Collaborative Writing

39.4

Nov 92

Research in Technical Communication
no special issues

TCQ
TWT

15.3

Fall 88

Reading

16.3

Fall 89

The Relationship of Literature to Technical Writing

17.3

Fall 90

Verbal/Visual Relationship
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Table B2. Special Secdons
Journals

Issue

Date

Topic

IEEE

23.1

Mar 80

Speaking Presentations

33.2

Jun 90

Corporate and Organizational Communication

34.1

Mar 91

Corporate and Organizational Communication

34.2

Jun 91

Communication Technology

34.3

Sep 91

Graphic and Visual Communication: Special Section on
Color

35.1

Mar 92

International Communication

35.1

Mar 92

Corporate and Organizational Communication

35.2

Jun 92

Communication Technology

35.3

Sep 92

Communication Education and Training

27.3

Aug 80

Ethics

35.2

May 88

Usable Instructions Based on Research and Theory -Part I

35.3

Aug 88

Usable Instructions Based on Research and Theory -

TC

Part II
35.3

Aug 88

Interactive Videodisc

38.1

Feb 91

Hypertext

38.2

Apr 91

Usability

39.1

Feb 92

Communicating With and Through Computers

39.2

May 92

Teaching Technical Communication
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Table C I. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites
Publish
1
28
1979 CE
Miller, C
1985 #2

Notes

2

26

3

24 1962/70

Kuhn

4

19

1982 CE

Faigley, Miller

5

18

1986 WC

Doheny-Farina

6
7

17
17

1985 # 2
1983 #1

Anderson, P V
Dobrin

8

16

1983 #l-book

Anderson, Brockniann,MiIler

book

9
10
11
12
13

13
13
13
13
13

1985
1983
1983
1985
1987

Odell
Huckin
Flower, Hayes. Swarts
Faigley
Allen, Atkinson, Morgan,Moore,Snow

Beyond the Text...

14
15

12
12

1983 CCC
1984 CE

Selzer
Bruffee

16

11

1988

Bazerman

Shaping Wttn Knowledge

17
18
19
20
21
22

10
10
10
10
10
10

1986
1983
1985
1985
1985
1987

Broadhead, Freed
Tufte
Soderston
Moran, Journet
Miller, Selzer
Freed, Broadhead

Variables in Composition:...
Envisioning Info

23
24
25
26
27

9
9
9
9
9

1985 TC
1981
1980
1990
1982

Mills, Dye
Felker, et al
Felker (ed.)
Ede, Lunsford
Deal, Kennedy

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

1985
1978
1985
1978
1971
1973
1986
1986
1985
1983

Weiss
Miller, C
Odell, Goswami
Kintsch, van Dijk
Kinneavy
Geertz
Bruffee
Bernhardt
Benson
Bazemian

#2
#1
#1
#2
JBTC

TC
#4-book
#2
CCC

CSSJ
#2-book
PR

CE
CCC
TC
#1

Paradis, Dobrin.Miller
Structure of Sci Rev

What Exp CoUab Say

book

Guidelines for Doc Designers
Document Design: Rev Lit
Singular Texts/Plural Authors
The Corporate Cultures:...
How to Write...User Manual
book
Toward a Model...
Theory of Discourse
Interpretation of Cultures
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Table C I. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites
Publish
38
7
1984 #18
Halloran, Bradford
39
7
1987
Shneiderman
40
7
1984
Price
41
7
1983 #1
Odell, Goswami, Herrington, Quick
42
7
1982 RTE
Odell, Goswami
43
7
1987 BABC
Morgan, Allen, Moore
44
7
1985 #4
Miller, C
45
7
1988 JBTC
Lipson, C
46
7
1986 JBC
Forman, Katsky
47
7
1986 CCC
Flower, Hayes, Carey
48
7
1980
Fish
49
7
1984 CCC
Ede, Lunsford
7
50
1985 #2
Doheny-Farina, Odell
7
51
1989 # 3
Couture, Rymer
52
7
1987 lEEEC
Conklin
53
7
1986
Brockmann, R J
54
7
1983 TC
Bethke
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1985
1985
1980
1986
1985
1982
1985
1984
1986
1989
1988
1989
1987
1985
1987
1980
1989
1986
1981
1986
1972
1986
1987
1981

79
80
81
82
83
84
85

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1985
1983
1987
1978
1973
1988
1980

#4
#1
IEEE
#2
WC
QJS
RR
JBTC
TC

WC
CCC
CE
TC
Couture
JVLVB
JBTC
IEEE
#4

IS
IS
IEEE

Moran
Winkler
Swarts, Flower, Hayes
Schell
Redish, Battison, Gold
Peters, Waterman
Myers
Miller, C
Lunsford, Ede
Lay
Lauer, Asher
Killingsworth, Jones
Just, Carpenter
Hartley, J
Harrison
Rower, Hayes
Dobrin
Cooper
Buehler
Brown, Herndl
Bransford, Johnson
Belenky, +
Barton, Barton
Atlas
Moran, Moran
van Dijk, Kintsch
Zimmerman
Wright, P
Wright, P
Winsor
Van Buren, Buehler

Notes

Designing User Interface
How to Write Computer Manual

Is There a Text?

Wrtg Better... User Doc...

History of TC
CMU-DocDesign Report 9

In Search of Excellance

Composition Research
The Psych of Rdg & Lang
Designing Instruct. Text

Wrtg and Technique

Women's Ways of Knowing

Business Letters...

.

—
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Table CI . 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites
Publish
86
5
1989 CE
Trimbur
87
5
1963
Tinker
88
5
1985 CCC
Tebeaux
89
5
1979
Strunk, White
90
5
1979 JBC
Stine, Skarzenski
91
5
1985 JTWC
Samuels, M S
92
5
1986 JTWC
Rubins
93
5
1981 JTWC
Rubens
94
5
1979
Rorty
95
5
1987 JBC
Rentz, Debs
96
5
1969
Perelman, Olbrechts-Tyteca
97
5
1975 PMLA
Ong
1987
98
5
North, S
5
1988
JBTC
99
Meese, Wahlstrom
5
1987
LeFevre
100
5
1987
Latour
101
1987
Kent, T
102
5
TWT
Kalmbach, Jobst
5
1986 TC
103
Hillocks
104
5
1986
Herrington, A J
5
1985 RTE
105
Halliday, Hasan
1976
106
5
Green, Nolan
1984 TC
107
5
Goldstein [Rymer]
1984 TC
5
108
Erase, Schwartz
1979 JEP
5
109
Rower, Hayes
1977 CE
5
110
Rower, Hayes
1981 CCC
5
111
Dobrin
1985 TWT
5
112
Dobrin
1985 CE
5
113
Connors, R J
JTWC
1982
5
114
Collier, R M
1983 CCC
5
115
Carroll, Smith-Kerker, Ford
5 1987-8 HCI
116
Carroll, Rosson
Carroll
1987
5
117
Bertin, J
1983
5
118
Beard, Williams, Doheny-Farina
1989 JBTC
5
119
Anderson,
Reynolds, Schalle
1977 AERJ
5
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1989
1988
1989
1977
1973
1989
1987
1970
1984
1988
1990
1985
1989
1984

#17
#16
TC
CE
JTWC
JBTC

El
JBTC

Barrett
Barrett
Schriver
Kuhn
Bruffee
Zappen
Zappen
Young, Becker, Pike
Yin
Wright, P
Winsor
Williams
Williams
White, J V

Notes

The New Rhetoric

j

The Society of Text... (book)
Text, Context,... (book)
The Essential Tension...
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Table C L. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites Publish
135
4
1988 ITCC
Waltzman
136
4
1985 Mcaelland+ Trimbur
137
4
1977 CP
Thomdyke
138
4
1987
Suchman
139
4
1985 #15
Sticht
140
4
1982 TWT
Spretnak
141
4
1990 JBTC
Spilka
142
4
1988 TWT
Spilka
143
4
1977
Shaughnessy
144
4
1983 # 1
Selzer
145
4
1989 CCC
Schriner, Rice
146
4
1984
Schoff, Robinson
147
4
1985 CE
Rutter
148
4
1981 Anderson
Rumelhart, Norman
4
149
1989
Louth, Scott (eds)
150
4
1988 #11
Ramey
4
1977 PRI
151
Overington
152
4
1989 JTWC
Olsen
153
4
1983 Mosenthal
Odell, Goswami, Herrington
154
4
1989 # 7
Miller, C
4
1986
Michaelson
155
156
4
1987 JBTC
Locker
1987 JTWC
Little, McLaren
157
4
Lipson
4
1986 TWT
158
Kostelnick
4
1988 JBC
159
Knorr-Cetina
4
1981
160
Knoblauch
4
1980 CCC
161
Klare
4
1963
162
Kies
1985 JTWC
4
163
Kelley, Masse, Pearsall
1985
4
164
Haviland, Qark
JVLVB
1974
4
165
Hartley, J
1981 IEEE
4
166
Harris, J
1985 CCC
4
167
Harris, E
1979 CE
4
168
Halloran
1978 CSSJ
4
169
Grice
1975 Cole+
4
170
Goswami, Redish, Moore
1981
4
171
Golen, Powers, Titlam
1985 JBC
4
172
Goetz, LeCompte
1984
4
173
Gilligan
1982
4
174
Rower, Hayes
1980 Gregg-(4
175
Emig
1971
4
176
Drapper
1984
4
177
Dillman
1978
4
178
Coney
1987 TWT
4
179
Qeveland, McGill
1984 JA
4
180
Chodorow
1978
4
181
Carroll, Mack, Lewis
1985 HCI
4
182
Carroll, J M
1984 Dl
4
183
Brockmann, R J
1983 JTWC
4
184

Notes

CoUab TW: Thry & Pract
Sci Community as Audience
Discourse-Based Interview...

As Per Your Request...

A Sys Approach to Vis Lang

Logic and Conversation

The Nature of Expertise...
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Table C L. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites
Publish
185
4
1985 #4
Barnett, Hughes
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
1%
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1985
1989
1975
1987
1958
1985
1982
1973
1977
1978
1989
1984
1987
1989
1983
1981
1987
1990
1989
1986
1988
1984
1980
1980
1978
1972
1984
1990
1981
1989
1983
1977
1980
1988
1985
1986
1974
1981
1949
1986
1969
1985
1977
1988
1989
1988
1979
1977

TWT
ProcHCI
QJS
WC
Cope+
IS
Murphy
Freedle
Goody

TWT
ITCC
ProcACM
IEEE
ITCC

#18
Kolers-(JTWC

ITCC
JBTC
IEEE
BABC
CCC
TC
TC
JBC

CSSJ
#15
TC
#6
TC
Anderson+

Stoddard
Nielson
Campbell P N
Brodkey
Sprat
Hartley, Trueman
Halloran, Whitburn
Dondis
Qark, Haviland
Brown, Levinson
Brockmann, Rook
Zuboff
Zappen
Wright, P
Wright, P
Wright, P
Witman
Winsor
Winsor
Winograd
White, J V
Whitburn
Waller
Wagner
Vygotsky
Toulmin
Thing
Tebeaux
Swaney, Janik, Bond
Stratton
Storms
Sticht
Sommers
Smith, F
Smith, F
Smeltzer, Werbel
Skillin, Gay
Bahktin
Shannon, Weaver
Seeger
Searle
Schumacher, Waller
Schank, Abelson
Sanderlin
Sides
Samuels
Salomon
Rumelhart, Ortony

Notes

TheRoleofEthos...TW
The Matters that Really...
The Personae of Sci Disc...
Wrtg Ethnographic Narr...

Mind in Society

1

Dialogic Imagination

- --
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Table C 1. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites Publish
234
3
1988 JBTC
Rude
235
3
1984
Rubinstein
236
3
1988 #11
Rubens
237
3
1986 CSSJ
Rowland
238
3
1978
Rosenblatt
239
3
1987 TWT
Robbins
240
3
1987 JBTC
Rivers, W E
241
3
1987
Baecker, Buxton
242
3
1988 TWT
Riley, K
243
3
1986 MCI
Reder, Charney, Morgan
244
3
1988 IPCC
Ramey
245
3
1987 IPCC
Ramey
246
3
1986 IEEE
Partridge
247
3
1988 JTWC
Pace
248
3
1984 HFR
Williges, Williges
249
3
1986 Norman-h
Norman
250
3
1988
Norman
251
3
1981
Nelson, T H
252
3
1986 TWT
Nelson, R J
253
3
1984 IBMSJ
Neal, Simons
254
3
1990
Myers
255
3
1985 TC
Murch
256
3
1986
Morgan
257
Miller, W J
3
1975 #9
Michaelson
3
1987 IEEE
258
Michaelson
3
1982
259
Meyer, Brandt, Bluth
1980 RRQ
260
3
Meyer
1975
261
3
Mayer, R E
1980 JEP
3
262
Martin
1982 Hastdorf+
3
263
Manning
1988 JTWC
264
3
Mackin
1989 TC
3
265
Lutz
1984 IEEE
3
266
Loeb
1985 JTWC
267
3
Locker
1989
3
268
Locker
1985 Douglas+
3
269
Littlejohn
1983
3
270
Little, S B
1990 IEEE
3
271
Lipson, C
1982 JTWC
3
272
Lincoln, Guba
1985
3
273
Lewis, Mack
1982 ProcHFCS
3
274
Levine
1988 #16
3
275
Larkin, Simon
1987 CS
3
276
LaRoches, Pearson
WC
1985
3
277
Kostelnick
1989 TWT
3
278
Ware
3 1974-75 RRQ
279
Kintsch, Keenan
1973 CP
3
280
Kiesler,
Siegel, McGuire
1984 AP
3
281
Keyes
1987 IEEE
3
282
Keller
1983
3
283

Notes

page 1 article

How to Write...
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Table CI. 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
Location
Author(s)
Cites Publish
284
3
1989 TC
Keeler
285
3
1988 TWT
Kalmbach
286
3
1974
Pirsig
287
3
1986 JTWC
Journet
288
3
1980
Hymes
289
3
1985 ITCC
Hubbard, Willoughby
290
3
1982 #12
Horn
291
3
1987
Hirsch
191
3
1985 RTE
Herrstrom
293
3
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3
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3
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3
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3
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315
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3
316
Fahnestock
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3
317
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323
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325
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3
326
Doheny-Farina
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3
327
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3
328
DieU
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329
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Table C . 377 Texts Cited Three or More Times
No. of Year
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Author(s)
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3
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aifford
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3
1977 Freedle
Qeveland
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3
1987 IEEE
aark,G
337
3
1975 IEEE
Qark, A K
338
3
1988 #11
Charney, Reder, Wells
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3
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Charney, Reder
340
3
1981 JTWC
Qisey
341
3
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Carver
342
3
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Carroll, Aaronson
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3
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Carliner
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3
1983
Card, Moran, Newell
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3
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Card, Moran, Newell
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3
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Bush,V
347
3
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348
3
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Burke, K
Burke, K
349
3
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Burke, K
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3
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Buehler
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351
3
Bruffee
3
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352
Britton+
3
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3
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3
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3
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3
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3
358
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3
359
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3
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3
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3
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3
363
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364
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366
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3
367
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3
368
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3
369
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3
370
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3
371
Arnold, Malley
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372
Arnheim
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3
373
Anson, Forsberg
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3
374
Anderson, T H, Armbruster
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3
375
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1984 IEEE
3
376
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3
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APPENDIX F
SELECTED ANTHOLOGIES CITED

361

362
The anthologies listed below appeared frequently enough to assign a collection code
number. The assigned number appears in the Location section of the database to save
keystrokes in data entry. Felker's Document Design was not assigned a number, but it is
included here because it is a frequently cited anthology.
Collection
Code
Number
1

Anderson, Paul V., R. John Brockmann, and Carolyn R. Miller, eds. New Essays
in Technical and Scientific Communication: Research, Theory, Practice.
Farmingdale, NY: Baywood, 1983.

16

Barrett, Edward, ed. Text, ConText, and Hypertext. Cambridge, MA: MIT P, 1988.

17

Barrett, Edward, ed. The Society of Text: Hypertext, Hypermedia, and the Social
Construction of Information. Cambridge, MA: MIT P, 1989.

5

Beene, Lynn, and Peter White, eds. Solving Problems in Technical Writing. New
York: Oxford UP, 1988.

18

Connors, Robert J., Lisa S. Ede, and Andrea A. Lunsford, eds. Essays on
Classical Rhetoric and Modem Discourse. Carbondale, IL: So IL UP, 1984.

9

Cunningham, Donald, and Herman A. Estrin, eds. The Teaching of Technical
Writing. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1975.

11

Doheny-Farina, Stephen, ed. Effective Documentation: What We Have Learned
From Research. Cambridge, MA: MIT P, 1988

15

Duffy, Thomas M., and Robert Waller, eds. Designing Usable Texts. New York:
Academic P, 1985

7

Fearing, Bertie, and W. Keats Sparrow, eds. Technical Writing: Theory and
Practice. New York: MLA, 1989.
Felker, Daniel B., ed. Document Design: A Review of the Relevant Research.
Washington, DC: American Institutes for Research, 1980.

12

Jonassen, David H., ed. The Technology of Text. vol. 1. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Educational Technology Publication, 1982.

13

Jonassen, David H., ed. The Technology of Text. vol. 2. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Educational Technology Publication, 1985.

3

Kogen, Myra, ed. Writing in the Business Professions. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1989.

363
14

8
4

Kolers, Paul A., Merald E. Wrolstad, and Herman Bouma, eds. The Processing of
Visible Language. NY: Plenum P, 1979.
Lay, Mary M., and William M. Karis, eds. Collaborative Writing in Iruiustry:
Investigations in Theory and Practice. Amityville, NY: Baywood, 1991.
Moran, Michael G., and Debra Journet, eds. Research in Technical
Communication: A Bibliographic Sourcebook. Westport, CT: Greenwood,
1985.

2

Odell, Lee, and Dixie Goswami, eds. Writing in Nonacademic Settings. New York:
Guilford, 1985.

6

Sides, Charles A., ed. Technical and Business Communication: Bibliographic Essays
for Teachers and Corporate Trainers. Urbana, IL: NCTE and STC, 1989.

10

Stevenson, Dwight W., ed. Courses, Components, and Exercises in Technical
Communication. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1981.

APPENDIX G
PERIODICALS AND CONFERENCES CITED

364

365
Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971. 1980. 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
1 ITCC
2 TC
3 JTWC
4 IEEE
5 CE
6 CCC
7 JBC
8 JBTC
9 TWT
10 WC
11 JEP
12 IPCC
13 RTE
14 CACM
15 JAP
16 BABC
17 HBR
18 HF
19 RRQ
20 QJS
21 IJMMS
22 NYT
23 JVLVB
24 RR
25 SI
26 AP
27 CSSJ
28 CP
29 PI
30 PRI
31 HCI
32 PR
33 WSJ
34 EE
35 RER
36 H87P
37 AMR
38 CBEV
39 4C
40 IDJ
41 ASQ
42 AERJ
43 CC
44 El
45 IS
46 CM
47 OS
48 SP2

STC Proceedings
Technical Communication
J of Technical Writing and Communication
IEEE Transactions of Professional Communicatio
College English
College Composition and Communication
J of Business Communication
J of Business and Technical Communication
Technical Writing Teacher
Written Communication
J of Educational Psychology
IEEE Professional Communication Proceedings
Research in the Teaching of English
Communications of the ACM
J of Applied Psychology
Bulletin of the Association for Business Commua
Harvard Business Review
Human Factors
Reading Research Qtrly
Qtrly J of Speech
Intemational J Man-Machine Studies
New York Times
J of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior
Rhetoric Re\ie\\
Science
American Psychologist
Central States Speech J
Cognitive Psychology
Publish
Philosophy and Rhetoric
Human Comouter Interaction
Psychological Review
Wall Street J
Engineering Education
Review of Educational Research
Hypertext '87 Proceedings
Academy of Managment Review
CBE Views
Conference for College Composition and Commu
Information Design J
Administrative Science Qtrly
American Educational Research J
Computers and Composition
Ergonomics
Instructional Science
Communication Monographs
Organizational Studies
Scholarly Publishing

492
371
273
260
204
181
152
117
95
83
74
73
62
53
53
52
43
43
40
36
34
34
33
29
29
27
27
27
27
26
25
25
24
23
23
22
21
21
20
20
19
19
19
19
19
17
17
17

Total/
Umt
492
371
273
260
204
181
152
117
95
83
74
73
62

%of
%of
Cites
TOTAL
(5565)
(11,976)
8.84% 4.11%
6.67% 3.10%
4.91% 2.28%
4.67% 2.17%
3.67% 1.70%
3.25% 1.51%
2.73% 1.27%
2.10% 0.98%
1.71% 0.79%
1.49% 0.69%
1.33% 0.62%
1.31% 0.61%
1.11% 0.52%

106
52

1.90%
0.93%

0.89%
0.43%

86
40
36

1.55%
0.72%

0.72%
0.33%

68
33

1.22%
0.59%

0.57%
0.28%

58

1.04%

0.48%

108
26

1.94%)
0.47%

0.90%
0.22%

50
24

0.90%
0.43%

0.42%
0.20%

46
22

0.83%
0.40%

0.38%
0.18%

42

0.75%

0.35%

40

0.72%

0.33%

95

1.71%

0.79%

366
T a b l e d . Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

TESOLQ
VL
AMJ
BIT
CS
JML
T
ERIC
Fl
HR
JAC
MCI
MISQ
ASR
DP
IBMSJ
JC
JRB
JQ
PCWl
PP
CEP
Dl
ET
IM
JEPl
PCM
PJ
SIGCHIB
lEEEC
JPSP
MC2
CI
DAI
MCQ
MS
N4
PP2
PRJ
ACMTOIS
ADEB
AJS
B
C89P
CI
ER
I
JAR

TESOL Qtrly
Visible Language
Academy of Management J
Behavior and Information Technology
Cognitive Science
J of Memory and Language
Time
ERIC documents
Fortune
Human Relations
J of Advanced Composition
Memory and Cognition
MIS Qtrly
American Sociological Review
Discourse Processes
IBM Systems J
J of Communication
J of Reading Behavior
Journalism Qtrly
PC Week
Personnel Psychology
Contemporary Educational Psychology
Datamation
Educational Technology
Information & Management
J of Experimental Psychology
PC Magazine
Personnel J
SIGCHI Bulletin
IEEE Computer
J of Personality and Social Psychology
Medical Communications
Critical Inquiry
Dissertation Abstracts Intemational
Management Communication Qtrly
Management Science
Newsweek
Personal Publishing
Public Relations J
ACM Transactions on Office Information System:
ADE Bulletin
American J of Sociology
BYTE
CHI '89? Proceedings
Computer
Educational Researcher
Intercom (STC)
J of Advertising Research

Total/
Unit
17
17
16
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

85

1.53%

0.71%

48

0.86%

0.40%

30

0.54%

0.25%

84

1.51%

0.70%

104

1.87%

0.87%

96

1.73%

0.80%

33

0.59%

0.28%

70

1.26%

0.58%
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
97 JFl
98 JRST
99 JSM
00 SA
01 Tl
02 AC
03 BMl
04 CQ
05 D
06 Dl
07 ECTJ
08 lEEESE
09 JEE
10 LS
11 M
12 NAF
13 PMLA
14 P
15 PB
16 POQ
17 SSI
18 SMI
19 BW
20 C2
21 EJ
22 F2
23 HCR
24 JA
25 JR
26 JRCS
27 PCI
28 F/T
29 RIE
30 THE
31 VS
32 AVCRl
33 BPEJ
34 EPM
35 lEEETEM
36 lEEESMC
37 IW
38 JGP
39 JTW
40 JASA
41 NLH
42 OD
43 PMS
44 P3

J of Forestry
J of Research in Science Teaching
J of Systems Management
Scientific American
Training
Academic Computing
Business Marketing
Communication Qtrly
Daedalus
Design Issues
Educational Communication and Technology J
IEEE Software Engineering
J of Experimental Education
Language in Society
Macworld
North American Farmer
PMLA
Poetics
Psychological Bulletin
Public Opinion Qtrly
Simply Stated
Supervisory Management
Business Week
Computerworld
English J
Forbes
Human Communication Research
J of Advertising
J of Reading
J of Research Communication Studies
Personal Computing
PREATEXT
Resources in Education
T.H.E. Joumal (Technical Horizons in Education]
Vital Speeches
AV Communication Review
Business and Professional Ethics J
Educational and Psychological Measurement
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybem<
Industry Week
J of General Psychology
J of Teaching Writing
J of the Acoustical Society of America
New Literary History
Organizational Dynamics
Perceptual and Motor Skills

Print

Total/
Unit
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

126

2.26%

1.05%

136

2.44%)

1.14%

91

1.64%

0.76%
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
45 RM
46 SM
47 TETYC
48 TCHE
49 TF
50 TDJ
51 UR
52 WJSC
53 AS
54 AM
55 AMI
56 CL
57 CD
58 CMl
59 ERB
60 FT
61 HFSB
62 IPM
63 IFUN
64 JD
65 JEF:HEP
66 JEP:HPP
67 JMR
68 JASIS
69 M2
70 MR
71 MW
72 0
73 PCW
74 PPI
75 PLET
76 PS
77 SR
78 TS
79 TBBS
80 AJP
81 AE
82 AJ
83 BRMI
84 BSTJ
85 BJEP
86 BEF
87 BH
88 CR
89 CDl
90 CC:PCES
91 DPEJ
92 ERT

Rsearch (?) Management
Speech Monographs
Teaching English in the Two-Year College
The Chronicle of Higher Education
The Futurist
Training & Development J
UNIX Review
Western J of Speech Communication
American Scientist
Association Management
Atlantic Monthly
Canada Lancet
Child Development
Collegiate Microcomputer
Education Research Bulletin
Federal Times
Human Factors Society Bulletin
Information Processing and Management
Iowa Farm Unity News
J of Documentation
J of Experimental Psychology: Human Learning a
J of Experimental Psychology: Human Performan
J of Marketing Research
J of the American Society for Information Science
MacUser
Management Review
Management World
Online
PC Worid
Perception and Psychophysics
Programmed Learning and Educational Technoloj
Psychonomic Science
Social Research
Technology Studies
The Behavioral and Brains Sciences
American J of Psychology
Applied Ergonomics
ArtJ
Behavior Research Methods and Instruments
Bell Systems Technical J
British J of Education Psychology
Business Education Forum
Business Horizons
Communication Research
Computer Decision
Current Contents: Physical, Chemical, Earth Sci
Delta Pi Epsilon J
Employment Relations Today

Total/
Unit
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

126

2.26%

1.05%

135

2.43%

1.13%

369
Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

HTl
HRM
IE
JBE
JCR
JCD
JEM
JER
JEP:G
JHMAS
JM
LE
PA
PRQ
PW
QJEJP
SAM:MJ
SE
S4
SRI
S3
VGC
ABCA
A4
AME
AJSl*
AJSl
ASl
ATTTJ
BA
CT
CEl
CGT
CF
CC2
DM1
DM
EP
EL
EPl
ETl
ERLJ
G
lEEECM
lEEECGA
ILRR
IRETEWS
12

High Technology
Human Resource Management
Industrial Engineering
J of Business Ethics
J of Consumer Research
J of Counseling and Development
J of Educational Measurement
J of Educational Research
J of Experimental Psychology: General
J of History Medicine Allied Science
J of Marketing
Liberal Education
Personnel Administration
Public Relations Qtrly
Publishers Weekly
Qtrly J of Experimental Psychology
SAM: Advanced Management J
Science Education
Semiotica
Sex Roles
Sociometry
Vocational Guidance Qti-ly
ABCA Bulletin (see BABC)
Academe
Academy of Managment Executives
American J of Science
American J of Science
American Sociologist
AT&T Technical J
Business America
Changing Times
Communication Education
Computer Graphics Today
Computerworld Focus
Current Contents
Data Management
Direct Marketing
Editor and Publisher
Educational Leadership
Educational Psychologist
Educational Theory
Employee Relations Law J
Genre
IEEE Communications (ck lEEECOM)
IEEE Computer Graph. Appl.
Industrial and Labor Relations Review
IRE Transactions on Engmeenng Wntmg and Sp(
Isis

Total/
Unit
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

140

%of
Cites
(5565)

2.52%

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

1.17%

370

Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288

JRME
J for Research in Mathemetics Education
JASP
J of Abnormal Social Psychology
JCE
J of Chemical Education
JCP
J of Chemical Physics
JDPM
J of Documentation Project Management
JE
J of Education
JEP:LMC J of Experimental Psychology: Leaming, Memory
JMIS
J of Management Information Systems
JMS
J of Management Science
JSI
J of Social Issues
JASAl
J of the American Statistical Association
MA
Managerial Accounting
MC
Marketing Communication
N:RSA
Newsletter: Rhetoric Society of America
OBHP
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
OBTR
Organizational Behavior Teaching Review
PIJ
Performance and Instruction J
PI
Photelectronic Imaging
PCHI
Proceedings of CHI
Psychology Today
PT
Representations
R
Rhetoric Society Qtrly
RSQ
Sales and Marketing Management
SMM
Science News
SN
Science, Technology, and Human Values
STHV
Social Studies of Science
SSS
Tech
Trends
TT
Technology Review
TR
Technostyle
T4
Tekniques
T5
The ATA Chronicle
ATAC
The Bulletin
TB
The Editorial Eye
TEE
Y*
Trial
Washington Post
WP
Writing Instructor
WI
Writing Program Administrator
WPA
33 Lotus Intemational: Qtrly Architectural Reviev
QAR
Accounting Review
AR
ACM Computing Surveys
ACMCS
ACM DataBase
ACMDB
ACMSIGDG ACM SIGDOC Asterick (see Astenck)
ACMSIGCS ACMSIGCSE Bulletinn
Across the Board
ABl
Adweek's Marketing Week
AMW
Alta Frequenza
AF
American
J of Mental Deficiency
AJMD
American Medical Writers Association J
AMWA

Total/
Unit
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

)1

189

3.40%

1.58%
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336

AS2
AVJ
ACl
ASE
ANYAS
ARIST
ARP
AVCR
BM
BT
BS
BLR
B3
BJPl
B2
CMR
CJP
CJ
CRl
C4
C6
CW
CGW
CPM
CE2
CACJ
CH
CIR
CVD
CA
CC:LS
D2
DCNA
DN
DFP
DP2
D3
DR
EBl
EEl
EQ
EJSE
FS
FEN
GE
HI
HMl
HER

American Statistician
American Vocational J
Analytical Chemistry
Anglo-Saxon England
Annals New York Academy of Sciences
Annual Review of Information Science and Techn
Annual Review of Psychology
AVCR Audio-Visual Center Review
Bankers Monthly
Behavior Therapy
Behavioral Science
Bell Lab Record
Bioscience
British J of Psychology
Business
California Management Review
Canadian J of Psychology
Cartographic J
Chaucer Review
Cognition
Communication
Communication World
Computer Graphics World
computer Publishing Magazine
Computer & Electronics
Computer-Assisted Composition J
Computers in the Humanities
Contemporary Issues in Reading
Corporate Video Decisions
Critique of Anthropology
Current Contents: Life Sciences
Database
Dental Clinics of North America
Design News
Detroit Free Press
Developmental Psychology
Diacritics
Digital Review
Electronic Business
Elementary English
English Qtrly
Europena J of Science Education
Feminist Studies
Freshman English News
Graduating Engineer
Hardcopy
Haiper's Magazine
Hai-vard Education Review

Total/
Unit
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

j

372

Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992

Abbreviatior
337 HEQ
338 HE
339 HFR
340 HT
341 H
342 lEEEE
343 lEEES
344 IMM
345 IP
346 IFPM
347 16
348 13
349 UT
350 IWl
351 ITCD
352 JBCl
353 IBR
354 JCL
355 JDM
356 JEB
357 JMl
358 JPL
359 JPl
360 JSP
361 JADA
362 JCWAS
363 JCWPA
364 JILA
365 JRSS
366 JAMA
367 JM2
368 LLJ
369 LTEW
370
L2
371
LSI
372
LL
373
LNV
374
LP
375
MML
376
MSI
377
MP
378
M3
379
NG
380
NB
381
NSN
382
N:FF
383
OBHDP
384

PT2

Periodical or Conference
Health Education Qtrly
Higher Education
Human Factors Review
Huntsville Times
Hypermedia
IEEE Education
IEEE Spectrum
Industrial Marketing Management
Industrial Photography
Innovation - Film Production Magazine
Intelligence
Interfaces
Intemational J of Thermophysics
Issues in Writing
ITC Desktop
J of Biological Chemistry
J of Business Research
J of Child Language
J of Direct Marketing
J of Education for Business
J of Management
J of Products Liability
J of Psychology
J of Social Psychology
J of the American Dietetic Association
J of the Colorado-Wyoming Academy of Science
J of the Council of Writing Program Administrato
J of the Intemational Listening Association
J of the Royal Statistical Society
JAMA
Journalism Monographs
Labor Law J
Languaage Technology Electric World
Language
Language and Style
Language Leaming
Legal Notes and Viewpoints
Linguistics and Philosophy
Machine Mediated Leaming
Management Solutions
Modem Philology
Money
National Geographic
Nation's Business
New Statesman & Nation
Novel: A Forum on Fiction
Organizational Behavior & Human Decision Proc
Philosophical Transactions

Total/
Unit

Total
Cites
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

1

1
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432

PSS
Philosophy of the Social Sciences
P:JI
Proteus: A J of Ideas
PM2
Psychological Monographs
PR2
Psychological Research
PWQ
Psychology of Women's Qtrly
QJEP:HEP Qtrly J of Experimental Psychology: Human Expe
RI
Reading Improvement
RE
Remedial Eduation
RMl
Review of Metaphysics
STN
Sci-Tech News
SMR
Sloan Management Review
SGB
Small Group Behavior
SPl
Social Problems
SSCJ
Southern Soeech Communication J
SHPS
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science
S9
Style
S
Supervision
TCQ
Technical Communication Qtrly
T2
Text
The Computer/Law J
TCLJ
TEQ
The English Qtrly
The Seybold Report on Publishing Systems
TSRPS
The Sociological Qtrly
TSQ
The Tech. Teacher
TTT
Theory into Practice
TP
Uhn
U
U.S. News and World Report
USNWR
Western Speech
WS
Working Woman
WW
Writer's Digest
WD
AAAS Bulletin: Scientific Freedom and National
AAASB
AAHE Bulletin
AAHEB
Academic Psychology Bulletin
APB
Accounting and Business Research
ABR
ACE Qtrly
ACEQ
ACM
SIGCHI Bulletin
ACMSIGCH
ACMSIGOi; ACM SIGOIS Bulletin
ACM SIGPLAN Notices
ACMSN
ACM Transactions on Information Systems
ACMTIS
Acta Agricultura Scandinavica
AAS
Administrative Qtrly
AQ
Adolescence
A
Advanced
Management J (see SAM:AMJ)
AMJl
Advances in Computers
AC3
Advances in Experimental Psychology
AEP
Advertising Age
AA
Air Force Magazine
AFM
Akron Beacon J
ABJ

Total/
Unit
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

274

%of
Cites
(5565)

4.92%

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

2.29%
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480

AJl
ABS
AHR
AJCP
AJCL
AJE
AJIC
AJPl
AMP
AM2
AMWAB
API
AS3
A2
ASF/SF
AB
AAAPSS
AHC
AEQ
AL
ADS*
AIHS
AEl
AG
AI
ASISB
A3
AJ2
ARl
AC2
AA*
ACJ
AJP
Al
A5
AVR
AWST
B4
BRT
BAl
BP
BAQ
BLN
BSJ
BU
BJ
BSl
BE

Albuquerque J
American Behavioral Scientists
American Historical Review
American J of Clinical Pathology
American J of Computational Linguistics
American J of Education
American J of Infection Control
American J of Physics
American J of Psychology
American Magazine
American Medical Writers Association Bulletin
American Psychology
American Speech
AmJur
Analog Science Fact/Science Fiction
Analytical Biochemistry
Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Annals of the History of Computing
Anthiopology Education Qtrly
Applied Linguistics
Archives Des Sciences
Archives of the Intemational History of Science

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

1

i
1

Ariel E
Arkansas Gazette
Artifical Intelligence
ASIS Bulletin
Asterick
Astrophysical J
At Renssaeler
Atlanta Constitution
Australian Acct
Australian Computing J
Australian J of Psychology
Authorware
Automation
AV Communication Review
Aviation Week and Space Technology
Barron's
Behavioral and Research Therapy
Behavioral Assessment
Behavioral Processes
Bell Atlantic Quarteriy
Bell Lab News
Bell Systems J (see BSTJ)
Biochemistry-USA
Biophyiscal J
BioScience
Black Enterprise

1

i
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
.521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528

BERJ
BJHS
BJET
BJP
BPS
BGSA*
BIHM
Bl
BS3
BSR
BQ
CAM
CIEA
CAl
CMRl
CJISA
CC*
C/E
CEAF
CDN
C7
CTJ
CJl
CP2
CMAM
CB
CJWB
C3
CLR
C5
CNl
CRR
CY
CU
CCl
CIl
CG
CGA
CME
CS2
COR
CSl
C
CSE
CR*
CPl
CN
CHRAQ

Brithish Educational Research J
British J for the History of Science
British J of Education Technology
British J of Photography
British Psychological Society
Bulletin Geological Society of America
Bulletin of the Institute of the History of Medicine
Bulletin (Camegie-Mellon)
Business and Society
Business and Society Review
Business Quarterly
CA Magazine
Cahiers de I'lnstitut Economique Agncole
California Agriculture
Canada Medical Record
Canadian J Industry, Science Art
Case & Comment
Cause/Effect
CEA Fomm
Central Daily News
Change
Chinese Translation J
Classical J
Classical Philosophy
CMA Magazine
Collection Building
Colombia J of World Business
Colophon
Columbia Law Review
Commentary
Communication News
Communication Research Reports
Communication Yearbook
commUNIXations
Composition Chronicle
Computational Intell. (ckCI)
Computer Graphics
Computer Graph. Appl. (cklEEECGA?)
Computers in Mechanical Engineering
Computers in the Schools
Computers & Operations Research
Computing Surveys
Connections
Consulting - Specifying Engineer
Consumer Report
Contemporary Psychoanalysis
Convention News (NCTE)
Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Qtrl

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

\
\

1
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971. 1980. 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576

CPAJ
CPA Joumal
CFM
Credit & Financial Management
CPN
Critical Pedagogy Netv\'orker
CT
Culture Technique
CUPAJ
CUPA Joumal
CC:ET&AS= Current Contents: ET&AS
CPRR
Current Psychological Res. Rev.
Ci&EN
C&EN
D5
Dallas
DPI
Data Processing
DT
Data Training
DBMS
DBMS
DS*
Decision Sciences
DSS
Decision Support Systems
DS
Design Studies
DMCN
Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology
DA
Dialectical Anthropology
DTJ
Digital Technical J
D4
Discover
DMJ
Dominion Medical J
DG
Drew Gateway
D&B Report
D&BR
Earth Sciences Historv
ESH*
EC Newsletter
ECN
EDP Analyzer
EDPA
Education and Technology J
ETJ
Education Digest
ED
Educational Analysis and Policy Evaluation
EAPE
Educational and Ps)'chological Review
EPR
Educational Forum
EF
Educational Research J
ERJ
Educational Research Qtrly
ERQ
Educational Technolog\' Research Development
ETRD
EFA Newsletter
EFAN
Eighteenth-Century Studies
ECS
Electronic Publishing and Printing
EPP
Electronics
E2
Embedded Systems Programming
ESP
Energy Automation
EA
Engineering Management Intemational
EMI
English Education
EE2
English in Texas
ET3
English Literary History
ELH
English Teacher Forum
ETF
English Today
ET2
Environment
and Behavior
j
EB
Ethics: Easier Said Than Done
E
Evaluation Quarterly
EQl

Total/
Unit

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

%of
Cites
(5565)

i

i

i

1

j

1
1

1

1
1

!
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T a b l e d . Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624

Evaluation Review
Exceptional Children
Farm Advocate Alert
Federal Computer Week
Financial Executive
Folio
Fordham Law Review
Forest Chronicle
Frontline
George Washington Law Review
Graphics Arts Monthly
GRBS (?)
Group and Organizational Studies
Guardian
Harvard Business School Review
Hewlett-Packard J
Hofstra Law Review
Houston Chronicle
HP(?)
Human Organization
Human Studies
Human System Management
Hyatt Magazine
I E E E C O M IEEE COM
lEEEEWS IEEE EWS
IEEE Institute
lEEEI
IEEE Intemational Convention Record
lEEEICR
lEEEMM IEEE Micro Magazine
IEEE Potentials
lEEEP
lEEEHFE IEEE Transactions on HFE
IFIPS Proceedings
IFIPSP
IMAGE: J of Nursing Scholarship
LJNS
Immunochemistry
11
Impact of Science on Society
ISS
Improving College and University Teaching
ICUT
INC
INC
Industrial Marketing
IMl
Informaiton Science
IS2
Information Management
IM2
Information Services and Use
ISU
17
Infosystems
14
Infoworld
InfoWorld
IF
Instructional Strategies
ISI
Instrumentation Technology
IT
ICS
Instruments and Control Systems
Interchange
15
lECE
Intemational Educational and Cultural Exchange

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

ERl
EC
FAA
FCW
FE
F3
FLR*
FC
F
GWLR
GAM
GRBS
GOS
Gl
HBSR
HPJ
HLR*
HC
HP
HO
HS
HSM
HM

!

1
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672

IJES
IJEEE
IJMEST
USE
IJAHD
IPCR
IRAL
ISE
1ST
JGE*
JG*
JISM*
JAIS
JAPl
JABA
JABS
JAS
JAL\S
JBBC
JB
JCB
JCDl
JCP2
JCRL
JCAL
JCBI
JCRl
JCCP
JCPl
JCLl
JCBI
JEI
JECP
JEC
JESP
JEI
JES
JF
JHSB
JHE
JHCl
JI
JIBS
JLD
JMB
JNT
JOB
JOP

Intemational J of Educational Research
Intemational J of Electrical Engineering Educatioi
Intemational J of Meth. Education Science Techn(
Intemational J of Science Education
Intemational J on Aging and Human Developmen
Intemational Professional Communication Recorc
Intemational Review of Applied Linguistics
Intemational Science Education
Issues in Science and Technology
J Geologic Ed
J Gerontology
J Info System Management
J of American Information Science
J of Analytical Psychology
J of Applied Behavioral Analysis
J of Applied Behavioral Science
J of Applied Science
J of Australian Institute of Agricultural Science
J of Biophysical and Biochemical Cytology
J of Business
J of Cell Biology
J of Chemical Documentation
J of Clinical Psychology
J of College Reading and Leaming
J of Computer Assisted Leaming
J of Computer-Based Instmction
J of Conflict Resolution
J of Consulting and Clinical Psychology
J of Consulting Psychology
J of Corporate Law
J of Creative Behavior
J of Economic Issues
J of Educaitonal Child Pshcyology
J of Experimental Counseling
J of Experimental Social Psychology
J of Extension
J of Extension Systems
J of Forecasting
J of Health and Social Behavior
J of Higher Education
J of Human-Computer Interaciton
J of Immunology
J of Intemational Business Studies
J of Leaming Disabilities
J of Molecular Biology
J of Narrative Technique
J of Occupational Behavior
J of Occupational Psychology

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

!
1

u
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971,1980. 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719
720

JP2
JP
JPR
JRSE
JSBM
JSGW
JSHD
JACM
JAPA
JATA
JCSUSA
JIES
JSA
JVIB
JVB
JWCS
JEGP
JET
JCl
JE2
JSAS
KE
K
LS2
LA
LMHC
LCMNN
LH
LJ
LT
LI
L
LI
LAT
LLALR
M5
MD
M4
MMN
MHT
ML
MCP
MNAE
MF
MBR
MPR
Ml
MST

J of Personality
J of Pragmatics
J of Psycholinguistic Research
J of Research in Science Education
J of Small Business Management
J of Specialists in Group Work
J of Speech and Hearing Disorders
J of the ACM
J of the American Podiatry Association
J of the American Taxation Association
J of the Copyright Society of the U.S.A.
J of the Illuminating Engineering Society
J of the Society of Archivists
J of Visual Impairment and Blindness
J of Vocational Behavior
J of Women in Culture and Society
JEGP (?)
JET(?)
Joumal and Courier
Journalism Educator
JSAS Catalog of Selected Documents in Psycholo
Kansas English
Keywords
Language and Style
Language Arts
Law, Medicine and Health Care
Les Cahiers du Musee national d'art modeme
Library HI Tech
Library J
Library Trends
Ligature
Lingua
Linguistic Inquiry
Los Angeles Technograph
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review
MACazine
Machine Design
Managing
Maritime Medical News
Mass High Tech
Mathematical Linguistics
Mayo Clinic Proceedings
Melbourne Notes in Agricultural Extension
Metal Forming
Michigan Business Review
Micro Publishing Report
Minerva
Minneapolis Star and Tribune

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

1
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980. 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
721 MLJ
722 MLN
123 MLR
724 MSRCD
725 NADTPJ
726 N2
727 NASSPB
728 NRN
729 N4
730 NDTL
731 NEB
732 NS
733 NYRB
734 NZJES
735 N
736 N3
737 Nl
738 NSPIJ
739 NR
740 OOQ
741 OG
742 OTP
743 ONULR*
744 01
745 OS
746 OSRAN
747 PWS
748 PR3
749 PCC
750 PI3
751 PSPB
752 PS
753 PM
754 PBM
755 PSl
756 PPA
757 P2
758 PR5
759 PRL
760 PL
761 PP3
762 PTl
763 P5
764 PC
765 PI
766 PRMCC*
767 PNAS
768 PAPS

Modem Language J
Modem Language Notes
Modem Language Review
Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
NADTP Joumal
Nation
National Association of Secondary School Princip
Nation's Restaurant News
Nature
New Directions for Teaching and Leaming
New English Business
New Scientist
New York Review of Books
New Zealand J of Educational Studies
Newsweek — see N4
Nightline
Nova
NSPI Joumal
Nursing Research
Occupational Outlook Qtrly
Offical Gazette
Ofiice Technology and People
OH Northern U Law Review
OMEGA
Orlando Sentinel
OSRA Newsletter
Papers in Women's Studies
Pattem Recognition
PC/Computing
Performance & Instmciton
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin
Personnel
Personnel Management
Perspectives in Biology and Medicine
Philosophy of Science
Philosophy and Public Affairs
Photomethods
Physical Review
Physical Review Letters
Physics Letters
Pittsburgh Press
Poetics Today
Poetique
Popular Computing
Printer's Ink
Proc Man-Computer Comm
Proceeding of the National Academy of Sciences
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Socie

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

1
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992

Abbreviatior
769 PNAM
770 PRSL
771 PE
772 P6
773 P90
774 PMl
775 PR4
776 PF
777 PS2
778 PS:PSP
779 PRN
780 PRRA
781 PRRE
782 PASP
783 PPM
784 PRR
785 QS
786 QP
787 QR
788 QR*
789 REl
790 RD
791 R2
792 RBAAS
793 RHE
794 RPT
795 RTM
796 RSO
797 RPGA
798 RI
799 RW
800 RCTLJ
801 SB
802 SM2
803 SR3
804 SR
805 S211
806 SR2
807 S8
808 SRLJ
809 SW
810 S5
811 S7
812 SMPSN
813 S2
814 SF
815 SWl
816 SI

Periodical or Conference
Proceedings of the National Academy of Manager
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
Product Engineer
Production
Profession 90
Project Management
Psychological Reports
Psychologische Forschung
Psychometric Science
PS: Political Science & Politics
Public Relations News: The Int'l Public Relations
Public Relations Resarch Annual
Public Relations Research and Education
Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pi
Publich Personnel Management
Publich Relations Review
Qualitative Sociology
Quality Progress
Quarterly Review
Quaternary Research
Radio Electronics
Reader's Digest
Rendezvous
Report of the British Assoc, for the Advancement
Research in Higher Education
Research in Psychological Type
Research Technology Management
Res. Sociolog. Organ. (?)
Revista de Psicologia General y Aplicada
Rhetorica
Righting Words
Rutgers Computer & Technology Law J
Sacremento Bee
Sales Management
Saturday Review
School Review
Science 211
Scientific Research
Sciphers
Sec. Reg. Law J (?)
Shell Worid
Signs
Smithsonian
SMPS News
Snergy
Social Forces
Social Work
Sociological hiquiry

Total
Cites

Total/
Umt

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

i

1

i
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Table Gl. Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980, 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviatior
Periodical or Conference
Cites
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864

SNl
SJP
SSJ
SL
S6
SIl
SMJ
SS
SEEN
SAF
SHE
SP
SSE
STWPR
SU
SOS
SRAJ
TAJC
TE
TW
TS2
TPl
T6
THCE
TABCAB
TA
AS4
TAS
AB2
TBS
TCH
TCEQ
TCSTI
TCL
TCT
CGT
TCC
TDl
TDR
TEP
TESPJ
ES
KCS
LQ
TNEJM
NY
TO
TPA

Software News
Southem J of Philosophy
Southem Soeech J
Special Libraries
Speculum
Sports Illustrated
Strategic Management J
Streamlined Seminar
Studies in 18th Century Novel
Studies in American Fiction
Studies in Higher Education
Studies in Philology
Studies in Science Education
STWP Review
Systems User
Systems, Objectives, Solutions
S.R.A.J.
TACJ (?)
Teacher Education
Teachers and Writers
Teaching Sociology
Technical Photography
technicalities (Rky Mtn STC nwsltr)
THCE (?)
The ABCA Bulletin (ck ABCA and BABCA)
The Accountant
The American Scholar
The American Statistician (ck AS2)
The Art Bulletin
The Balance Sheet
The Clearing House
The CoEvolution Qtrly
The Communicator of Science and Technical Info
The Computer Lawyer
The Computing Teacher
The Corvallis Gazette Times
The Council Chronicle
The Director
The Drama Review
The Environmental Prof
The ESP J
The Executive Speaker
The Kansas City Star
The Library Qtrly
The New England J of Medicine
The New Yorker
The Office
The Penrose Annual

Total/
Unit

i

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)
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T a b l e d . Periodicals and Conferences: 1971, 1980 1988-1992
Total
Abbreviation
Periodical or Conference
Cites
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897

TPGJ
TQJE
TSl
SAQ
TS
SCR*
TTl
TUR
TSl
TCS
TD
T3
TAPS
USB

use

UCLR
UW
ULC
USAT
VI
V
VQR
VSD
WDT
WE
WM
WCPA
WSC
WSIF
WSIQ
W
WIl
WLN

The Personnel and Guidance J
The Qtrly J of Economics
The Sciences
The South Atlantic Qtrly
The State
The Supreme Court Review
The Typographer
The University Record
Theory and Society
Theory, Culture, and Society
Training & Development (??)
Transaction
Transactions of the American Philosophical Socie
United States Banker
United States Code
University of Chicago Law Review
UNIX/WORLD
Upper and Lower Case
USA Todav
Viator
Videography
Virginai Qtrly Review
Vital Speeches of the Day
Watertown Daily Times
Westinghouse Engineer
Wharton Magazine
Woman CPA
Women's Studies in Communication
Women's Studies Intemational Fomm
Women's Studies Intemational Qtrly
Word
Word & Image
Writing Lab Newsletter
5619

*late additions from JTWC 22.4: abbreviations not checked

Total/
Unit

%of
Cites
(5565)

%of
TOTAL
(11,976)

483 8.68% 4.03%
5619 100.32% 46.62%

APPENDIX H
110 PERIODICALS SELECTED
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Table HI. 110 Periodicals Selected
Abbreviation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

AC
AMJ
AMR
ACMTOIS
ADEB
ASQ
AERJ
AJS
AP
ASR
BIT
BABC
BMl
B
CBEV
CSSJ
CP
CS
CCC
CE
CM
CQ
CACM
CI
CC
CEP
CI
D
Dl
Dl
DP
ECTJ
ER
ET
EE
El
Fl
HBR
HCI
HF
HR
IBMSJ
lEEEC
lEEESE
IEEE
IDJ
IM
IS
I
IJMMS
JAC

Periodical

NonEmpirical Category
Empirical
Academic Computing
X
CP
Academy of Management J
B
X
Academy of Managment Review
X
B
ACM Transactions on Office Information Systems
X
CP
ADE Bulletin
X
E
Administrative Science Qtrly
B
X
American Educational Research J
X
E
American J of Sociology
X
SS Soc
American Psychologist
X
SS P
American Sociological Review
X
SS Soc
Behavior and Information Technology
X
CP
Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication
X
CMPT
Business Marketing
X
B
BYTE
X
CP
CBE Views
X
CMM
Central States Speech J
X
CM S
Cognitive Psychology
X
SS P
Cognitive Science
X
SS P
College Composition and Communication
X
CMRC
College English
X
CMRC
Communication Monographs
X
CM S
Communication Qtrly
X
CM S
Communications of the ACM
X
CP
Computer
X
CP
Computers and Composition
X
CMRC
Contemporary Educational Psychology
X
SS P
Critical Inquiry
X
CMM
Daedalus
X
CMRC
Datamation
X
CP
Design Issues
X
CMM
Discourse Processes
X
CMRC
Educational Communication and Technology J
X
E
X
Educational Researcher
E
X
Educational Technology
E
X
E
Engineering Education
X
CP
Ergonomics
X
B
Fortune
X
B
Harvard Business Review
X
CP
Human Computer Interaction
X
SS P
Human Factors
X
SS Soc
Human Relations
X
CP
IBM Systems J
X
CP
IEEE Computer
IEEE Software Engineering
X
CP
IEEE Transactions of Professional Communication
X
CMRC
Information Design J
X
CMM
Information & Management
X
B
Instructional Science
X
E
Intercom (STC)
X
CMRC
Intemational J Man-Machine Studies
X
CP
J of Advanced Composition
X
CMRC
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Table HI. 110 Periodicals Selected
Abbreviation
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

JAR
JAP
JBTC
JBC
JC
JEP
JEE
JEPl
JFl
JML
JPSP
JRB
JRST
JSM
JTWC
JVLVB
JQ
LS
M
MCQ
MS
MC2
MCI
MISQ
NYT
N4
NAF
OS
PCM
PCWl
PP2
PJ
PP
PRI
PMLA
P
PB
PR
POQ
PI
QJS
RRQ
RTE
RER
RR
SP2
SI
SA
SIGCHIB
SSI
SMI

Periodical

J of Advertising Research
J of Applied Psychology
J of Business and Technical Communication
J of Business Communication
J of Communication
J of Educational Psychology
J of Experimental Education
J of Experimental Psychology
J of Forestry
J of Memory and Language
J of Personality and Social Psychology
J of Reading Behavior
J of Research in Science Teaching
J of Systems Management
J of Technical Writing and Communication
J of Verbal Leaming and Verbal Behavior
Journalism Qtrly
Language in Society
Macworld
Management Communication Qtrly
Management Science
Medical Communications
Memory and Cognition
MIS Qtrly
New York Times
Newsweek
North American Farmer
Organizational Studies
PC Magazine
PC Week
Personal Publishing
Persormel J
Persormel Psychology
Philosophy and Rhetoric
PMLA
Poetics
Psychological Bulletin
Psychological Review
Public Opinion Qtrly
Publish
Qtrly J of Speech
Reading Research Qtrly
Research in the Teaching of English
Review of Educational Research
Rhetoric Review
Scholarly Publishing
Science
Scientific American
SIGCHI Bulletin
Simply Stated
Supervisory Management

Empirical
MonEmpirical
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Category
B
SS P
CMRC
CMRC
CMM
SS P
E
SS P
SCI
SS P
SS P
CMR
E
CP
CMRC
SS P
CMM
CMRC
CP
B
B
CMM
SS P
CP
G
G
SCI
B
CP
CP
CMM
B
SS P
CMRQ
L
CMM
SS P
SS P
B
CP
CM S
CMR
CMRC
E
CMRC
CMM
SCI
G
CP
CMPT
B

387

Table HI. 110 Periodicals Selected
Abbreviation
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

TC
TWT
TESOLQ
T
Tl
VL
WSJ
WC

Periodical

Technical Commimication
Technical Writing Teacher
TESOL Qtrly
Time
Training
Visible Language
Wall Street Joumal
Written Communication

Category Abbreviations:
B
Business
CM M
Communications - Miscellaneous
CM PT
Communications - Professional/Technical
CM R
Commimications - Reading
CM RC
Communications - Rhetoric/Composition
CM S
Communications - Speech
CP
Computers
E
Education
G
General
L
Literature
SCI
Science
SS P
Social Science Psychology
SS S
Social Science - Sociology

Empirical
NonEmpirical
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Category
CMPT
CM PT
CMRC
G
E
CMM
G
CM RC

APPENDIX I
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 55 CITATIONS TO
"A HUMANISTIC RATIONALE FOR TECHNICAL WRITING,"
1979-1992
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Allen, Jo. "The Case Against Defining Technical Writing." Joumal of Business and
Technical Communication 4 (1990): 68-77.
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